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By examining Gandhi as a political organiser it may be possible to bridge 

the gap between two interpretations of his importance -- one which focuses 

on his propagation of nonviolence "as a way of life", the other- which treats 

him as a pioneer in the use of nonviolence "as a conflict technique. " 

Gandhi named his philosophy and his method of action, "satyagraha". Between 

1915 and 1922 he emerged as the organiser of local satyagraha campaigns in 

Bihar and Gujarat. He moved quickly, however, to leadership of further 

struggles at a national level, in particular the hoxlatt Satyagraha in 1919 

and Noncooperation eighteen months later. The thesis explores, through a 

series of case studies, how Gandhi 'levelotied his methods as he moved over a 

period of about five years from local to national scale. 

At the national level, Gandhi failed to take India by storm as he had hoped 

through organisations founded by himself to propagate his principles like 

the Satyagraha Sabha and the Swadeshi. 6abha. He therefore forged alliances 

with political figures from other perspectives within the ºhilafat movement 

and the Indian Rational Congress who nonetheless were prepared to follow 

his direction. A principal means which Gandhi developed for generating 

solidarity between the nation's educated "classes" and the "masses" and for 

mobilising people short of civil disobedience, was the promotion of campaigns 

of constructive work. This is particularly clear in his planning and 

leadership of the Noncooperation movement. 

Presentation of nonviolent action in the West, by overstressing the "conflict" 

aspect of satyagraha and neglecting the "constructive". has been one-sided. 

The importance in Gandhi's method as an organiser of a concept of constructive 

programme and its application in practice suggests that advocates of non- 

violent action as a technique should look more closely at the balance between 

the two aspects in his approach. 

The thesis concludes with a review'of the rules and stages in Gandhi's 

satyagraha campaigns which have been proposed in the work of Joan Bondurant. 
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GANDHI AS -AN ORGANISER: An Analysis of Local and National Campaigns 

in India, 1915-1922 

Introduction 

Historians in recent years have been at pains to cut the cult 

which surrounds India's national hero, "the Mahatma", down to size. 

A wealth of material has been published since 1920 in India and outside 

magnifying Gandhi into a politician and saint of genius whose every 

utterance is worthy of reverent attention. This has tended to get 

in the way of understanding what was going on in India in the years 

after the first world war and what was Gandhi's place in it. 

With the publication of Gandhi's Collected Works, the release of 

British documents relating to the period and also the systematic 

studies now being undertaken of the part that many local areas played 

or failed to play in the Indian national struggle, it has been 

possible to gain a much clearer picture of what Gandhi's role and 

influence actually was. Historians like'Judith Brown have begun'to 

examine the Gandhian era in India with a detachment which probably 

few Indians would want to ardopt. 
1 

Others, notably those gathered 

around D. A. Low at the School of South Asian Studies in Melbourne, 

and linking up with Indian scholars, have brought to study of the 

period a variety of perspectives. 
2 These have not got in the way of 

the main task, which has been to dig beneath "nationalist mythology" 

and uncover what was actually going on during the Gandhi years. In 

my view, the best accounts of the Indian national struggle are still 

the broad studies written by authors who identify with the national 

movement and even with Gandhi himself. 3 But the newer wort, 

predominantly by western scholars, has provided a wealth of new facts 

and speculative arguments which must be reflected in new studies of 

Gandhi. 
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The object of this study is not to develop the work of these historians, 

nor to duplicate or summarise them. Rather, drawing on some of their 

specific information. aid insights, particularly the work of Judith 

Brown - to whom I am especially indebted - it is to go back to Gandhi 

hiaself and to re-examine the basis on which he was able to present 

his novel doctrine of satyagraha to the Indian national movement and 

to win widespread acceptance of it. The aim is to add to cur under- 

standing of Gandhian nonviolence by looking in detail at what Gandhi 

actually did in the years 1915 to 1922. How did the theory and 

practice of satyagraha evolve in those years as Gandhi sought to 

organise political and social movements which would have a major 

impact on Indian society? 

Most non biographical studies of Gandhi have tended to focus either 

on his philosophy or on his method of action. Interpreters of 

Gandhian nonviolence have tended to fall into two camps: those who. 

embrace or describe the whole Gandhian philosophy of satyagraha and 

insist that Gandhian nonviolent action can only be understood from 

its roots in his religious and moral beliefs; 
4 and those who wish to 

separate the practice of nonviolent action from its philosophical 

background and to look at it purely as a technique in the political 

sphere for engaging in conflict. My own bias'is unquestionably 
5 

towards the first group -- but in this study I want to look not at 

Gandhi's philosophy, but at how he applied his philosophy. It was 

as a more effective organiser than any of his contemporaries that 

Gandhi was able to capture the leadership of the Indian National 

Congress in 1920. 
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Part of Gandhi's appeal was as an expert practitioner in a technique of 

ccntl, Lt which was well suited to the conditions in which the Indian national 

movement found itself at the time of the first world war. But if Gandhi 

had been simply a "general" able to command civilian troops in nonviolent 

action, he would never have been called on to reveal his skills. The 

point about Gandhian nonviolent action in India is that a political context 

to be created in which sections of the Indian political elite ýand large 

groups of the rural and urban "masses" were ready to take up nonviolent 

action and experiment with it under Gandhi's, guidance. Gandhi did not make 

a" distinction between his ability to plan and organise , political campaigns 
then ih Str,,. jit 

and his ability/to direct thenG Although he frequently likened his leader- 

ship of civilians in nonviolent resistance to the generalship of an army, 
14'x¢ PC>( (CJ1 atw. l"wwlit"uty spKUes1) V4 bZtwejtA 

he did not differentiate clearly between/these and. the conduct of social 
n 

and economic life. For Gandhi, all of these were interlinked. This meant 

not only that Gandhi's task as an organiser, included, work to create a 

political climate in which the Indian national movement would give him 

the opportunity to lead it in nonviolent struggle. But the very method 

which he employed in struggle, satyagraha, itself-expressed also his 

concern to reorganise social, economic and political-life. Nonviolent 

action. as pursued by Gandhi was not just a conflict technique. Simult- 

aneously, it was a , tool for transforming social, economic and political 

conditions. The two aspects, conflict-and transformation, were combined. 
E 

Thus a principal thesis of this study is that attempts to abstract 

from Gandhi's activity in India (and South Africa) a technique of 

engaging in conflict called nonviolent action and to leave aside the 

rest of his activity have eliminated or made it hard to comprehend 

large areas of his practice. . These need to be included if. 
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we want to understand how Gandhi was effective. To put it pare 

positively, Gandhi was an organiser of genius who had firm ideas 

on how to conduct political campaigns and build social movements. 

His success as an organiser of political and social movements was 

dependent on a certain set of principles and objectives which it 

is worth us trying to understand. This success provided him with 

the opportunity to experiment with nonviolent action in the field 

of conflict, and vice versa. Certainly, it would be misleading 

to argue that Gandhi's dramatic successes in leading nonviolent 

conflict were not the springboard which encouraged those impressed 

to accept his leadership and to take up his larger social and 

political programmes. Nonetheless, as this study will show, social 

and religious values, his idea of how society should be ordered, 

were always uppermost in Gandhi's mind as he planned his civil 

resistance campaigns. 

It was, for example, out of his opposition to a nonviolent tactic 

like economic boycott that Gandhi formulated his concept and plan 

of Noncooperation. For Gandhi, Noncooperation was positive - where- 

economic boycott was negative - because those who supported the 

campaign withdrew their support not into bitterness but into a 

movement to build alternative institutions.? To him, the heart of 

the movement, the drive, was to build those alternative positive 

institutions, and after 1924 the promotion of the constructive 

programme became more important to him than the development of 

nonviolence as a conflict, technique. 

The key factors here are order,. discipline and self-reliance. 

Gandhi is often described as a philosophical anarchist because he 
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favoured fundamental decentralisation of society and wished 

political workers to abandon representative democracy at the centre 

and go to work in the villages. Nevertheless, he was in favour of 

a moral order of society where those who were morally the most 

advanced accepted responsibility and exercised authority. In order 

to achieve this new political and social older, where the focus of 

political drive was not at the centres of power - as under the Raj - 

but in the villages and with the "masses", specific cultural changes 

were needed. The emphasis of his politics was on organising among 

the people to develop their capacity to solve their own problems, 

encouraging individuals and whole villages and districts to see 

themselves as models of social responsibility for others to emulate. 

In order to create a climate where this was possible, it was 

necessary to develop in the political workers and in the "masses" 

themselves a daily discipline, a notion of "good housekeeping", and 

a capacity to make sacrifices, which would sustain them personally 
8 

and then fill out their lives and be assimilated by others. 

This effort to Work a social revolution, which was more important than 

the political revolution and was based in individuals making changes 

in their own lives, became fundamental to the Gandhian movement in 

India. Whenever Gandhi was invited to lead the Indian National 

Congress into nonviolent conflict, he always placed great emphasis 

on the need to develop the social prograune of nonviolence if 

I 

nonviolent discipline in conflict was to be sustained. Thus the 

constructive programme - building a new social order directly by 

working among the people - was not only a long-teas goal for 

Gandhi. Constructive work was also, in his view, an immediate 

requirement in preparing the movement for nonviolent struggle. In 

particular, it was an essential precondition for a mass nonviolent 
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civil disobedience campaign where tens of thousands t`f people, in no 

way answerable to military discipline, might be expected to maintain 

nonviolent discipline under. conditions of severe repression or 

provocation. 
9 

In practical terms, there are broadly two ways of looking at constructive 

programme. The first, emphasised by those who 'have 'studied and perhaps 

embraced Gandhi's philosophical approach to politics, is a moral 

imperative on individuals and groups who are concerned to live a way of 

life consistent with the values of nonviolence. People who have adopted 

this approach, as a demonstration of their disinterested commitment to the 

good of the community, engage in socially useful tasks known as "con- 

structive programme". "Has the movement undertaken positive, constructive 

steps with a view to providing services to its own members and to the 

public, and even in some cases to the opponent? ", asks Joan Bondurant, 

emphasising that constructive programme in this sense is an "earmark" 

of proper Gandi. an satyagraha. 
10 

A second use of the term refers to a specific set of campaigns launched 

in India by Gandhi. The "programme" comprised a list of initiatives 

devised by Gandhi to meet a number of important social questions. Each 

issue was.. attacked by his supporters as a nationwide campaign which had 

its own organisation; frequently there were targets for achievement 

which had to be achieved by a particular date. Over the years the number 

of these campaigns in the constructive programme was gradually expanded. 

In the 1920s, the chief emphasis was on production of Indian-made cloths, 

on Hindu-Muslim unity and on abolition of untouchability, but prohibition 

of liquor-selling and the uplift of women were soon added. By the 

1940s, the programme consisted of 18 items. 
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Unfortunately, the ambition of this study, to reveal in detail how Gandhi 

made his decisions as an organ-iser, has made it impossible for me to 

pursue the history of his activities in India beyond 1922. Even so, 

analysis of the eight years from 1915 to 1922 demonstrates that Gandhi 

was evolving the theory and practice of constructive programme in both 

the above senses as a specific response to setbacks and difficulties he 

experienced in pursuing his satyagraha campaigns at a national level. 

Gandhi's own conclusions in later years confirm that in this intensive 

period of struggle he developed a specific understanding and viewpoint, 

which was of the necessity to integrate a programme of social and economic 

transformation into his nonviolent civil resistance campaigns against the 

Raj. After 1924, this part of Gandhi's strategy came to be known by 
the 

the title of/constructive programme. But it was not seriously prop- 

agated under this name until the 1930s and 1940s. As a result my use of 

the*term to cover projects which took place before 1924 may appear to be 

misleading in places. These campaigns -- for example, the establishment 

of'national schools and arbitration courts, or again the spinning wheel 

campaign -- constitute strictly the origins of the constructive programme. 

It would be misleading, however, to suggest that this thesis has attempted 

to describe in systematic fashion the origins of Gandhi's constructive 

programme in this early period. Some of the case-material does demon- 

strate the beginnings of this side of Gandhi's political work in, for 

example, the Swadeshi Sabha of 1919 and in the evolution of Noncooperation 

out of the programme of the Sabha. But the aim of the thesis is not to 

describe early indications of Gandhi' s later constructive campaigns. Rather 

it is to demonstrate, as an explanation of Gandhi's method as an organiser, 

that in this period he discovered the necessity to complement and consolidate 

P 

x 

't 

all his "negative" campiagns of nonviolent protest with "positive" 
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campaigns to improve social life. It is the balance between conflict 

and construction in Gandhi's method which is the concern of this thesis. 

I thus use the term "constructive programme" in a third sense as a 

generic concept which combines the two practical meanings mentioned above. 

Constructive programme is a broad concept within Gandhian satyagraha 

theory which can be used to'distinguish efforts to promote greater social 

harmony and higher standards of popular self-reliance from political 

campaigns against acts of central authority. A number of authorities 

have followed Gandhi in presenting constructive programme in this way, 

as one branch of the satyagraha method. 
lli 

The thesis sets out to 

demonstrate that this "constructive" concept was an integral part of the 

way Gandhi developed his method during the years up to 1922 -- a concept 

which was applied and consolidated in a specific programme of campaigns 

in later years. 

Thus we argue, first, that the now well-established division between 

interpreters of Gandhian nonviolence -- over whether nonviolence should be 

viewed as a philosophy of life or as a conflict technique -- can be bridged 

by looking at Gandhi as an organiser of social and political movements. 

This focus on his work as an organiser does not mean, however, that we 

begin by examining his broad political objectives and end. by assessing 

what he achieved, with an analysis in between of his methods of getting from. 

A to B. Gandhi's political philosophy, on the one hand, and his achievements 

on the other, have been widely discussed elsewhere and are onljr indirectly 

the concern of this thesis which focuses entirely on his methods. From 

the point of view of the organiser; goals and ideals are interesting only 

in so far as they can be realised and made practical in a concrete situation. 

The Genius of Gandhi as an organizer is his pragmatic spirit and inspiration 

which enabled him time and again to locate his high ideals is practical 

ä 

5 
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forms of action which were accessible'to vast numbers of people and were 

taken up by them. It is this process of visualising and shaping his ideals 

in practical proposals which is the concern of this study. The cleverness 

of Gandhi's choice of issues and of methods enabled his ideals to shine 

through again and again. Through examining his methods as an organiser, 

that is, his means, we shall discover in large measure what his goals, his 

ends, were -- which is a good test of Gandhi's theory that ends and means 

are coincident!. 

It is also, in any case, misleading to see the process of organising as a 

linear one. Organising is above all a responsive art which requires that 

the organiser continually adjust to constantly changing situations. Gandhi 

lived by his wits, calculating and pitching his initiatives, frequently 

improvising, in order to build and sustain broad social movements which he 

could attempt to direct for social and political end3. Through the 

case-studies which form the bulk of this thesis, we see him applying and 

evolving certain formulae, certain consistent patterns or rules for enga4ng 

in this process of organising. Elucidating these rules, then, is the 

principal focus of the thesis. Our aim is to show that nonviolent action 

can better be seen in a broad perspective as a method of organising movements 

for social change than narrowly as a method of engaging in conflict. 

This same approach has also governed our second aim, already mentioned, 'Which 

is to show the balance between the "constructive" and "obstructive" in 

Gandhi's method. We are not studying constructive programme in itself. 

We are not looking at Gandhis social programme as an ideal prescription, 

developed in South Africa and when he wrote Hind Swaraj, which he then tried 

to apply in India. It is not our aim to evaluate how far he succeeded in 

this endeavour. Our intention is to look at how far programmes of 
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constructive work proved to be necessary and indeed indispensable to his 

method as an organiser, that is, to his instrumental purpose of building 

and sustaining social movements. Thus we are again discussing method or 

process, rather than aim or content, when we emphasise the place of 

constructive programme as a concept in Gandhian nonviolent action. 

Two flxlher broad themes also emerge in the thesis. One is the observation 

that Gandhi's methods as an organiser necessarily adjusted as he moved 

from local to national scale actions. Scale is an important factor in 

the organising of any social novement, because approaches and techniques 

for confronting an issue which touches 80,000 people are inevitably 

different from those employed to reach tens of millions. As we shall 

see, there'is a surprising consistency between Gandhi's methods at a local 

and national level. But there are also some significant differences. One 

of the reasons for focusing on Gandhi's emergence as a leader in the 

province of Gujarat is to emphasise the crucial importance to his emergence 

as a national leader of localised support in his home region. This he 

was to rely on not only in achieving national leadership, but also in 

adap3ting his methods at the national scale. 

A further theme-of the thesis derives, practically, out of a comparison 

between Gandhi's approach to organising two all-India satyagrahas, the 

Rowlatt Satyagraha of 1919 and Noncooperation of 1920 to 1922. It is 

expressed, theoretically, in an assessment of the balance between civil 

resistance and constructive programme in these two extraordinary adventures 

in nonviolent struggle. Our conclusion is that Gandhi was drawn to place 

so much emphasis on the constructive side of satyagraha because of his 

difficulties when he relied to heavily on civil resistance. This suggests 

l1 
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that the long, slow build-up of mobilisation through constructive action 

in Gandhi's method has been neglected in theoretical accounts of nonviolent 

action which focus arbitrarily on the symbolic impact of civil disobedience. 

It is tempting to dismiss the relevance of Gandhi's experiments with 

satyagraha because of their background in the Indian context and in Hindu 

thought. The moralistic and religiousbasis of Gandhi's intervention in 

politics is foreign to many of us in the west. It seems intellectually 

unsophisticated to base a political movement, as Gandhi did, on the principle 

of the unity of all that lives and the duty of those who are well-dff to 

identify with the poorest of their fellows and to serve them. 
12 In other 

words, the idea of a single moral universe, where every action by anyone is 

linked on a cosmic scale to the welfare of everyone else, may seem prepost- 

erous or irrelevant to the. business of politics. 
13_ None- 
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the-less, Gandhi's attempt to find another basis for political 

authority and social power - not based in control of the central 

institutions of representative democracy, not based in command of 

the military and the police - needs to be understood. It was 

because he had a view of political authority and social responsibility 

which was different from most of his contemporaries that he made the, 

14 
political choices which he did. With this view, he was able to 

initiate controlled nonviolent struggles and mass campaigns which 

adopted, and succeeded in maintaining to an astonishing degree, 

nonviolent discipline. 

But it is important not to present Gandhi as a moralist living 

strictly äccording to religious principles and refusing to bend them 

no matter what the circumstances or the emergency. This is a mistake 

which has been made by some who look on Gandhi as a moralist and who 

have then taken over his personal principles and sought to apply 

them in their own lives and in the groups to which they belong. What 

is so remarkable about Gandhi-'is that, with his view that there was 

only one human nature and one shared system of values, he was willing 

all the time to make compromises with present reality. He was a 

pragmatist, happy to make any accommodation as long as, within the 

agreement, was some principle which meant there would be moral 

progress. His view of progress was. like Plato's - the ideal was 

hidden somewhere, but we could dimly see its shadow and we should 

move towards that. 
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A 

It was because of this flexibility, his determination to gear even his 

most idealistic campaigns to what was realistically achievable, that 

Gandhi was able to operate as a remarkably successful politician in 

pre-Independence India. If we want to understand how he was able to 

develop a mass following for nonviolence and how he was able to draw 

hundredo of thousands into nonviolent struggle, it is important to 

examine carefully how he planned his campaigns. On what basis, for 

example, were the objectives for political struggles selected^s Or 

what considerationspersuaded him to seek alliances with other political 

figures who did not share his religiously-based political principles? 

The greater part of this thesis is given over to a detailed examination 
was 

of the principal campaign. -, in which Gandhi lengaged between 1915 and 

1922. Champaran, his first satyae aha struggle in India, took place 

in 1917, when he was far-away from his base in Gujarat. It is treated 

first because it was so much an isolated campaign and relatively 

self-contained. The later struggles, particularly as Gandhi moved 

towards örganisin; ata national level, are much harder to separate 

one from another. Thus the Ahmedabad and Heda campaigns in Gujarat 

in 1918 took place simultaneously and within 30 miles of each other. 

They assured Gandhi's leadership of the nationalist movement in 

Gujarat and contributed directly to his next initiatives which were to 

orGanise satyagraha on a national scale. 

Champaran, because it is a self-contained case-study, gives me the 

opportunity to construct a framework for analysis of organised 

satyagraha struggles. However, the later campaigns tend to merge 

into each other; also, in some instances, the historical material 

available and the issues raised have seemed to dictate a different 

structure. - Therefore, I have not followed this framework rigidly. 
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The first section of the thesis (Section I) focuses principally on 

case-studies of three local satyagrahas in Champaran, Ahmedabad and 

Kheda. But it also attempts a general survey of Gandhi's emergence 

as the principal Gujarati nationalist leader. And it outlines, too, 

the important part Gujarat was to play in his activities as a national 

leader. 

The other main section (Section III contains case-studies of the 

principal satyagraha campaigns in this period which Gandhi conducted 

at a national level, the Rowlatt Satyagraha of 1919 and Noncooperation 

from 1920 to 1922. However, to make sense of the range of political 

activities which Gandhi was involved in up to 1922, I have found it 

most useful to arrange the material in chapters describing successive 

organisations which he either joined or founded. Thus we move from 

the Gujarat Sabha to the Satyagraha`Sabha, which conducted the Rowlatt 

Satyagraha in 1919: then from the Swadeshi. Sabha to the Xhilafat 

Movement which planned and launched Noncooperation in August 1920; 

finally, from the All-India Home Rule League (renaune, 1 the Swarajya 

Sabha) to the Indian National Congress. The Congress took over 

Noncooperation and conducted it in alliance with the Khilafat movement 

from 1920 to 1922. 

The case-studies of the local satyagrahas (in Section 1) are combined 

for analysis with the difficulties which Gandhi experienced from his 

Gujarat base of co-ordinating on a national scale the Rowlatt Satya- 

graha in 1919. This enables me to examine (in Section II) some of 

the circumstances which led Gandhi to insist on the development of 

constructive programme as a component of his organising at a 

national level. 
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Section IV, the concluding analysis of the thesis, compares 

Gandhi's techniques as an organiser at a local and at a national 

level. It also attempts to construct a broader definition of the 

satyagraha method than is usually made in the west. In particular, 

it shows how Gandhi promoted both civil resistance and constructive 

programme, the two sides of satyagraha, by the same organising 

techniques. 

Missing from this study is a full attempt to place Gandhi relative 

to all the other forces and actors present at the time. There is 

no detailed presentation of the changing and even chaotic economic, 

social and political conditions in India during and after the First 

World War. These created the possibility for a new type of political 

leader to emerge and, without such a combination, Gandhi's career 

would have evolved quite differently. A fuller historical perspective 

on this period, however, can be gained from many other sources o 

A more particular omission from this study is discussion of the response 

'which Gandhi as an organiser evoked from the Indian people, both 

the educated and uneducated. At a general level, this has been done 

before by social scientists and historians who have explored the topic 

of charisma and also the religious themes from Hindu mythology which 

Gandhi employed in making his link with the peasantry. 
16 In a 

specific study of Gandhi as an organizer, however, there ought to 

be detailed examination of, for example, those groups in the Champaran 

peasantry which responded to Gandhi's appeal in 1917. Or how far 

A 
Gandhi managed to reach and change the behaviour of Muslim peasants 

during his championship of the Iilafat issue in 1920. Again, in 

the study of Noncooperation, it would be interesting to know which 

sections of the educated classes and which groups among the peasantry 
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in which parts of the subcontinent took up the campaign to learn 

hand-spinning in 1921.1 must leave such questions to others, 

however, with greater knowledge of Indian social history and 
17 

anthropology. 

OA9 riles de)tlope. 6º by C{c, uülu 'vr C15attiS/Ng Scci t v*IOQe 1ev%h. - Ito 

The emphasis of this study will be on, for cxwnpte, he chose issues, how 

he made his judgements ca what was politically wise or expedient, 

and how he managed to balance his campaigns between maintaining the 

initiative for his side while sustaining respectful dialogue with 

his opponents. We will also see how he achieved the position in 

Indian politics which enabled him to project his unconventional views 

to stich a wide audience. The focus, then, is on Gandhi as an organiser - 

not exploring especially his philosophy and his principles, nor con- 

centrating in particular on his methods 4 emp5i^9 / With this 

special attention to Gandhi himself, it may seem that i have fallen 

back into the trap of isolating Gandhi as a remarkable figure from 

the context in which he operated. In some respects this is true. By 

picking out Gandhi as a particular ch,.. racter to study, I am judging 

that he had a special viewpoint and role which makehim interesting 

and even unique. It{ is not his personal qualities, though, 

remarkable as they were, which occupy me. It is the way he was able 

to take a set of unconventional and controversial political ideas - 

which his satyagraha creed and method always was - to the centre of 

political life in India. 
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CHAMPARAN, 19171 NOTES ON A "CLASSIC" SATYAGNAHA STRUGGLE 

It's bommon for commentators on Gandhi, allowing hindsight to colour their 

descriptions of his early years, to present him as a national political 

leader who emerged, as it were, complete, his destiny'before him. Nonviolence 

his message and method, took the people by storm; his charismatic presence 

drew all to him. The reality is different. Gandhi had to promote and "sell 

his ideas to the nation. This was done through local campaigns which brought 

him to national attention -- but also just as significantly by his development 

of a reputation and organisation in the Gujarat province of, the Bombay 

Presidency. There is no work in &iglish of which I am aware-which surveys 

Gandhi's achievement as an organiser specifically in Gujarat, using his 

success there as a platform from which he launched initiatives'at a'national 

level. Yet such a theme would makea logical framework for a'survey of 

his whole career. 

It's also common for surveys of Gandhi's nonviolent campaigns to present his 

method as if there were no difference between his organising of campaigns at 

a local level in a. limited geographical area and those struggles which were 

attempted on a vastly larger scale across the whole of India. It seems 

self-evident that mobilising'on the vast scale of the Indian subcontinent 

posed immense problems-for Gandhi, problems which were not so acute in 

struggles confined to a limited area. 

These are broad themes which will be explored in the first two sections of 

this thesis: his promotion of satyagraha through local campaigns;. the 

importance to Gandhi of his base-in Gujarat; and the difficulties which he 

experienced in moving from organising at a local and regional level to a 

national level. We shall also hope to disoover some of the consistent 

patterns in his organising method. 
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When Gandhi arrived back in India at the age of 46 in 1915, he had 

spent twenty years in South Africa as a legal advocate and political 

organiser on behalf of the Indian community there. After 1907, when 

he realised that the British Crown could not be relied upon to protect 

the rights of Indians in South Africa, he had begun to experiment 

with methods of "passive resistance" which he called "satya. graha". 

His achievements there brought him to the attention of the nationalist 

movement at home in India and earned some approval from the government 

of India, he British Raj. 

Back in India, Gandhi received a guarded welcome from the British and 

from the nationalist movement. To them he was an unknown quantity; 

while outside the circles of 'ndia's educated he was scarcely known. 

For his first years-back, he was under a vow not to engage in political -, 

activity and he restricted himself primarily to building an ashram of 
neat Ahwteccw%A Ct, 4; u. cwr 

his personal followers, : invited to address public meetings in differ- 

ent parts of the country on the position of Indians in South Africa 

he used his trips as an opportunity to learn about India. His 

appearance at receptions given in his honour in the clothes of a 

peasant caused some controversy as'did his insistence on some 

occasions on speaking in Gujarati or Hindi, rather than English. His 

main political achievement during his first eighteen months - an 

activity which did not break the terms of his vow - was to press 

successfully for the ending of the system of indentured labour under 

which Indians were sent to South Africa to work on terms close to 

slavery. 
1 
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Gandhi's position in the spectrum of Indian nationalist politics at this 

time was precarious and uncertain. He called himself a disciple of Gokhale, 

the great "Moderate" political leader who had died in 1915. G. K. Gokhale 

had been the principal leader of the Indian National Congress for nearly a 

decade and had visited South Africa to support Gandhi's struggles there. He 

was particularly identified with progressive causes such as the spread of 

education and the abolition of child marriage. The great split with the 

"Extremists" which had left Gokhale and the Moderates at the helm of Congress 

in 1907 was principally over the question of political methods. B. G. Tilak, 

the most prominent of the Extremist leaders, had openly advocated terrorism 

as a means of ejecting the British from India. Gandhi sided with Gokhale 

on this issue and with the Modera. tes''general approach of having the 

relationship between Britain and India change gradually on all sorts of, 

issues through incremental reform. He also shared their active concern to 

promote social reform in Indian society, causes which traditionalists like 

Tilak often opposed. Where Gandhi differed from the Moderates, however, 

was on two issues. First, their acceptance that the limits of political 

activity were set by the constitutional procedures established by the Raj, 

together with their unwillingness to risk popular campaigning. Second, 

their identification with British standards for economic development and 

cultural activity. Gandhi linked up with the Extremists as a populist 

and as a cultural nationalist who preferred the civilisation of India to 

that of the west. 

What was he to do? The Extremists had returned to the Congress fold in 

1916 and had seized the initiative from the Moderates in the economic and 

political turmoil which gripped India at this time. Gandhi sax the popular 

movements they had founded to agitate for Home Rule making strong progress 

in the Bombay Presidency and elsewhere in these years; yet he hated. 
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the opportunism and stridency as he saw it of their agitations. 

When Gandhi arrived in the proximity of Champaran, a district of 
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ýiSC Bihar in northern India, in April 1917, none of the nationalist 

activists in that part of Bihar knew he was coming and none of them 

was campaigning politically on the issue on which he chose to make 

a stand. Within hours, however, of his discovering from a hurriedly 

grouped gathering of local lawyers about the conditions of the peasants 

forced to grow indigo in the district, he had decided to spend up to 

two years there. And within days he had organised this group of 

lawyers into a band of helpers who worked with him for the seven 

months that his work actually took. 2 

to- aikar 

Gandhi had come/at the insistence of a peasant leader from the 

Chanparan district who had met him at the annual session of the 

Indian National Congress held in Lucknow four months earlier. He 

informed the local British administration of his intention to go to 

Champaran and pretty quickly gathered that he was not welcome there. 

This persuaded him to move into the district with all 'speed so that 

if he was arrested it would be in Champaran. The British were 

worried because there had been agitation for decades by the ryots 

(peasants) in Champaran forced to grow indigo on their land by local 

European planters. The planters leased whole villages and cub-let to the 

peasant cultivators. Since payments to the ryots were on the basis of 

the number of acres sown with indigo, it was in the planters' 

interests to have the peasants forced to grow indigo on their best land 

giving the highest yield. This doubly penalised the ryots since they 

could get a higher price for other cash-crops such as rice, sugar-cane 

and maize. 
3 All manner of quasi-legal agreements had been struck with 

the tenants about the use of their land, of irrigation canals and of 

roads; these agreements were often secured by threats and physical 

intimidation; and if the tenants broke them they were frequently 

taken to court and fined. Indigo, a vegetable dye used to colour 

A 
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blue clothing, was processed by the planters in their local factories. 

Within two days of arriving in Champaran, Gandhi was served with a notice 

externing him from the district, that is, instructing him to leave. 

Gnadhi hurriedly organised his friends of less than a week into a 

team to carry on his inquiry into conditions in Champaran and offered 

himself in court. He made a defiant speech demanding the right to 

make the inquiry and insisting that we would not leave voluntarily. 

The magistrate had not expected this and did not know what to do because 

he did not want to jail Gandhi, so he postponed judgement. The local 

Champaran administration then was sevemiy rebuked by the Bihar government 

for moving so precipitately; and Bihar was encouraged by direct attentions 

from the Viceroy himself, who was worried about Indian national opinion 

being roused against the British in India while British troops were fully 

stretched in the War in Europe. The case against Gandhi was dropped. 

In the teeth of fierce political opposition from the planters, and unease 

verging on hostility from the local administration, Gandhi then 

organised a survey of peasant grievances, which involved the recording 

of 10,000 legal statements by the ryots. Pressure to get Gandhi out of 

Champaran before he had totally destroyed the planters' position and the 

authority of the local administration built up so much that the Bihar 

government began to think about externing him and summoned him to the 

Bihar capital to the south in Ranchi where he met the Lieutenant 

Governor. 'Under pressure from the Government of India, the Lieutenant 

Governor decided to appoint a commission of inquiry into the conditions 

of the tenants in Ghamparan with Gandhi as one of its members. 
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Gandhi was permitted to act as an advocate within the inquiry on the 

ryots' behalf while also serving as a member of the commission. He 

finally managed to negotiate an agreement with the planters through 

the process of the inquiry which met most of the tenant: main 

grievances. This agreement formed a part of the Commission's 

unanimous report which was accepted by the Bihar government and 

enacted into legislation a year later. 

Gandhi then went back to his ashr , but immediately got involved in 

fighting a labour dispute on behalf of textile workers in Ahmedabad 

and leading a civil disobedience campaign against high taxes in 

theda (Paira) a rural area of Gujärat. Within a" year he was also 

leading a markedly unsuccessful drive to recruit soldiers to fight with 

the British EMpire in Europe and sinulta. neously canpaigning to get a 

leading home rule fighter and two Muslim leaders released from 

in ternrient. 

How Gandhi Organised Su-, port. 

(i) The First Days 

When Gandhi arrived in Patna en route for Champaran, he was in the 

company of the peasant representative of the ryots from Champaran who 

had none of the connections which Gandhi melt he needed if he was to establi 

himself in the area. Eventually, he remembered by chance to look up an old 

acquantance fron lair school in London who was now a prominent member of the 

Muslim League, and this man gathered together a group of prominent Indian 

citizens to describe the situation in Champaran to Gandhi. Gandhi then 

decided immediately to go to Champaran and make an investigation. The 

Lucknow Congress had passed a resolution deploring the situation in 

Champaran, a resolution which Gandhi had been asked to move. He had 

declined on grounds of lack of knowledge and this gave him loge authority 

to begin his inquiry. 
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Gandhi was given a contact in Muzaffarpur, the nearest large town to 

Champaran, and went to stay with him. This man brought together another 

group to discuss Champaran with Gandhi. -The latter recognised directly 

from the situation of effective planter control of the local administration 

that this was a situation which would probably lead to a nonviolent 

campaign to correct the injustice. Gandhi was apparently conscious 

that (i) he had no first hand knowledge of the situation, and (ii) that 

if he was to engage in Satyagraha against the administration he would 

need to be thoroughly identified with the cause of the peasants and have, 

an indisputably established case; (iii) that the power of satyagraha 

rested in the support of the peasants for what he was doing and (iv) that 

to find out exactly what was happening among the peasants and to build up 

support for his struggle on their. behalf he would need a group of full-time 

assistants. 

Gandhi straight a; ay asked the group gathered with him in Nuzaffurour to 

help him, aid a number of them agreed. The request was no small one 

because it meant abandoning for an indefinite period their families 

and established law practices and going to werk: in a subordinate capacity 

as clerks taking down, statements. Gandhi also told the vakils-(lawyers) 

that they should be prepared to go to jail. None of them agreed to this 

but they did agree to work with him and to think about the question of 

jail - which must have seemed absolutely outrageous to prosperous 

members of the legal profession, wondering what civil disobedience 

would mean for their legal careers. Gandhi offered no payment for their 

services. 
5 

Presumably he was successful in persuading a number of them 

to agree to go with him: (i) because he was a, relatively, senior man, at, 

48: (ii) because the issue of Chainparan had been raised. nationally at the 

Indian National Congress-and Gandhi had come as a-direct result; (iii) 

because he had a reputation as a national hero because of his successful 
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A 

struggles in similar situations in South Africa; (iv) because of 

Ginähi's obvious sincerity and his courage in being willingto go 

to jail on thq issue when he was an outsider with no roots in the area 

at all and (v) because this was a time in India when changes in the 

alignments of Indian political figures were increasing as the British 

showed themselves amenable to limited political reform; thus there was 

some jockeying for future power and some openness to experiment if it 

looked promising. 

The next day Gandhi went to inform the Commissioner for the neighbouring 

district to Champaran of his intentions. He very quickly got the 

impression that he would not be allowed to enter Champaran - and decided to g 

there as quickly as possible so that if he was arrested it would be on the 

spot. His intentions here are not recorded: but clearly the government's 

embarrassment in removing him from the area would be greater than preventing 

him going there, partly because his arrest there would pin-point the 

peasant grievances nationally and partly because it would help to focus local. 

peasant opposition. 

Gandhi had barely started his investigations from the town of Itotihari in 

Champaran when he got an order from the local magistrate instructing him 

to leave the area. He immediately decided to"disobey it and prepared` 

instructions for his-assistants of less than'a week to follow in his' 

absence. 

Fron the start, Gandhi had fundamentally two objectives: (i) to secure 

the legal abolition'öf the "tinkathia" system, where peasant tenants 

were obliged to grow indigo on the best portions of their land for their 

landlords the planters who operated the indigo factories. (ii) To 

encourage in-the peasants a spirit which would prevent the planters from 

re-establishing their grip on the area. 
6 

I 
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(ii) How Gandhi Organised His Assistants 

As we have seen, Gandhi chose educated, professional men to be his 

assistants; he also made a point of choosing Biharis, that is, local 

men. (Presumably on the view that they knew the local dialects, had a 

better general knowledge of the area and its grievances, would perhaps 

be more acceptable to local peasants, would be better able to carry out 

the work if he was removed, would be less vulnerable to attack as outside 

agitators. ) The fact that the men were local, however, meant their 

reputation as legal advocates on behalf of the peasants and the involve- 

ment of some of-them in Home Rule politics made them subject to criticism 

from the planters and the local administration as biased men and well- 

known agitators. Gandhi's response to this charge was that these men 

were for the purposes of this inquiry simply interpreters and clerks 

taking down statements, that they were e; itirely responsible to him and that 

if he felt that any of them were acting in an irresponsible way,, he 

would instantly dismiss them.? 

This assertion that he was master in his own camp seems to have been 

literally true. Gandhi set about organising his-co-workers so that they 

became convinced (or pragmatic) followers of satyagraha and of his 

personal strategies and techniques. The first issue was , 
to persuade them 

a 

to come and work with him on a semi-permanent basis without money. This 

a number of them were persuaded to do. second, he wanted them to agree to to 

over the work from him in the event of his being jailed and to be prepared 

to go to jail themselves. On the morning when Gandhi himself walked to 

the court house in the conviction that he would go to jail rather than 

accept his externment from Champaran, his two key workers said they too 

were now ready to go to jail. Gandhi is reported to have said "Now I 

know we shall succeed". A third major achievement of Gandhi's brief but 

intensive association with these men was in the area'of life-style. 

These were high-caste professional men who brought with them their 
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servants and their cooks. This was obviously distasteful to Gandhi who 

had thrown off the trappings of westernised, expensive living and who 

felt it his moral duty to engage in physical labour and to live like a 

peasant. He sayer that he "ridiculed" the men for their habits: arguing 

partly on a pragmatic basis that they needed to reduce their expenses. 

At any rate, all the servants were sent home and one cook only was kept 

who prepared vegetarian meals. One important aspect of this simplification 

of life-style, which extended to dress too, of course, was that the gap 

between Gandhi's team and the peasants they were working with was 

reduced. Fourth, Gandhi, quitt si: aply worked harder than any of his 

associates (or opponents) and overwhelmed them with his energy and 

constant initiative. 
8 

Gandhi also refused to allow his assistants to identify their activity with 

the struggle for Hone Rule in India, saying that if they were successful 

in their campaign in Champaran, it would do more for Home Rule than any 

amount of rhetorical agitation-9 

(iii) Gandhi's Preparation for His Court Appearance 

Men Gandhi heard that he was toIappear in court for disobeying an order 

to leave Champaran, he began a discussion with his assistants about what 

should be done and was later gratified by the undert. ak; ng that some of them 

were willing to follow him to jail. He then devised a list of names of- 

those who would take over the direction of the campaign in succession as 

others were arrested. He also wrote out' a list of detailed instructions 

to his co-workers. (See Appendix 'A') 

He then spent the whole night writing letters to newspaper editors, 
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explaining what was happening and asking them not to publish anything 

unless he was jailed. He also wrote to a number of leading Indian 

politicians including one who served on the Viceroy's legislative council: 

and addressed himself directly to the Viceroy, complaining that he was 

only interested in doing humanitarian service in Cha. °iparan and sending 

back a medal that he had been awarded only a year previously for 

humanitarian work in South Africa. 

He also prepared a statement for the court explaining why he was 

disobeying the order, which read as follows (see Appendix 'B'). 

(iv) Gandhi's Relations with the Chasiuaron Peasants 

Gandhi was unknown to the ryots of Champaran, but by the time he was 

headed by train into the district word had got round that this man was 

coming to investigate/solve their grievances and numbers of people 

assembled at the stations to greet him and get a gl . apse of him. 

Gandhi's method of investigation at first was to go and visit a few 

villages and take depositions from peasants. When news of his court 

appearance cane through more than a thousand peasants assembled at the 

court house and the magistrate had to rely on Gandhi to control the 

crowds. 

A major part of this theory of organising was that the peasant 

grievances would only disappear when they had the courage to stand 

up and insist that this be changed. The presence of an Indian in the 

district conducting an inquiry of his own initiative was an encouragement 

to the peasants to believe that planter tyranny and the inactivity and 

bias of the local administration could be challenged and corrected. 
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Each man who gave a statement about his position to Gandhi or 

his assistants (often in the presence of police officers) was 

ccnfronting his own fear of the planters; and of course helping 

Gandhi build his case against the planters. 

Ten thousand statements were taken by Gandhi's assistants. 
10 

The people crowding round Gandhi's headquarters in Motihari or Bettich 

to give their statements may have been recruited by another level of 

assistants, local uneducated men of some prominence such as shopkeepers, 

money-lenders, and so on. They are not mentioned in accounts by Gandhi 

and his assistants of what happened, nor by the planters, but by police 

reports now available. 
ll 

When a particularly bad situation was 

discovered in the land-holding of one planter, Gandhi himself or 

some of his assistants would go directly to investigate and confront 

the planter with their information. This was not done in the spirit of 

expose, however, so much as a genuine desire-to hear the other sideoz 

the case. Naturally, these direct approaches to the planters further 

strengthened the reputation of the inquiry, which in some instances led to 

immediate and direct negotiations or proposals to resolve grievances. 

Gandhi's concern with what he considered the ignorance and abject 

helplessness of the peasants, extended as far as work to found schools 

in the area and direct efforts to improve sanitation and personal 

hygiene. He was unable to find Biharis to take part in this work, 

however, and had to recruit on an all-India scale. This part of his 

activities failed to take root, however, and dissolved within a few 

months of his leaving the district. 12 

With his triumph in the court-room, his later successes in maintaining 

his inquiry in the teeth of planter opposition and then securing a 
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provincial government inquiry on which he himself was to serve, Gandhi's 

reputation with the peasants as some kind of miracle-worker became 

established. Many of the peasants who came to the house where he 

was staying to give statements refused to leave till they had seen him. 

So Gandhi's assistants arranged certain times of the day when Gandhi's 

darshan would be given, that is, peasants could get a glimpse of him. 

So the Mahatma's ability to reach the peasants became established. 

(v) Gandhi's Relations with the Press 

Throughout his tine in Champaran, Gandhi issued a series of background 

documents to the editors of newspapers. These were not for publication 

but were sent with the object of keeping them fully informed so that 

(i) they would not be tempted to publish ill-informed stories; (ii) in 

the event of his being arrested, they would have accurate information on whi 

to base any editorials they night write. Through this- tactic he was able 

to keep thQ press at bay at a time when he did not want anti-planter 

stories inflaming opinion. 

Hoer Gandhi Addressed His Opponents and Protected His Objectives 

(i) The Planters 

Before entering Champaran district, Gandhi went to see the secretary of 

the Bihar Planters Association (a group of Europeans) and told him what 

he was intending to do. By euch an approach, which he maintained consist- 

ently throughout the inquiry, he: (i) confronted his opponents openly 

and personally (ii) forewarned his opponents; (iii) suggested honest 

intentions and invited trust; (iv) implied a willingness to compromise; 

and (v) by separating himself from the security of his supporters 

indicated his own self-confidence and power suggesting not only "I an 

my oim master"# but also "Buy me if you can". such an open fearless 

approach stretches the credulity of the opponent, who (i) knows that 
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there are entrenched attitudes and does not readily understand this 

flexibility; (ii) is tempted to talk to find out more, and (iii. ) has 

the distinct impression ofý omeone in command. This particular ran ceems ; 

to have been unsettled by Gandhi's courtesy, for he stated his personal 

willingness to assist Gandhi in his inquiry, but said , he could not 

speak for his Association. (He-later wrote to Gandhi, and told him not 

to go to Champaran, and got the whole Planter network buzzing with the 

news. ) 
13 

Gandhi's-principal objectives were to have the legal agreement whereby 

tenants were obliged to grow indigo abolished, to challenge a number of 

other unjust or legally doubtful obligations imposed on the tenants and to 

develop in the peasant cultivators a spirit which would prevent the -planters 

from reimposing their tyranny. He had a further aim which was to secure the 

willing agreement of the planters to his plans and to invite their support 

for his aims of social improvement in the area, such as schools and 

sanitation. 

Gandhi met with representatives of the planters - on several occasions and 

with their-full association twice. When statements from peasants indicated 

a particular injustice or abuse, he would visit the planter concerned or 

write to him detailing the complaints and inviting his comments. In some 

instances he, offered immediate proposals for, remedies. On, one. occasion. 

a planter denied that any of his tenants'were unhappy with their arrangements 

invited Gandhi, to meet them 
_in 

his company. - In Gandhi's presence,. large 

numbers of these tenants then complained against the planter to his face 

and Gandhi immediately organised them to take action for a more just arrange- 

A 

men . 
14 

1 '- 1 
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These activities created apoplexy among the planter community in 

Champaran who used every typ ;. of pressure available to them to dis- 

credit Gandhi and have him expelled. The local and provincial admin- 

istrations were saturated with complaints. European associations across 

India were activi, ted. to put pressure on the Viceroy; newspapers editor- 

ialised; biased press reports were published, as well as letters to the 

editor from planters. The main complaints were that the tenure system 

in Champaran had been in existence since "time immemorial" and so could 

not be challenged as unjust or illegal; that Gandhi had brought in 

Congress agitators; that Gandhi had established a parallel system of 

investigating grievances in Champaran which was undermining legitimate 

authority; and that the planters and their families were in fear of 

their lives from aroused peasants. Two small fires started in indigo 

factories were blamed by the planters on Gandhi's inquiry, though Gandhi 

denied that peasants were involved-15 

When the Bihar Government appointed its own Commission to investigate 

peasant grievances, with Gandhi as a member, representatives of the 

planters on the Commission were persuaded to go along with major criticisms 

of the old system and recommendations to change it - they were. later dis- 

owned by other planters. Gandhi and the Bihar Government were, very 

anxious to achieve a unanimous, report from the Commission so as. to make. 

it possible for the Government to get, through reforming legislation 

quickly. Gandhi therefore made quite major concessions to the planters' 

case, particularly on the question of compensation for the loss of 

revenues. In order to avoid costly litigation in the courts for the 

peasants, Gandhi was anxious that the report should detail agreed com- 

pensation terns for certain planters and agreed reimbursements to 
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certain tenants ofmoney already wrongly paid. After much fierce 

arguing with particular planters, terms were agreed, which were almost 

certainly generous to the planters. Gandhi was happy, once the principle 

of abolishing tinkathia was established, to concede on lesser issues. 
16 

Gandhi was severely criticised by some of the tenants for this compromise. 
'? 

It appears, however, that within ten years of his campaign, all the 

planters had left Champaran. 

(ii) The Local. Administration 

Gandhi made it clear at one point that his strategy was first to persuade 

the planters, then if that failed the local officials of the Raj, then 

if that failed the Bihar Government, then the Government of India and 

finally public opinion all over india. 18 

The local officials worked closely with the planters and Gandhi was 

served with a notice to quit Champaran within two days of his arrival. 

When Gandhi appeared in court, refusing to obey the ozder because of his 

sense of public duty to remain with the tenants, but accepting any penalty 

the court might bestow on him, the magistrate did not know what to do. 

Gandhi had already won his respect (and undermined his authority) by 

helping to control the crowds round the courthouse. He postponed his 

sentence and released Gandhi without any recognisance except his word to 

appear when called, because Gandhi refused to offer any money. 

Later, on the orders of the Lieutenant-Governor of Bihar, the case was 

withdrawn. The Bihar authorities were furious because they felt that they 

did not have a strong enough case against someone of Gandhi's reputation 
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who had not actually done anything at that point except announce an 

inquiry. They instructed the local officers to offer their assistance 

to Gandhi's inquiry, and this was apparently done. 

Gandhi met regularly with the local c{ f il- i als . 
infoxm_ ng them of 

what he was doing, sending them copies of some of the reports which 

local officials were sending to the Bihar government. These were 

uniformly negative, making the same arguments as the planters, that 

their authority was being undermined and serious trouble seemed likely. 

When Gandhi received letters from these officials marked "confidential" 

he refused to accept them unless he was pernitted to share the contents 

with his assist^. nts, (When other "confidential" docu^ients arrived 

from sources in the Indian civil service who supported Gandhi, he refused 

to use them because they had not been acquired openly. ) 19 

Gandhi's relations with the local authorities seem on the whole to have 

. r. been courteous and even friendly. 

(iii) The Bihar Government and the Government of ±ndia 

After two months of Gandhi's inquiry, pressure from the planters and local 

officials grew so : 
intense that the Bihar government summoned Gandhi to 

Patna to meet with one of their senior members. This man asked Gandhi to 

dismiss his assistants who he considered-to be agitators and to end his 

inquiry. Gandhi refused. The two then agreed that Gandhi should submit 

his preliminary conclusions to government in the form of a report and 

slightly modify the conduct of his inquiry so that he, Gandhi., had most 

responsibility for the taking of the depositions. 

Gandhi's report was produced in a single day. in this way he retained 
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the initiative. He sent copies of it to the planters and to all the 

local officials, who were then given eight weeks to submit their 

comments on it to the government. This further angered the planters 

and local officials who now felt their power being usurped and argued 

that it appeared that Gandhi's activities had the blessing of the 

government. They called for the Government to appoint its own 

Commission to replace Gandhi's inquiry. 

When Gandhi was summoned to Ranchs, the capital of Bihar, to meet the 

Lieutenant-Governor, a month later, he and his co-workers thought it 

likely that he might not be allowed to return because the government 

obviously was not waiting to receive all the comments on Gandhi's 

report. They therefore made contingency plans for replacements to 

take over the inquiry if Gandhi was arrested. 
20 

Apparently, the Governor had become frightened of what was Yiappenin3 

in Champaran, but he had. received a letter from the Viceroy instructing 

him to establish a Commission with Gandhi as one of its members. The 

Viceroy had "all-India reasons" for appeasing Gandhi, that is, his 

fear of a major public agitation while the First World liar was in 

progress in Europe. Gandhi met with the Lieutenant-Governor for long 

sessions on three separate days. He insisted that if he were to be a 

member of the Commission, he must retain the right to act as advocate 

on behalf of the peasants and present the evidence that his inquiry 

had gathered and also call witnesses. This was . agreed'. 
21 

When the Commission was announced, the planters were delighted. When 

they heard that Gandhi was a member of it, announced ten days later, 

they felt utterly betrayed. Gandhi then ended his inquiry, but 

retained his team in being to prepare evidence already gathered for the 
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Commission and to provide an advisory service to tenants. 22 

The Comonission met in Ranchi, Patna, Motihari and Bettiah, visiting many 

of the villages directly. Its report was argued over for more than two 

months but was finally unanimous. It supported in most particulars 

the preliminary report that Gandhi had prepared three months earlier. 

Planter reaction was predictably hostile, but the Bihar government piloted 

a bill closely based on this report through the legislative assembly and 

it became law within a year. 

SUh_... IM ARY 

1. Gandhi's aims were to abolish the "tinkathia" system whereby tenant 

cultivators were forced by their planter landlords to grow indigo; and 

to build up a spirit among the tenants which would mean that the old 

system of abuses against them could not be re-established. In this he 

succeeded. 

2. This campaign, acting on a social grievance and organising the 

peasantry, moved Gandhi into an area of politics that had not been 

attempted by other contemporary Indian politicians. 

3. Gandhi was able to assemble a strong team of local, educated men to 

work with him, who made considerable personal sacraf5ce to adopt his 

political methods and recognised his decisive authority. 

4. Gandhi was able to reach the reasc. nts with his. campaign because: 

(i) no =fndian figure of his standing had tried to approach them 

before; 

' (ii) he publicly out-manouevred the attempt by the local 

administration to expel him by his willingness to go to jail; 

(iii) his inquiry method was exceedingly thorough and conscientious, 

enabling thousands to make their contribution and take the risk of 
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collectively speaking out; 

(iv) he stood up fearlessly to the planters-visiting them 

individually when necessary; 

(v) his life-style was simple and inexpensive and indicated a desire 

not to be vastly different from theirs. 

5. Gandhi protected himself and was protected from eovernsºent suppression 

by: 

(:. ) The neutral objective of his mission - an inquiry into conditions 

in Champaran. 

(ii) By keeping public officials fully informed of everything he 

did, so he could not be accused of trickery. 

(iii) By his willingness to go to jail which might create serious 

all-India agitation at a time when Britain had few troops in Tndia. 

('iv) By the success of his mission in arousing peasant Interest and 

support, which appeared to threaten trouble if action was tauen 

against him. 

(v) By his outspoken and clearly genuine opposition to violence, thus 

neutralising charges that he was out to foment violence. 

(vi) By his careful cultivation of all-India public opinion through 

press releases and personal letters. 

(vii) By his deliberate dissociation of the campaign from Congress 

agitation for Home Rule. 

(viii) By his links with higher levels of Government. 

(ix) By his insistence that he was taking personal responsibility 

for all aspects of the inquiry, thus forcing critics to debate with 

hin. 
.4 

(x) By his energy and initiative which meant that the other parties 

to the conflict were forced to react to him. ' 
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6. He was able to develop an excellent factual and legal case for 

reform in Champaran which he was capable of arguing with all-comers. 

7. He was friendly and courteous at all times in his dealings and 

obviously sincere. 

8. His conduct in obeying all the rules of propriety indicated that he 

was not fundamentally against civil order (however threatening some of 

his actions seemed). If he was persevering with an inquiry which others 

wanted stopped, this was because they were party to an unjust system in 

Champaran which, if they looked to their sense of truth and justice,. 

they would have to admit must be changed. 

9. He aimed to create social harmony between planter and cultivator 

in Chmparan. In this he failed. 

10. He aimed to develop his own idea of Swaraj (Home Rule) in Champara. n 

through' constructive work in education, sanitation and hygiene. In this 

he failed. 

11. He showed-_a willingness to negotiate and to compromise on what he 

saw as inessentials, which demonstrated his complete personal authority 

and also invited criticism from some tenants later. 

Champaran is in some respects an isolated example-of Gandhi's political 

activities in India - not least because of its great distance from his 

base in Gujarat in west India. Apart from the one act of 'civil 

disobedience by Gandhi himself when he refused to leave the district after 

being ordered to do so, there was no direct confrontation with the 

British authorities, nor with the planters. Nor was-there a campaign 

of public meetings and processions. 

On the other hand, as the planters and local administrators were quick to 

point out, Gandhi's initial act of civil disobedience, followed by the 
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manner in which his inquiry was conducted and the response it drew from 

the peasantry, did constitute in practice a continuous demonstration which 

Involved effectively a succession of public meetings across the whole 

planters, a carefully pitched strategy of confintation, where Gandhi 

district. It could be seen for what it certainly was felt to be bye the 

never quite lost his stance of outside impartial investigator and so 

was able to protect himself from charges of simply stirring up an 

agitation. Nationalist opinion also saw Champaran as a confrontation 

in which Gandhi won a "victory" by his novel technique of satyagraha. 

Chanparan has often been presented by Gandhians as a "classic" 

satyagraha because of the "purity" of its execution. A highly 

antagonistic confrontation between irreconcilable groups was turned 

creatively by Gandhi's intervention into an exercise where the 

provincial government .. of Bihar was forced - by defiant and 

respectful pressure - to address itself to a popular grievance and 

to respond to it positively. Moreover, as a result of the satyagraha, 

relations between the planters and their tenants were changed to the 

to the extent that the Chanparan peasants were less afraid to stand 

up for themselves. We can see here Gandhi's argument that, in 

Champaran, he and his co-workers were doing the work of preparing 

India for Home Rule, even though he refused to allow it to be linked to 

other Home Rule agitation. 

It is interesting to speculate on why Gandhi chose Champaran in remote 

Bihar for the-first major demonstration of his new method of satyagraha. 

As we shall see in the next chapter, early in 1917 he had begun to take 

an active part in the politics of Gujarat. It may be that he was now 

0 

I 
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seeking to engage in an exemplary struggle and that Bihar seemed "riper" 

than areas nearer home. There were undoubtedaly many other parts of India 

where peasants suffered grievously under cruel landlords. What was distinct- 

ive about Champaran was a similarity between the situation there and that of 

indentured labourers in South Africa whose cause Gandhi had consistently 

championed. It is reported that some of the Champaran peasants were 

returnees from South Africa who rallied to Gandhi. Moreover, these were 

peasants growing cash craps whose horizons had been stretched through buying 

and selling in the market-place. Also, their landlords were Europeans, 

mostly British. The symbolic value of a struggle against exploitative 

British landlovds in India, at a time when India was being asked to support 

Britain by sending troops and money to assist the aar in Europe, will not 

have escaped Gandhi. 

It is relevant to note, too -- though Gandhi is unlikely to have known this 

at the outset -- that the cultivation of indigo in this part of Bihar had 

gone into rapid decline at the turn of the century. From 96,000 acres under 

cultivation with indigo in Bihar and Orissa in 1899-1900, the figure had 

declined to 8,000 acres in 1914-1915. Production of a cheap synthetic dye 

in Germany had destroyed the market for natural indigo. 'gar with Germany 

brought a renewed demand for the natural product, and the area under product- 

ion increased to 22,000 acres in 1916-1917 and 26,000 in 1917-1918. It was 

during this period that Gandhi was in the district. After the War, demand 

collapsed again, and following attempts to switch from indigo to other cash 

crops, most of the European planters left the district. 
23 

In practice, the Champaran satyagraha had a number of all-India implications. 

It was seen as a victory for the nationalist cause; it showed the potential 

for drzwing new social groups from a "backward" area, Bihar, into politics; 
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ir shown w neýa ýnettýcd of ýn, ayýý9 :h stýý951e 
/Eatyagraha, 

whose potential tro º un! nown; and it introduced w new nation- 

alist leader to prominence. Wh;.. t it also did was to reveal Gandhi's 

h_gh1y individual approach to the British Raj. 

For several years afterwards, Gandhi used to claim against arguments 

that it was disloyal and opportunist of him to organise such caxlpaigr: s 

against the Raj while a bitter war was being fought in Europe, that his 

struggles were in fact of benefit to the Raj because they brought about 

a closer identity between the rulers and the ruled, they helped to clear 

up blots on the record of the Raj in India tah'ch wouldotheraise justify 

disloyalty. In a similar fashion, he used to argue that civil disobed- 

ience could only be used by those who respected the law and that, in fact, 

to break. the law in civil manner - the emphasis was important. - when it 

offended one's conscience, constituted the highest form of respect for 

law and for the govern^ient. This was so, he argued, because one was 

willing to offer oneself in a spirit of civic sacrifice to one's, belief 

that the law should be changed or was being used wrongly. Nonviolent, 

and especially violent, lawbreaking not carried out in this spirit, he 

considered to be "criminal disobedience", which he strongly deplored. 

Only later, when Gandhi cane to believe that the British must leave India 

altogether, did he come to present civil disobedience as a means of 

challenging the very authority of the Raj in India - though he still 

retained this stress on the civil character of civil disobedience. As 

his views on the value of the British connection changed, so he began to 

place more emphasis on constructing a political instrunent which pould 

replace the British as rulers of India and a social programme which 

would unify and prepare the nation for independence. 

But in Champaran, Gandhi protested as someone who in his own unique 

fashion was a loyalist, and this accounted in part forthe care with 
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which he was treated by the Raj. It helped also to define the gap 

between himself and the Home Rule agitators among the nationalist 

movement at the time, especially the Home Rule Leagues which were much 

more anti-British in temper. When he returned to Gujarat from Champaran 

and organised another peasant agitation, this time against the Raj's 

own land revenue system, Gandhi still remained "loyal". Before long 

he went so far as to start active recruiting on behalf of 

regiments serving with the 1nditin Army. But in Gujaza. t Gandhi 

came much more strongly into contact with a few experienced political 

activists who had been brought into nationalist politics by the 

activities of the Home Rule Leagues. ' He discovered here that his 

companions' in struggle were not so "pure" as in Bihar and he was less 

satisfied with the exemplary duality of his satyagraha canpaigns. In 

Gujarat, and nor- especially nearby Bon. bay City, Gandhi encountered the 

emerging mainstream of nationalist agitation in Indio. ' In coming to 

terms with. it, he lost some of his isolation in politics and Gujarat 

became a pcsrer-base for him os an all-India nationalist leader. 
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APPENDIX 'A' 

Instructions for Workers (April 16,1917) 

The proüramme of study should be gone through as if I was not Imprisoned, 
that 13: 

1. Villages should be visited systematically and notes of evidence of 
everyone ohould be taken. 

2. ; 'here the party consents to sign notes, his signature or thumb 
impression should be taken. 

3. Evidence should be taken even where rarties decline to sign. 
Reason for refusal should be noted. 

4. Evidence of pleaders who had anything to do with the case of the 
ryots should be requested and it should be after the pattern suggested 
for Gorakh Babu. 

For this, evidence from as many workers as would come forward should 
be taken. It is to be wished that many wor: -. ers who would come 
forward would not be deterred from pursues their inquiry even 
though they may receive notice of removal. 

They should quietly go to gaol if they are su oned and tried for 
disobedience. I suggest that no defence be offered. 

The ryots should be instructed definitely not to use violence 
whether regarding their own grievances or regarding imprisonment 
of those who may come to assist then. But they can be and should be 
told that where they ! 'iow they are being unjustly treated, that is, 
required to plant indigo when they need not, rather than go to law, 
they should simply refuse to plant indigo and if for so refusing they 
are imprisoned they should suffer imprisonment. 'T'his requires very 
careful explanation. Where the workers do not understand the working 
of this quiet resistance or do not appreciate the force of it, they 
may drop this point of the programme. 

When the workers of this first class are exhausted or not found at 
all, second class workers should be enlisted to collect evidence at 
centres where their presence is not resented. Ftyots may be quietly 
asked to come to such centres to give evidence. All documents should 
be collected and classified. The wort ought not to take more than 
six weeks. At the end of the inquiry the whole of the evidence oral 
or documentary should be printed for private circulation. In the first 
instance If no one will print it, it should be typed. All the papers 
and evidence should be collected at one spot and sifted and marshalled 
under one man's direction. Babu Bri jI: ishore Pras:. d should takte it. up 
unless ! 'Ir. Ardrews arrives and does the marshalling. 

1 

Further action should be taken after consultation with a small all- 
India committee under Panditjee or P. Ir. Shastri. There should be a 
demand for an impartial inquiry containing a number (equal with that 
of the planters' representatives) of Indians representing the ryots. 
Our representatives must be of our choice. 

Fending inquiry planters should institute no civil suits for damages, 
etc., and an impartial person should be present at the time of 
distribution of wages daily or otherwise. 
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Workers should be paid where necessary. If funds cannot be raised 
locally, the Imperial Citizenship Association should be asked. 

APPENDIX 'B' 

Statement before the Court (April 18,1917) 

With the permission of the Court, I would like to make a brief statement 
showing why I have taken the very serious step of seemingly disobeying the 
order made under Section 144 of the Criminal Procedure Code. In my humble 
opinion, it is a question of difference of opinion between the local 
administration and myself. I have entered the country with motives of 
rendering humanitarian and national service. I have done so in response 
to a pressing invitation to come and help the ryots, who urge they are 
not being fairly treated by the indigo planters. I could not render any 
help without studying the problem. I have, therefore, come to study it 
with the assistance, if possible, of the administration and the planters. 
I have no other motive and cannot believe that my coming here can in any 
way disturb the public peace or cause loss of life. I claim to have con- 
siderable experience in such matters. The administration, however, have 
thought differently. I fully appreciate their difficulty, and I admit too, 
that they can only proceed upon information they receive. As a law- 
abiding citizen, my first instinct would be, as it was, to obey the order 
served on me. I could not do so without doing violence to ny sense of 
duty to those for whom I have come. I feel that I could just now serve 
them only by remaining in their midst. I could not, therefore, volunt- 
arily retire. Amid this conflict of duty, I could only throw the 
responsibility of removing me from them on the administration. 

I an fully conscious of the fact that a. person, holding' in the public life 
of India a position such as I do, has to be most careful in setting. examples. 
It is my firm belief that in the complex, constitution under which we are 
living, the only safe and honourable course for a self-respecting man is, 
in the circumstances such as face me, to do what I have decided to do, that 
is, to submit without protest to the penalty of disobedience. I have 
ventured to make this statement not in any way in extenuation of the penalty 
to be awarded against me, but to show that I have disregarded the order 
served upon me, not for want of respect for lawful authority, but in 
obedience of the higher law of our being - the voice of conscience. 

(From Ra. jendra Pr, -. sad, Eat_yagrýhn in Cha ii aran, Navajivan, 1949 
pp. 115-116 ) 
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GUJARAT : -A REGIONAL POWER-BASE : 

PART 1: Peasants and Workers take up_ Satyagraha, 1915-1918 

.4 

Prior to 1919 nationalist leaders did not seriously attempt to develop 

personal followings and political organisation much outside their own 

home provinces. India is after all a vast country with distinct 

religious, language and caste groups and wide regional differences. 

Politics at the centre was a matter of forging alliances with leaders 

of other mgions. 

Annie Besant, a arLtcsh woman already in her sixties when she entered 

Indian politics as a Theosophist after 1910, was perhaps the first to 

by to organize on an all-'ndia scale. Her tilt-Tndia Home Rule League, 

forned in 1916, drew on the network of Theosophists established 

across India: it gathered strong support in Madras in the south and 

in Bonba. y City and Gujarat in the west, and to some extent elsewhere: 

The leader of-the other Home Rule League, Bal Gangadhar Tilak, tended 

to confine his intensive organising to his hone region of Maharashtra, 

also in the west. Tilak's organisation, lmo; m as the Tndian Home Rule 

League, was founded in part as a means of preventing Mrs Besant fro, 
1 

gaining too strong a following in Maharashtra.. 

Gandhi's first three years back in India, from 1915, coincided with 

the emergence of the Home Rule movement as a force in Indian politics. 

He saw at first hand in his home province of Gujarat and elsewhere 

the potential for nationwide organising in the response which the 

movement drew from previously unorganised regions. The Home. Ruffle 

agitation demonstrated that the older "moderate" politicians who had 

played a careful game of diplomatic pressure in the central councils 

of the Raj could be outflanked in the foremost meeting-place of 

the Indian nationalists, the Indian National Congress. For in 1917, 
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the Home Rule Leagues captured Congress and Mrs Besant was elected. 

Congress President for the following year. During 1918, for a-variety 

of reasons, Mrs Besant lost control of the movement; but the possibil- 

ities opened up by the agitational politics-of the Home Rule Leagues 

were obvious. It was clear, too, that if mass politics could be con- 

solidated and brought under control by Indian nationalist politicians, 

then Congress would be transformed, and would have to be, into a quite 

different sort of political body. 

The purpose of the next two chapters is to do three things. First, to 

show how important was the organising work which he undertook in his 

home state of Gujarat to Gandhi's triumph at the two sessions of the 

Indian National Congress held in 1920. Second, to suggest that even after 

he had established himself as the foremost all-India leader, Gandhi still 

relied on the support which he knew he could command in Gujarat. And, 

-third, to examine in detail two of Gandhi's early satyagraha struggles, 

the Ahmedabad and I41eda satyagrahas of 1919. 

a 

This emphasis on his Gujarat origins may seem to belie the earlier argument 

that Gandhi was the first all-India politician to develop mass support out- 

side his home region. But it was primarily through the work which he con- 

ducted in Gujarat that Gandhi was able to bring himself and his methods 

to the attention of a wider Indian public. His work in Gujarat was crucial 

and remained until the 1930s central to his success as an all-India leader: 

it is chiefly in Gujarat that Gandhi personally engaged in satyagraha 

struggles; and in Gujarat Gandhi found a base of support in the peasantry 

and, to some extent, in the industrial working class who' together acted as 

exponents of his satfagraha method for the rest of the nation. 

Gandhi gathers his "Entoura. " (1915-191$) 

When Gandhi returned to India in 1915, he looked to Gujarat as his home 

base because this was the province of his birth. In a typically symbolic 
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gesture, Gandhi met the reception committee assembled to greet him 

as he got off the boat at Bombay in the clothes of a Gu arati peasant. 

Later in 1915, he founded his Ashram just outside Ahmedabad, the 

leading city of Gujarat. The ashram was a living and working 

community of his most devoted companions and followers, some of whom 

had returned with him from South Africa. Much of the thinking behind 

Gandhi's choice of Gujarat had to do with language. He was a native 

speaking Gujarati and had developed the conviction that in making bonds 

between the educated classes in India and the common people, as he was 

determined to do, it was essential to use the common speech. But there 

was another calculation, too, Gandhi was a member of the baannia caste, 

a trading not a warrior or a scholarly caste, and he reckoned that he was 

likely to win financial support from the bania merchants of Ahmedabad and 

Bombay. Also, Ahmedabad was a tradional centre for handloom weaving and 

Gandhi thought that he would be well-placed there to revive the craft of 

hand-spinning. 3 

As a Gujarati who had achieved national prominence in the years 1906- 

1914 through news reports of his leadership of the satyagraha struggle 

in South Africa, Gandhi was the guest-of-honour at numerous public events 

held on his return throughout India, but especially in his home province 

and in the Bombay Presidency, of which Gujarat was a part. There were 

several opportunities open to him immediately to assure a position of 

leadership in Gujarat politics. But, Gandhi, to the perplexity of some 

of the young Gujarat Home Rulers who were looking to him to give a lead, 

did not take advantage of them. 
4 

He appears to have passed over these 

opportunities for two reasons. First, because his view of politics was 

very different from most of the young nationalists who in 1915 and 1916 

were, coming under the influence of Annie Besant"s propaganda for Home 

Rule. Gandhi felt it necessary to delay because he did not want to act 

until he had a group of capable co-workers who would follow his lead. 
5 

Second. it is reasonab1 clear that Gandhi d. id not think of himself as -AL 
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a Gujarati leader in the usual political mould; he saw himself as 

a potential all-India leader whose mission was to lead a national 

movement according to the principles of satyagraha which he had 

developed in South Africa. Indulal Yajnik, one of'the young Home 

Rulers who was looking to Gandhi to direct agitation in the 

province and was continually disappointed, got a glimpse of the 

"fire within" in 1915 when Gandhi told him flatly that he was 

destined to secure a large following in "due course". What worried 

Gandhi was whether he would be able to retain that following when they 

discovered how determined he was to maintain "strict adhesion to my 

principles - which they may fail to understand". 
6 

Gandhi, it appears, needed time to develop his knowledGe of the whole 

of India, not just Gujarat, and equally he needed to establish contact 

with individuals and grouts across India to whom he was unknown. It is 

also true that Gandhi had made a vow at the request of a senior Indian 

politician, Gopal rishna Gokhale, who had befriended Gandhi and 

supported him in South AFrica, that he would refrain from political 

involvement for his first year back in : ndia. 
7 Within six weeks of 

Gandhi's return, Gokhale died and Gandhi, characteristically, took a 

further vow not to put on footwear for a year. 
8 

Go'ýhale's i "menory was - 

celebrated all over in is and it is certain that Gandhi in his bare feet 

remained conscious of his friend's injunction. 

While Coll-hale -was still alive, Gandhi was honoured by a reception organised 

by the Gujarat Sabha. The Sabha, founded in 1885, the same year as the 
10 

Indian National Congress, was the principal nationalist organisation in 

Ahmedabad, though the reception. was held. in Bombay City which is 300 miles 

away. Gandhi; was introduced by the leading Muslim Hore Ruler in Borbay 
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at that time, M. A. Jinnah, who was also a Gujarati. Jinnah, of course, 

was to become Gandhi's implacable opponent twenty years later when he was 

leading the separatist struggle to partition India; and the relationship 

between them was always cool. Jinnah and others made their welcoming 

speeches in English. Gandi delivered an unambiguous rebuke to his 

hosts by replying in Gujarati, urging that the English language be 

discarded in national and political work, and that the provincial 

language or Hindustani, be substituted for it "in order to appeal to 

the nasses". 
9 

One of the main issues which Gandhi promoted during his first years of 

touring very widely throughout India was the spread of Hindi. Tn 1916 

he presided over the All-Indian Common Script and Common Language 

Conference-which-was held in Lucknow simultaneously with the annual 

Congress session 
10 

and, in 1918, he was elected President of the Indore 

session of the Hindi Sahitya Sammelin "in recognition of his services to 

Hindi". . Rajendra Prasad reports that while he was' active in Champaran, 

Gandhi was also beginning to organise the propagation of Hindi in Tamil- 

speaking Southern India. 
11 

It was through this language work that Gandhi 

I made contacts with likeminded individuals in many parts of India, some of 

whom would visit him at his Ahmedabad ashram to learn more about his 

methods. 

Athome in Gujarat, Gandhi held aloof from the Home Rule agitation during 

1916 - though in his ashram his followers were reading and discussing 

Thoreau's classic text which Gandhi had translated into Gujarati, On the 

Duty of Civil Disobedience. 12 
Gandhi did accept invitations to preside 

over a number of meetings of the Gujarat Sabha, which has been described 

at the time as "moribund"13and "quiescent", 14 but he did not get heavily 

involved and restricted himself to non-political topics. :: n June, in 

Poona, he spoke against Home Rule agitation which would embarrass the 

British Government while it was engaged in "a life and death struggle" 
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during the lelar in Europe, but he added that once the war eras over he 

was quite prepared to start any movement he thought necessary to secure 

the people's rights to Home Ru1e. 15 By December 1916, hcwever, when 

the Congress session was held in Luc! iow, it may be that Gandhi was 

forced to recognise that the Home Rule movement had captured "a rising 

tide of political awakening" and that whatever his personal opinions 

about launching agitation, he now had to make up his mind on whether 

to move into the political arena or not. Fndulal Yajnik comments: 

"I believe that he rightly read the signs of the times at the 
Luc' ow session and it was practically about this time that he 
decided to lead the political tide that was then rising in the 
country in his own characteristic manner" 16 

At a meeting in rural Gujarat, at Godhra in February 1917 - this was to 

commemorate the second anniversary of Gothale's death - Gandhi spoke 

of "a tide of great political enthusiasm now running all over the 

country, nearly as big and wide as the Ganges in flood", which was 

"running'' to waste for want of people's control". He also proposed 

at a second meeting a resolution which was adopted, that the Government 

be given a specific time limit to end the indentured labour system - by 

May. 31,1917. Under this system Indian labourers were induced to go 

to South Africa and other British Colonies to work virtually as slaves. 

It was a particular cause of"Gandhi's to have the system abolished for 

he had seen its results in South Africa. Gandhi explained his resolution 

in these terms: "If Government does not take necessary measures within 

the appointed time, you must be prepared to suffer, to go to prison or 

even to die in order to redress the grievous wrong: " Similar resolutions 

were adopted by other bodies under Gandhi's influence. ''n April, the 
re skip ºKy Cý- to sum Afiºs. a 

Government annow%W ºtat iC L'ad stuV ,, \ 
f 

indentured labour/- and Gandhi 

was seen to have won his first victory in India, without a struggle. 
17 

in April 1917; Gandhi became involved in Champaran, nearly a thousand 

I 

miles away from Ahmedabad. When his successful defiance of the order 
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extern-in; him from the district won him praise all over Tndia, the 

repercussions back in Gujarat were immediate. Gandhi was invited to 

accept the Presidency of the Gujarat Sabha in June 1917, which he did. 18 

Having delayed accepting leadership for two years, he was now in a 

position to impose his oim authority and programme on the or. nisation. 

His first action as President of the Sabha was to arrange a monster 

Petition addressed to the Secretary of State gor Tndia in London, 

Edwin Montagu. The petition voiced support for the scheme of constit- 

utional reform which had been jointly agreed by the Indian National 

ConCress and the Muslim League at their annual sessions at LucT noor. 

Signatures were collected all over rural Gujarat. 19 `t has been 

suggested that, Me T:. 1ak with his "ndian Home "Rule League in 

Maharashtra, one of Gandhi's notives was to counter the successes 

which Annie Besvnt's Lese was having in Gu jarat. 20 At the tine, 

Gandhi is said not to have been much impressed with the GonZress- 

League Scheme itself, ' but he favoured the petition because "this 

seemed a splendid opportunity to reach out into the villages and give the 

educated a"chance to come into contact with the illiterate. "21 

Over a million siGnatures are reported to have been collected. 
22 

In June 1917, Annie Besant was served with a Goverment order 

restricting her to the area of Madras in the south where she lived. The 

All-India Home Rule League got a tremendous boost and new branches 

were opened in many parts of India, especially Gujarat-93 Gandhi was 

aGain approached to lead the Home Rule League in Bonbay Presidency, but 

declined. However, he did offer advice to the militant young Home 

Rulers which impressed them. In Madras, Home Rule flags had been 

forcibly removed from some houses by the police. Besant was proposing 

to take legal action against this. Gandhi thought the proposal ridiculous: 

0 
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"The matter could be settled in an incredibly simple manner. 
All you have to do is to make thousands of small Home Rule 
Flags and hoist them in thousands of houses in Madras. 
Surely Government will not send its police officers to remove 
all these flags, and thus you will win a decided moral victory 
against the Government". 

The Bombay "younGsters" asked him what should be done about the restriction 

order itself. Gendhi apparently drew up a pledge offering Satyagraha, 

which he said was to be "signed solemnly and sincerely by all those who 

Were really deternlnea to ta!: e direct action in the matter". if a 

sufficient nunber of signatures could be collected, he proposed that 

the Satyagrahis should march the 1,000 miles from Bombay to Madras and 

there offer civil disobedience under Besant's leadership. Over 1,000 

signatures were collected, but Besant rejected the proposal. 
24 She 

was by this time worried about the dangers of civil disobedience and 

as a result quic'1y lost the support of many of her followers. Yajn1': 

says that at this time he 4nd other Home . Rulers ":, ere tryir., -, to Hake 

our own synthesis between the political demand of Frc Recant and the 

political method which was so dear to the heart of Iir Gandhi"25 

Gandhi, however, wanted the Home Rulers to adopt his "pol .V cal demand", 

too.? n November 1917, he was invited to preside over tyro ; nrortent 

conferences held ?n Gu;; arat, the second Gujarat Educational Conference 

at Broach and the first Gujarat Political Conference at Godhra. Both 

Conferences were conducted in Gujarat; , at Gandhi's i. nsi. stenceI, to enable 

the non-inglieh-educated to participate. ',, t the Broach conference, 

Gandhi piloted through a progra n, e dealing with russ education, wonen's 

education and the adoption of the vernacular. At the Godhra political 

conference, attended by over 9,000 people, a detailed programme to deal 

with local political, economic and social grievances was, 'agreed. 

At the Godhra 
�conference, 

too, ' Gandhi was able to announce to the public 
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session that he had received that day a "comnunication" from the 

Government indicating that a particular local Grievance, the Viramgam 

customs cordon, would be ended. Viramgam is a small town. about 40 

miles from Ahmedabad where railway passengers were subject to the 

humiliation of a customs search. In 1915 Gandhi had threatened to lead 

civil disobedience on the matter and. had been in correspondence with 

the Bombay Governor and the Viceroy. 27 At the Godhra conference, the 

subjects committee had already agreed to put before the full session a 

resolution demanding the removal of the cordon. Gandhi had informed 

the Government that he would be forced "to 'begin public agitation 

on the subject at this political conference if he did not receive a 

satisfactory reply by then. " then the Bombay government responded 

by removing the cordon, Yajnik comments that, in the eyes of the young 

Home Rulers, Gandhi had now won three victories against the Government: 

over indentured labour, the indigo workers in Chanparan, and now 

Viramöaa: n. 
28 

After these two conferences, Yajnik: asserts that Gandhi had "succeeded 

in placing himself at the head of the forces of political discontent 

in our province". 
29 Gandhi himself in a letter to a friend in South 

Africa a few nonths later said that his activities In Gujarat were 

"multifarious" and consisted "in carrying out the proc-: rarnme set out in 

the Godhra and Broach addresses" - that is, the presidential speeches 

he had made at these sessions. 
30 At the Broach and Godhra conferences 

Gandhi had made contact with a woman who scoured rural Gujarat and 

neighbouring Baroda for him till she discovered some disused spanning 

wheels. These he then used as a basis for his experiments with spinning 

at the ashram. 
31 Gujarat at the end of 1917 was proving to be the base 

for his activities which Gandhi had been seeking. Over the three years 

he had discovered a number of co-workers who were now ready to follow 
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his direction in their pollt_. ca1 and social tior'r; to e: cperi. ment in 

their own lives :a _th satyaGraila. 

! eda and . "-hmed bad.: Sinultaneous StYuy leis in Gujarat. 1ý? ]. ß 

It was directly as a result of the Godhra conference that Gandhi became 

involved in his first peasant agitation in Gujarat, the 'heda Satya- 

gaha in 1913. Peaoant a., riculturalists and local political leaders 

who had atten. ed the conference contacted Gandhi. about their 'problens 

with the land revenue tax charged on their crops by the Bombay 

Government. =To=ts to raise these grievances through -ndian represent- 

atives of the Bombay Provincial Assembly had achieved nothing. Gandhi 

began his * invest- Gati on in rural 'fieda in his capacity as president of 

the Gujarat Satha, and members of the Sabha wor', cd alongside sup_ Orter: 

of the Home Rule League who were already involved., though in practice 

these meribersh=ps overla; ped. '2 

At the same time, Gandhi also became involved in a second catyagoTaha, 

again through the Gujarat Sabha. The Sabha had been recruit5ng mill- 

oi-mers in the city of Ahmedabad to its membership during 1917. Early 

in 1918, Gandhi was invited by representatives of the miliowners and 

millrror?: ers to arbitrate in a dispute about the wage rates for weavers 

in the city's factories. rohen the arbitration broke down, Gandhi felt 

himself obliged to act on behalf of the worker. -. 
33 

in most accounts, the 'theda (or <aira) satyagraha is discussed separately 

from the Ahnedabad satyaGraha. This can be nisleading, however, 

because the two struggles, both personally directed by Gandhi, went on 

simultaneously. It is also helpful to an understanding of how he 

organised these campaigns to compare his methods in each directly. 

To discuss the circumstances of the rural struGgle, which began f_rrt 

and continued Ion-er, the ''heda District of Gujarat is often referred 
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to by its ang13c'_sed nano, ; 'aira. Only thirty miles south-east of 

Ahmedabad, 12ieda, with a population of 7009000 had been by -ndian 

- standards a prosperous agricultural district. Peasant farmcrs, the 

Patidars, had acquired land-otmcr: hip r Chts under the Brit -ch in the 

19th Century and had experienced a "golden-ate" -. until a d=sastrouz 

droucht at the turn o' the century had brought on war'-ne, the death 

of cattle, consequent loss of soil fertility due to lacy: of manure, a 

lowering of the water table, and other calamities. , 
Tiany of the peasants 

had been unable to recover from thin disaster because of the high land 

revenue charges imposed by the ^aj. Beside the Patidars, the other 

main caste group in 'heda consý. steci or landless labourers, the Ear iyas, 

many of horn were employed on Patidar holdings. =n 1917, severe 

_loodin , during the monsoon had d==, -ed the crops, and the rati dz^r 

A 

fies - rho wilco cu-ffered coverely frort 4Vn outorea': o° p1u, Gue which 
4 

hit rhmedob..: d - were agitating for remission of revenue, ý 

E. hnedabad was the scene of Gandhi's labour catya aha. The second city . 

in the Bombay Presidency, after Bombay City Itself, "h edabad in 1913 

had. a Forulation of nearly j00,000. Based on the cotton industry, the. 

city experienced a boom during the tar years as supplies of imported 

cloth dried up and =nd-', a became dependant on home-produced cotton ccods. 

Several millowners became mi115 onaii res t: nd vrages incre; sed too - 

puttng further prescurs incidentally on the Pat; dar farmers in nearby 

: heda zrho had to i. ncreese rages for their labourers. Late in 1917, 

plague broke out in Ahmedabad causing the booming cotton mills to, pay a 

special "plague" bonus to their uor?: ers to encour'Ee them to stry in 

the city. This increased their wages by up to 757x, Sehich helped the 

wor'-ers to meet the increase in pr!. cec brought on by : cart -ne shortages. 

But early i. n . 1919 demand for cloth dropped at the sane t? me as . the 
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pla. ýue epidemic eased. The employer: then withdrew the 

bonus"leaving the sror!: ers to cope as best they could with continuing 

shortages of consumer products and price inflation. As a result, 10,000 

weavers out of the 70,000 wor'cers employed in the mills in Ahmedabad 

went on stri': e. 
35 

quite arart fron the particular gr; evance the. t led 

to this stri7: e, the milltror: erc in Ahmedabad suffered frort a prall, inz 

poverty. A Goverment report on housin. - corditiono in India publ=shed 

nore than ten years later spo': e of the "terrible squalor" In the areas 

occupied by the working classes in Ahmedabad. 
36 

'n ta! ing up satt' a ha in India, Gandhi was faced with two particular 

d-fficulties. Fsr$t, as we have seen, there was the need to train a 

band of reliable lieutenants ii-ho would orranice actively on his behalf. Seco- 

there'was the croblen of securin- nass support for nonviolent action accord- 

-ng to his theories, support which was strong; enough to sustain nonviolent 

diccipline thrcu, -, -h f? erce struggle and in c_rcunc-t . nces of great sacr5. f. l*ce. 

Gandhi's concept: on in both stniýGles, : heda and Ahmedabad, as not singly 

pragmatic, to win the v5. ctory; he al--o wanted the stxuCCle to be exemplary 

In the sense (1) that it demonstrated the effectiveness of his method and 

(3_) that the participants were strengthened ;n their : elf-i. aýe as people 

who would stand up for their rights and the 'r dignity. whatever the cost 

to therselves. 

1. The Tear or }Tel-nor 

I 

In Gujarat, Gandhi had acquired the team of helpers which he needed, but 

havinG been blooded in the Nome Rule agitations, which were not 

controlled by Gandhi, several of them were more independently-minded 

than the recruits he had made in Bihar. Gandhi was less cat! sfied with 

them. 37 Iýithä, dev Desai, who had been recru!. ted by Gandhi in 1917, to act 

A 
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as his secretary, reports in his diary on a revealing conversation 

at. the time. He was talking with one of Gandhi's chief co-wor'_: ers 

about their leader's method of attracting new followers: 

"in loving admiration for Bapuji (en affectionate name for 
Gandhi), I gave him the epithet 'The Slave Hunter' in my tal!: s 
with Pandyaju. He (Gandhi) goes on, I explained, catching some 
one or other, and yo'-. es him to the national work, a passion of 
his life, which he pursues day and night. " 3 

Initially, in Ahmedabad, organising work among 10,000 stri'd. ng mi. llhands 

was done by a team of volunteers. As the struggle moved quic! ly. to con-_ 

frontation when the employers began a lockout, Gandhi himself assumed 

direct cor*. mand of the stri': ers and, with the help of h 1s most trusted 

associates, 11'. e Shan': erlal Tian : er and -. nasuya, addressed n?. ghtly 

meetings of the m llh: ndz. Gandhi_ decided that their advice to the 

strikers would be superficial and would fail "w_thout intimate 'mowledge 

of the outer and inner life of the workers". They therefore paid daily 

visits to the wor': ers in their homes, gathering iniornat-. on about their 

condit5 ons, - discussing the strike with them, finding temporary wor': for 

those who wanted It, dealing with health problems, and so on. tIahadev 

Desai., in his pamphlet on the Ahmedabad struggle, emrhasi ses that, as ,a 

result, the advisers could "_eel the pulse" of, the entire labour community, 

and Gandhi"1c ew e: ctly what steps to ta'. e at the critical mo: lents In the 

struggle". In addition to the nightly meet n-s with the str^': ers, :; rh' ch 

were switched to the mornincs when the, employers ended their loc''out. 

Gandhi and his advisers prepared daily leaflets for distribution among 

them, discussing the conduct, of the wor!: ers during the str=1: e, the 

behaviour of. the employers, and soon. Mahadev Desai stresses the 

results that these speeches and leaflets had on "the Inner life of the 

people" - and notes that, as in Chanparan, to avoid polarisation, these 

speeches were deliberately not 'supplied tothe press. 
39 
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In rural Kheda, thirty miles from Ahmedabad, a first group of workers 

associated with the Gujarat Sabha carried out an assessment of the 

value of the crops in a few villages, led by two representatives on 

the Bombay Legislative Council who were also Ahmedabad lawyers. When 

their findings were questioned by the government, Gandhi himself ?. ed 

aýauch fuller investigation "with the assistance of over 20 capable 

experienced, and impartial men of influence and status. " Gandhi person- 

ally visited over 30 villages, engaging in "a aearching cross-examination 

of the villagers". By these methods, 400 villages out of the 600 in the 

district were investigated. Indulal Yajnik, who was one of Gandhi's 

volunteers in Kheda, describes what happened: 

"Some of us had already gone round a few villages in the course 
of the Home Eule agitation. But Mr Gandhi for the first time put 
us to tho test of covering every one of the 600 big and small villages 
of the district - some ha-ring a population of nearly 10,000 and others 
consisting only of a fe*' hoaedtead^. Ho ruled ua with the iron rod 
of discipline. The inquiry had to be finished within ten days. The 
workers therefore were divided into ten or twelve groups, and each ; 
group had to cover four or five villages a day. And yet we were all 
forbidden the use of carts or any other vehicles .. " 

Gandhi also suggested that one particular village be assessed as a test- 

case by the responsible local official with himself present. But this 

suggestion was rejected by the goverar: ent, as was Gandhi's report of his 

team's investigation,: and his proposal for an independent committee of 

inquiry. 
40 

The Gujarat Saber then decided on "satt a", in this case, 

civil disobedience, which was commenced on March 22,1918, with the 

taking of an oath by villagers refusing to pay the revenue. By the end 

of April over 2,000 villagers had taken the pledge. not to pay. Organis- 

ation of the struggle was conducted through regular public meetings, Gandhi 

himself engaging in several speaking tours through the area, and after 

initial reluctance to publicise the dispute, by statemen;; s in thi press. 
l 

Volunteers went on foot through the villages eating only simple foods. 2 
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Gandhi himself commented later: 

"It was the theda campaign that compelled the public workers 
to establish contact with the actual life -3f the peasants. They 
learnt to identify themselves with the latter. They found their 
proper optiere of work, their capacity for sacrifice increased. " 43 

To give a brief timetable of the two aatyagraha struggles, Gandhi first 

became involved in arbitration between millowners and workers in 

Ahmedabad in February 1918, two months after the Ikeda agitation had 

started. Events moved to a head much more quickly in Ahmedabad, though. 

The millhands'strike began on February 22 and lasted 25 dzys until March 

18. Only foie: days after the Ahmedabad satya raha was over. Gandhi 

launched civil disobedience in Rheda, which continued theca for nearly 

three months. 

2. The Satyrn ha P ee 

At the beginning of the Aiiaeda azi strike, rhich went on significantly 

2cn,; er that Gandhi's, side had expected, the workers were invited to take 

a pledge, which they apparently diirnaaiaooSly. This pledge was 

repeated at the nightly meetings. It committed the workers, first, to 

remain on strike t1ntil their A aaand, iIhich was a racderate one, had been 

ietf and second, to conduct the celvca with dignity and restraint through- 

out the dispute. This oath took the fora of a religious vow and Gandhi-- 

consistently stressed its seriousness. On the fifth day he discussed 

in his speech people's hopes that the strike would soon be :: ver: 

"I repeat that even though we may hope that our struggle x111, 
soon end early, we must remain firn if that hope is not realised, 
and not resume work even if we have to clie. " 44 

A 

later, when after three weeks the strike began to weaken, Gandhi 
,. 

realised that the workers had been tested by their commitment to 

maintain the vow beyond their capacity. He then took his decision to 

fast$ 

"I cannot tolerc, te for a minute that you bre,. k your pledge. I 
shall not take any food nor use a car till, you get 35 per cent 
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increase or all of you die in the fight for it. " 

The effect on the millwoxkers was electric. Gandhi claimed that the 

workers experienced a ncaent of sublime religious awareness as he 

announced his decision and they regained the confidence that they 

could keep their vox 
45 

Gandhi's action, though epontanoous, was the product of a highly self- 

conscious project 'which he had set himself. As he told the millhands 

later that day: 

"I vas not unmindful of what I had realised during my widespread 
travels in India that hundreds of persons take an oath and break 
it at the very next moment. I also knew that the best among us 
have just a feeble and irresolute faith in God. I felt that 
it as a golden opportunity for ne, that my faith was being 
tested. " 46 

Two days later at a prayer meeting at his achr=, Gandhi was even more 

explicit: 

"... I sax in the fast a good opportunity to give'out to the 
world one sublime principle of action ... 
From the mine of our ancient culture and civilization, a gzm 
has come into my possession, i. e. I have learnt a principle of 
life, which, if thoroughly assimilated, can enable even the very 
few of us who are here to rule the world ... 11 

Gandhi then went on to compare the "gen" he had to offer India with the 

contributions being made by Tilak, the lording nationalist figure of the 

time, and by Madan Mohan Malaviya, the most prominent orthodox Hindu in 

politics. He continuedi 

"... deep down in me, the feeling persists that (Tilak) has not 
imbibed the true spirit of Mother India, via. her age-old pursuit 
after soul force. And that is why the country still welters in its 
present plight... 

"Were Tilak's object in his sufferings spiritual and not political ,, ouz 
condition to-day would have been far bettor, because astounding 
benefits might have cone out from them. 

"It is this central point - the spiritual background behind my 
suffering through the fast - that I want hin to understand ... " 

Gandhi then claimed that Malaviya, too ... 

"... does not quite understand, I an sorry to say, what India 
really stands for ... To both these great men I must show the 
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true spirit that has been animating India since ages past ... It appeared to me as the victory of Satan, if a vox, taken in my 
presence, could be broken so easily and if the people's faith in 
God faded away ... My fast had an electric effect, beyond my 
wildest hope ... a wave of conversion - an awareness of the Soul - 
swept them ... She eight convinced ne beyond doubt that the light 
of : ihm in India is not yet extinct, that Indians are still their 
true selves, capable of realising the Self within and knowing this 
power. If Tilak Maharaj an'. Malaviyaji open themselves to this, 
the true spirit of India, we can achieve miracles. " 

He cocclud: 4: 

'hnd if ten thousand labourers went back upon their solemn resolve, 
the country would head straight for disaster. It would become 
impossible to raise again the que3tion of the amelioration of 
labour conditions. Ever,, ere the disgraceful precedent of 
Ahmedabad would bj cited and they would say, 'Ten thousand 
labourers suffered for 20 long days - and with such a leader 
as Gandhi - and yet they failed' ... 47- 

Thus Gandhi quite `self-consciously sax himself at Ahmedabad as giving 

a lead to the Indian nation and a lesson to its Senior nationylist 

leaders. At the 'tine, he was 48, and only threo yearä back in India. 

Ma1evira was 57; Tilak, 62. Annie Bee nt was 71. 

Gandhi entered the-Theda Satyagrah3 with the same conception and the 

same suggested means of binding the Rhedapeasants together, a 

religious vow not to pay their revenue unless certain conditions were 
48 

met. By April 21,2, "337 s ty"ds to the pledge had been'gathered. 

Gandhi Uraa again thoroughly aware of the national implication3of this 

action. He wroto to an acquaintance in April 1918: 

"You have only to come and see with 0,71 perfect good humour 
the ficht is being carried on, how the people are steeling their 
hearts for any kind of loss, and how elderly men and women too 
are taking part in the demonstration. You, at least, ought to 
see that this self-inflicted suffering must exalt the nation, 
whereas the sage suffering unwillingly undergone hitherto, has 
only degraded the nation. " 49 

" As he wrote to the Xheda satyagxthis two weeks later: 

"Lest we weaken in our resolve, we have bound ourselves down 
with a solenn vow. No nation ever rises without. taking resolves 
and a vow is nothing more than an inflexible resolve. Th3 man 
who cannot be resolute is like a ru erless boat tossed hither and 
thither in an ocean till it meets its doom". 50 
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When, however, despite all Gandhi's exhortations and thos9 of his co-workers, 

the resolve of the khed, a catyagrahis did weaken, he adopted a quite 

different method of restoriLZ their determination than he had taken 

in Ahmedabad. This time he escalated the struggle frag non-cooporation 

to nonviolent intervention. Five volunteers went out to reclaim a crop 

of onions which had been confiscated by the government in lieu of 

revenue payment. These civil disobedients, when arrested and jailed, 

became local heroes, and peasant morale was boosted. 51 

A 

3o Refusal of Outside Sutnport 

In both places Gandhi also adopted a'novel, many would say perverse, method 

of sustaining the morale of the strikers, and of demonstrating their 

integrity and determination to their opponents and to the country at 

large. In Ahmedabad, he`refused to allow a strike fund to be started for 

the workers. At their daily meetings he told the striking workers that 

it was beneath them to ask for financial aid - "the world will ridicule 

you by saying that you fought on the strength of others' money. �52 

Gandhi tried to stiffen the workers' resolve in this regard by findin& 

alternative employment for them, including hand-spinning among the 
52a 

women. In an exultant letter to a Bombay busines-man, he`comnented: 

"That 10,000 workmen are observing a strike quito peacefully 
without a rupee being spent after them, is by no means a small 
achievement and yet it is a fact. People have reali:, ed the truth 
of the principles 'Self-help is the best help'. The strikers 
have been given these two key-notes for success: 'Cn you, not cn 
others, depends your success' and 'No victory without voluntary 
self-suffering'. " 53 

In Ikeda he took exactly the same attitude. He thought that collecting 

thousands of rupees to pay the peasants' assessment could easily be done 

and might make an effective agitation, but it would make no impression 

on the Government; whereas, "it will be a serious headache for the 

Government to impound and sell the peasants" cattle. The object behind 
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the idea of offering eatyagraha is to make the people fearless and free, 

and not to maintain our oan reputation anyhow. "-54 Gandhi claimed later 

that he had accepted only two or three thoueand rupees as travelling 

expenses for his workers in Itheda, but had returned 25,000 rupees to 

their donors and declined many other offers. 

"If I accepted contributions, the spirit of the fight would be 
vitiated, immora, lzty would creep in, and the people instead of 

-rising higher would sink lower. Refusal to take any amount 
from outside has saved me from all those. dire consequencýý and 
enabled me to keep the battle on a high Hora plain. The whole 
of India understands and backs the struggle ... " 55 

It was in this way that Gandhi advanced his principle of self-suffering, 

a method designed simultaneously to ennoble the sufferer and conv^rt the 

opponent. He also developed his principle that Indians to be free oust 

not be afraid to rely on their own efforts and not to look for s"-,; )port 

from outside. Mahadev Desai notes Gandhi's pleasure after one public 

meeting in April with the English Commissioner in Ftheda, Mr Pratt, who 

tried to make the peasants back down, but failed to over-awe them. 56 

4. Pitching the Demands Lows and the Principle of Arbitration 

Yet the sacrifices demanded of the mill hands and peasants were very great. 

Here were unsophisticated people being directed by a man tthon many of them 

viewed as a saint - and so they could not easily speak out against him - 

to risk starvation and death or the locs of property and. their rights of 

ownership to hereditary farms. Gandhi has frequently been criticised 

because the extreme methods which he advocated produced co little by way 

of direct result. 
57 

In Ahmedabad, for example, the nillhands had suffered a cut in wages at 

a time when prices were rising rapidly. High wages (7% highcr than the 

normal rate) had been paid to those who were prepared to carry on 

, working during a period of plaguo in the city. When this epidemic ended, 

the management withdrew the ''plague bonus, #. The wor'cers demanded a gn% 

increase in their basic wage to meet the higher cost of living; the 
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employers offered 20% and Gandhi was called in as an arbitrator. 

When arbitration broke down, the employers staged a lock-out and 

Gandhi felt obliged to oide with the Workers. He then recommended 

the workers to concentrate on the demands of the weaving section, and 

waive the question of the spinnirg workers for the time being; r 
8 

advised them to reduce their demand to a 'minimum' increase of 35% and 

also to maintain the demand for arbitration. Thus when, after Gandhi's 

fast was begun, a settlement was quickly reached, ' the major direct 

result was the appointment of anew arbitrator. Thin decision the workers 

agreed to accept even if the arard was less than 35; $. ' In the event, the 

arbitrator found that several companies were already paying 3 and 

50% increases - there was a breakdown in employer solidarity - and his 

verdict went in favour of the strikers. But even 'after their victory 

in the strike, the workers were still receiving less in wages than they 

had been during the plague bonus period. 

In I`_heda, Gandhi's demands were equally moderate.. Many of those calling 

for relief in the district were reasonably prosperous. Their contention, 

as drafted by Gandhi, was that even though they night be able to afford to 

pay the revenue assessed-on their crops, the assessent itself had been 

calculated unfairly and should be re-examined by an independent inquiry. 

if, on this re-examination, the crops were found to have' been valued too 

highly, the richer peasants would still be willing to pay their full 

assessment, on condition that the obligations of the poorer peasants were 

cancelled. Gandhi was quite explicit that the reason why those able to 

pay were withholding payment was to protect those unable to afford the 

revenue from being isolated and forced into panic selling, or into debt, 

After nearly three months of tax refusal and six months agitation in all, 
had 

the government/ granted no independent inquiry; but Gandhi advised most 

of the satyagrahis to pay the assessment teen eventually It became clear 

that the government would not proceed against those unable to pay. He 

himself called this an unsatisfactory solution because the government 
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showed no conciliatory spirit whatsoever and the satyagrahis were 

left without a clearcut sense of victory. 
60 

Thus what Gandhi aimed for in both these desperately fierce struggles, 

as in Champaran, Was simply arbitration or an independent inquiry. In 

the nine "Steps in a Satyagraha Campaign" which Joan Boncurant lists 

in her analysis of Gandhian satyagraha, negotiation and arbitration 

are itemised as the first stage in an escalating series of actions 

leading up to "usurping the functions of government" or "parallel 

government". 
61 

But as Bondurnnt herself makes clear in her discussion 

of the Ahmedabad eatyagraha, arbitration was generally not only the 

first step, but also the last, in these Gandhian satyaginhas. 
62 

in fact, Gandhi stated on several occasions that he was fighting the 

Ahmedabad satyagrzaha for the principle of arbitration between management 

and labour: and the : (heda satyagraha for the principle that the 

government should call an independent inquiry where its decisions 

were frankly and sincerely called into question by the citizens most 

affected. 
63 

- 

While neither of these would seem on the face of it to be radical - 

demands they were extremely important in the Indian context at the time. 

By insisting on the principle of arbitration in the Ahmedabad dispute, 

Gandhi was able to construct the basis of peaceful industrial 

relations in that city weich were maintained for several decz:. des; more- 

over, both milloxners and millhand^ were drawnýinto - support for Gandhi's 

later campaigns, the links between the-Bombay Presidency factory owners 

and the peasantry being a significant factor in Gandhi's later 

achievements. 
64 

In Rheda, what Gandhi>had-orchestrated was a major 

challenge to the presumption of the Raj that it could undertake the 

assessment and collection of revenue from the peas=-try without being 
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subject to de: aocratic control. No-tax campaigns, as they were called. 

continued in this part of GuJarat for almost the next twenty years, 

until finally in the 1935 ßovement refonas, Indiana were granted 

some political control over the gathering of revenue. 
65 

Nevertheless, as 2ondnrant points out, making a principle out of 

arbitration - that is, the good fait, ` of an independent third party - 

was a risky business* 
66 

nd the p'bwerfui long-tens forces which these 

ctrl gles set in notion could not have been prcdicted - though Gandhi 

might have, argued that an alliance between workers and employers in 

Ahmedabad and sustained militancy in rural Gujarat were implicit ends 

to be gained from the means he adopt: in there struggles. What 

Gandhi was doing by pitching his demands so low was seeking to establish 

en vnassai1abls case, so that in the event of arbitration dr an 

independent inquiryp tha findings could not beat be in favour of his 

side. Thus the extreme test to which the satyagraihia were put in 

1 . nedabad wnd Ikeda was likely to end in victory acid without the 

having to pay the ultimate penalty. I": oreover, his opponent3, the 

millowners and the revenue officiL1s of Bombay Presidency, because of the 

basic unreasonableness of their position anvi the obvious reasonableness 

of the satyagrahis they were fighting, would find it relatively easy 

to reach a conciliatory position. 

Gandhi, in a sense, was trying to eat his cake and have it. He 

wanted Lie millhands and the peasants to be immeasurably strengthened 

by staking their lives, their property, their Honour and their 

religious conviction on a fierce strudle against entrenched power 

Which they would win. And, on the othor hand, he wanted relations 

between the competing parties at the end of the st=ggle to be 
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A 

immeasurably improved. In Gandhi's conception, however, there was 

no contradiction. By setting his dem-ands so lox, he 
-nsured that 

there was no "victory" in the conventional sense for his side or the 

other. By insisting that tho millowners and the revenue officals 

of the Raj learn to respect the Ahmedabad workers and the theda 

peasants he was, in his own eyes, establishing the only trnbasis 

for partner3hip between capital and labour in industry and the 
6? 

British Raj and the Indian people in public affairs. This was 

the "victory" Gandhi ranted. In Ahmedabad, he was in many ways 

successful; in theda., he discovered fast how intransigent the 

British Raj was to be, but the Kheda peasants played the part that 

he wanted. 

Kheda and Ahnedabad: A General Survey and Sui marg. 

1. Hoer Gandhi Orranised Subport for his Activities 

If we examine these two satyaraha struggles bf the s=e criteria which 

we used in analysing the Champaran catygraha, we can see Gandhi orgr:: - 

ising in the following way. First, he brought his team of workers 

together and gave them instructions, in both instances setting them 

tests wrich would be educational for them and which would demonstrate 

their sincerity to the labourers and the peasants with whom they were 

working. In Ahmedabad they were to go daily into the workers' homes and 

render them services much as a social worker would do. When Gandhi 

himself came under criticism from workers who were starving for 

continuing to ~ -1: at and to ride in one of the millowner's cars while 

they suffered, he then took his vow that he would share their conditions 

until the dispute was ended and began his fast. In Xh: 4a Ga dhi had 

had his volunteer3 walking as much as 20 miles a day in the scorching sun, 

eating only peasant food. Later some of them undertook direct action 
68 

on behalf of the peasants and re-possessed a confiscated field of onions. 

i 
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What Gandhi was doing, of course, was training workers who would 

identify with the common people and he*was trying to make that 

identification as deep and as'practical'as possible; a psychological 

experience for the worker and 'a visible, or symbolic, action to those 

observing the Worker. 
69 

Second, in Ahmedabad, the millhands he organised by calling regular 

meetings and processions through the town. Leaflets were circulated 

daily discussing the progress of the struggle. It has been suggested 

that the men's foremen constituted an intermediate leadership, who 

looked directly to Anasuya Sarabhai, Shankerlh? Bz_-, ker and Gandhi. 

himself as their figureheads. 
69 

Gandhi was clearly worried from the 

start about the milThanda' likely behaviour during the stride. He 

tried to maintain discipline by getting the workers to take a vow 

which was repeated daily at the meetings; "Keep the Pledge" was a. 

slogan chanted on the processions. A large proportion of the vow was 

concerned with the strikers' ccnduct during the struggle. The norzi. e 

of the strike began to suffer when Gan-W-strongly criticised some of 

the leading activists who were intimidating fellow-strikers who wanted 

to return to work. In order to restore morale, Gandhi then announced 

his fast. He also organised the payment of work-parties to help in the 

construction of his ashram, which was then being moved from one part 

of A medabad, at Kochrab, to the river bank at Saban ati. In 1919, 

Gandhi was invited to lead Bombay millworkors in a major strike. He 

seriously considered getting involved, but eventually withdrew, on the 

grounds that the majority of the Bombay millworkers were from 

a Maharashtra and he thought that, as a Gujarati leader, he would have 

great difficulty in controlling them. 70 
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In heda, the peasant fazmers wera also disciplined by a vow. Meetings 

were held throughout the district. At first, the police were diz- 

training only "movable" property from the faxiers who refused to pay their 

revenue. A system was devised where the local volunteers would warn a 

vi e by runners when the officials were coming. They would then lock 

their houses so the officials couldn't get in and allow their cattle to 

wander off their property so they couldn't be identified. Th Later, as 

the strsggle intensified, police were given warrants to break into the 

houses, to remove standing crops and to forfeit land from those refusing 

revenue and sell it at auction. Gandhi escalated the conflict in return 

by sending volunteers to remove a confiscated crop. They became heroes 

when they were jailed for a month. 
72 

Gandhi also made defiant speeches 

in which he denied absolutely that the Government would be bold enough 

to sell the farmers' hareditary lzan1s. 73 

In both n edabad and Kheda, Gandhi vastly increased the sacrificial 

element in the struggle by denying to the labourers and the fä ers' 

a strike fund. In Ahmedabad, to avoid polhsisation, he kept the 

struggle out of the press, but once he announced his fast, telegrsms 

poured in from all over India pressing the millowners to settle. In 

Rheda, he restricted publicity prior to the declaration of "satyagraha", 

but -once the revenue refusal was launched, he invited the support of 

public opinion across India while still refusing donations. 

' 2. How Gandhi Approached his Opponents and What Resulted- 

Gandhi's leadership of Satyagraha in Ahmedabad was complicated by the 

' fact that his opponents, the millowners, included as their principal 

representative a young man, Ambalal Sarabhai, who though only 25 was 

a personal friend and benefactor of the ashram. Throughout the strike 

they continued- to meet socially and maintained cordial relations. 
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Also, Gandhi; principal co-worker was Anasuya Sarabhai, AJ1balal "s 

23-year old sister and it was through his friendship with them both that 

he first became involved in the dispute. When this arbitration broke down, 

Gandhi and Anasuya sided with the workers. Erik Erikson, in his book on 

10 

tbD_. Tdabad strike suggests that thin conflict with Pmbalal Sara. bhai 

set off an intense personal cricin in Gandhi which, six aonthe later, 

resulted in a severe illness which brought him close to death. . 

As we have seen, Gandhi's objectives in Ahmedabad were pitched extremely 

low. His chief goal - as in all his c3truggles - vas to develop the 

character of the millhands by helping them to discover depths of 

courage and self-sacrifice of which they did not know themselves capable. 

If by intense suffering they ccrald win a victory, then their self-respect 

and the respect in which they were held by their employers w uld 

immeacurably improve. The'Ahmedabad satyagraha has, in this respect, an 

exercise in industrial relations for Gandhi - not based on anti-employer 

polarisation and the build up of independent worker-power to compel a 

settlement. If Gandhi had sought this he wo,,: id lr ve launched a strike 

fund so as to prolong the strike and compel the employers to submit. 

Gandhi's concept - similar to his concept of caste in which, with specific 

strong reservations, he was a fim believer at this time - was of the 

mutual rights and obligations of employers and employees, both of o, ich 

deserved recognition. He therefore favoured the principle of 

arbitration, rather than what S; e today know as "collective bargaining", 

as a way of balancing the scale. But he also believed that the workers 

were much weaker than the employers and deserved his support, not least 

because of the appalling conditions in which they were living. 

Ambalal Sarabhai was like Gandhi a religious man and appears to have 

convinced Gandhi that he was sincere in his principal argument. 75 
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This was that 'the employers were unwilling to give tray, not because 

the workers' claim was unjust, but because if they did, power would 

swing to the workers, whose demands in future would become unreasonable. 
76 

To complicate matters, some of the employers, including Sarabhai, bound 

themselves by a religious vow not to pay more than a 20% increase. This, 

of course, was a direct counter to the workers' vow not to accept less 

than 35,. When Gandhi undertook his fast in order to sustain the 

workers in thsir vow, the employezs capitulated quickly with some bitter- 

ness. Gandhi confessed to feeling guilty, partly because his fast had 

put undue pressure en them, but also because it was his act which "won" 

the strike, rather than the sufferings of the worker. 

Eventually, the fresh arbitrator appointed as a result of the sett4emen_t 

found in favour of the milihands. But the remarica'a1e result was the 

development of a unique system of industrial relations in Ahmedabad. 

Under the leadership of Anasuya Sarabhai and Shankerlal Banker, th3 

Textile Labour Association of Ahmedabad was formed as a means of 

protecting and educating its members. By the 1930s, it was running 

23 schools for 1,600 children; a hospital with -30 beds, and two dis- 

; ensaries; restaurants; a grain shop; a savings'tank; a credit union; 

a cinema; a library; choirs; and five gymna. siua3. With over 50,000 

members it exercised a strong influence at municipal elections and 

had imposed on the Town Council "a relatively ambitious housing 

programme. " In addition it had won for its officers the right of 

access to the mills to investigate complaints, and where disputes remained 

unresolved, Gandhi stepped in as mediator. After 1923, there was no 

general stoppage of all the mills in the city. 
77 By 19110, the Textile 

Labour Association had established as its goal co-ownership of the mills 

"on a footing of equality with the so-called owners. " Indulal Yajnik 

commented that "Mr Gandhi and his lieutenants have succeeded in turning 
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Ahmedabad labour into their own special preservo". 
79 

In Rheda, Gandhi's principal opponents were officials of the British 

Raj, though he also encountered some oppoeiticn from locz1 nationalist 

representatives ca the Bombay provincial council who disapproved of 
'' the Wertkern 

civil disobedience. The British commissioner for/ O:, crikt., Mr Pratt, 
both Ahw. 4ahaa avkl 

was the responsible official for/Mieda and he had gone on record 

in Ahmedabad, at the public celebrations to nark the end of the strike, 

in advising labourers to continue to follow "! r Gandhi. However, in 

Ikeda, he was defending the British system of revenue collection and 

his attitude was quite different. Revenue assessment was frequently 

arbitrary and unfair, but the British could not afford to have the 

system undermined by agitation. As Handiman soya, "The British were 

always afraid that if they yielded an inch, peasants throughout India 

would refuse their revenue. " 
81 

Democratic control of the revenue 

collection system by the Indian electorate was not secured until 1935" 

In Kheda, Gandhi maintained regular contact with Hr Pratt. Again, his 

demands were pitched extremely low, but, as with the Ahmedabad mill- 

owners, Pratt clearly felt he could not afford to concede. Gandhi used 

all his skills as an advocate to argue that the British must base their 

rule on consent rather than fear, but to no avail. Pratt had the 

support of both the Bombay Government and the Government of India in 

refusing to budge. 8': ) In the end, Gandhi discovered that the British 

were not exacting sanctions against those strikers least able to pay. He 

decided that this was a concession which riet his original objectives as 

.0 set out in the vow taken at the beginning of the struggle. The British, 

however, ; Fade no public statement of the concession cnd no negotiation had 

taken place. So Gandhi felt extremely disappointed with this "victory". 
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Nevertheless, refusal of revenue became a consistent tactic as a 

weapon against the Raj adopted by peasants in this part of Gujarat 

over the next 15 years up to 1934. They clearly saw it as an effective 

weapon. And Hardiman points out that while assessment was increased 

in many areas surrounding }theda in subsequent years, in heda the rate 

remained the same until a new increase was made in 192k and this con- 

tributed directly to the pivotal Bardoli revenue refusal in 1928. 

I4heda p.; asants remained strong supporters of the Gandhian campaigns 

subsequently, i. ncludinj especially the 1930-31 rnovement. 
II3 

Interestingly, one of the Bombay councillors who, spoke openly against 

Gandhi while the tbeda strugZle was continuing, later wrote to hin as 

follows: 

"I gust admit that I considerably under-rated the power of 
combination of the Taira agriculturalists under the leadership 
of a gentleman of your high magnetic influence. The result 
valued in money may not be big, but to my Fnowledge there was 
hardly any district in which the icon of authority was venerated 
and respected as much as in Kairo (2heda), and you have done the 
greater aurvico to the country by smashing the icon within its 
own temple and exposing all its internal deformities. One can 
do nothing better than lot the people perceive where is the: 
real source of authority. I believe that the Government and 
the people will not easily forget the lessons you have taught. " 84 

Also, in 1920, Gandhi r:.,, eived a letter from Mr Pratt, the British 

Commissioner, who had then return-1 on leave to England. Pratt 

admitted that "there have been hard thoughts and hard words against your 

which were not justified", and added that in future "I with to grasp the 

hand of fellowship and cooperation". Pratt had been impressed by the 

pro-goverment stance which Gandhi took at the 1918 Amritsar Congress. 
85 

10 Indulal Yajnik, who parted company with Gandhi in 1920, reviewed the 

Ahmedabad and Kheda campaigns some years later having been on the edge 

of the first and participated in the second. By the time of writing he 

was a convert to Marxism and he concluded that in A1-. aedabad, Gandhi had 
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virtually starved the workers into submission to the employers, but 

that they were "so thoroughly hypnotised" by Gandhi's fast, that they thought 

they had won "victory". 
86 

While, in Rheda, the campaign "achieved pract- 

ically nothing". He adds a comment about lheda which has remained a 

standard criticica of Gandhi's methods from many other political radicals: 

"The end of the struggle ... showed Mr Gandhi after leading a revolutionary 

struggle up to a certain stage could console himself and others with the 

achievement of success when none had really been obtained ... " Yajnik 

found himself forced to admit, nonetheless, that the Rhoda struggle "at 

least served to awaken a new spirit anon the peasants, not only of"the 

district and the Province, but of the thole of India". 
8-7 

iRven if he had 

achieved nothing for the peasant3, at least Gandhi had awoken the 

peasantry across the Y: hole of India.: -- though this is an exaggeration. 

We see, thcugh, how Gandhi's methods had more to do-with c. ' gib; 

consciousness, than with winning specific matewial concessions fron 

opponents. This made him vulnerable to criticisms from conventional 

political standpoints of left, centre and right l which examined ob jec; �- 

ively what he had "soon" for his cide in these and other struggles. It 

is a criticism which cannot be ignored and which may be decisive in the 

end. But Gandhi had other and larger objectives than the specific 

grievance at hand, as we have seen. In this respect his battles in 

Ahmedabad and L eda had many of the-results he wanted. Erik Erikson 

doubts, at one point, "whath-, r this wily little man ever was drawn into 

it 88 
a decision which he did not choose for long- (very long) range reasons. 
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Summa. 
_. 
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1. Gandhi kept aloof from the activities of the Home Rule Leagues and 

the Gujarat Sabha on his return from South Africa, but after his 8ucce8a 

in Chanparan he felt able to accept an invitation to take charge of the 

Gujarat Sabha. 

2. Immediately, he placed hin stamp cn the organisation by dircicting its 

members into political and eccial wort; projects among the peasantry. 

3. Over three years, he had recruited a team of co-workers who worked 

under his direction during the refuel of land revenue by peasants in 

rural Ehedes and a strike against reduction in their wages by miilhands 

in Ahmedabad. 

4. Features of both campaigns were: 

(i) the taking,. of religious vows by peasants and workers to 

maintain their str*wggle until their minimum demands were net; 

(ii) the pitching of low deaands so as not go beyond the strength 

of the satyagrahia; 

(iii) a demand for third-party wrbitr3tian, or a public inquir, 7, 

as a way of resolving the conflict. 

(iv) the refusal of outside support fcr the struggle as a 

demonstration of self-reliance; 

(v) Gandhi's sense that the struggles nuat set an example in 

integrity and fortitude to the whole nation; and 

(vi) a weakening of morale which led Gandhi to improvise an 

escalation-of the conflict. 

5. Gandhi's fast was designed b identify himself with the weakening 

millhands who were starving. It had as electrifying impact on 
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Summary 

all parties to the conflict and across India. The employers quickly 

capitulated-and claimed that Gandhi had, used unfair pressure. 

6. The intransigence of the Raj in a struggle affecting its laid 

revenue system prevented any public inquiry in Rhoda - But Gandhi 

found, that there had been a concession which secured the position of--, 

the poorest peasants= so he called off the campaign. 
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I have been moving among ten thousand mi11workers. In my 

presence they took a solemn oath with Ishwara or IGzuda ... as 

their witness. And they took it with great fervour. Whatever 

they be in other respects, these labourers are believers in 

their God. 

A 

"They had suppcsed that God was sure to rush to their rescue 

as they had strictly kept the vow for full 20 days, but when 

God did not help them even then, and chose to put them to a 

severer test, their faith in him weakened. They felt 'Trusting 

the word of this one man, we suffered so long and, gained, nothing. 

Instead of listening to his advice to remain peaceful, had we 

indulged in violence we would have got within quite a few days, 

not merely the 3 =nczement we demanded but even more. ' That was 

their changed outlook after 20 
. 
days. It was impossible for me to 

put up with this mentality. It appeared to me as, the victory of 

Satan, if a vow, taken in my presence, could be so easily broken 

and if the people's faith in God. faded away, Life would become 

intolerable to me if I remained a passive witness-to the extinction 

of dh_ even in a matter in which I was participating. I 

realised I must make the millworkers understand the seriousness 

of a vow and show them how far I would go to honour it. If I did not 

do that, I was a coward, I felt. If a man who claims to jump over 

a length of a pole, fails to jump over. even the little span of 

9 inches, he betrays himself a braggart and a coward. I had to save 

those ten thousand persons from a moral fall and I took the only 

possible step for it. My fast had an electric effect,, beyond my 

wildest hope. Thousands of men were present there and streams of 

tears flowed through their eyes. A wave of conversion - an aware- 

nass of the Soul, - swept them. ' Life pulsated where men had become 
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GUJARAT: A BASE FOR NATIONAL LEADERSHIP, 1918-1920 

Gandhi's promotion of satyagraha in Ahmedabad and K heda in 1918 transformed 

politics in Gujarat. "By mid-44ay", says Judith Brown, "when the Ahmedabad 

satyagraha drove home the implication of the Kaires campaign, Gandhi was the 

most powerful leader in the region's public life. "1 As a result he began 

to receive invitations from nationalist leaders prominent in other provinces 

and from the Government of India itself to play, a part in some of the great 

decisions facing the nation at the end of the First-World-War. 

From this point, Gandhi began to operate increasingly as an all-India politics 

figure and his activities, even when confined to Gujurat, -had direct implic- 

ations and repercussions outside the province. : The. period between-1918 and 

1920, during which Gandhi. launched the Rowlatt Satyagraha as a first attmept 

to organise on a national scale, was a time when he attempted to rely on 

I 

Gujarat as a base which would take up his activities while he mobilised new 

support for his efforts elsewhere. This is especially clear in the build-up 

to Noncooperation in 1920. After 1920, as a princip3L figure in the National 

Congress, Gandhi sought to become a politician whose programme and appeal 

touched all parts of the subcontinent. Nonetheless, he was always able to 

look to gujarat for that exemplary first step, the leading role, which would 

encourage the rest of the nation. 

Thus Gujarat first helped Gandhi to prominence and then remained loyal to 

him when he became a pre-eminent national figure. By focusing on his 

activities in Gujarat we can see the importance to hing as a national leader 

of his regional base. We can also begin to explore the relationship 

between local and national action. On the one hand, there is a dynamic 

I 

relationship illustrated here -- Gandhi's activities in Gujarat propelling 
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him to national prominence. On the-other, there are strategic questions 

for the organiser -- how to deal with the different demands imposed by 

a local campaign in a defined area as against those of a national 

campaign over a vast subcontinet. 

Recruiting in Rural Gujarat 

THroughout the Champaran and K heda struggles, Gandhi had been protesting 

his loyalty to the Raj, while simultaenously he organised civil disobedience 

against it. In the spring of 1918, only six months before the Armistice, 

the Secretary of State for India in London began to put pressure on the 

2 
Viceroy in Delhi to raise more money and troops for the War. Gandhi was 

among a number of national leaders whom the 'Jiceroy invited to a War 

Conference in Delhi in April 1918. Gandhi attended but only very 
3 

reluctantly when he discovered that Tilak and other major 
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nationalist figures had been excluded. He made it clear publicly that 

he opposed more funds being raised in India for the liar ("India has 

already donated to the Imperial Exchequer beyond her capacity"). 

Nevertheless even more decisively he supD.. rted the British call for 
l+ 

men throughout India to enli3t. He also created a mild sensation 

in the Conference by speaking only in Hindi. 

Few Hone Rulers actively supported recruiting for the Indian Army 

because they had no love for the British Raj - but they did not speak 

out openly against it for fear of charges of sedition. Their principal 

argument was that support by them as nationalist leaders for recruiting 

must be conditional on the British promising to bring forward major 

constitutional reforms towards Home Rule. Gandhi utterly rejected 

this argument, which he saw as immoral. Until the Indian naticn was 

ready to throw off British rule in its entirety, which he didn't think 

it was - and neither, he believed, did the Home Rulers - th', q should 

support Britain in its hour of danger unconditionally. If they did 

this wholeheartedly, he added, he believed the British jould be much 

more willing to grant the Iniian nation Home Rule. 
5 

As a follow-up to the Delhi war conference, tL provincial governors 

were asked to call regional war conferences. Tilak and the other 

nationalist leaders were invited, along with Gandhi, to the conference 

in Bombay in June for the Boabay Presidency. When Tilak was stopped 

by the Governor of Bombay from presenting his argument -" that 

nationalist India would be willing to cooperate in recruiting if 

specific reform proposals were announced, but not otherwise - the 

Maharashtrian political loader walked out with his supporters. Gandhi, 

as a protest at the insult to Tilak, declined to second a resolution 

moved in support of recruitment and remained silently in his seat. 
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He then, however, threw. himself wholeheart_Uy into recruitment. From 

his own accounts and others, the work became an obsession with him. 

Inevitably, the district where he chose to concentrate his recruiting 

effort was the Rheda district of Gujarat where he had just organised 

a partially successful six months, ' campaign involving mass peasant 

participation. Most of Gandhi's co-workers, despite doubts which 

some of then had about how Gandhi could square recruiting work with 

his faith in ah_ or nonviolence, 'took up the campaign with him. 

The Rheda peasants, hoverer, fresh from their perilous confrontation with 

the Britich revenue system, were not impressed by the campaign and 

Gandhi gained few recruits and little cooperation from the Rheda 

district. Gandhi, nevertheless, spent seven weeks of intensive work 

in the district, moving from village to village with his team of 

workers, until in August. he fell serio". isly ill. 

Gandhi, as we have seen, was opposed o raising money for the War. He 

also argued strongly that one of the greatest crimes of the British 

in India had been to weaken the ab_lity of the nation to fight by 

depriving the citizen of, the right to bear arms. Nonviolence, according 

to Gandhi, was rooted-in the. voluntary renunciation of weapons, rather 

than in an imposed and compulsory disamament which eras humiliating. 

Enlisting in. the Ary, he argued, would give Indians training in the 

use of weapons and encourage the development of a fighting spirit which 

he felt was essential for the attainment of independence or Swaraj. 
6 

This surprising argument was the one which appealed most to Gandhi's 

young Home Rule co-workers in Gujarat.? 

Past of 
. 
Gandhi's appeal in Iiheda was his religious asceticism. Candhi- 

r 

followed very much in the thakti tradition of Hinduiem which was 

strong in theda. In the early 19th century an ascetic thakti saint 
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called Swaminarayan had won many converts in the area stressing good 

works and the doctrine of ahilasa or nonviolence, in contrast to the 

emphasis of an earlier bhp sect in the area associated with 
Vallabhacharya. The British had actively encouraged the Swaminarayan 

sect because of its emphasis on quiescence before authority. Gandhi's 

religious progranne and ashram life was very similar to the Swaninar- 

ayan doctrine and someone like Vallabhthai Patel, a native of Kheda 

district, who had been brought up in a strict Swaminarayan household 

and had then rejected the doctrine, initially scorned Gandhi because 

he thought he was promulgating the same message. When, however, 

Vallabhbhai saw, after Champaran, that Gandhi was an activist, he 

became an active supporter-of his. 
8 

In 1918, during his recriiting'work, Gandhi came up directly-against the 

influence of these two sects in Teda. He wrote to his con in, July 

1918: 
"What has cut me to the quick is the perception that the 
teachings of Swaminarayan and Vallabhacharya have made us co 
completely unmanly ... The love taught by Swaminarayan and 
Villathacharya is effeminate sentinentality. Txue love cannot 
grow cut of it. They have not even an inkling of the true spirit 
of Ahimsa ... Their influence has spread most widely in Gujazat ... " 

In another letter written at the time, Gandhi explained this further: 

"I find great difficulties in recruiting, tut do you know that not 
one man has yet objected because he would not kill? They object 
because they fear to die. The unnatural fear of death is ruining 
the nation. "9 

In'hia discussion of the influence of Swaminarayan and Vallabhacharya, he 

went on to announce "the great change in my thinking". This had nothing 

to do'with abandoning his faith in the superiority of Indian. Culture 

over "Western Civilisation", but he now distinguished between the letter 

of nonviolence and the spirit of nonviolence. He had decided that the 

spirit of nonviolence (ehiasa) could be contained in a violent act 

(himsa) as for example in killing a rabid dog. In the same way, he speculate 

children should be trained in fighting techniques so that they would be 

10 
" physically strong enough to practise true = or nonviolence. 

The results of his recruiting work in Kheda forced him t, ) question what 

should be done "when we disca-d the old royal road in Ahimsa of turning 

the other cheek". He wondered blether children in the ashrai could be 
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trained to hit back when attacked"without their becoming aggressive and 

insolent"? 11 

Much of this thinking stayed with Gandhi when his recruiting work was over. 

As we have seen, his first question to prospective satyagrahis had often 

been "Are you prepared to die? " After his 1918 recruiting experience he 

began to place more emphasis on "manliness" and physical courage and to see 

even more strongly in martial qualities the potential for ahimsa or non- 

violence. But, ironically, it was during this time that Gandhi's own 

physical health collapsed. While in 'Oieda, Gandhi had come to realise 

that the diet he developed in South Africa, of fruit and nuts, was-beyond 

the means of most Indian peasants. He therefore was in the process of 

transferring to the local peasant diet based on vegetables, including beans 

and grains. This harsher regime appears to have caused him great problems, 

for in August 1918 he fell seriously ill with dysentery and believed he was 

going to die. 
12 He was confined to be4for three months. During this time,. 

the Armistice was signed ending the ,, ar. Gandhi's recruiting team turned 

its efforts to work on famine relief in several parts of Gujarat. 

April 1919: Ahmedabad -Sets the Wrong t,; xample 

I 

If Gandhi'S recruiting efforts in ý: heda were unsuccessful, they do not appear 

to have damaged his standing in Gujarat. Relations with the Raj were 

profoundly uncertain as the : First World War drew to an endiand nationalist 

politicians had no clearcut position on the recruitment question. A second 

issue was preoccupying Indian nationalism at this time. 'While he was still 

recruiting in Gujarat and, later, when confined to his sickbed, Gandhi 

began to recieve attentions from leading nationalists anxious to know where 

he stood in a fresh controversy. Proposals for constitutional reform had 

been introduced by the Raj as a direct response to changes in political 

conditions stenming from the war. Opinion was divided on whether 
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to welcome or reject these proposals. 

One group of Indian politicians, the Moderates, who had been until 1917 

in control of the Indian National Congress, favoured collaboration with the 

Raj. 

E 
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The other group, the "Extremists", were the Home Rulers, 

led by Tilak and Eesant, who as we have seen had gathered an active 

following in the country and had captured Congress in December 1917. 

Pressed by the Moderates to eupport the reforns and by the Extremists 

to oppose them, Gandhi refused t. become involved and developed his own 

position critical of both sides. Broadly, Gandhi supported the Moderates 

in their arguments in favour of reforms, but felt that they were not 

prepared to press with enough deterainaticn - that is, go to the length 

of civi'. disobedience - to ensure that the finit-d modifications which they 

did wish to see were actually carried out. 

Early in 1919, a thic1Ä issue became an equally important focus of 

nationalist opinion. During the War, the Raj had faced a terrorist 

movement in Bengal. As the War ended, the Government of India felt 

that in addition to a political gesture toward:: Indian natiolalicm, 

such as the constitutional reforms, some extension of emergency powers 

was needed to protect the state agRainst further terrorist outbreaks 

throughout India, not just Bengal. Thus the Roxlatt Bills were drawn up 

" to fill this Futpose. The Bills provoked an uproar throughout India, 

including the unprecedented unanimous opposition of all Indian rep- 

resentatives on the Viceroy's Council. 
13 

Gandhi, in choosing the Roxlatt 

Bills as the first issue on which to organise an all-Indian atyagraha, 

selected an issue which united all nationalist opinion in outrage, 
CO6ist; t. 4. t %UI 2L 

as opposition to the/ reforms did not. 

However, Gandhi had not yet played a leading role in any of the annual 

sessions of the'Indian National Congzess. ''Nor had the Congress yet 

established itself as an organisation capable of launching mass political 
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agitation, despite efforts by Besant and Tilak in that direction since 

1914 14 Also, Gandhi was not in control of any other national body capable 

of organising satyagraha. He was by this time more complimentary of the 

work of Annie Besant's League, but still resisted pressure from his Gujarati 

colleagues to join the organisation ("one scabbard cannot hold two swords"). 
3. 

Thus when the group of young Bombay and Ahmedabad Home Rulers, several of whore 

had worked with him in Ahmedabad and itheda, approached him in February 1919 

with the request that he lead a nationwide satyagraha struggle against the 

Rowlatt Bills, they jointly agreed to fort a new orgnaisation, the 

Satyagraha Sapha, to conduct the agitation. 

We shall describe the, way in which'the ; atyagraha :; abha was organised more 

fully in Chapter 6 and also how the Rowlatt Satyagraha was conducted. Here 

we will examine simply the role that Gujarat played with Bombay City in 

this key experiment for Gandhi in launching his method on a national scale. 

The 24-member executive of the Satyagraha Sabha established at a meeting in 

Gandhi's ashram on February 24,1919, was composed almost entirely of members 

of the two Home Rule Leagues-drawn from Bombay City and Ahmadabad. They 

envisaged semi-autonomous branches of the Sabha being established in other 

parts of India, and this did happen in a few cases; but Gujarat, together with 

the City of Bombay, remained the driving force and supplied most of the 

active workers. 
16 

Despite allowing themselves only two weeks to plan the major Rowlatt event, 

the April 6 hartal, the Satyagraha Sabha succeeded in promoting simultaneous 

demonstrations in many parts of India, several of them massively supported. 

The hartal was an attempted closinc-down of all commerdi. al businesses, 

accompanied by prayers, fasting, public meetings and processions. One 
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extraordinary feature was its almost entirely peaceful character throughout 

the country. Subsequently, of course, serious violence did break out in 

a number of places, causing Gandhi to suspend and finally abandon, the 

Sabha's programme of civil disobedience. Even so, these events prompted 

Gandhi to do no more than hesitate in promoting his method of satyagraha 

and his claims as a national leader. 

Gujarat and Bombay City played a key part in the Rowlatt events. The 

Satyagraha Sabha circulated a pledge to be signed by those willing to offer 

civil disobedience at its direction. By mid-lrarch 1919, across the whole 

of India, 982 signatures had been collected -- of these, over 80% were from 

Gujarat and Bombay. By April 7, the day after the hartal, it is reported 

that 1,645 signatures had been collected in Bombay. 17 Much of the 

organising for the April 6 hartal was done through contacts and membership 

lists across India to which the Bombay and Ahmedabad members of Annie 

Besant's League had access. 

Gandhi spent April 6 in Bombay. At the beach over one hundred Home Rulers 
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and Satyagrahis assembled with him early in the morning and bathed in 

the customary purification ceremony for holy days. They were joined 

by a crowd variously estimated at 5,000 by the police and 150,000 by 

the nationalists, which listened to a speech by Gandhi read by a 

prominent Bombay Home Ruler, and to a Muslim religious leader. The 

crowd then went in silent procession to a Hindu temple bearing banner 

saying "mourn for justice" in Gujarati and English, and then on to 

another meeting in a mosque which Gandhi and Sarojini rtaidu had the 

rare experience as Hindus of being permitted to address. Muslim 

support for the Rowlatt agitation had been won by their recognition 

that the Rowlatt Act might be uses'. against their own leaders. 18 

lt has been estimated that 80; o, of shops closed in Bombay on April 6. 

Gandhi had requested workers to attend work unlecs given permission not 

to do so by their employers. Eleven mills out of 82 in Bomoay closed 

during the day. Most of the rapport for the hartal came from 

Gujaratis, thou; h there was a noticeable participation too from the 

Maharashtrian community and from Mu3lims. One commentator notes 

cautiously, "Larger numbers were involved in the hartal than had 

perhaps ever previously participated in any Bombay political denon- 

stration". Even so support did not go much beyond the educated classes 

already mobilised - "the working class and masses" had not yet moved 

in Bombay in a decisive way to support Gandhi. 19 

In Ahmedabad, indulal Yajnik was one of those who addressed a crowd 

estimated by hi:.. at "almost a hundred thousand"20 and elseuhere at 

well over 80,000.21 Meetings were held in Vir=gam and other toSins in 

Gujarat. 
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on the evening of April 6, when the day's fast was broken, workers 

from the Satyagraha Sabha committed civil disobedience in Bombay and 

Ahmedabad by selling several banned books and an unauthorised newspaper. 

Since these were available only in the Gujarati language, this action 

was confined to the Bombay Presidency; but the Bombay Government 

quic4y decided :, ot to prosecute. The following day, as a means of 

preparing individuals for satyagraha struggle on a national scale, 

the Sabha invited people to take two new pledges drawn up by Gandhi. 

One, the Swadeshi Pledge, committed the signatory to wearing only 

clothing manufactured in India; the other was a pledge to observe 

Hindu-Muslim Unity. Neither pledge drew much support in Bonbay. 
22 

Delhi, 900 miles from Bombay, h. -d observed the Rowiatt hartal one week 

to ject GUS. (Mutinn and Gandhi was pressed strongly to 

come to Delhi and help ý3 In the Punjab, Supporte= of the Rowlatt hartal 

were also confronted by an obdurate provincial govorriaent and appealed 

to Gandhi for assistance. 

Thus Gandhi left Bombay for Delhi by train on April 8th, intending 

to visit both places. However, as he neared Delhi on April 9th, he 

was served with a government order restricting him to Bombay 

Presidency, which he refused to obey. He was then returned under 

police escort to Bombay City, which he did not reach until two days 

later. When the news of Gandhi's arrest reached Ahmedabad and Bombay 

on April 10th, the result was angry demonstrations which took the form 

of hartal in Bombay, but quickly developed into severe rioting in Ahmedabad. 

earlier on March 30. 
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Gandhi arrived in Bombay on the afternoon of April 11 and was able to 

help bring the crowds under control. In Ahmedabad, 51 government and 

several municipal buildings were burnt down and a European police sergeant, 

murdered. Twenty-eight people were killed and 132 wounded as the police 

and military restored order under martial law. In Viramgam, near 

Ahmedabad, six rioters were shot and, in retaliation, an Indian official 

burnt alive. In Rheda district, two hou, s were burnt down, telegraph 

wires cut, and a train carrying troop reinforcements to Ahmedabad was 

derailed, though without. 4njurf to the 200 British soldiers on board. 24 

Gandhi had hojý: d to go to Delhi and the Punjab to restore calm. In Delhi, 

following news of his arrest, more 

demonstrators were shot by police. In the Punjab, martial law was 

declared and a regime of repression imposed which besame notorious 

internationally as a symbol of Britisa imperial domination in India. 

The"Punjab Wrongs" of April 1919 were later taken up by the naationi1ist 

movement as a main grievance behind the non-cooperation struggle of 

1920-22.0 

Under the terms cf his banning order, which restricted hira to the 

Bombay Presidency, Gandhi returned to Ahmedabad from Bombay on April 

13 and was allowed to hold a public meeting the following day at which 

he denounced the violence. Martial law was shortly aftervards withdrawn. 

GanChi's view, characteristically, was that his supporters should not 

have been angered by his arrest and they should not have reacted violently 

to the further arrest of demonstrators or to the fatal shootings. He 

spoke of his shock that in a community in which he was well-known and 

had gone some way to explaining his principles of stayagraha, the people 

should have so little understanding of these principles and should riot 

in his name. He announced that just as he intended to maintain his satya-,, 

graha against the Rowlatt Acts, as he had vowed to do, he now thought 
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it was his duty to exercise satyagraha against his own supporters. 

What pained him most was having to forego his pledge to commit civil 

disobedience, since he had intended to return to Delhi in contravention 

of his restriction order. But he would also undertake a further 

penance - Gandhi was still very weak after his illness - of a three 

day fast. 25 

At subsequent meetings Gandhis it on to make a distinction between 

civil disobedience conducted in a spirit of lawlessness and civil 

disobedience undertaken as a branch of satyagraha. He thought that 

to continue civil disobedience against the Eowlatt Acts in the pre- 

vailing atmosphere of lawlessness would harm the satyagraha movement. 

In order to encourage the respect of the government and to reduce the enmity 

between Europeans and Indians, he thought that satya; rahiz should now 

z pport the government wholeheartedly in seeking to restore law and order. 

Gandhi seems not to have been angered by the shootings in Ahmedabad which 

he considered a neeessaxy and heroic sacrifice in a satyagraha struggle. 

He did organise a fund for the families of the victims, however. 

Nationalist opinion in Ahmedabad appears broadly to have accepted that 

the police and military acted "properly" in the imposition of their 

authority, though they did object to the maintenance of martial law, 

and to the subsequent trial and sentencing of people arrested and to the 

levying of a punitive tax on the city for the reconstrzction for the 

property destroyed. 27 Yajnik recounts that when he and other satyagraha 

workers went round in fulfillment of Gandhi's campaign to develop the 

principles of eatyagraha in the people , lie found th3a cowed and 

terrorised by the heavy military and police action. 
28 But, in the long 

run, K. L. Gillion, a scholar who has written a history of Ahmedabad, 

concludes : 
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"The events of April 1919 marked the transfer of moral authority 
in Ahmedabad from the British to the Indian National Congress ... 
The government's fornal authority was restored without difficulty, 
but the Congress went from strength to strength and soon turned 
the city into a moral and financial base for the freedom movement ... 
Gandhi : always regretted the violence that had taken place and it 
showed him the dangers inherent in mass political action. But it 
was the violence of April 1919 that broke the spell of the Raj. " 29 

if the violence of April 10 and 11 was cathartic for Ahmedabad, the 

events in the Punjab, as we shall see, had the saue effect for the 

Indian nation as a whole. The violence of the masses shocked the 

educated classes in Ahmedabad; but they were also alienated by the 

Rowlatt Act itself, the arrest of Gandhi and by the punitive reaction 

of the government in the city. Instead of causing disillusionment with 

Gandhi, therefore, the events of 1919 strcngthened their alliance with 

him. Despite the immediate damage to the satyagraha movement caused by 

t. ýe outbreak of violence, Gillion notes that these events 'paved the way 

for Gandhi's constructive political work - the development of the 

Ahaedabad Textile Workers Association, the support of, the 'nillownere 

for Congress, and-the struggle for control` of the Ahmedabad municipal 
30 Gandhi, authority waged under the leadership of 'lallabhbhai Patel. 

he implies, offered an alternative path to the educated classes from 

that of violence. 

A 
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SULVAtAHY 

1. Following his "successes" in Ahmedabad and 'i-da, Gandhi had 

become a regional and national political figure, though not attached 

to any political grouping. 

2. Gandhi was approached by the Raj to undertake a recruiting campaign 

of ]radians to serve with the Indian Azuy in the Muddle East. 

3. Gandhi was approached by nationalist leaders in Congress to take 

a stand on the constitutional reforms being proposed by the Raj for 

India. 

4. On the principle that one should support the "opponent" in tine of 

difficulty rather than exploit the opportunity to one's own advantage, 

Gtndhi began a recruiting drive for the Indian Army in Ikeda. His 

striking lack of success illustrates the fact that, however great his 

personal charism and ability as an organiser, he could not nobiliso 

the : theda peasants against what they saw as their best interests. 

5. Gandhi's support for the Raj in the Urar efforts 

(i) increased his standing with the British 

(ii) lent credibility to his arrunent that in undertaking civil 

disobedience against the Raj in Champaran and 1Zeda he was doing 

the Raj a service; and 

(iii) increased his standing with Indian "moc! ernte" politicians 

who wished to collaborate with the Britiah. 

A 

But it also: 

(iv) confused his catyag-roha supporters in Gujarat; and 

(v) alienated anti-British Home Rulers who found perverse his 

refusal to use Britain's need for troops as a bargaining counter 

to secure more substantial constitutional advances. (Gandhi con- 

sistently rejected political "quid pro gios" - which struck him as 

having no moral basis. ) 
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SUMMARY 

6. Gandhi refused to support the "moderate" politicians in their 

favourable repponse to Britain's constitutional reform proposals. 

He broadly agreed with their aims, but deplored their unwillingness to 

contemplate civil disobedience to enforce the minor changes they 

wanted. This is a good example of his policy of favouring "extreme" methods 

to support "moderate" demands, as in Ahmedabad and : {heda. 

7. Gandhi's continuing effort to identify himself with the Gujarati 

peasantry led to experiments with the local diet which damaged his health. 

8. While still sick, Gandhi was approached by local Home Rulers anxious 

to initiate a national campaign against the Raj's proposed repressive 

Rowlatt Bills. Without approaching the Indian Natioial Congress for 

approval, he launched the Satyagraha Sabha, made up pradominantly of 

Hone Rulers from Bombay City and Gujarat. With the move: 

(i) he made a bold attempt to launch satyagraha on a national 

scale, in the process -" by-passing the established politicians; 

(ii) demonstrated his de facto leadership of the Home Rule Leaguers 

in Bombay and Gujarati and 

(iii) continued his serious attempt to educate these Ho, ae "Rulers 

in the principles of satyagraha. 

9. Most of those pledging support on a national basis for the Satyagraha 

Sabha were from Bombay City and Gujarat: the April 6 hartale there were 

highly successful. 

10. The prohibited literature distributed by the Satyaaraha Sabha as 

an act of civil disobedience was in the Gujarati language and therefore 

not suitable for other areas. 

11. Rioting which broke out in Bombay and Gujarat following Gandhi's 

arrest on the train to Delhi: 

(i) demonstrated that, despite his reputation, Gandhi was not in 

control of the forces in these areas vhich his movement was 

attempting to liberate and harness; 
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SUM ARY 

(ii) but his sincere remorse and active participation in bringing 

order back to the area, linked Gandhi to the educated classes in 

Bombay Presidency who were afraid of violence and it helped to 

preserve his uneasy relationship with the Raj: 

(iii) on the other hznd, the violence alco effectively broke the 

authority of the British in Ahmedabad and opened the door for 

Gandhian ccnstxuctive workers. 
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AFter Rowlatt: Picking Up the Pieces 

The period after Rowlatt sees Gandhi not 3.1 retreat but consolidating his 

position in Gujarat. Immediately after the violence, there was some fear 

among his co-workers that the government would arrest them and. their leader 

and even execute Gandhi. 31 
But the Government of India was anxious to 

promote its reform package and had no desire to make a martyr of Gandhi. 
32 

On April 26, however, the Governor of Bombay had the vice-president of the 

Satyagraha Sabha, B. G. Horniman, deported to England. Horniman, an 

Englishman and strong Home Rule supporter, was the editor of a daily 

newspaper, the Bombay Chronicle, where his editorials and reporting were 

causing offence to the Raj. Immediately, Gandhi came under strong pressure 

to organise a fresh hartal against this affront to nationalist opinion. 

Ironically, Horniman had been one of the first members of the Sabha to press 

Gandhi to suspend civil disobedience after what the English journalist 

called "the recent deplorable revolutionary outbreaks. "33 

Gandhi, at this time, appears to have been deeply frustrated by his inability: 

to act on his pledge of civil disobedience against the Rowlatt Act. Instead, ' 
1 

he was pursuing his campaign of educating the public of Bombay and Gujarat 

in the principles of satyagraha, prior to resuming civil disobedience at an 

opportune moment. He and his co-workers were distributing leaflets 

explaining satyagraha and developing their swadeshi campaign by taking up 

and teaching hand-spinning and weaving and persuading people to take the 

Swadeshi Vow. 34 On April 30 1919, he wrote to the Governor of Bombay, and 

on Hay 5 to the Viceroy, inviting them to take the Swadeshi pledge. 
35 

For about a week, Gandhi resisted the pressure to stage a protest demon- 

station against the Horniman deportation, issuing daily satyagraha 
36 bulletins arguing his case. He put particular emphasis on the 
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difference between a "satyatraha strike" and the norcºe1 types of 

political agitation, fearing that another hartal would be accompari¬d by 

intimidation and violence. When, by Nay 4+, there had been no unrest in 

Bombay, yet the pressure to stage some demonstration was. still intense, 

the Satyagraha Sabha agreed to observe a 2hour hartal on Sunday, flay 11, 

1919. The hartal was to be observed only in Bombay and only by "independont 

businessmen". Employed people were not to take part unless given per- 

mission. The rest of India could show support by fasting and religious 

contemplation in their own hcuses. 

When the May 11 rartal passed off peacefully, Gandhi was obviously very 

rlieved, paying high tribute to his volunteers who had helped hin to 

c et the tenor for the denonstration. When the Bombay police commissioner 

"boasted" to hin that Horniran had little support, Gandhi retorted: 

"But for Satyagr. ha ... (there) would have been violent outbursts 
in Bombay, mammoth meetings of protest all over the country, and 
for one" l1 year you would have knozm no peace. It is only due 
to Satyagraha that all this commotion has been kept do%n. " 37 

Shocked by events of only a month proviously, Gandhi was already 

experimenting in the May 11 hartal with new methods of controlling mass 

agitation. He was anxious as ever to distinguish his approach from that 

of the Home Rule Le ;, ue, and to have this distinction understood by the 

people and recognised by the British. 

Horniran had edited a daily paper, the Bombay Chronicle. Gandhi was 

approached and agreed to take over as editor, but was prevented from 

doing so by government ceneorship. Ile was then offered and accepted 

a Bombay-based English-language weeldy, Young India, and, in July, a 10 

Gujarati monthly, Nava iva. n. Eventually, because government censorship 

was making printers nervous, the Nava, jivan Press was established in 

Ahmedabad as a publishing and printing house under Gandhi's control 
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and in October 1919, both papers were published as weeklies from there. 

Gandhi professed to be embarrassed by this association with an English 

language paper, but said that it was only through the use of En lish 

that he could make his ideas available to people in the Tamil-speaking 

south. He particularly ; pressed readers in the Madras Presidency to 

support the paper. In October 1919, Young., t' India had just over 1,200 

subscribers; Navajivan had 12,000, and could have sold more. Both 

later reached 40,000 circulation for a tinc. 38 

Na. "a. jivan, the Gujarati-1al , cage paper, became Gandhi's mouthpiece in 

rural Gujarat. David Hard inan, !. n his i11=inating paper on the peasant 

districts of Gujarat. between 1919 and 1934, stresses the importance 

which ? Tavajivan carne to have for Gandhi's following in the province: 

" "His word reached his devotees throu&fi ;. hb Gujarat weeny, 
Ilya inn. Through this the literate Patidar could each week 
escape his tedious rustic life to become the companion of his 
beloved Gandýa as he travelled the length and breadth of nd? a, 
lutbling 

_the proud British, battling with injus. ice and preaching 
salvation for mankind. Through 2Tava j ivan Gandhi became each 
reader's personal guru. His dictates- ranged from the mundane 
nattars of village drains to soaring eternal truths. " 

Hardiman likens the Gandhian movement in Theda to a bht. kti sect; 

many seeing him as an incarnation of Vishnu, or God. Some within a. 

few years were to follow the Gandhian way of life exclusively, wearing 

the white hand spun cloth (1<hadi) cap as a "sect-mark", looking to him 

and his devotees at their Ahmedabad ashram; the wond being spread by 

trained workers who were "the travelling sadhas*of the sect". Handiman 

adds: 

"Gandhi was able to bring modern politics to the villages through 
this sectarian form ... Br appearing as a modern form of sadhu, 
(the Gandhian leaders in 1thoda) could break down village 
parochialism and convert the villagers to the new religion of 
Indian Nationalism". 39 

Gandhi began to develop this relationship' through the columns of 

Navajivan in 1919 when his overriding purpose was to inculcate in 

his supporters the principles of satyagraha which had been so 

., 
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grievously misunderstood or abandoned in the rioting after his arrest. 

Now that he was editing two weekly journals, Gandhi was no longer 

dependent on preparing his "satyagraha leaflets" or on getting press 

statements and letters published in other newspapers. "Armed with the 

press and these two papers", says Yajnik, 

"Mr Gandhi now began every reek to broadcast his novel doctrine 
of civil disobedience and his views on political problems to 
thousands and hundreds of thousands of people, not only in 
Gujarat and the rest of India, but to the whole world, " 40, 

The importance to his work of Gandhi's journalism can hardly be 

exaggerated. As he moved into a position of all-India prominence he 

gras' able through Young India and later, Hari a. n, to maintain a 

continuing commentary on public events which was followed by the 

nationalist movement all over India and, at times, seen virtually 
41 

as a set of instzuctions to supporters of Congress» 

Even before he acquired these newspapers, Gandhi had made it quite 

clear in the satyagra, ha leaflets that, despite the tempomij suspension 

of civil disobedience, he thought the principles of satyagraha would 

spread quickly throng his propaganda work and he would be able to 

launch civil disobedience again against the Rowiatt Act within a 

"month or two", that is, by July 1919.42 He went ahead with prepar- 

ations for this, planning again to restrict participation to his 

followers in Bombay Presidency. Eventually, however, in response to 

a firm warning from the Viceroy about the Idangers which the renewal 

of civil disobedience might bring, Gandhi suspended' civil disobedience 

indefinitely on- July 21. He had, he said, received two "indications 

of good will" fron the government which he thought made it wise 
43 

for him to listen to its warnings. 
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Many members of the Sabha were deeply. critical of this further climb-down, 

however, and the Sabha, which had already lost a lot of support, effectively 

broke up at this point. 

Gujarat Thkes up Noncooperation 

The collapse of the Satyagraha Sabha posed major problems for Gandhi's effort 

to introduce his ideas and methods to Indian political life. Confined as he 

was to the Bombay Presidnacy, he relied considerably on his newly-established 

weekly journal, Young India, to communicate his views across the nation on 

two new issues which he took up. These were the questions of martial law 

in the Punjab following the flowlatt events and the British treatment in the 

Middle East of Muslim holy places and religious institutions. They were to 

catapult his to national prominence -- yet still his home-base in Gujarat 

and connections with Bombay City were to prove vitally important. 

Gandhi's immediate involvement in the Punjab question as soon as his 

banning order-was lifted in October 1919 will be dealt with fully in 

Chapter 7. Also in October he took up a call from Muslim critics of the 

Government of India who were planning a <hilafat Day for October 17. Gandhi 

helped to structure this demonstration on an all-India scale much like the 

Bombay hartal of May 11 -- that is, with people regaining at home for a day 

of prayer, but without engaging in the public processions and meetings which 

had caused trouble in April. This was followed by a less successful boycott 

of the official peace celebrations on December 19,1919, to mark the end 

of the War, and then a further all-India hartal on the second Khilafat Day 

on March 19,1920. 

The ilafat question is a complicated one which we will discuss more fully 

in Chapter 6. Essentially it signified the disaffection of Muslim 
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fundamentalists in India from the Raj because of the lack of respect shown 

by Britain for Islamic religious institutions in the Middle East when Turkey 

was defeated at the end of the First World War. I i1afat Committees were 

established in many parts of the country, the overall campaign being directed 

by an alliance of Muslims predIminantly from Bombay City and the United 

PBovinces. Several of the Bombay Muslims were wealthy merchants who 

provided the main funding for the agitation. Gandhi, who was the only 

Hindu invited to join the highest councils of the movement, provided a key 

bridging role between the more moderate Bombay Iiilafatists and more extreme 

members from elsewhere. The two groups were able to unite behind Gandhi's 

policy of nonviolence as the only practical method of demonstrating their 

disaffection. 

At an all-India Khilafat Conference in November 1919, Gandhi first 

formulated his idea of "noncooperation". Over the following months, the 

proposals was adapted and sophisticated until in June 1920 Gandhi 

announced that the iaiilafat movement in India would begin noncooperation 

againts the government from August 1,1920. It was with the support of the 

Milafatists that he was able to win approval for noncooperation at the two 

Indian National Congress sessions held late in 1920 at Calcutta and Nagpur. 
49 

In Gujarat and Bombay the Xhilafat Days were l supported. Gandhi's 

followers from the Satyagraha Sabha and the Home Bile organisation 

cooperated with the Khilafat committee to make Bombay the "driving force" 

behind the October 17 observance. Nevertheless, it seems that many Gujarati 

Muslims were "apathetic" in October 1919, and Gandhi's own supporters were 

confused for many months as to whether they should support Indian Muslims on 

a religious issue which was controversial and far fron clearcut. 
50 Yajnik 

describes how Gandhi"spolitical co-workers from the Satyagraha Sabha were 
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"swept headlong into the Nhilafat agitation" and preparations for the 

Amritsar Congress at the end of-the year. As a result, they drifted away 

from the programme of spinning which they were promoting through the 

Swadeshi Sabha . -51 

Yet as late as June 1920, when leading workers from all districts of 

Gujarat met with Gandhi at his ashram to discuss the Khilafat agitation and 

noncooperation, they were unconvinced by the political and religious basis 

of his support for the Muslim position: 

"The gathering... dispersed without coming to any conclusion, 
and eventually all my old friends, who conEtituted, so to say, 
Mr Gandhi's old guard in the province, told me: 'We do not 

(continued on page 93) 
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understood all these complicated questions, and we are not 
convinced about the Noncooperation t"Iovement. Tell us, however, 
when you think it is right to plunge into it, and we shall then 
do everything in our power to make the Move: ent a glowing success'. "52 

Gandhi it seems had developed among his Gujarat co-wor:; ero the discipline 

which he was later to demand from supporters of Congress as a whole. 
They were to follow the instructions of their leader even when they 

disagreed with him, unless they had a strong, conscientious objection, 
in which case they should resign. Yajnil;, who was working as the sub- 

editor of the paper : lava Ivan, which he had rounded and then transferred 

to Gandhi's editorship, found himself in just this pocit°_cn in the 

sun. er of 1920. He was responsible for translating Gandhi's articles 

ca the F ilafat from Young India into the Gujarati language for 

publication in Nava0iva, n. yet finding himself totally unconvinced by 

the.. (hilafat campaign. He eventually did re$ign. 
53 

Gan. hi's Gu ja. rat. supporters was What restored this uncertainty a-aor_, - 
two factors. First, Gandhi's decision in June 1; 20 to link the r"Iilafat 

issue with the Punjab issue so as to nake coupon cause on the two 

principal questions offending nationalist opinion. Second, the 

wor: dng-out in the summer of 1920 of a comprehensive progrenne of 

noncooperation zrhi-In seeped to the political workers, inch,. ins the 

disaffected Yajnik, to amount to a practical revolutionary programme. 
These questions will be taken up in more detail later. What is relevant 
here is to see how the growing conviction among Gujarat co-Workers that 

noncooperation did constitute a viable programme for confronting the Raj 

on an all-India scale, led them to play a leading role in preparations 
for the Special Congress in Calcutta. At the Special Session Gandhi lion 
the support of Congress for his 

, 
prograi te. 

_Subsequently, 
Gujarat again 

took the lead in the pro ecution of the Congers progi. i1 me of non- 

cooperation. 

Before July 1920, Gandhi had been campaigning cn the illilafat issue and 
for Noncooperation through : local khilafat committees but had no formal 

organisational support cf his own. On July 11, in Nadiad in the Yheda 

district, the Working Committee of the Gujarat Political Conference 

agreed to support the entire progra, T, me of noncooperation as outlined by 

Gandhi. 't'hey also decided to forward "their resolutions "as the will and. 

itishes of the-people of Gujarat" to the Special Session of Congress to 

be held in Calcutta in September. Yajnik co rents: "We thus took the-- 
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lead in organising national opinion as'a purely political body" - meaning 
that previous support for noncooperation had come from ihila. fat groups, 

which were religious bodies and solely supported by Muslims. Encouraged 

by this support, Gandhi persuaded the Working Committee to call a 

special public session of the full Gujarat Political Conference, so that 

this endorsement could be ratified in open session. 

Normally, organisation of the Gujarat Political Conference was a task 

taking several months. Thin time the conference was held from August 27 

- 29, giving the organisers only a fnw weeks for preparation. Under the 

Presidency of Gandhi's co-worker Vallabhbhai Patel, the conference did 

adopt the Noncooperation resolution, moved by Gandhi himself, by an over- 

whelming majority. This was the first time that the Gujarat Political 
Conference had acted as a Provincial Congress Committee, sending 
delegates and proposing resolutions directly to the Tndian 2Tational 
Congress. Previously Gujarati politicr. l workers had attended as rep- 

r.. esentatives of the Bombay Presidency Congress Connittee. It was 

almost unprecedented for a Provincial. Congress Committee to anticipate 
the National Congress by deciding to act on a resolution without waiting 
for the decision of the national body. in his Nutobiomrerhy_, Gandhi 

explains how he answered this proceduial objection raised by-his critics: 

"The preliminary contention raised by the opposition was that it 
was not comuetent to a provincial conference to adopt a resolution 
in advance of the Congress. As against this, '_: suggested that the 
restriction could apply only to a baokwaard. movenent; but as for 
going forward, the subordinate organisations were not only fully 
competent, but were in duty bound to do so, if they had in them the 
necessary grit and confidence. No permission, 1 argued, was needed 
to try to enhance the prestige of the parent institution, provided 
one did it at one's own risk. " 

Thus the Gujarat Political Conference pre-empted Congress by its 

tactics, or as Yajnik puts it, in a chapter heading in his boot: quoted 

from Gandhi, "Gujarat Burns its Boats. " -54 

Just over a week after their Ahmedabad conference, several hundred Gujarat 

delegates made their way triumphally by train across India in-one of the 

", {hilafat Specials" to Calcutta, to the special session of the Congress 

held from September 4 to 7. At the Conference, after fierce debate and 

some substantial compromises by both Gandhi and his opponents, the Hon- 
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cooperation Programme was adopted as the policy of the Indian National 

Congress. The Gujarat delegates constituted only one bloc in the large 

but far from conclusive majority which Gandhi won at Calcutta. But as 

Yajnik reports, the Gujarat delegates returned to their province 

"jubilant that we in Gujarat had already inaugurated the Non-Violent 

War which the Nation as represented at the Congress, eventually adopted ... "55 

After Calcutta, Congress leaders throughcut India faithfully carried out 

the boycott of the new Provincial Legislative Councils which was one of 

the policies in the noncooperation prograinne. But they showed much less 

support, and indeed many expressed outright opposition, to two other 

aspects of the programme, the boycott of courts of law and the boycott 

of government schools. These three strands in the first stage of the Non- 

cooperation Programme became known as "The Triple Boycott". 

Here again, Gujarat took the lead. At the Gujarat Political Conference 

in August, *a resolution had been passed authorising the Working 

Committee to organise a programme of national education throughout 

Gujarat. The schools boycott gave Congress a marvellous opportunity 

for engaging in propaganda among young people and because many of the 

schools and colleges were privately run but receiving government grants, 

Gandhi soon extended the campaign to call for the "nationalisation" of 

private educational institutions throughout India by refusing these 

grants. Stiff opposition was encountered oulside Gujarat from the 

governing bodies of most of these institutions, including the principal 

Muslim and Hindu universities, in Al; go. rh and Berares. in Ahmedabad 

and Gujarat, however, Gandhi had striking success in "nationalising" 

existing schools; and throughout Gujarat new "national schools" were 

started as well. In Novezaber 1920, the National. College and Gujarat 

National University were founded. Gandhi was installed as the first 

Chancellor of the University which began with 300 students. Shortly 
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afterwards, National Colleges were started outside Gujarat in Poona, where 

Gandhi had strong links with the Servants of India Society, and in Patna 

in Bihar. 

Thus in December 1920 the Gujarat delegates set off by train for the 

annual Congress Session - which was to confirm or reject the support for 

for Noncooperation given at Calcutta - in what YajniI: calls "a holiday 

mood"; and at the Congress Session itself held in Nagpur they found 

their optimism- justified. Careiul pre-conference bargaining resulted in 

a genuine compromise between Gandhi's critics and himself; and a newfound 
5` 

national unity was reached behind the pro&Tamame of the Triple Boycott itself. 

At the Nagpur Congress in December 1920, Gandhi achieved the unchallenged 

leadership of the Indian National Congress. He proceeded to transforn 

the Congress organisation so as to make it a politicrl body capable of 

sustaining the- type of campaign which he now had the authority to co- 

ordinate across the country. In the process, he achieved political 

links and a mass following in many parts of the country. But no region 

of India ever reached the same degree of widespread support for his 

programme as did Gujarat, and Gujarat continued to playa catalytic role 

in several of Gandhi's later campaigns. It remained the province to which 

he would look first for support when he planned to initiate P. 11-India 

ventures in future. 

1 
i 

Iý 
[I 
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Swum 

1. Following the collapse of the Rowlatt Satyagraha in the rioting which 

followed his arrest, Gmdhi never quite lost the initiative: 

(i) he started a campaign to inform the people of Bombay City 

and Gujarat about the principles of satyagraha; 
(ii) he launched a swadeshi campaign attempting to get his supporters 
to spin and weave and to buy . indian-made cloth; 
(ill) he announced that individual civil disobedience against the 

Rowlatt Act would be resumed by -. _ . himself personally and then 

by selected followers, but would be restricted to the Bombay 

Presidency: 

(iv) with great reluctance, he permitted a second - in the event, 

successful - hartal to be organised only in Bombay, City In protest 

, against the expulsion by the Raj of an English journalist who 

supported Hone Bale; 
(v) he assumed the editorship of two weekly papers, one in the 

Gujarati langua e, the other in English, the offices of which were 

noved to rthiedabad; 
(vi) he supported calls for a govermmý ent inquiry into the martial 
law excesses in the Punjab - and linked his ceconä suspension of 

civil disobedience against the Rowlatt Act to the government's 
decision to establish this inquiry; 
(vii) at the first opportunity, he joined an independent inquiry 

by the Indian National Congress into the Punjab events; and 
(viii) he took up the grievances of Indim Muslims on the 

: thilafat issue and began to play a key role in directing their 

campaign. 

2. This shift of involvements and variety of activities caused come 

confusion and dissension among Gandhi's Bombay and Gujarat suprortersc 

(i) the swadeshi wort: did not gain widespread support; 
(ii) the Satyagraha Sabha broke up aaidst dissension about the 

failure to renew civil disobedience against the Rowlatt Acts; and 
(iii) many supporters disagreed with his championing of the 

rhilafat Cause. 

3. Gujarat political workers moved solidly behind Gandhi, however, in 

the summer of-1920 when be called on the Indian National Congress, at 

a special session, to launch a programme of noncooperation against the 
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Sumina: ry 

Raj on the joint issues of the lthilafat and the Punjab: 

(i) the Gujarat Political Conference was the first Provincial 

Congress Committee to support noncooperation and sent several hundred 

delegates to the Special Congress in Calcutta and the Annual 

Congress in Nagpur; and 
(ii) the Gujarat Political Conference proceeded to implement 

the programme of the Triple Boycott-3 especially the schools 
boycott - before it had been endorsed by Congress. 

4 

A 
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Gujarat Follows the "bather of the Nation" 

After 1920 the Indian National Congress was transformed into an organisation 

with mass support in many parts of the subcontinent. Gandhi, as the princi- 

pal architect of this achievement, was established-as a national political 

leader, whose reputation subsequently has earned him the title ", "Father 

of the Nation", 

Gujarat, the province of his birth, had provided him with a home for his 

ashram of supporters and the leadership of its main civic organisation ,t 

the Gujarat Sabha, which he had directed into a programme of activities 

in the villages and into two exemplary satyat-rahms struggles in the capital 

city of Ahmedabad and in the rural district of Ih eda. Local nationalists 

from nearby Bombay City had invited him to lead a co-ordinated all-India 

protest againtt the Rowlatt Bills. The Rowlatt Satyagraha drew its 

strongest support within the Bombay presidency, but broke down in rioting 

and government repression in several parts of the subcontinent. 

Violent insurrection in Ahmedabad failed to damage Gandhi's reputation in 

the city, however, but greatly dented British prestige. Through the 

Swadeshi Sabha and his acquiiition of a Gujarati-language newspaper, 

Na4ivan, Gandhi redoubled his efforts to promote his satyagraha principles 

in the province; and with growing confidence he repeated his tactic of the 

hartal on several occasions. His friendship with Muslim businessmen in 

Bombay City helped him to achieve a key position in a major campaign of 

Indian Muslims against the Raj, theilafat alliance. This led directly 

to an all-India movement of noncooperation against the government. Gujarati 

political activists played a leading role in having noncooperation adopted 

by the Indian National Congress late in 1920 and they made sure that the 

programme was implemented first in their province as an example to the 
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rest of the nation. 

From his position of prominence in the national movement after 1920, 

Gandhi continued to rely on the support which had been built up in Gujarat. 

THilre is no single volume published in F glish which examines his career 

specifically as a Gujarati leader rather than as an all-India figure -- 

and such a theme goes beyond the scope of this thesis. Nonetheless, it will 

be useful to summarise some of the more noteworthy episodes in later years 

which demonstrate the value of his support in the province. 

(continued on pa ,e 102) 
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Some of the main ca paigns undertaken in Gujarat after 1920 which played 

a part in Gandhi's development of satyagraha as an all-India leader, 

can be summarised as follows: 

1. Gujarat in Noncooperation, 1920-1922 
Bardoli, a rural "taluka" of 80,000 people in Surat district, 

adjoining Ikeda, was selected by Gandhi for the final stage in the 

Noncooperation struggle, mass civil disobedience, in 1921. Intensive 

preparations went on throughout the whole area, as Gujarati national- 
ists prepared to engage the British Raj in a symbolic fight on behalf 

of the nation. But the straggle was called off. 

2. Noncooperation by the Ahmedabad Municipality, 1921-1922 

One amomaly. of the Noncooperation movement was that because, under 

the Raj Is constitutional reforms, Indians had, been granted demo- 

cratic control of local government, the boycott of legislative 

councils was concentrated at a provincial level and not at a muni- 

cipal level. The Ahmedabad I-: iu. icipality, of which Vallabhbhai Patel 

had been elected leader, began a sustained campaign of obstruction 

against the provincial government; its most successful stratagem 
involved the refusal of government grants in education and the 

6 "nationalisation" of government schools. 
3 

3. The Ahmedabad Congress, 1921 

Ahmedabad staged the first annual Congress session after the 

introduction of the new constitution. This was during Non- 

cooperation when many of the principal leaders were in jail. 

The organisation of the session, under Patel's leadership, which 
included exhibitions of swadeshi and village sanitation, was 

considered to be a "landmark and a model". 

4. The Borsad Satyagraha, 1924 

Borsad is a "taluka" in the Rheda district. Vallabhbhai led a 

successful refusal of a government levy imposed on peasants to 

pay for a special policing operation. The police were shown to 

be in collusion with a band of "d2cojts" who were terrorising 

the area. 
64 

5. The Bardoli Satyagraha, 1928 

Patel again led a successful tam refusal in the area which had been 
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chosen for mass civil disobedience in 1921. The disciplined 

organisation which he constructed enabled the peasants to 

withstand forfeiture and auctioning of their lands and 

property. This successful satyagraha is generally recognised 

as the campaign which encouraged the Indian nationalist movement 
to attempt satyagraha again on a national scale under Gandhi's 

leadership. 65 

6. The Salt ; 4'rch, 1930 

Gandhi launched Civil Disobedience, the second great all-India 

satyagraha movement under the Congress banner, with a march that 

journeyed through the rural areas of Gujarat in which he had 

greatest personal support. Numerous local officials of the Raj 

resigned. He left the Sabarmati ashram at the start of the march 

vowing that he would not return until swaraj was won. When the 

march arrived at Dandi, north of Bombay City, the salt satyagruha 

was commenced across India. 
66 

7. The Rajkot Satyapraha, 1938 

One quarter of the population of India lived outside the provinces 

ruled directly by the British Raj. They resided in the Indian 

princely states, which had not been included in the areas where 
the Congress organisation was build up. In 1938, ' as national 
independence grew near, pressure; grew for the Congress movement 
to establish "representative government" inside the princely states. 
In 1933, all Congress agitation was suspended while satyagraha led 

by Patel, Gandhi and Gandhi's wife, Kasturbhai, was conducted in the 

state of Rajlr; ot. Rajkot, north of Bombay, was the state where 
Gandhi's father had been prime minister and he had been brought up. 
This "symbolic" struggle, focussing the attention of the nation, 

ended in a victory for Congress, and served to undermine the 

position of the princely rulers throughout India. 
e 

These key st niggles, staged by the Gandhian movement in Gujarat, merely 

hint at the role which Gujarat played in the independence stru, Gle. A 

proper survey would reveal a much more subtle relationship between 

local, regional and national issues and campaigns. It would also clarify 

the balance between political struggles and the "constructive" economic 

and social work. 
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One commentator on Indian rural development, Kusum Nair, gives a stirring 

account of life in the heda district of Gujarat in the late 1950s, forty 

years after Gandhi first began to work in the district. She notes the 

area's prosperity and credits this to the impact of the nationalist 

movement under Gandhi's guidances 

"This movement seems to'have provided the inspiration, the new 
norms and values, and the necessary purposeful diFSction which 
made this degree of rural development possible. " 

A proper assessment of the impact and effect of the constructive programme 

side of Gandhi's method could probably start in these areas of rural 

Gujarat where his links were greatest. 

From our examination of Gandhi's base in Gujarat we have seen how important 

was the activism of this province to bis standing as a national leader. 

We have also seen how crucial was the specific support he was able to call 

forth from the province to the dynamic which swept him to national leadership 

in 1920. Within this case-material, too -- if we include the early Bihar 

satyagraha in Champaran, together with khmedabad, 'heda and our preliminary 

outline of the Rowiatt satyagraha -- there is a basis for taking a first 

look at one of the key questions for a political organiser: how methods 

tried and tested at a local level have to be modified or adapted when applied 

on the vastly different scale of a subcontinent. 
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THE PLACE OF CONSTRUCTIVE PROGRAMME IN LOCAL AND NATIONAL 

SATYAGRAHA CAMPAIGNS 

With the collapse of the Bowlatt Sa. tyagraha in the violence which followed 

his arrest on the train to Delhi, Gandhi was faced with the problem which 

remained with him for the rest of his life -- how to organise nonviolence 

successfully on a mass scale. 

His immediate reaction was to direct his co-workers into a campaign to 

promote hand-spinning. This seeming diversion provoked much bemusement 

at the time, a state of incomprehension which persisted in varying degrees 

through all the years which followed as Gandhi acted to consolidate his 

programmes of constructive work. In 1941, Gandhi was told by some of 

his co-workers that they felt "the want of something from my pen showing 
the connection between the constructive programme and civil disobedience. "1 

In response he wrote his pamphlet called Constructive Prograzoie: Its Neanina 

And , which was thoroughly revised in 1945. 

This pamphlet is basically a presentation of the different campaigns which 

constituted the constructive' programme in the early forties. By that time, 

the programme had developed far beyond the early swadeshi efforts we have 

noted and included a list of eighteen items. These ranged from the long- 

established cauapaigns to promote Hindu-Muslim unity, the removal of 

untouchability and production of khadi, to newer organising initiatives 

around education for village children and adults, together with cauupaigns 

to improve village sanitation and health education and projects to set up 

new village industries. The pamphlet also includes a summarised analysis 

of the relationship between civil disobedience and constructive programme 

which makes specific reference to the 'Champaran campaign and to local 

satyagrahas, such as the campaigns in rtheda, Borsad and Bardoll. It is 
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this relationship with which we are concerned because of the light it throws 

on Gandhi's organising methods as he moved to a national scale. 

Under the heading, "Place of Civil Disobedience", Gandhi writes as follows: 

"I have said in these pages that Civil Disobedience is not absolutely 
necessary to win freedom through purely non-violent effort, if the 
co-operation of the whole nation is secured in the constructive programme, 
But such good luck rarely favours nations or individuals. Therefore, it 
is necessary to know the place of Civil Disobedience in a nation-wide 
non-violent effort. 

"It has three definite functions: 
1. It can be effectively offered for the redress of a local wrong. 
2. It can be offered without regard to effect, though aimed at a 

particular wrong or evil, by way of self-immolation in order 
to rouse local consciousness or conscience. Such was the case 
in Champaran when I offered Civil Disobedience without any 
regard to the effect and well knowing that even the people might 
remain apathetic. That it proved otherwise may be taken, 
according to taste, as God's grace or a stroke of good luck. 

3. In the place of full response to constructive effort, it can be 

offered as it was in 1941. Though it was a contribution to and 
part of the battle for freedom, it was purposely centred round 
a particular issue, i. e. free speech. Civil disobedience can 

'-never be directed for a general cause such as for Independence. 
The issue must be definite and capable of being clearly under- 
stood and within the power of the opponent to yield. This 
method properly applied must lead to the final goal. 

e' 

"Ihave not examined here the full scope and possibilities of Civil 
Disobedience. I have touched enough of it to enable the reader to 
understand the connection between constructive programme and Civil 
Disobedience. In the first two cases, no elaborate constructive 
programme was or could be necessary. But when Civil Disobedience is 
itself devised to the attainment of Independence, previous preparation 
is necessary, and it has to be backed by the visible and conscious 
effort. of those who are engaged in the battle. Civil disobedience 
is thus a stimulation to the fighters and a challenge to the opponent. 
It sho=uld be clear to the reader that Civil Disobedience in terms of 
Independence without the cooperation of the millions by way of constructiv, 
effort is mere bravado and worse than useless. " (italics added) 

We should note two broad distinctions which Gandhi makes here -- concerning; 
whe. tK.. C 

the scale of the campaign, / local or national, and the choice or scope 

of the issue, whether particular or general. Dhawan quotes Gandhi making 

the same distinctions in more summarised form more than ten years earlier, 

writing in Young India in 1930: 

"Constructive programme is not essential for civil disobedience for 

specific relief, as in the case of Bardoli. A tangible common 
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grievance restricted to a particular locality is enough. But for such 
an indefinable thing as Swaraj people 2ust have previous training in 
doing things of All-India interest. " 

In the long extract quoted from Gandhi's pamphlet, he lists only three 

categrries in placing civil disobedience in the context of "a nationwide 

non-violent effort". I think, however, that the passage can be systematised 

into five related propositions: 

1. Civil disobedience can be offered effectively in a local struggle 

without constructive programme. 

2. Civil disobedience can be offered at a local level without con- 

structive programme in the form of sacrificial action -- "self-immolation" 

by which Gandhi does not mean burning, but t erh::. ps "burning one's bridges" 

denying oneself the possibility of retreat -- which takes no, thought 

of the consequences and therefore may or may not be effective. 

3. Where. constructive progranine hac not been taken up at a satisfactory 

level across the nation, civil disobedience can be offered effectively 

at a national level only on ü subsidiary issue -- as "a-contribution 

to" the larger struggle -- lut not on the main issue itself. 

4. When civil disobedience is offered on the main issue -- in this case, 

national independence -- then a full progýranme of constructive work 

must have been taken up. by the people. 
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5. In theory, if the nation as a whole has taken up constructive 

programme to the fullest level possible, then Independence could 
be won without the use of civil disobedience at all. 

These five propositions can be expressed in the following tables 

GANDHI'S FIVE PROPOSITIONS ON COMBINI: tG CII L DISCBEDIE, ýýCE AND 

CONSTRUCTIVE 11ROGRM3iE IN NNONV]OLLTIT STRUGGLE. 

Proaosition Constructive ProZrrmme 

1. not essential 

2. not essential 

3. partially taken up at 

national level 

almost fully taken up 

at national level 

5. effective on its os-m 
if fully ta!: en up at 

national level 

Civil Di obedience 

effective on its own at a local 

level. 

"self-immolation" may or nay 

not be effective on its own at 
local level. 

effective at a national level 

on a subsidiary issue 

effective at a national level 

on main isc3ue 

not essential 

If we look at these propositions in turn, it will be possible to suggest 

some of the thin?. ing about the practicalities of organising nonviolence 

which Gandhi develoYed over the years. 

].. Local Civil Disobedience. With Constructive Pro rarnine Not Essential 

Examples where civil disobedience was "effectively offered for the- 

redress of a local irreng" are easy to identify. The ! heda straggle ;n 

1918, Borsad in 1924 and Barsoli in 1928 are the -most obvious. Ill of 

these were in rural Gujarat. 1-That was conmon to them was the leading 

role taken by a group of "public workers" associated with Gandhi who 

devoted themselves full-time to organising peasant faxmers in resist- 
stvqy Fett local 9eievaKCe , tte. tmposri x, ot 1&'t uKreasonaety High 

ance to a/ government tax; the basis of the organising was a. solemn 

pledge taken by the peasants not to pay this tax whatever the con- 

sequences; and the object of the organising was to maintain peasant 

morale co that they could sustain their co: nmitnent to the pledge until 
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government concessions were made 

were moderate and the moderation 

their willingness to respect the 

the demand . for which became one 

c;, mpaigns. 

The specific aims of these cempaigns 

of the satyagrahia was underlined by 

findings of an independent inquiry, 

of the principal issues in the 

According to Gandhi, in these campaigns, "no elaborate constructive 

programme was or could be necessary". However, Joan Bondurant, in her 

analysis of the Bardoli satyagraha, indicates that constructive pro- 

graizie, by which she means spinning, the wearing of Thadi cloth and 

and the conduct of social work activities, did play a part in the 

organisation for civil disobedience. There is no doubt that "had! 

propvganda was important in naintainin3 morale. 
3 

Nonetheless, Gandhi 

suggests that Fm "elaborate" programme was not strictly necessary becakiz 

eý tQ "ta ixte Lovwftovi grit vawice. 

All of these'rtetions are civil disobedience actions involving the 

refusal to comply with the le&a1ly-sanctioned demands of the gove=ient 

revenue department. Another civil disobedience action of this type 

would be the Vaikom temple sa. tyagrah,, of 1924 to 1925, when sa. tya- 
Sp tc. if: c. 

grahis attempting to secure untouchables the/ right to use a road 

passing a Hindu teriple Sere first arrested and later c^nped in front 

of a police barricade. Bondurant again points out that constructive 

programme, that is, the maintenance in good order of their camp, hand- 

spinning and the building of a school, constituted an inmportnnt dis- 

cipline for the satyagrahis. But these were a relatively small group; 

the campaign did not rely much on mess :. ction. 

Another similar campaign was the "thmedabad labour strike of 1918, though 

this was not-'a civil disobedience action since it did not involve the 

breaking of a lour. The ihmedabad Satyagraha, according to Gandhi's 
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concept, was a local campaign of civil resistance toli. n; justice. 

Constructive programme - visiting the m5llhands in their homes, 

providing paid spinning work for some of the women and paid con- 

straction work for some of the mer. - was a- factor in 

Ahmedabad, but the decisive leadership role played by Gandhi in 

the daily meetings and than, his assuription that it tiro%z his duty 

to fast, indicates what is common to all these local saty giahas - 

the direction of the canraign by an abeolutely determined and reeource- 

fill leader-hip, sincerely committed to nonviolence as a way of life -nd 

cormarding widespread local. -, -nd national support. 

2. Local Civil Disobedience -. s SA1f-l. nýolr_tien, frith Cori structive 
Frogr: nr e Not E ssenticl. 

G_ndhi himself quotes Champaxan as an example of this type of civil 

disobedience - "aimed 4t a x. a, rticula, r wron ", "without regard to effect" 

"by way of sal! '-_suno1a tion in ozder to rouse local consciousness" - 

referring to his action in 1,17 in refusing to obey the order exte=, ing 

him from, this district of Bihar. There are no other exanpley of which 

I an aware which exactly Hatch the Chc: npara. n case and it is eurprising 

perhaps that Gandhi should isolate it in this Tray. The uce of aggress- 

ive civil disobedience in recovering confiscated cror. s during the '"heda 

otrugele (1018) and p? aughing confiscated farm land in Bardoll (1928) 

constitute similar actions - ºrhich : n-;, ht be called "self- i. =Molation" - 

though these were hirdly spontaneous and the effect was reasonably 

Fredic: ble. 

The , Th-nedabad. Fact, 

on the other hand, during the 1918 labour struggle, 

was a spontaneous action, "ai. T. ed at a particular wrong or evil" (the 

refusal to pay workers a just wage) "by way of self-immolation" (the 

fast) In order to rouse local consciousness or conscience" (help the 

workers stir lý,, to their pledge). Gandhi could not really calculate 
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the effect it would have and took the action as a n. tter of conscience. 

But it was not civil disobedience. 

At a national level, though, there is a striking exvnple of Gandhi's 

trying to repeat the Chartta_ran tactic. In 1919, on the train to Delhi 

following the Rowlatt hartaal, Gandhi refused to obey the on5e: confining. 

him to the Bonbay Presidency. This was "self- imriolation" "in order to 

rouse consciousness or conscience" "wi thcut any rege. ri to the effect" 

and without prior preparation of the people by wry of constrictive pro- 

grýrme. lt failed di 6t strously. Major rioting crv : net off in Ahmedabad 

and parts of Gujarat end the Punjab. We can see why, after this dis- 

estrous experiElent at a national level, Gandhi specified Uienty years 

1r ter, that this typo of civil di . obedience should.. be confined to a 

"locýý. 1" level. All Gandhi's later attempts at aggressive civil 

disobedience of this type were very carefully prepared in advpnce, 

rre for ex,? mple, the Salt Satyagr"ha in 1930 and lndividu: 'l Civil 

Disobedience in 1; 1. 

However, Gandhi did attempt a niriber of other acts of "self-immolation" 

on national issues. T. ese, though, conctituted acts of civil resist- 

r~nce to what he car as injustice, rather than civ51 disobedience to 

law. Such would be his public fasts - the Communal. zard Fast of 1932 

when he fisted in protest e ainst the government decision to introduce 

a sep, +rate electorate for untouchables; the H1. nda-,: uslin Unity Fasts 

of 1947 in which he attempted with startling success to bring the 

rioting between Hindus and Ytuslims under control at the time of. 

partition between India and Polkistan. Gandhi could not ! mow what 
it ai. m at at ap irtk dar WCOAS 8rad 

the results of these acts would be, they were moral gesture , /designed 

"to rouse consciousness or conscience" - but they were not aggressive 

acts against constituted authority. in fact, interestingly, these 
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fasts were related directly to two of the principal and most long- 

standing campaigns in the constructive programme - the campaign against 

untouchability and for Hindu-1uelim Unity. When these central facets 

of the constructive programme cane under threat, then G 
. ndhi's whole 

concept of how India must prepare itself for swaraj was threatened, 

and he resorted to "self-in: nolation". But it should be emphasised 

that this was not civil disobedience. 

3. Civil Disobedience on a Ita. tional Scale on 3. Suhsi. dirrv True , kith 

Partial Constructive ProRratnme. 

Gandhi indicates that a third function of civil disobed3 enceýs at th3 

national level; the first two functions he confines to the local. 

level. At the national level it can be used effectively on a 

"particular issue" as a substitute"for full response to constructive 

effort'; He gives as an example the individual Civil Disobedience 

commit civil disobedience by spealdna against India's involvement in 

Campaign of 1941, when chosen satyagrahis weht out individually to 

the second world war. These were the same tactics which Gandhi had 

chosen in 1919 for the SatyaGraha Sabha to use against the ßowlatt 

Act, though the campaign was never launched. 

In fact, virtually all G, ndhi"s nationally organised civil disobedience 

campaigns were of this type. The Rowlatt Satya., ha of . 1919 was addressed 

to a "particular issue" rather than Home Rule. Noncootara. tion, from 

1920 to 19? 22, though not in its early stages a civil disobedience move- 

ment, becrMe that when the government declared the Congress volunteer 

organisation illegal - the "particu4ax issues" chosen were the ': hilafat 

question and the Punjab inquiry, though at one point Gandhi suspended 

both these objectives in order to fight sinply for the rights of 

freedom of association and free speech. The Civil Disobedience Movement 
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of 1930 to 1933 again was focused by Gandhi on a whole set of economic 

and political grievances, most famously the Salt Tax, which were far 

short of the "general cause" of independence. As far as Gandhi was 

concerned in planning the strategic objectives of these campaigns: 

"the issue rust be definite and capable of being clearly understood 
and within the power of the opponent to yield. This ctethod 
properly applied trust lead to the final foal. " 

4. Civil Disobedience on a National Scile on the Main Tcsue with Tull 

Constructive Proatanme. 

Civil disobedience for the "general cause" of Independence was never 

seriously attempted by GanThi because he was never able to secure 

"the co-operation of the millions by way of constructive effort" to 

the requisite level. 

However, when he launched the Quit India novenent in 1942, this was 

civil disobedience on the rain issue of Independence. But Gandhi was 

well aware that fro. - his own perspective the adoption of constructive 

prograin-ne h1ad not gone deep enough in the nation to develop the level 

of discipline necessary. He therefore launched civil disobedience with 

the expectation that it would break down into violence - because he 

felt he had no alternative - ind this is what happened. 

Similarly, one of the principal slogans of the Noncooperation campaign 

(1920-1921) was "Swaraj in One Year", and Civil Disobedience from 1930-33 

was fought with the objective of achieving Independence. I: onetheless, 

when Gandhi was drawn into negotiations with the Raj, these were not his 

demands. He considered that the constructive programme had not been 

taken up to an adequate level to make these fundamental goals achievable; 

and preferred to focus on "particular" issues which "must lead on to the 

final goal". 
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5. Constructive T'? o? Y"ä^1111P, on a yrytionll Scale without Civil 

Discbpdience 

A 

The assertion that "if the co-operation of the whole nation is secured 

in the constructive programme", then swaraj would be achieved auto- 

matically and "Civil Disobedience is not absolutely necessary", was 

advanced consistently by Gandhi fron 1920 onTaxds. It. is an almost 

mystical view, which he adapted to most of the items in the constructive 

procramme. That is, if the nation could achieve per'ection in Hindu- 

; iuslim Unity, or hand-spinning, or the abolition of untouchability, 

and so on, then it would achieve such moral strength and practical 

vigour that the British irould be compelled to recognise the stature of 

the people and would introduce : tome Rule, quite possibly without the 

necessity for a -struggle. This was the : oasis of C ndhi's pro: sllse in 

1921 of 
"S/Yraraj 

in one Year", if the nation fully adopted his constructive 

prograxune. 
5 

in practice, this level of commitment to the con. stzuctive programme 

was never approached during Gandhi's life-time or since, though in the 

1930s as it became clear that the time was approaching when the British 

would grant . independence, he made a major effort to institutionwl5se 

the constructive programme with. e. series of all-India boards to direct 

the work and a great deal of discussion within and outside Congress. 

It would have been conoistent for Gandhi to argue that the shift in 

British opinion in favour of granting Irdependence during the 1930s was 

at least in part, a product of the consolidation of the constructive 

programme across, the nation - but I have not seen any statement by 

him or his followers arguing this. 

After Independence, houevcr, Vinoba Zhnve adopted this viewpoint. 

Civil disobedience was not necessary to the a. chievement. of "ncn- 

violent revolution" in India. 'M,, the successor to Gandhi leading the 
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GandhiLn workers after 1949, Vinoba used this per:. pectiv© as his 

strategic concept in planning the Bhoodcn and later the Cromd. &n move- 

ment for laM revolution. 
6 

Civil Disobedience at the Local ana Nati. onr1 Scale 

lie have explored these five prorosition3 In sone detail to see that 

Grnihi saw as the relationship between civ31 disobedience and con- I 

structive prograr. mme. To go further, however, it is useful to S. nr1if'y 

then dorm to two: 

1. Constructive rrogramne is not essential before civil 
disobedience is conducted as a local level. 

2. Constructive Programme is essential before civil disobedience 

is conducted at a nntional level. 

i, s an , 11--ndia leader Gandhi hod the utnost difficulty in persuadUng 

his ellow ConSressren to _ccept that, if they wonted'hin to organise 

civil disobedience, they must also adopt his ideas on constructive 

prc ra rne. 11i 'will be useful therefore to exa. ̂aine more closely why 

Gandhi retched this conclusion. 

Returning again to the ton; passage from his pamphlet on Constructive 

I_rop, ý t?, we ýojººa Gr. ndhi na':. ng ttro key distinctions. The first is 

the question of sew, whether civil disobedience is conducted at a 

local or a national level. The second concerns the choice or 4. ssun, 

whether it is a main or a subsidiary issue; or in Gandhi's tern3n- 

ology, whether it is a "general" or a "r-articular" issue. 

In general zre would expect that the la. r cr. the scale of the campaigns 
a 

i) the more difficult it was for the leader to maintain personal 

supervision of the campaign, 
ii) the more difficult to establish an organicatinn of co-sror'ccrs 
'nolrledgable,, in satyagr2ha principles and techniques, 

ýii) the mt- .e difficult to maintain the morale rn-3 discipline 

of the organisation under the stress of conflict, 

I 

i 
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iv) the more vulnerable was the c: mraign to being underri. '_ned by 

a particular locality brea'cing rant-, s and shotiine indiscipline. 

. As a corollary or the above, however, the smz ller the scale of the 

campaign: 

i) 
. 

the easier for the leader to maintain personal supervision 
ii) the e, sier for the leader to train and supervise a team of 

co-wor1: ers, 
iii) the easier to riaintain discipline znd morale, 
iv) the easier to deal with local breaT: downs or in3:. scinl5ne. 

. ý, 4 ý, 

ý, 
ý, 

On the face of it, all these points are confirmed by our discussion 

of local satyagrahas in Bihar and Gujarat. These campaigns were 

distinguished first by the highly visible and directive leadership 

roles assuned by Gandhi htnself and, later, by his chief li eutenomt 

V4labhthai ratel, second, Gandhi delayed for two years his activities 
in Gujarat in order to draw people from the Home Rule Leagues and else- 

where who would accept his authority and follow his satyaGrcha 

principles. Third, the fast in Ähmeda. baci is the best exanple of Gandhi 

using; his personal position to maintain discipline z nd morale. -Fourth, 

in 7heda, it was possible for Gandhi to go personally to par-to of this 

district where pc s ants were wavering -*n their resolution. 

On the other hand, as soon cs the context shifted to the --national sc-r1e 

With the Row? rtt satyaýr<aha, C:. ridhi encountered all sorts of difficult- 

7es. First he was unable to maintain personal supervision in Delhi and 
the Punjab of the activities of the Satya. Qrz. ha Sabha and people outside 
the Sabha. Second, one explanation he gave for the outbreak of violence 
following Pis vrrest on the train to Delhi, was that his co-workers had 

not sufficiently grasped the principles of satyagr<: ha. Third, under the 

stress of his arrest, the popular movement erupted in violence at 

various places cpusing the Sabha eventually to collapse. Fourth, 

Gandhi's trip to Delhi was prompted by the diff'_cultßes the Sz'bh^ as 
having in controlling the crowds there; his arrest en route led to the 
1os3 of control in a number of centres across Tn3ia. 

if we turn to the second distinction which Gandhi emph^sised in the 

passpge quoted - the selection or the issue ground which to centre e. 

cpmpa i. gn -n simi. lz r analysis can be nwde. The broader, or more general 
the issue under which the cýmpaivn was fought: 

i) the more difficult to reach a settlement, 
ii) the more people's expectations would be aroused unrezv. li. st- 
ically, 

t 

eý 
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ii; ) the more croups operating, from different rolit5ca1 perapect- 

ives could offer a different -analysis and c? mpalCnin Fro; ramme 

and so divert the movement. 

It will be remembered that one of Gandhi's criticiems of the Home Rule 

Leegues was that their demand could not be realised in the ehort tern, 

therefore they were rousing peoples' expectations unrealistically and. 

contributing to a genera+l negative spirit in the people. 

The corollary of this perspective, ar,, '. in, is that, the more Z iml tech, 

or more particular, the issue: 

i) the more 13kelihood of reaching -1, settlement, 
ii) the more realistic are the peoples' expectations of success, 
iii. ) the less easy !s it for other groups to tnl' e over the campaign. 

Our discussion in earl-er chapters illustrates the ": rcttzro o" these 

Points ; at 1e-+st. Gandhi's rerAut4. t'_on in Inrlia pr: or to 1920 wca- 

achieved on the bz--j'-. s or his tac'1 ng p: rt: cuIS. or rri evancss nd winning. 

Vor example, his successes with the abolition of in1entured labour, 

the Viramsrart-customs cordon, the Chararan indigo question, the 

Alunedr, b-d labour strike end the heda, no-ts:: crnpai n ave hint the rep- 

utction ^s c. leader oho could take on the British or local vested- 
interests and win, and the '_act that these ware I7 S caaI paI rs or 

vere potent; z 11 y co, h? d i arort; nt effects on n:. ticn. -1 norcle. 

In his presents tion and - nalys s of Gz ndhi "se; sly yo; rs, Tniu1 a1 

Yajnßk places great emphasis on what he calls Gzýrdh1. 's "r-art5culc. rtht 

idcolo; y" in poli. t-cs, which he cort rsts umfavourübly with Ti1w': 's 

concentration on the "central dcnand", the "^un : Inert^ý issue of 

tr^ns-'er o-F' rollt=cal power -`rom Govrr^ent to the reorle": 

"I? r mould bus, hihNelf chop-Ing of innurrcr bfr h¬ c'. c 
off' tho hy,: irr'-herded noncter or 'ore!, -, n orFrcc ion tha ruc''ed the 
life-blood of India, while tir Til T: concentr-tcd his , "ttantion 
and ercrry on the sovereign method o! dectroyin- the monctor 
it-celf'. " 7 

Yajn;? r, however, admits Gv. nc'h-'c "initinl" Fuccess with this method: 
";, 'bile Ir Tt1z k dominated 1i1-e a giant the tncc1o scene with his 
single s1o,, n of "! tome rule" and "Self-rovernnemt" c. y a 
rr racee for all evils, hunblr-. c: or''ers ccunht ccnfort nnd. Üo1L'ce 
in the advice of G: ndhi, vho had been trained by his rast 
experiences to act as suitzb1 e nedia. t. or for the rcdreca o`' 
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special wrongs between the people and the Govery ent. As 
11r Gandhi went on settling one question after another ... he 
commanded increasing Faith end following amoi the people. " 

Yajnik goes on to add that Gandhi, by securing redress for grievances, 

"really helped the Governnent partially to reinstate itself in the 

affections and confidence of the people". He continues: "modern 

I- militant fighters would have no hesitation in defining all such 

activities - however militant they nh ht appear at a. certain stage - 

as distinctly counter-revolutionary in as much as they would end ... 

by securing only a few cm-nbs from the rich table of Government. " 

Yajnik calls Gandhi "essentially a reformer" who had been habituated 
I 

by his experiences in South Africa "to Study and grapple with the 
!, 

various symptoms of a disease rather than to worz. for the eradication 

of the disease itself. " Really, he says, Gandhi retained the method 

of the political Moderates in India, "of tackling separate grievances 

local, provincial and national", and stresses Gandhi's ability 

throughout his -political career to retain his links with the political 

moderates uho collaborated with the British Raj. 
8 

Gandhi, however, would probAly have rejected this analysis as 

superficial. He would have accepted some of the criticisms of his 

"partiailn-H t" method as tributes to its success. But ultimately there 

are two aspects of Gandhi's approach with which Yajnik's criticisms 

here do not deal. First, as Gandhi was well iware and gras quick to 

argue in his book Hind Swaraj, published in 1909 and subsequently, 

the Indian nation really had little choice but to follow his non- 

violent programme for ach! eving independence beccuse it had been 

disarmed and could not win by Tila%'s methods. second., Gan. hi was 

not "essentially a reformer". He would deny that the "central demand", 

"the monster itself", "the disease itself", was as Til^k (resented it. 

Gandhi's view of the central issue went beyond , nd deeper than what 
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he saw as the superficial question of the transfer of power into 

Indian hands. In this he is a political leader of great originality. 

Another writer who has noted both Gandhi's concentration cn particular 

issues and his sensitivity to the question of scale, is Indira Bother- 

mund. in her boot:, significantly titled The Fhilncorhv of Restraint, 

Mahatma. Gandhi. "s Strategy and Indian Politics, she argues that Gandhi 

evolved a method of "strategic" and "Stylized" ans: rers to political 

problems. The aim öý this method was to restrain the use of power by " 

both sides in the national dispute; his political approach, involved 

the "restraint'of power". He experienced two particular problems in 

developing this method. One was the problem of mass pcrticipatf-on, hors 

to discipline participants - this is the problem of scale. The other 

was the problem of the definition of the issue, or the scope of the 

action - what we have called the choice of the iozue. Rothermund does 

not make the distinction between local and national caApaigns as we 

have. In considering the scale of participation she discusses only 

national campaigns. Her classification indicating G3ndhi's response 

to the problems of scale and choice of issues is as follows. He nicht 

organise: (i) a national campaign involving macs Farticipati. on; or (Ii) 

a national crmnplign involving particirati. on by a selected local area or 

group; or (iii) 4 national campaign involving individual action by the 

leader only. Similarly, in dealing with the problem of the scope of 

the action, he night organise a national c mpairn ground (ä) a general 

issue (for example, independence); or (ii) a specific issue (e. g. Ito-tax 

campaigns) ; or (iii) a definite point (e. g. the Communal Award) . 

0 

This anälysis is extremely helpful, but Rothermund goes on to argue 

that the problems which Gandhi experienced in orb n`_sin; mass civil 

disobedience led hin over aperiod of 25 years to evolve his method 
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progressively to the point where he could control mass campaigns by 

inviting the nation to identify with action undertaken by himself alone. 

Thus the importance in Gandhi's political method, she suggests, of the 

symbolic action, where the individual leader only participated, 

focusing his action on a definite point, or specific issue, which the 

watching nation could clearly understand: 

... "millions would refrain from action so that one man could act 
under complete control of the actions because of this, the 
action of this one man ossuned million-fold importance. The action 
was symbolic because pillions watched and listened, and these 
millions watched and listened because they new that the action 
would be a symbol. Gandhi arrived at this method because he had 
recognised that it was impo Bible to train large numbers of 
participants for disciplined satyagraha. " 9 

This argument is elegant end obviously describes well the conception 

behind Gandhi's political fasts and explains their impact; so, too it 

gives helpful perspective on the drama of a symbolic action 1i!: e the 

S^1t March in 1930. But Rothernund is mistaken when she says that 

Gandhi progressively abandoned organising around general issues and. 

also wrong 
hensho 

says that he gave up the possibility of organising 

mass action. 

Gandhi's own view, stated in Dece. mber 1945 when he wrote the intro- 

duction to the Constrictive Programme p=phlet, was as follows: 

"Civil disobedience, mass or individual, is an aid to constructive 
effort and is a full substitute for armed revolt. Training is 
necessary as well for civil disobedience as for armed revolt. 
Cnly the ways are different. Action in either case taRes place 
only when occasion demands. Training for military revolt means 
learning the use of arms ending perhaps *n the atomic bo. nb. 
For Civil Disobedience it means the Constructive Programme. 

"Therefore, workers will never be on the look-out for civil 
resistance. They will hold themselves in re diness, if the 
constructive effort is sought to be defeated. " 10 

Thus Rothermund's analysis is one to which we will return when we 

examine Gandhi's organising efforts on a national scale in more 

detail. But for the present we remain with the points already 
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established. It was easier for Gandhi to organise and maintain non- 

violent discipline at a local level than at a national level. He insisted 

on directing campaigns on particular rather than general issues. And 

because it was extremely difficult to maintain discipline for civil 

disobedience on a national scale, he devised programmes of constructive 

work which would prepare people for it, or supplement it, or act as a 

substitute for it. 

The Connection Between Constructive Programme and Civil Disobedience 

But how did Gandhi imagine that a programme of constructive work would 

"train" a people for civil disobedience? In what way does constructive 

programme prepare people for campaigns of civil resistance? How can it 

act as a support for those engaging in civil disobedience, or even as a 

substitute for it? How did the great movements to challenge the British 

help forward the campaigns of constructive work? 

To answer these questions we must return to the two practical ways of 

looking at constructive programme suggested earlier. 
" First, it can be 

seen as a moral imperative on individuals who wish to live a way of life 

which expresses the values of nonviolence. By examining constructive 

programme in this sense, as a discipline for the individual or committed 

group, we can suggest the impact it may have on the behaviour of individuals 

who take it up. Second, the term also describes a set of specific 

campaigns organised in India to change society. By looking at constructive 

programme in this second way, we can suggest its function and effect as a 

means of mobilising the Indian nation for struggle. 

Looking at its effect on the individual, Gandhi made great claims for 
i i 

., ýýý 
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constructive programme in his pamphlet. Independence was to be not the 

nominal transfer of power to an Indian government but "the independence of 

every unit, be it the humblest of the nation". Communal unity was to be 

achieved not by an accord between Hindu and Muslim politicians, but by 

"an unbreakable heart unity" among the people. Power does not come down 

to a people when they achieve parliamentary self-government, but resides, 

in them already if they will recognise this and find a means of exercising 

it. 1Z Thus "swadeshi mentality" meant "a determination to find all the 

necessaries of life in India and that too through the labour and intellect of 

the villagers. " Such a reversal -- throwing off the ex; loitation of "halfya 

dozen" cities in India and Britain -- 

"vitally touches the life of every single Indian, makes him feel 
aglow with the possession of a power that has lain hidden within himself, 
and makes him proudl5f his identity with every drop of the ocean of 
Indian humanity. " 

Gandhi made further claims. Basic education, the educational programme 

promoted by him in the late thirties to develop standards and skills related 

to Indian village life, was "meant to transform village children into model 

Villagers". Adult education was not to be satisfied with combating 

illiteracy but "true political education of the adult by word of mouth": ' 

"They do not know that the foreigner's presence is due to their own 
weaknesses and their ignoranc14of the power they possess to rid them- 
selves of the foreign rule. " 

It was essential to work in provincial languages in order to give the masses 

the oportunity to make their solid contribution to the construction of 

swaraj. Because of the neglect of the great languages "the mass mind" 

remained "imprisoned". 

"The languages of India have suffered impoverishment. We flounder 
when we make the vain attempt to express abstruse throught in the mother 
tongue. There are no equivalents. for scientific terms. The result 
has bees disastrous. The masses remain cut off from the modern 
mind. " 7 
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Tribal peoples must be brought into the political nation through constructive 

programme. "Unless every unit has a living consciousness of being one with 

every other", India could not make good its claim to be one nation. So too 

should lepers -- "For what the leper is in India, that we are, if we will but 

look about, for the modern civilised world. " 
16 

These are some of the broad moral arguments used by Gandhi when seeking to 
I 

inspire his readers to take up the mature constructive programme in the 1940s, 

engaging in what today we might call consciousness -raising. Constructive 

programme is presented as a method by which individuals and groups can achieve' 

personal self-confidence and self-reliance and a national self-consciousness 

through serving each other. Thece provide a I-asis for national unity'and 

the exercise of political power, and hence a realistic background and 

complement to the tampaiens of civil disobedience. 

In 1941, the American Gandhian Richard Gregg published a pamphlet which 

attempted systematically to demonstrate for a Nestern reader the value of 

physical labour as a discipline for nonviolence. 
17 

Manual work was to 

constitute one first essential part of a "fourfold discipline" of body, 

emotion, mind and spirit, which would prepare people both for nonviolent 

resistance and for "a better civilisation, a nonviolent world". 
18 

Gregg argued from military authorities that the key to success in war, 

beyond questions of weaponry and fire-power, was organisation, discipline 

and morale. Just as military training relied considerably on physical drills, 

and discipline, so training for nonviolence could be obtained through manual 

work. Gregg explores a list of qualities engendered by military training 

the habit of obedience; self-respect, self-reliance and self-control; 

tenacity of will; sense of unity with others; endurance of common 
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hardship; sense of order and co-operation; protection of community; energy; 

and courage. He then argues that each of these can be achieved through the 

discipline of manual work and lists further qualities necessary for "pacific 

resistance" which can also be developed -- equanimity and poise; patience 

and humility; love of truth; faith in human nature; satisfactions; and 

relief from moral strain. 
19 

In one intriguing passage he addresses the 

difficulty that "war provides a wide channel and allows people to vent all 

the energy of their accumulated resentments... (which) explains in part 

why many men get such satisfaction from war". His response is predicable 

enough, but entirely relevant to our discussion: 

"It is that huge reservoir of unconcciouc, surmressed energy of 
resentments of long ago which is co urn ani'eable and takes us off our 
guard. A wise discipline will find ways to train off that energy into 
creative channels. By so doing it will enable its followers to develop 
more poise and equanimity. The nature of this manual work and of its 
organisation is similar to that of much of the causes of the original' 
frustrations, namely social, economic and natural. Also the deep 
evolutionary connection between mind and hand, and between emotion and 
physica]. action, makes sublimation by2aeans of manual activities 
peculiarly effective and complete. " 

Gregg does not make the simple error of arguing that manual workers are by 

nature nonviolent. But he insists that they do display many of the qualities 

necessary for disciplined nonviolent action which can be drawn out and 

cultivated if linked to a self-conscious nonviolent movement. 
21 In the 

concluding section of the pamphlet, he searches for a manual activity which, 

first, produces something beneficial to the community, especially to the 

poor and unemployed, and second, which the poor themselves can take up as 

a form of "self-respecting" self-help. He thinks that if "one kind of work 

could be found which exemplifies the discipline with special power and which 

could be universally practised, it would be especially valuable. " It should 

also be "elemental", concerned with either food, shelter or clothing. 

Unsurprisingly, perhaps, Gregg reaches the conclusion that this 
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"universal physical disciplinary activity for nonviolence" should be the 

making of yarn and cloth by hand. Ir_ s nmarising, we may have made his 

argument sound trite, but it is in my opinion a well-worked out thesis. 

Gandhi approved of the pamphlet and had it printed in India with a foreword 

by himself. We may therefore assume that Gregg was expressing some of the 

linkages between constrcutive work and civil resistance which Gandhi himself 

envisaged. Twenty years earlier, in the period with which we are concerned 

in this study, it is unlikely that Gandhi would have permitted anything so 

ambitious to be published drawing on his experiments. with constructive work. 

Nonetheless he had already developed a general view which he, was acting on, 

that campaigns of nonviolent civil resistance needed to be supported and 

complemented by programmes of constructive work. Gregg concentrates 

narrowly, however, in this pamphlet on manual work, whereas Gandhi, building 

from the core activity of the swadeshi campaign which was indeed the 

manual activity of spinning, developed constructive programme quite 

widely into social and cultural activities as well. 

We have explored, then, one relationship between constructive work and 

civil resistance in the individual political consciousness, moral awareness 

and discipline which the former can develop as preparation and support for 

the latter. In particular, Gregg suggests that manual work such as 

spinning promotes personal qualities which can substitute in satyagraha 

for military drilling. 

Constructive programme was, however, also a specific set of campaigns 

launched to have a direct impact on Indian culture and society, especially 

the character of its villages and the activities carried on there. In our 

discussion of the Swadeshi Sabha in Chapter 7 and also of Noncooperation we 

will find that Gandhi saw in the swadeshi cloth campaign a means of 
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developing organisation at village and district level which would help to 

draw people into the national movement. Such organisation in itself would 

make good the Congress claim to be an effective and representative national 

political movement, he maintained. It would also give it a network which 

could be employed to build up support for civil resistance campaigns. It 

is this factor of developing, testing and demonstrating effective organisatio: 

which is emphatically claimed by J. B. :; ripalani in his defence of 

constructive programme, Politics of tharkha, published in 1946.23 "The 

capacity to organise", he dates flatly, "is the one quality the nation sadly 

lacks and which it must cultivate if it is to aseert its dignity and achieve 

its independence". Comparing centralised. or`nnis. tion "imposed from above" 

with "small decentralised cottage industry organication... of a voluntary 

and democratic character", Cripalani saw individuals mobilised by the 

second approach better educated for "united, co-operative, disciplined and 

self-regulated activity. " Examinirg the spinning; and weaving cantres 

established across India, together with the procedures for supplying tools 

to the workers, on the one hand, and for marketing the finished cloth, on 

the other, Kripalani claimed that "Char-ha (the spinning wheel) can 

organise the country-side". * In terms of organisation, he said, it 

involved a tremendous voluntary and co-operative effort towards the mitigatioi 

of the poverty and unemployment of the nation. Foreover, 

"The organisers of village and cottage industry are a body of 
disciplined volunteers from whose ranks, if need be, satyagrahis can 
always be recruited. As a ratter of fact, constructive workers 
constitute a stant*gng array of Satyagrahis. " 

Gandhi too saw in decentralisation- of the swa. deshi cloth movement its 

greatest strength: 

"... centralised '.; hadi can be defeated by government 5but no power can 
defeat individual manufacture and use of khadi. " 

This factor, of developing effective decentralised organisation capable 
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of resisting central government -- in this case, the Raj -- is another 

expression of the relationship between constructive programme and civil 

resistance. Such resistance is after all a popular civilian activity 

and therefore organisation needs to be developed among the people on a 

wide scale in order to sustain the movement. 

A further factor is the effort to offer all citizens, however poor, a 

means of playing their part in the national struggle. Tnis we saw was 

one of the factors guiding Gregg in his search for a universal-manual 

activity suitable for developing no ; violent di!: cipline. But an important 

consideration which Gregg does not mention in that citizens who are not 

engaged in civil resistance can still make their contribution by enUaging 

in constructive programme, by for example wearing swadeshi clothing or 

undertaking some other aspect. The national struggle, the assertion of 

the nation's identity and determination, can be reinforced by the effort to 

reclaim a key area of essential production for itself, in this case clothing, 

Thus the cloth campaign came to be identified by both sides with the 

national movement, and producers, sellers and wearers of swadeshi cloth 

all became liable to sanctions from the Raj. 

Gandhi saw too in the spinning campaign a link between the educated classes 

and the masses of India= 

"Consider the levelling effect of the bond of common labour between 
the rich and the poor: " 

One of his perpetual themes was of the "divorce between labour and 

intelligence" in India. The reluctance of the educated classes to employ 

their talents on behalf of their fellow Indians had resulted in "stagnation". 

Discussing village sanitation, another item in the later constructive 

programme, he writes, "Divorce between intelligence and labour has 
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resulted in criminal negligence of the villages" . 
26 Constructive programme 

was designed to express in practical terms a unity across class lines which 

would prepare the nation for struggle and for independence. 

There are also links in the other direction, too. Campaigns of civil 

resistance provided Gandhi with the opportunity to launch new constructive 

campaigns which would help to sustain the struggle. As we shall see when 

discusslaz Noncooperation in Chapter 7, boycotts of Government schools 

were launched quite deliberately before national schools had been established 

The schools. boycott provided constructive workern with a pressing incentive 

to establish their own "national" alternative. ý, o too lawyers and litigants 

were pressed to boymott the law courts before arbitration courts had been 

set up; and the failure of the movement to establish widely thece constructiv 

alternatives greatly limited the impact of that particular boycott. Boycott 

of the legislatures took politician-- ; qho previously had been orented towards 

the Rai's elite forums, out into rural areas where they worked for the first 

timg. to build up the Congress organisation. Boycott of foreign cloth 

automatically gave stronG support to the swadeshi campaign as an effort to 

substitute for imported goods throuGh home production. Inevitably v the 

success or failure of these constrcutive campaigns helped to determine 

whether the boycotts could be sustained or not. 

To sum up, what the constructive programme did was to provide, on the one 

hand, a basic moral or patriotic training and orientation, together with 

some practical discipline, for individuals who might join campaigns of 

civil disobedience. On the other, it also provided part of the infra- 

structure of ; 3upport for these national campaigns and a training in estab- 

lishing all-India organisations, particularly in the rural areas. It vastly 
+Co 

improved the moral case for civil disobedience/ since those involved 
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as leaders and organisers were devoting their lives in a spirit of service 

to a programme of social and spiritual improvement for the nation. Since 

what Gandhi was looking for was a basis on which to invite mass participation 

in civil disobedience across India, the constructive programme, made up 

as it was of a number of simultaneous all-India campaigns involving mass 

participation on a daily basis, provided exactly the means of preparation 

he was seeking.. 

In conclusion, it is worthwhile to re-emphasise what has been neglected by 

most commentators on Gandhi's methods in the west: that he developed 

programmes of constructive work aa meano of prei : ring ordinary people 

for participation in mass civil disobedience campaigns. Mass commitment 

to constructive work was he felt essential before campaigns of mass civil 

disobedience could be launched at a national level. But at a local level, 

where there was a "tangible corumon grievance" and where the direct influence 

of a leader and co-workers thoroughly immersed in the principles of 

satyagraha could be u: ed to exercise direct control over the direction of 

the struggle, mass civil disobedience could be undertaken without 

constructive programme beine essential. 
2? 
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SIX STEPPIIIG STONES TO ALL-IIZDIA LEADERSHIP 

How did Gandhi achieve a position in December 1920 where he was able, 

with the authority of the Indian Natiora31 Congr: sa behind him, to 

direct an unprecedented canpaign of £ur ha against the British 

organised across the whole of the country? 

We have emphasised so far the '..., port. ance to him of his base in-Gujarat. 

Gandhi's local campaigns in Gujarat in 1918 had served as a sign to 

the political nation that a highly original leader wan emerging who 

f the main nationalist a=ps, the was not identified with aither o4. 

M6, _ý,,; i-ates or the Extremists. His launching ofthe Rowlatt Satyagraha 

in 1919 had demonstrated that from the organisational centre of Bcrzibay 

City and a core of support in Gujarat, he could inspire an all-India 

campaign capable of drawing eupport. from -all parts of. Iadia. Later he 

took up the affront to Indian Muslims, the Ehilafat question. When he 

combined this with the principal nationalist grievance, the demand for 

the Raj to make amends for its excesses In the Punjabs Gandhi's 

supporters again-rallied to him und spearheaded his successful drive 

to capture Congress*, 

Prior to 1920, all of Gandhi's initiatives were conducted outside the 

framework of the Indian National Congress and in splendid ieolation 

from the established leaders of the national moveaent. Judith Brown, 

in her pioneering study, Gandhi's Rise to Power, Indian Politics 

19154922,1 explains Gandhi's move into the centre of Indian politics 

during 1920, with some of the following points: 

(I) Gandhi's isolation from the main political factions enabled 
him to establish an independent political position and when the 

time came to deal directly with other natinna]. leaders= 
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(ii) he was successful in mobilising social classes and geo- 

graphic regions which had previously been politically dormant, 

and in bringing them into the zreurt of Congress politics; 
(iii) he was able to forge a (temporary) political alliance 
between Muslims ant Hindus on a key political issue, the 

Fhilafat question, bringing Muslims for the first time in 

significant numbers into Congress politics, with himself as 

the indispensable bridging leader, the "lynch-pin", holding 

the alliance together; 
(iv) he had a method of political agitation to offer - civil 

resistance, or saty 
. r., 

a- which went beyond the limitations of 

parliamentary. collaboration adopted by previous nationalist 
leaders, but stopped short of violent insurrection, which was 

felt to be unrealistic by nost contemporaries. 

These points are extremely helpful to an understanding of how Gandhi 

as a leader of regional importance early in 1919 was able to take over 

the direction of the national struggle in 1920. We may also add a 

fifth observation. Gandhi had a practical political programme to offer, 

which demanded personal sacrifice and dedicated service to the nation, 

a scheme which met the mood of a nationalist movement unable to 

proceed directly to its long-term goal of Hope Rule. 

There is a major point of interpretation in Judith Brown's analysis, 

however, which seems to nisreprzsent Gandhi's behaviour during this 

period. r1lbus she states: 

"The First World War transformed Gandhi into a political leader 
in his native land. If India had not f31t the repercussions of the 
European conflict it in possible that Gandhi would have remained 
a public worker in the small world of the district and the 
market town, only occasionally participating in the activities 
of the political nation. But the war wan a watershed in Gandhi's 
career and in Indian politics ... 

"This was the situation in which Gandhi felt forced into public 
" action, but he was no politician in the ordinary sense of the 

word. He seems to have had no clear plan for a career or ambition 
for power, but to have visualised himself as a religious devotee 
and a public worker, whose duty it was to forward his ideal of 
Swaraj in his ashram and thrcugh the constructive work of his 
assistants in Champaran; while the 'wrongs' he had discovered 
were local ones, felt more sharply because of he effects of the 
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war. The incentive to work on a larger scale, and so come face 
to face with the politicians and the raj in the political area, 
only came when 'wrongs' occurred which were not confined to a 
particular locality and yet appeared to be within his compass or 
when opportunity offered to spread his vision of true Ewaraj 
before a wider audience. " 2 

Brown makes the same point on a number of occasions, stating that his 

proposal to organise satyagraha against Annie Besant's internment in 

1918 "showed where Gandhi stood when he turned outwards fron the tiny 

worlds of particular districts and took up 'wrongs' which had all-India 

implications. " On another occasion, she remarks., "The policies of the 

raj at war had forced him out of the restricted world of local 

grievances into the all-India political arena. " 3 
And again: 

"Before 1919 Gandhi was only a peripheral f igure in the politics 
of nationalism. He joined the ranks of the politicians to fort; ard 
a few well-defined causes, and because he was not prompted by any 
conventional political ambition. he was content with local and 
sectional lea-derahip and rzade ni attempt to challer,, re the existing 
political le,, Aers when he disagreed with thcm. Howevert by mid- 
1919 the Malhatzaa. had broken out of these limit3 ... 

"Ihe occasion for this transition from per1rheral to committed 
participation in politics, fron. local to continetit-il leaderships 
was satyagraha against the Rowlatt Bil1r. ... Few causes could 
have been further from those for which Gajidhi had launched 
satya4m, =-ha in 1917 and 1918 4 

'low it is true that there wasa. particular c: ýmbination of circumstances 

at the end of the First World War which nade Ir. d. -*,. a ripe for the type of 

struggle which Gandhi launched, and it follows that if these circum- 

stances hadn't occurred thc-v. Candhi might never have achieved natioaal 

prominence. It is also true that Gandhi's ambitions were not those of 

a conventional politician. He strangly deprecated the views of people 

like Tilak cand Besant that politics had its own rules and could not 

be governed by the dictates of religion. He did indeed devote his 

life. to social service of individuals and local Croups and would 

almost certainly have been"content" to have. remained at this level 

if his understanding of the national question and the nature of 

political power had not told him that many cf the smaller or more 

local issues could only finally be resolved in the context of tackling 
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larger ones.. And, as we hav3 seen, it was hin political method to 

select particular issues to organise around, what Brown calls "wrongs 

to be righted". 

But Brown is mistaken in suggesting (I) that there was such a din- 

continuity between Gandhi's local and national campaigns, (11) that 

Car--Ihi had not thought of moving into the national political arena 

before 1919, and (III) that his selection of particular wrongs as -the 

focus for his campaigns wan piecemeal, and not Informed by a deeper 

political Ideology, long-term 
-objectives 

and a sophisticated sense of 

strategy and tactics. It is surely much more accurate to seu Gandhi 

in the years between 1915 and 1919 as a mature fllgure, biding his time 

(as he said on many occasions) before he made his move into the national 

arena, content to wait precisely because his ambitivns were differant 

from those of other political leaders and therefore the ground had to 

be thoroughly - prepared in ad-. -ancae 

Gandhi, first, did not move with the Rowlatt Satyagraha direct from the 

"market town" and the"tiny worlds of particular districts" to a 

national campaign. 7hrough hi3 local campaigns he had establis1hed, 

himself 0 as Brown herself states t as the leading political figure in 

Gujarat; he was a regional or provincial leader of national importance. 

Moreovero the Rowlatt issue was not much different from the concern which 

prompted his first act of civil disobedience in champar-an =d the campai-,, n 

in INheda. Gand1hi believed that the Raj should accord to its Indian 

citizens the respect owed to a nation of equal status. I 
The Rowlatt Bills 

did, as Brown suggests, affect directly only the nation's political 

elite, whereas Champaran and the other campaigns took up the struggles 

of peasants and workers, but GandIYi's objection in principle to the 

Bills was the same as when he refused to obey his externnent order from 

Champaran: the emergency powers of the Raj were being used in his eyes 
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to suppress legitimate national activity. There seems to be no reason 

why Gandhi should have viewed an insult to the nation's political 

leaders, as hä considered the Rowiatt Bills to be, as essentially' 

different from the failure of British officials in Bihar and Gujarat 

to protect the peasantry from the unjust behaviour of indigo factory- 

owners and local revenue officers. 

We have.; een, second, that at the time of the Ahmedabad strike in 1918, 

Gandhi was directly comparing himself with Tilak and Malaviya, suggestiing 

that his spiritual approach to politics was more appropriate to the 

Indian nation than theirs. 5 Moreover, the local struggles were not 

directed, as Brown suggests, at 11 'wrongs" confined to a particular 

locality". nor at issues that were without "all-India Implications". 

Especially in the case of ', ý: hoda, the campaign addressed itself to a 

grievance against the revenue officials which was felt widely in 

different parts of India. Even in Champaran and Ahmemlabad, the ; art- 

icular struggles symbolised Gandhi's identification with peasuents and 

workers across India and his ability to suggest a dramatic new weapon 

of struggle; thus they had an iml)act way beyond the particular 

locality. Later, when Gandhi was organiBing national struggles, he 

would, on several occasions, select a local area within which to conduct 

a struggle or a national issue because he understood the importance of 
local 

symbolic. / stzucrrles in focusing the attention of the nation and 

raising consciousness and morale. Again, Gandhi had fozmula.: ed his 

views on the national question-in India in his pamphlet, Hind Swaraj, 

published in 1909, which were very different from those of other 

" Indian political figures. It does not go against the evidence to 

suggest that from 1909 onwards and "hen he returned to India in 1915, 

Gandhi was holding himself in readiness for a possible all-India role 

in politics. 
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We have also noted, third, that Gandhi's distinctive political method, 

formulated in South Africa and maintained by him subsequently, was 

distinguished by what Yajnik called a "pwttcularist" approach to 

politics. 
6 

His selection of issues, or wrongs to be righted, was not as haphazard 

as Brown (and Yajnik) imply. Gandhi believed from experience that 

tackling particular issues successfully would demonstrate the effect- 

iveness of his methods, commend himself and those associated with him 

to the nation as leaders to be taken seriously, and build popular 

confidence that the problems of British India could be tack-led and 

changed. At the same time, he was critical of organising on remote 

issues like Home Rule, sihich called forth f iery speeches and antagon- 

istic feelings against the British, but produced no direct political 

results or immediate benefits. 7hus, movin, - from a particular local 

issue to a particular national issue marked no change ih Gandhi's 

analysis, method or ambition. In 1919,, a particular affront to 

nationalist opinion occurred with the publication of the Rowlatt Bills 

and Gandhi, by this time, felt he was ready to take the initiative 

on the issue, as he would probably not have been able to do earlier. 

The general point that Gandhi was not a religiously-minded humanitarian 

worker who rather fortuitously got swept up into national politics as 

a result of the First Wor3dWar, is important because his career prior* 

to 1920 should be seen as a period when he was experimenting with 

methods of inserting himself into Indian political life. Brown is 

A right that Gandhi did not concern himself with the day-to-day politics 

of the nationalist leaders who were wondering in 1918 how to formulate 

proposals for. a refo=ed Indian constitution and, in 1919, how they 

should react to the British response made in the Montagu-Chelmsford 

reforms. Gandhi wasn"t interested in these matters not because national 
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politics didn't interest him but because he believed that little 

could be achieved until tha basic relationship between the Indian 

people and the British rulers had been changed, and this demanded 

in his eyes the organisation of a popular movement which was different 

In its character and objectives from the popular agitation started 

by the Home Rule leagues. Gandhi was also aware that since hic 

political principles were markedly different from the other nationalist 

leaders he would not be able to make headway amongst thcm. until lie had 

established his credentials and authority by his achievementst by the 

"results" he was able to secure I. -, his local campaigns and then his 

first all-India campaigns. It Is true that Gandhi was undecided about 

which organisations to worit through during this peilod; hence his 

hesitation about joining the Gujarat Sabha, his refusal to join but 

chose collaboration with the All-India Home Rule L,. ague of Annie Besant, 

and hl-, bold step in bypassing the 3: ndian Nationn-1 Congress when he 

formed the Satyagraha Sabha and launched the Rowlatt Satyagraha. But 

these hesitations do not show a reluctance to enter nationalist politics-, 

rather t1hey indicate an understandable uncertainty over tactics and an 

underlying determination to define for himself an independent position 

and base of suprort before he made his entry. 

In this connectiont the main purpose of this chapter is to eyamine how 

Gandhi worked within the principal political organisations which he 

formed or joined between his a=ival in India in 1915 and the consolid- 

ation of his leadership of Congress followinj the annual session held 

in Nagpu= in December 1920. This discussion will aim to show howe in 

addition to the base of support which he built in Gujarat which helped 

him to all-India leadership, Gandhi developed a particular approach to 

organisation. This prepared hin and his supporters first for the 

capture of Ccngress and, second, enabled them thereafter to consolidate 
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his leadership and to attempt with some success to direct the nation 

in a campaign of nonviolent struggle. 

Six step-Ang stones 

In earlier chapters, a number of org-anisations which played a part 

in Gandhi's rise to the leadership of the national movement in 192209 

have been mentioned. These are: 

1. Gujarat Sabha 

2. Satyagraha Sabha 

3. Swadeshi Sabha 

4. Central Khilafat 
Committee 

5. All-India 
Home Rule League 

6. Indian National 
Congress 

Founded Founded by 
Gandhi 

1885 - 

- February 1919 

- June 1919 

July - 
1919 
1916 - 

1885 _ 

Commencement of 
Gandhi's Leadership 

May 1917 

November 1919 

April 1920 

September 1920 

Of thesep the Swadeshi. S, -,. bha is much the least important as part of 

the route. *by which Gandhi achieved prominence in the Congress. Yet. it 

is a first example of his trying to develop constructive programme as 

a complement to direct action and, a oubstitUte for it, The programme 

of activities which Gandhi proposed for the Swadeshi Sabha, he later 

had taLcez. jiver and developed both by the All-India Home Rule LeaVe and 

the Congress itself. 'Another of these six organisationst the Gujarat 

Sabhaq was one of a number of nationalist bodies,, -, undertaking political 

activities in Gujarat during 1917 - incl-uding locU- branches of Annie 

Besant's Home Rule League and the executive of the Gujarat Political 

Conference - but the membership of those groups was overlapping andt 

once he assumed the presidency of the. Sablia, Gandhi directed a loose 

coalition. 
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Many commentators have noted how soon after his return to India, Candhi 

attempted to join the Servants of India Society, founded by his mentor 

Cokhale. His application for membership remained on the table for a 

yesr, but eventually Candhi withdrew it in 1916, much to the relief 

apparently of a section of the membership, who feared (probably rightly) 

that he would attempt to use the orC-, misation and shape it to his own 

principles. Brown, in particular, remarks that Gandhi's failure on 

his return from South Africa to f ind a home even in such a congenial 

organisation as the Servants of India Society - which was a religiously- 

moti,. -ated : sacia. 1 service organisation, directing the nation's educatod 
but was more favourable to Western influence than Gandhi 

into full-time work with the poor/- demonstrated hin complete Isolation 

fron the institutions of Indian natioralism. She adds that "in retro- 

cýoct ',: gis isolation appears to have been the foundation of much of his 

later strength". 
7 

We have also not4ed Gandhi's early association, through ML cu-prort for 

Hindi and the vernacular laný-, uages, with the All-India Common Script 

and Common Language Conference held in Luallmow in 1916 and with an 

important session of the Hindi Sahitya ', '. ', a=elan held in Indore In 1918. 

It is possible that his connections with Uiese organisations gave Gandhi 

links with a network across india, which iras important to him later, but 

there is little in the published records of this period to substantiate 

this. 

Thus it is not until 1917, when the Gujarat Sabha invited Gandhi to 

become its president in direct appreciation of his first'satya; raha 

campaign in Chanparan, that he fo ial1y joined a nationalist organ- 

isation. We have discussed this period in detail alreadY in an 

earlier chapter. 
a 

Here we will merely summarise the main point3. 
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1. The Gujarat Sabha 

Though he attended a number of its meetings and accepted the honour of 

presiding over some of them, Gandhi appears to have remained aloof 

from the Gujarat Sabha for over two years. He was invited on more than 

one occasion to involve hinself In the organisation, but declined. 

Gandhi was extremely critical of the activities of the Home Rule Leaguis 

which he felt were negative in spirit and unconstructive In practic,.. 

He did not want to lend his support willhin the Sabha to this type of 

nationalist politics nor-to have to speak out against 3. t:. But, after 

his success in Champaran, the Gujarati nationalists were irilling to 

accept his direction, and so Gandhi took up the presidency in June 1917. 

The Gujarat Sabha was founded in 1885, the same year as the Indian 

National Congress, As the principal association or club for nationalists 

in Gujarat, it was virtually moribund in 1917. Gandhi's first action 

as President was to organise a massive petition throughout Gujarat in 

support of the Congress-League proposals for constitutional 

reforn. As he wrote privately, "'For me the value of it lies in the 

education that the nasses will receive and the opportunity that the 

educated men and women will have of coming in close touch with the people. "9 

This perspective he followed through in presiding over the Broach 

Educational Conference and the Godhra Political Conference- later in 

1917, both of which'were conducted in the Gujarati language rather than 

English. At both conferences GancLhi spelled out a prog==e of 

activity for the organisation which went beyond the usual practice 

of passing resolutions demanding actions by others. And, as with the 

Sabha itself, an executive was established to carry out the programme. 

The Godhra conference led to the involvement of the Sabha in the 

campaign of Rheda agriculturalists against their land revenue taxes. 

It was a secretary of the Sabha who first informed Gandhi lace, in 1917 
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of the problems of the millhando in Ahmedabad when the employers withdrew 

the plague bonus. 10 

Gandhi's co-workers in Ahmedabad and h'heda were drawn from me bers 

of the Sabha and participants in the Bro--Ch and Godhra conferences. In 

Ahmedabad he e., -Irected hI3 co-workers to visit the homes of the millhanda 

daily and investigate their ccnditiona. In I'aieda, they wera organised 

into teaws and instructed to survey every one of the 600 vi2lage3 in 

the district in ten days. 7hey were permitted to travel cnly on footo 

which meant they had to walk 15 to ZO miles a day in the hot sun and, 

where they could not obtain local food, were to eat only dry fruits and 

nuts, These co-workers later helped form the Ahmedabad Textile Labbur 

Association and undertook social seriice work throughout rural GuJarat; 

and they made up a core of support for the Seyag-- . aha Sabha which 

launched the Rowlatt campaign in 1919 and ox-ganised the Gujarat Political 

Conference to support Gandhi at ', '-he two Congress cessiops in 1920. Later 

-Lhey played a leading role in Noncooperation itself from 19,210 to 1922, 

the Bardoll satyagraha in 1923 and Civil Disobedience from 1930 to 

1933. 

Thus the Gujarat Sabha, as a linking body drawing together nationalists 

in Gujarat, was a key organisation, in Gandhi's rise to all-India 

political leadership. 

2. The Satyagraha 

We have already given attention to the role played by the Satyagraha 

Sabha in Gujarat during the period of just over six months in 1919 

while Gandhi maintained his campaign against the Rowlatt Bills and 

the Rowlatt Act. 
11 The gr eatest support'for the Rowlatt agitation 

was obtained in Gujarat and in nearby Bombay City which was the head- 
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quarters for this first nationwide satyagraha. However, the Rowlatt 

Satyagraha did call forth support from many parts of the Indian sub- 

continent, which posed problems of co-ordination for the Satyagraha 

Sabha in Bombay. After the successful harta. 1 across India on April 

6.1919, the Rowlatt Satyagraha also contributed to major rioting 

in an number of Indian cities and to vicious reprisals by the Britich 

in the Punjab, which became a principal focus for nationalist agitation 

against the Raj In subsequent years. Here, therefore, we Bhall examine 

the issues and problems for Gandhi and for the Sat-yagraha Sabha of 

organising the Rowlatt agitation on an all-India scale. 

1. Organising for the Rowlatt Satyagraha 

This Is exactly the theme of a Vaper by Hu6 Cwen, "Org-anising for the 

of 1919'. 12 
Rowlatt Satyagraha, 0 According to Owen, the Rowlatt Satyag-r-ahlat 

"posed new problems of organisationj of communication of ideas; 
of mobilization of a wide array of social groups; and last, but 
not the least, of exercise of control end restraint over the 
social groups thus mobilized under conditions of excitement, 

,, provocation, or repression. " 13 

It was, ofcourse, members of the Home Rule Leagues who had. approached 

Gandhi to form the Satyagraha Sabha, and it was throurh the Leagues that 

Gandhi was able to draw on pre-existing networks of support across India. 

Owen notes that branches of the Leagues wer3 re-activated in different 

parts of India in the run-up to the Apri. 1.6 hartal; but in two regions 

where the Home Rule LeaLrues had been weak, in Bengal and in the Punjab, 

communications were more difficults Gandhi himself went on a speaking 

tour north'to Delhi, Allahabad and Lucknow In the United Provinces and 

south to Mad:. ns City, Tamilr; ad and Andhra, as well as making special 

efforts in Bombay City itself. Owen commentst 

"This tour of Gandhi's amounted, in a sense, to a substitute for 
organisations by personal contact he communicated his ideas to 
people scattered over much of India, mobilized lieutenants and 
a broader following, and strove to co-ordinatep to controll and 
to restrain them. Having hitherto directed campaigns in more-or- 
less limited areas, Gandhi was trying to direct this all-India c&m- 
paign in the same personal manner. Indeedg he was nervous about 
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the conduct of the campaign : Ln Bengal,, and disowned respons- 
ibility for the violence in the Punjabq since he had been 
unable to visit either province person-ally. But India was 
clearly too vast for effective face-to-face leadership on a 
country-wide scale by Gandhi himself; more elaborate 
organisation and preparation were obviously needed. " 14 

Branches of the Satyagraha Sabha were established in Bombayg 

Ahmedabadv Delhiq Allahabadp Madras and Karachi. In Delhi and Lucknow, 

Gandhi secured the oapport for 4., he rZowlatt Satyagraha of the leaders 

of a section of Muslim opinion, tho Pan-Islamistog who were already 

agitating about the Yhilafat question. But in the province of Madract 

Annie Besant was able to exercise strong pressure against members of 

her All-India Home Rule League supporting the hartal. callg and 

major support was confined I to Madras City and to parts of Andhra which 

Gandhi had visited. 

Within this loose framewor. 1-9 there was even among the branches of the 

Satyagraha Sabhaq disagree=ent about how far thwi should follow Gandhi's 

ideas and philosophy, a lack of clarity about decisiOn-making and 

poor co-ordination. Gandhi commented in his tkptobio, --rapýaq written 

nearly 10 years later, about early signs of disunity in the Bombay 

branch of the Sabha: 

"I soon found that there was not likely to be =ch chance of 
agreement between myself, and the intelligentsia composing 
this Sabha. Yq insistence on the use of Gujarati in the Sabhaq 
as also some of my other methods of work that would appear to 
be peculiarv caused them no small worry and embarrassment ... (From) the very beginning it seemed clear to me that t1he Sabha 
was not likely to live lonS. I could see that already V 
emphasis on truth'and Ahim-"a had beg-an to be disliked by some 
of its members ... 11 15 

Owen comments that "while Gandhi had a clearer conception of the 

organisational needs of agitational politics than any of his predecessors 

or rivals for power in the Indian movementp he remained fundamentally 
16 

anarchist in temperament". Thus early in March Gandhi informed 

the Allahabad Sabha that they could either reco&mise the Bombay 

Committee as a central committee co-ordinating activities across the 

whole of India# or they could form their own independent committeep 
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if they wished. By aid-March he had decided that the Bombay Committee 

whould have its jurisdiction limited to the Bombay Presidency; and 

later in the month he confirmed that each province should have its own 

independent autonomous organisation. Yet at the same timej he ast3umed 

that the Sabhas would follow his lead as President on the strategy 

and even the tactics of the canpaign, ' refusing to allow provincial 

Sabhas to adapt the wording of the Pledge for use in their own areas, 

or to permit one province to extend the Grounds for civil disobedience 

to the refusal of land revenue tax. Vaen he p'or--onally conceived of 

the idea of an all-India hartal, Gandhi announced this to"the '. nresn 

before consulting the Sabhas. Later, when violence broke out, he 

sent instructions to the Sabhas without discovering idiat were the local 

conditions. 
17 

This imperious quality of Gandhi's leadership, he justified by his 

claim, which was truet' that he had superior experience-and understand- 

ing of'satyagraha. The fornation of the Satyagraha Sabha itself was 

at his suggestion, because, as he admitted, "all hope of the existing 

institutions adopting a novel weapon like Satyagraha seemed t'o-me to 

be in vain. " 18 The Congress itself at this time was not geared to 

political agitation and even if it had been, Gandhi would not have been 

in a position to direct the campaign. But Gandhi Went ahead with the 

Rowlatt Satyagraha without any reference to the working committees 

of the national'Congress or the Bombay Provincial Congress. As Owen 

suggests, the campaign seems in many . respects to have been a personal' 

tour de force. ' In areas where Gandhi was known, he was able to exert 

direct personal influence. In provinces like the Punjab, Bengal or 

the Central Provinces, where his reputation was slight, whether the 

Rowlatt agitation was taken up or not depended on the particular 

local conditions. In Punjab, the end of wartime' restrictlons con- 

tributed to a massive upsurge of political activity in the province, 
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which took up the Rowlatt agitation without any individuals signing 

the Satyagraha Pledge or forming a branch of the Sabha. In Calcut-tat 

in Bengal, the radical wing of Congress opinion supported the hartalt 

but without cathusiasm for the religious aspects of satyagraha. In 

the Central Provinces, there was little response at all. 

(ii) Civil Disobedience, the pledge and 
-the 

hartn. 1 

Gandhi conceived of the Rowlatt Satyagraha much like his earlier campaigns 

in Gujarat. The basis of the Satyagraha vas a pledge to be signed by 

people willing to disobey the Rowlatt Bills if they became lavr or some 

cl-her laws to be declared by a committee of the Satyagraha Sabha. 
19 

Cnly those whe had signed the pledge were cntitled to commit Civl.. ' 

Disobedience; only signatories to the pledgo could be nembers of a 

branch of the Sabha. It was i, ýhen cupport for civil disobedience acroza 

India registered by the number of pledges signed seemed to be confined 

to little over a thousandq that Gandhi litera-Ily dre=cd of the idea of 

an all-India hartal, -a day of purification and prayer when all businesses 

would be closed across India. Hartal had traditionally been applied as 

a fora of protest in India, vizan all the markets in a town or province 

closed in protest against the'activities of a ruler. - But this was the 

first time it had been suggested on an all-India scale. 
20 7hus a two- 

tier level of comaitment was created in the JZodlatt agitations-first those 

who had signed the Satyagraha rledge who were ready to engage in civil 

disobedience, and second, those who took part in the hartal, which was 

not an act of civil* disobadiencs at all. Gandhi tried to link, the, two 

by defining the hartal as a day of preparation for civil -disobedience. 
21 

He also introduced a lesser pledge for those uho were willing to co=It 

themselves, to "the truth part" of the Satyagraha Pledge but not to the 

civil disobedience. 22 This meant that in the areas where a Sabha had 

been fo=ede the members of the Sabha became - without much consultation 

or planning - the organisers of a massive I)rogra=e of purificatory 
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bathing, fasting, religious services, processions and public meetings 

which: -, constituted the April 6 hartal. YajnIk claims: 

117he 6th April was observed as a day of national penance and 
mourning - of fast and prayer - millions of people following 
the custoz of centuries wont in the morning bare-foot to tanks 
or rivers, or to the seas, to purify themselves by bathing in 
the holy waters. And after finirshing the bath, the crowds 
formed themselves into monster processions ... 23 

The terms of the pledge, which was an Individual vow to dimobey laws 

selected at some future date by a committee, caused some problems for 

-the Sabha. Some critics arigued that *Jýey were willing to disobey 

only the Rowlatt Act itself and th. ey objected to the extension of. 

civil disobedience to other laws; another criticism came from those 

who felt that they could not be bound by the unspacified dictates of 

a committee. 
24 Gandhi put a great deal of thc-ght into the2e questions$ 

distinguishing between "good" or "moral" lawsr which should never be 

disobeyed, and laws without mor . al ccntent, "'vhich could. 
25 It was 

., ain5t the Roiflatt Act itself impractical to orZanise a rxacs campaign r, - 

because it was an, emergency =eaSUr3 and in fact was never used., lie 

considered selectizt3 both the Salt Act and the land revenue system 

for disobedience; but in the event -m-stricted his choice to the 

Press Laws governing Journalists, a system of censorship, which. he 

had been complaining about for some time. 26 The idea was 
0, that the 

pledged satyagrahis would circulate selected illegal texts b=ned by 

the governMent and print newspapers without an official pemit. The 

committee of the Sabhi designated in the Pledge did not issue its 

"Statement on Laws for Civil Disobedience" uutil the day after the 

Rowlatt hartal on April 7. GandId had imagined the sale and 

circulation of dissenting literature, much like the Rusrjan samizdat 

movement of today, though not in secret. He envisaged both books and 

newspapers being sold openlyt and as they were confiscated and the 

publishers and aellers arreated, copies being nade by hand and reading 

clubs started. Ultimately satyagnhis should remember"that we have in 
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in India the tradition of imparting instruction by oral teaching". In 

selecting the Press Laws and making their choice of prohibited liter- 

ature to be circulated, the Sabha were guided by the following consider- 

ationst 

"(1) To cause as little disturbance au possible among the 
governors and the governed; 

(2) Until satyagrahis have become seasonedt disciplined and 
capable of handling delicately organised movements, to select 
such laws only as can be disobeyed individually; 

(3) To selecto as a first step, laws that have evoked popular 
disapproval and that from the satyagraha standpoint, are the 
most open to at-Lack; 

(4) To select laws whose civil breach would constitute an 
education for people, showing them a clear way out of the 
difficulties that lie in the path of honest men desiring to do 
public. worlq: 

Regarding prohibited lit lerature, to select suca books and 
pamphlets as are not inconsistent with satyagraha, and which are, 
therefore, of a clean type and which do not, either directly or 
indirectly, approve of or encourage violence. " 27 

Thu-,, tL particular tactical decis. -Lon was to engage only in individtial 

rather than mass civil disobedience. As he stated more clearly in his 

speech on the Bombay sands on the mo-rning of the April 6 hartals 

I'Mien we have acquired habits of discipline, self-control v 
qualities of leadership and obedience, we a-hall be better able to 
offer collective civil disobedience, but until we have developed 
these qualities, I have advised that we should select for dis- 
obedience only such laws as can be disobeyed by individualu. " 2E 

Moreovert distinguiPhing as ever his activities from those of the Home 

Rule Leagues under Tilak and Besantt Gandhi declared in the first issue 

of his hand-produced papert q, 7ýtya rp, i shed in Bombay on April 7, T, , h__j publis 

that the business of the paper itself was to secure the withdrawal of 

the Rowlatt legislation by laeans of civil disob--diences 

"This publication ... is ... co, -aitting civil disobedience in 
the very act of publishing ... In other forms of public activityo 
the Epeaker is not obliged to act as he preaches. The object 
(of this paper) is to draw attention to this contradiction as 
a fault. The method of eatyagi-aha is unique. In it example alone 
is precept. " 29 

Though this particular campaign of civil disobedience did not develop 

as planned, we see here the subtlety of Gandhi's method. His hand-written 

newspaper could be copied - and others were to be independently edited 

and produced "in every satyagraha centres" - and circulated indefinitely 
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A 

among literate sympathisersp and read and then yassed on by word of 

mouth among the illiterate ("It need not occupy more than one side of 

half a foolseap")g until "at last the process of multiplication is made 

to cover, if necessary, the whole of the masses of India. " Preaching 

civil disobedienceq the production of these papers would itself con- 

stitute an act of civil disobedience. 30 

In practicep thou&fi,, this civil disobedience campai&M did not get off 

the Ground. The violence in different parts of India which followed 

Gandhi's arrest on his way to Delhig caused him to suspend the pro- 

gramme after a few days. But in any case the prohibited books - which 

were mainly works written or translated by Gandhi himself - and the 

I were 
newspapert Satyaggrahi; available only in the Gujarati languaget and so 

not suitable for all-India distribution, I have seen no evidence as 

to whether branches of the Sabha and supporters of the campaign-in 

o1. her linguistic areas of India published their own vernions of 

Satyaý7rahi Also, the government of the Bombay Presidency decided 

nr, +, to* prosecute either the sale of the prohibited books or the un- 

reeis-; "-ý: ed newspaper. The prohibited books, they judeedt such as 

Gandhi's political testament Hind Swarg. jt had been published in Sjouth 

Africa in 1909; and the new edition published in Ahmedabad in 1919 

was not prohibited! Similarlyp a hand-written unregi. 3tered newspaper 

was considered not to contravene the law since this applied only to 

printed newspapers. 
31 Tlius I Gandhi's campaign of civil disobedience 

against the Rowlatt Act, such as it was, caused even less "disturbance 

among the Governors" than he had intended. If, on the other handt the 

campaign had not been suspended so quickly, it is clear that Gandhi 

would have widened the programme of civil disobedience to the point 
I- 

when arrests would have been made, 
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Returning to the second objection against the Roulatt Pledge, that 

signatories could, not agree to be bound by unspecified dictates 

of a committeet Gandhi made two responses. First, he said that 

pe=itting the satyagrahi to commit cý, -il disobedience only against 

the laws chosen by the committee was a useful restraint against 

indiscriminate and unco-ordinated law-breaking. But, cecond, if 

individual satyagrahis did not agree w'Ith the choice of law to be 

broken made by the committee, then they had the right to refrain 

from civil disobedieuce. As he wrote to C. F. Andrews who was one 

of the criticss 

as a check upon individual extravagance, 0-he signatory) 
surrenders his judgement to that of experts as to the selection 
of .. o breakable laws and the order in which they are to be 
bro'ken. "Ehat, surely is not a matter of conscience. If the 
committee which is bound by the sane Pledge that binds the 
individual satyagrahi commits an error and selects laws whose 
breach will be inconsistent with satyagraha, nallturally, the 
individual signatory who conscientiously thinks co refrains 
from breaking such a law. In all satyaggraha organisations, 
this final liberty is unde--stcod. - " 32 

* 

In this passage we see again Gandhi's clear conception of his role 

within the Satyagraha. Sabha as an expert in Satyagraha. In his view, 

he had a right and a duty to direct and control the behaviour of those 

he was leading into civil disobedience and other forms of nonviolent 

activity. Having voluntarily surrendered their Judgement to him, or 

more exactly to a committee, the individual satyagrahis nonetheless, 

retained a prior and overriding commitment to truth and nonviolence, 

to the dictates of their own consciences, and could choose not to 

follow him if they wished. Moreover, this was stated, in the part of 

the vow which committed the satyagrahi to follow truth. 33 

(iii) The religious basis of the Rowlatt PlLdge and the April 6 hartal. 

This overriding emphasis on Lndividual conscience draws us into another 

aspect of the Rowlatt satyagraha which deserves consideration. During 

the Ahmedabad 'labour strike, as we have seen, Gandhi spelled out his 
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conception of his personal mission. rMis was to draw upon the 

spiritual resouxces of the Indian nation and turn them into a 
34 

political weapon. The Rowlatt Satyagraha was Gandhi's first attempt 
to apply this novel approach to politics on an all-India scale and he 

was quite explicit on many occasions that this is what %e was doing. 

On March 149 1919, in a speech in Bombayp Gandhi said: 
"We may expect to be told ... that the government will not 
yield to any threat of pasaive resistance,, Satyagraha 
is not a threat, it is a fact; and even such a inighty 
government as the Crovernment of India will have to yield if 
we are true to our Pledge. For, the Pledge is not a small 
thing. It means a change of heart. It is an attempt to introdl; J 
the religicus spirit into politics. We may no lonGer believe irý 
the doctrine of tit for tat; we may not meet hatred by hatred, 
violence by violence, evil by evil; but we have to make a con- 
tinuous and persistent effort to return good for evil. 11 35 

By this Gandhi meant that the Rowlatt Pledp, -- consti-bited a changp of heart 

for the Indian nationalists who had signed it. Through the rowlatt Satya- 

grc-liap and through the Pledge m par-Iliculart Gandhi. was or,, c: anising directly 

to counter and supersede the agitational methcds of the Home Rule Lea&ues 

"tit for tat" - with which he so disagreed. At a public meeting in Nad-ras 

six days later, GandIii said: 

II(Tl-. e movement) constitutes an attempt to revolliticnize politict! 
and to restore moral force to its oriEinal- station ... The i 

message of the West ... is zuccinctly put by President ýIilscn ir-: ý 
his speech delivered to the Peace Conference at the time of 
introducing the League of Nationa Covenant: 

'Armed force is in the background in this progra=ej 
force of but it is In the backg--ound andq if the moral 

the world will not suffice, physical force of the world 
shall. ' 

"We hope to reverse this process, and by our action show %'.. aat 
physical force is nothing compared to the moral forcet and that 
moral force never fails, It is my firm belief that this is the 
f1j. ndamental difference betvee. n the modern civilisation and the 
ancientt of which Indiat fall---n though it isq I venture to clai( 
is a living representive. 'de, her educated children# seem to 1 
have lost faith in the supremacy of moral force; we shall have 

made a priceless contribution to the British Empire and we shall 
without fail, obtain the reforms we desire and to which we may 
be entitled. " 36 

We can understand why so few brancheo of the Satyagraha Sabha were formed! 

Gandhi was asking the naticnIs political radicals to pledge themselves 

to follow a quite different kind of politics from what they were 

used top based not on the power to intimidat le and overwhelm, but in 
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moral authority. Of course, Gandhila nonviolent method, because of its 

appeal to the masses, did prove itself capable of building power close 

to the conventional sort for those who joined the movement. This helps 

to explain why a great many nationalist political figures later worked 

with Gandhi - and were greatly influenced by him - even though they 

never fully accepted that -they were "revolutionising" politics by 

introducing into it the religiOU3 spirit. But this vias what Gandhi 

intended and what ha thought he was doing. 

At a public meeting in Tami1nad on March 28,1919, Gandhi ehowed again 

how much closer he felt himself to be to the spirit of the people than 

were the conventional politicians: 

"(The templas of south India) demonstrate to me as nothins else 
does that we are a people deeply religious and that the people of 
India will be best appealed to by religion. I have ceme to say to 
you a religious sentiment. Many of us think that in the political 
life, we need not bring out th3 religious elcment at all. Some 
even go so far as to say that politics should have nothing to do 
with religion. Cur past shows that we have rejecýed that doctrine, 
and we have always touched every form of activity with the relig- 
ious spirit ... We have seen that all our meetings, all our 
resolutions and a3l the speeches of our councillors in the Imperial 
Legislative Cbuncil have proved to be of practically no avail 
There are two ways and only two ways open to us (to remove the 
Rowlatt legislation). One is the modern or the Nestern zethod of 
violence upon the wrongdoers. I hold that India will reject that 
proposition. The vast masses of India have never been taught by 
our religious preceptors to resort to violenge. The other method 
is the method kn=2 to us of old. And that A of not giving 
obedience to the wrongful things of the rulers but to suffer the 

'ering is satyagraha. " ^ consequences. The way of so sufli. ?7 

Gandhi saw the ancient civilisation of the East as superior to that 

of the West and he was trying by the method of satyagraha to mobiliae 

the residual confidence of the Indians in their own heritaZe as a weapon 

against their Western rulers and as a guide to their future development 

" as a nation. 

In the Rowlatt Satyagraha, Gandhilused two, principal methods to promote 

'this fundamental strategy. Me first was the Pledge. We have noted in 
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our discussion of the Ahmedabad and Rheda pledges, Gandhi's identif- 

ication of the vow with religious faith, his beli-. f that in the 

keeping of a sacred vow waa the presence of God. He laid down 

strict and detailed instructions to Sabha volunteers on the procedure 

for ensuring that signatories fully understood the nature of their vow - 

"a single intelligent recruit to satyagraha is worth a hundred signat- 

ories who have not realiced their responsibilit5, tt. 38 In his speech 

on I-larch 28, he added in typical fashion: 

"The taking of the Pledge is a sacred act undertaken in the name 
of the Almighty. Whilat therefore I invite every man and woman 
to sigrýthe Pledge, I beseech them also to consider it deeply and 
a number of times before si&ning it ... But if you do decide to 
sign the Pledge, you will see to it ... to observe it at the 
sacrifice of your lives. The satyagrahi when he signs the Pledge 
changes his very nature. He relies solely upon the truth whdch 
is another word for love. Before lie signs the Pledgev he might 
get irritated against those who differ from him but not so after- 
wards. " 39 

Moreover, on the day of the Rowlatt hartal, April 69 Gandhi int--Oduced 

two further pledges which were to be taken up and promoted by the Wlabh. as 

in addition to their civil disobedience against t1he Press Laws. The 

first was the Swadeshi vow - pledging the signatory to wear only Indian- 

made clothing - and the secondq the vow of Hindu-Muslim unit-J. 
40 "A Vow"t 

said Gandhi in a leaflet published on April 8 while he was on the way 

to Delhi, "is a purely religious act which cannot be taken in a fit of 

passion. It can only be taken with a mind purified and composed and 

to 41 1 P. with God as witness & But-U partial contradiction of thist he stated 

in two messages to the press sent on the came day: 

"This is the right time for (the foundation of swadeshi) as I 
have found that when a purifying movement like satyagraha io 
ýgoing-on Mied activities have an easy chance of success. " 42 

and 
"When the religious sense is awakened't people's thoughts undergo a 
revolution in a single moment. only selfless sacrifice is the sine 
qua non. The spirit of sacrifice pervades the Indian atmosphere 
at the present moment. If we fail to preach swadeshi at this 
supreme moment, we shall have to wring our hands in despair. " 43 

And againg in another leaflet prepared on April 8j Gandhi proposed the vow 

of Hindu-Muslim unity: 
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"I hope that on this auspicious occasion and surely the 
occasion must bý auspicious when a wave of satyagmha is 
sweeping over th6 whole country - we could all take this vow of 
unity. " 44 

Gandhi was attempting -to ýýqze the opportunity which the hartal and 

the launching of civil disobedience gave him to concolidate a wider 

-P activity =d to do this b. -P means of further pledges. programme o. 

However, in addition to tha use of pledgest Gaz--hi rAopted a second 

method during the Rowlatt Satyagraha to promote hiB idea of a "purified" 

polliics. This was the a-11-India haxtal itself. The hartal was not, 

of course, an act of civil dicobedience because it did not involve 

challenging any laws. But, for Gzamdhi, because he saw Vie Roirlatt 

civil disobedience as the moment when a religious spirit was entering, 

politics, the hartal constituted both a means of preparation of members 

of t1he Sabha for civil disobedience, and a way of preparing the masses 

to u: v4derstand the nature of civil disobedience and in the long rin to 

take it up themselves. The civil disobedience against the Press LZIOWS 

it will be remembered, was to be undeetaken by individual members of 

the Sabha only, whezaas the hartal was intended as a mass activity. 

'Ihe core of the hartal on. tpril 6 as Gandhi concCeived it was a 24-hour 

fast. He gave this pride of place, rather than the suspension of 

business and the holding of processions. 
" 

He saw the fast as "an 

expression of grief, an act of self-denial, a process of'purification". 
46 

As he said in a speech in south India on March 25s 

"My first suggestion is that ... we shall all observe a 24 hours 
fast. lt is a fitting preliminary for satyagrahis before they 
commence civil disobedience of the laws. For all others, it will 
be an expression of their deep grief over the wrong committed by 
the Government. I have regarded this movement as a Turely 
religious movement and fast is an ancient institution amongst us 
It is a measure of self-discipline, it will be an expression of 
anguish of the soul ... I have also suggested that an that Sunday 
all work should be suspendeu, all markets -md all business places 
should be closed. Apart from the spiritual value of these two actso 
they will form an education of f1rat-class value for the masses*" 47 
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Two weeks later the idea of the hartal/ developed and was described in 

the directionsissued to demonstrators on April 6 as "a day of 

humiliation and prayer and also of mourning by reason of the Delhi 
e to 

" 
tragedits , Demonstrations began with a purificatory bath; the 

proceszions were to be ca=ied out In complete silence; no press=e 
48 

of any kind was to be put on those who lenoreg the hartal. 

In a number of centres j religious sertices constituted part of the 

programme, and breakthroughs occurred with Joint Ilu3lin-Hindu cervicesj 

with Hindus being Invited to address Muslim services inside the mosques. 

It is hard to understand some of these ideas from a secular'standpoint. 

An expression of mourning for the 14 people who had been shot by the Raj 

in Delhi on March 10 in reasonably familiar to us. So too is -the idea 

that grief and even anguish should be exp=essecl at ilie'damaZe done to 

the nation's pride by the imposition of the R. c%rlatt Bills against the 

wishes of the whole peoples' ' This helps explain a "day of humiliation". 

But beyond this Gandhi was seeking io do two things. Virst, he wanted 

to signify, -by this religious demonstration on a political Issue, 

a major break with the methods of political agitation pursued prov- 

iously and the arrival of a neir method. the hartal zignified 1. his not 

only as a public manifestation visible to outsiders, but alEo as a 

statement to themselves by the individuals who took part in it - hence 

the notions of penance and purification, that they themselveswould in 

future act differently. Second, by promoting these acts of self- 

denial and religious devoticn, In a political setting, Gandhi'wa3 

attempting to lead t2he people of India to grasp and accept his perspect- 

ive as a religiously-motAvated political activist. The answer to their 

A problems lay within themselves. They should throw off all those practices 

which prevented their community and the nation as a whole from rising 

to its proper stature, which would compel respect from the'British. 7bey 

should find within their own religious cultu=e a merans for doing this. 

By implication Gandhit in particular, was blaming the Indian peopl-, ý for 
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their own condition, at the same time as he showed them a way to change 

it. If they would change themselves, they could change their own 

condition. Thus the hartal was intended -to promote for the Individual. 

quiet reflection, penance, purification and discipline for the 

. 3t-. uggle, ahead. 

(iv) Gandhi's use of Rellgion as a, Means of Organisinr, 

In the editorial introduction to his -, Ess2Zq on 
-G;,.: Lndhian Politics: 

71fe Rowlatt Satyrigraha of 19199 
49 

R*Kumar suggests that Gandhi 

"intuitively realised that IndA could be united only through ievaes 

which affected the emotions instead of touching the purse-strings of 

the common people. " Kumar is struck by the absence of class-rhetoric 

in Gandhi's appeals to the Indian people, to sup-port the Rowlatt 

campaign. Gandhi assumed, says ýýumar, that Indian loyalties were to 

their community and their religion rather than their class or pro- 

P fession. There was an influential argument among the apologists for 

British rule in India that the divisions between different castes, 

religions, language groups, classes Euid communities made progress 

to demccratic government in the cub-continent unrealistic. Gandhi, 

says K=ar, had no illusions about the nature of political society 

in his countrI, but was able to unite it because of his belief that 

"]religion provided the fundamental basis for political action in 

India. " Dimar continues: 

"A community embraced a number of castes with comparable 
hierarchical status and related cult-ii-ral. values. Gandhi real- 
ised and herein lay the great reason for his success, that only 
a #romantic' issue could persuade different communities and 
religious groups to I; articipate In zai agitation ? Zainat the 
British govermentl because only a romantic issue could give 
them the freedom to voice their grievances on a common pla'%'#- 
form without surrender: Lng their distinct identities. Gandhi's 
#. romanticir. ml rested upon his attempt to relate political 
aspirations to moral instead of material objýictlves; to the 
flowering of the character and pernonality of his countrymen 
rather than to the achievement of economic and social goals 
By drawing differenL castes, communities and religious groups Ahe int. 6/penumbra of romantic politic., it Candhl sought to transform 
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social groups which were loosely held together into a cohesive, 
articulate and creative political society. She support which the 
Rowlatt Satyagraha won in different parts of the country, and the 
wide range of classes and communities which participated in the 
movement, are measures of Candhils success in transforming the 
peoples of India into such a society. " ýO 

It is not altogether true that Gandhi was uninterested in econon'ic and 

social goals: rather he looked at there. goals within the context of 

a religiously-based ideal of society. In somme respecti, Kumar is re-stat- 

ing the well-established observation that nationalism, as a "romantic" 

ideal)can triumph over'class-politica. Kumar also points out that 

Gandhi's religiously-based political appeal could damw together Indians 

of different relig ., 
ions and castes because he recognized each one as a 

"distinct co=unity" of equal status and dignity. Flutual aid between 

these groups was the basis for action against tho Raj. Equally, as ire 

have seen, const=uctive programme was necessary to correct abuses within 

Indian society which'vere a blot on its reputation and a barrier to 

unity. 

Ymmar in common with =Y other critics, however, goes on to point out 

that while Gandhi's ro=anticicm "was conspicuouzly auccessful in mob- 

ilising new classes and communities", it was Inadequate to exercise 

control over these groups once they had been dra= into political 

agitation. In particular, he makes the common charge that Gandhi's 

"religious idiom ... widened the gulf between the two major communities 

of the sub-continent" and probably centri1xited to Partit -ion in 1947. 

It is a fundamental criticlin of Gandhl'3 political method which I 

have not seen satisfactorily answered. 
A 

(v) Gandhi Is oillimalayan Blunder" 

Gandhi stated that he made a "HL-aaayan miscalculation" during the 

Rowlatt Satyagraha when he decided 'to launch apon civil disolbediewý,. 
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prematurely". This famous phrase has been reproduced many times to 

illustrate Gandhi's sense of shock when his elaborately conceived 

assault upon the nation's political life, through the new weapon of 

satyagraha, collapsed in the rioting in Ahmedabad$ Bombay and rural 

Gujarat and the repression in Delhi-and the Punjab. Gar. dIhi suggests 

in his Autobiography that he first used the expression at ITadiad in 

the Yheda district of Gujarat when he went there a few days after 

the Ahmedabad riots (on April 24,1919ý 2 
and I'sa-w the actual state o,. 

things there". 53 But other records make It seem clear that he made the 

remark almost three months after the riots, cn July 6,1919, when he 

visited Nadiad again and was inviting the citizens to support him In 

a resumption of civil disobedience against the Rowlatt Acts. 
54 

According to Gandhi in his Nadiad speech in July 1919, his error lay 

"in trying to let civil disobedience take the people by storm". While 

in his Autobiograthy, he give3 a fuller explanation: 

00 ***-willing and spontaneous otedienco (of the law) is required 
of a Satyagrahi. A 1Satyagrahi obeys the laws of society intellig- 
ently a nd of his own free will t because he ccn3iders it to be 
his sacred duty to do so. 

, 
It is only when a person has thus 

obeyed the laws of society scrupulously that he is in a position 
to judge as to which particitlar rules aro good and just and, 
which unjust and iniquitous. Only then does the right accrue to 
him of civil disobedience of certain laws in well-defined circum- 
stances. My error lay in my failure to observa this necessary 
limitation. I had called on the people to launch upon civil 
disobedience before they had thus qualified themselves for itt 
and this mistake seemed to me of Himalyarn magnitude. " 55 

Gandhi is here making the same distinction between passive resistance 

and satyzagraha as he made throughout his career in politics. 

I=ediately af ter the April rioting, he made the point in a slichtly 

less abstrase way, talking about the difference between civil disobed- 

ience carried out in a spirit of lawlessness and civil disobedience as 

a branch of satyagraha. This again was the distinction which he used 

when he wrote the Report of the Congreos Inquiry into events in the 
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Punjab, 56. It is the sane criticism that he made of the agitational 

methods of the Home Rule Leagues, that they carried out legitimate 

radical activity in the wrong spirit, thus undermining and invalid- 

ating their actions. Gandhi obviously reached the conclusion after 

the Rowlatt rioting that he had overestimated the extent to which 

catyagraha had superseded the old methods of nationalist agitation. 

In his Autoblography he goes on: 

"As soon as-I entered the Yheda district, all the old recollect- 
ions of -the Ilieda struggle cane back to me, and I wondered how 
I could have failed to perceive what was so obvioun. I realised 
that before a people could be fit for offering civil disobedience, 
they should thoroughly understand its deeper implications. That 
being so, before restarting civil disobedience on a mass scale, 
it would be necessary to create a band of well-tried, pure-1111carted 
volunteers who thoroughly understood the st'rict conditions of 
Satyagraha. They could explain these to the people, and by 
sleepless vigilance keep them ou the right path. " 57 

This was indeed Gandhi's principal conclusion from the breakdown of 

the Rowlatt Satyagraha and he continued for the rest of his life to 

try to build that core of convinced isupporters of catygraha who cculd 

explain its precepts to the people. 

But Gandhi's oun assessment of his "Himalayan miecalculation" in the 

Rowlatt Satyagraha seems to be highly suspeot. Despite what he ca: --ys 
the Rowlatt Satyagraha did not constitute civil disobedience "on a mass 

scale". The civil disobedience actions proposed by Gandhi durin; 3 the 

Rowlatt Satyagraha were limited to breaking the Press Laws and 

specificv-Ily restricted to a type of act4on, publishing and selling 

a newspaper or book, which was to be carried out only'by individuals. 

Gandhi, in his speech on t2he'norning of the April 6 hartal, had ' 

explicitly excluded "collective civil disobedience" from his programme 

of action - until I've have acquired habits of discipline, self-controlg 
rS On the other hand, the 

qualities of leadership and obedience. " 

Rowlatt hartal itself was a mass action, ý but it was not in any sense 
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civil disobedience, and Gandhi z-aways claimed subsequently that the 

hartal. itself had been a complete success. 

As we have seen no-one was arrested for civil disobedience against the 

Press Laws. Gandhi had taken enormous pains in devising his plan of 

civil disobedience to guard egainst the breakdown into lawlessness, 

which nevertheless happened. He h? jI in-serted Into the Satyagrnaha 

Pledge a condition that only those laws could be broken which had been 

selected by a committee of the Sabha which included himself. '19 nis r 

he admittted, was apecifically designed to check "individua. 1 extravag- 

It. r-h 2.919. build-up to the April 6 har ,a once During the Marc I tal 

procession of in Sindh had been prohibited. Gandhi was 

delighted that the protesters obeyed -Uhis police order even thou,, -, h the 

procession was "innocent", "because they are bound by the Pledge not to 

commit disobedience except where authorised. by -the ccmmittee. 1160 When 

he was called upon to make an assesenrent of the VarcIn 30 haxta2 in 

Delhi when 14 peonle were killed, the principal criticism'of the 

participants which Gandhi made war that a crowd had assembled at the 

railway station demanding t1he release of some men who had been arrested. 

As he wrote on April 3: 

... the conduct was -premature, because the c=mittee Contemplated 
in the Pledge hxd not decided upon the disobedience of order that 
mi&bt be issued by Magistrates under the Riot Act ... The essence 
of the Pledge is to invite imp=ieonm'ent and until the committee 
decides upon the breach of the Riot Act, It Is the duty of satya- 

-o obey, without making the slightest Eldo, magisterial grahis 
-14, 

ide. - o, - to d1sperse, etc-* and thds to demonstrate their law- 
abiding nature. 61 

Three days later, on April 5, when Gandhi wrote his "Directions to 

Demonstrators" taking, part in the April 6 hartal, one paragraph stated: 

"It is the duty of the demonstrators to obey and carry out all 
police instructions as it is as yet no part of the movement to 
offer civil disobedience against police orders that may be given 
in connection with dwonstrations, processions organized by 
Satyagraha Associations". 62 

It is ironic that the one clear breach of these instructions by a 

member of the Sabha was that by Gandhi himself vhen he refused on the 

-f 
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train to Delhi on April 9 to obey an order issued by the police re- 

stricting him to the Bombay Presidency. Gandhi commented in a statement 

released the same day, "I had no hesitation In saying to the officer 

who served the order on me that I was bound in virtue of ny Pledge to 

disregard it which I have done ... It was galling for me to remain 

free uhilst ',, he Rowlatt legislaticn, disfigured the Statuteboo; c'.. 
63 

But wh. Lle this assertion that he sias bound by his Pledge to refuse to 
I 

obey the order was repeated by him subsequently, and I have not seen 

it &inllenged by any commentator, Gandhi was bound by his Pledge, as 

we have seen, not to disobey any police instructiona or orders until 

authorised to do so by the Satyag----aha committee. Was not thiskan 

Impulsive breaking of his own carefully constructed rules for the 

conduct of the Rowlatt SatyeZ=aha - Gandhi's "Himalayan miscalculation"? 

If their leader, vho was of course the tauthor of the instructions coming 

I . Lrom the committee of the Satyagraha Sabha, felt free to extend the 

grounds for civil dicobedience U 
-suddenly and a-_, 'Atrailly on April 9 S'O 

no wonder this sowed confucion Ln the mLnds of his i=ediate supporters, 

-ind gave the impression t oa wider public that now was the moment for 

general collective civil disobedience to take place. As Gandhi had 

clearly stated, the -people were in no measure ready for general disobed- 

ience according to the rules of satyagraha. 1hia was why he had restricted 

civil disobedience to individuals. It seems, then, that Gandhi's 

"Himalayan miscalculation" was not as he said, that hellaunched 

civil disobedience prematurely", but that he im-plied by offering 

himself for arrest on April 9 and breaking tho careful restriction on 

the grounds for civil disobedience which he himself had inspired, that 

the time for general or mass civil disobedience had arrived. This was 

certainly premature. 

In Chapter 4, we noted Gandhi's attempted classification of the functions 

n 
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of civil disobedience which he made in 1941. The second function, he 

said, had been demonstrated at Champaran in 1917P when he disobeyed an 

order externing him from this district of Bihars 

"It (civil disobedience) can be offered without regard to effect, 
though aimed at a particular wrong or evil, by way of self- 
immolation in order to rouse local consciousness or conscience. 
Such was the case in Champaran when I offered Civil Disobedience 
without any regard to the effect and well Imowing that even the 
people might remain apathetic. " 64 

In my viewg Gandhi attempted to repeat the tactic in, 1919 on a national 

scale, with disastrous results. He seems to have. taken on the hero's 

part in a moment of impetuousity which caused him to throw over all his 

earlier careful calculations. 

Gandhi also saia that his "Himalayan mircalculation. " lay "in trying 
65 

r, * to let civil disobedience take the people by sto=% This seems to 

reflect in a general way what happened. He had been talking in his 

awa. deshi leaflet and his Hindu-Muslim Unityleaflet, both published 

on April 8. the day before his arrest, about people's thoughts under- 

going Ila --evolution in a single moment" when their religious sense is 

awakened; and also about "aýwave of satyagraha ... sweeping over the 

whole country". it appears that he may have been deceived by. his, own 

rhetoric Into believing that satyagraha had taken root more deeply 

than it had. In addition, in planning the April 6 harta-1. he had 

prescribed three forms of action. The first was the 24-: nour fast; 

the'second was the closing of businesseel and the third was to hold 

public meetings and processions all over India. 

"The third suggestion is to hold in every hazlet of India 
'on public meetings, Protes: ting-against the Rowlatfut logislat. & 

and asking the Secretary of State for India to repeal that 
legislation. " 66 

These meetings and processions did take place on the day of the Rowlatt 

hartal mainly in the urban areas of India. and after Gandhi's arrest 

the closing of businesses and staging of marches and protest meetings 
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continued, leading in some places to the breakdown of nonviolent 

discipline which so appalled Gandhi. On the other hand, in the hartals 

against the arrest of Horni-man which Gandhi called in May 1919 and sub- 

sequently against British policy toward: 3 the Khilafat in Ilovember 1919 

and March 1920, he specifically excluded all public demonstrations as 

part of the action, and restricted it to -,. he closing of businesses and 

to religious observances in people's private homes, including fastir, 4', Y7 

rMus, in practical terms, Gandhi also concluded from the Row--att 

Satyagraha that he had miscalculated in staging public meetings and 

processions as part of the hartal. ]Possibly these traditional political 

activities would not have lead to violence if he had obeyed the order 

restricting him to Bombay; but having decided in so precipiltata a 

manner to go ahead with individual civil disobedience himself, -a 

programme of public street demonstrations was disa3trcus. Gandhi did 

not rep. -at the mistahe when Horniman was depox-ted a month later, and 

euccessfully forbade street ftmonstratiens. Later, in July, when he 

was planning to resume individual civil disobedience against the Row 

latt Act by offering himsel. iMp-. Isoned, he again I as the first to be 
63 

explicitly forbade public demonstrations to be staged in protest. 
-- ,2 Later still, between 1920-M, when Noncooperation iras launched against 

the British gov e=. ment by the Indian Naltional Congress under Gandhi's 

leadership, the movement avoided aggressive civil dinobedlence for 

well over a year - Gandhi tried to keep civil dicabedience separate 

from a programme of street demonstnations. 

Thus Gandhi's "Himalayan misca2culation" in 1919 was not that ho mi3- 

judged the mood of the Lidian people and launched nass or ind'I. Vidual 

civil disobedience prematurely. The elaborate restrictions which he 

had placed on the conduct of a civil disobedience campalign by confining 

it to'laws which could be brokea only by individuals at the direction 

of a c, -*-=-, 'ttee, ehow that he was well rarare of the dangers. What seems 

to have happened is that a miscalculation on his part by off ering 
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personal civil disobedience agaL-Ast a police restxiotion order, served 

to precipitate mass rioting in a number of centres by people who had 
i 

been aroused and prepared by the mass demohst=ations staged during the 

Rowlatt hartal on April 6. 

(vi) 11he second phase of the Roulatt Satvaernha, April 9- JulY- 21.191 

Another misconcept. 4on about the Rowlatt Satyagr3ha Is that, it ended 

when Gandhi suspended individual civil disobed-Len-. e on April 180 It 

Is true that mELsa participation in the campa*gn against the 'Rowlatt Act 

did end as the protests set off by Gandhi's ar-rest gradually 7'etered 

out, but Gandhi. and the Satyagraha Sabha carried out a. revised programme 

of activities during April, May and June. On June 1-8,1919, Gandhi 

announced that individual civil diGotedience would be recumed in July, 

and he proceeded wi-Vn preparations for this - including the speech at 

Nadiad In Kheda district on july 6 where he made his remarks about his 

earlier "Himalaya-zi miscalculation". Detailed arrarmements for this 

of civil disobedience were made, but after negotiations with 

the Governdr of the Bombay Presidency and the Viceroy, it was suspended 

on July 21,1919 before any act of civil disobediencn had talken place. 
69 

Even then the Rowlatt Satyagraha was not entirely over. 

To review thýmain events across the subcontinent. -ghic-h 
' 
dictated the 

course of the-Rowlatt Satyag-naha; on April 14., jmnediately following 

the riots in Ahmedabad, Galidh-t. ins! --ted that the d,.,. ty of satyagrahis 

was to help the authorities restore order. 
70 Over subsequent days, he 

deliberately resisted thi temptation to criticise the military for thetr 

excesses during the period of martial law in the c-, *t.,,, - because he felt 

he had a higher duty to support the authorities at such a moment. 
111 

He also placed a strong emphasis on the Swadeshi and Hindu-Muslim 

Unity constructive campaigns which lie had launched on April 3 and 

issued a series of leaflets explaining the principles of satyagraha. 
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These were used as a basis for their campaigning by Sabha volunteer3.72 

Their activitie3 were mainly confined to Gandhi's home areat the Bombay 

Presidency. 

In Delhi, the Satyazraha Sabha branch had staged its Rowlatt hari. -al a 

week early on March 30. Confrontation witil tho authorities on that &, Iy 

led to a number of fatal ehootings, but the Satyag=ha Sabha under the 

leadership of Swa-mi Shraftuiand mar-aged to contain the explosion of anti- 

British feeling which followed and were to stage a aecond peaceful hartal 

on April 6.73 They appealed, however, to Gandhi, hLrself to come to 

Delhi to assist them in disciplining the crouds and in educating th-: 7. 

in the principles of satyagraha., , 
Cn April 3, Gandhi released a letter 

to the pres3 commenting on -the coming all-Indip. hartal in t-he light of 

what had just happened in Delhi. "Ilia '4. Pclhi trZedy", he said, "imposes 

an added responsibility upon satyag: Lahis of steeling their hearts and 

Going on with their struggle'... " Broadly, he accantea Shradhanand's 

published account that the authoritle-a had overreactedg but lie critic- 

ised the Sabha for not dispersing the crowds after this was ordered by 

the authorities: Civil disobedience against 114lie Rilot Act was not part 

of Gan_-dhi's progi-arxie at Uhis stage, az wa have seen. - 
He also, 

? fl, publicly congratubýted Shradhanand and people of Delhi" "for 

exemplary patience" and for the sacrifice of "Such ir. -Jocent blood as 

Delhi gave". 
74 Privately, he wrote to mod-arate indian leaders like 

Scristri and Malaviya arguing that the methods used by the Delhi police 

and the consequent Sacrifices, demanded t1iat they speak out more strongly 

against the Rol;, &tt ,, Ct. 
75 

It was while he was on his uay to Delhi on 1, pril 9, in answe-r to 

Shradhanand's request, that the authorities made their blunder by 

issuing an order preventing him from entering the city and Gandhi 

made his greater blunder of resisting their order and thirw placing 
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himself under arrest. In Delhi this eet off a further hartal and 

series of demonstrations which lasted for over a week until April 18, 

even though Gandhi himself was released from police custody at3 he 

returned to Bombay on Apri-I 10. Two more riots occurred in Delhi 

and, in all, over the three week period oil unrest from 4arch 30, 

nineteen -people died. 76 

Before he ýmew what had happened in Delhi, or in Ahmedabad or the Punjab, 

Gandhi was faced W. -Ith the explosion of feeling in Bombay. On April 11, 

on his return to the- city, he issued a "Warning to Satyag, =, his and 

Sym; athisers" which was published as the thl-rd faty2Eraha leafleti In 

it, he crittcised Bombay supporters of the satyagraha demonstrations 

for obstructing trams, stone-throwing and demanding the release of 

arrested people. He went on to say t1lat "eatyzierahisl', meaning, members 

of the Sa"tha who had taken the Satyagmha Pledge, were ZeSpOn=ible for 

the conduct of sympathisers wbo Joined the demon3trations - if it - 

proved impossible to prevent "the --lightest violence from our sidle"t 

then it might be necessary to abandon the movement in its present form 

or greatly restrict it. 77 

On April 12, before he returned to Ahmedabad and saw the destruction 

there, he issued the following "Instructions Regarding Satyagraha": 

"In order that satyagraha may have full play and a --hance of 
permeating the masses, in my hLmble opinion, th3 following 
instructions should be STFLICTLY obeyed. Some of the items' 
may require change later. The rest are inviolable principles 
of satyagraha. 

No processions. 
No organiced demonstrations. 
Ito hartals on any account irhatscever without previous 

instructions of the committee. 
All police orders to be implicitly obeyed. 
No violence. 
No stone-throwing. 

No obstruction of tram-cars or traffic. 
No preseure to be exercised against anyone. 

AT PUBLIC MEETINGS 
No clapping of hands 

No demonstrations of approval or disapproval. 
No cries Of "Shamel" 
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No cheers. 
Perfect stillness. 
Perfect obedience to instructions'of volunteers 

or management. 
IIOHA14DAS K. GANDHI " 

ribis of couroe teshould not be taken out of the context of the complete 

breakdown of discipline following the Roulair. 140 hartal, which Gandhiýby 

April 12, was becoming -. ware of. But It illustrates how he saw a 

direct link between I conventional political partisanship anrl antagonism Q 

in public meetings and demonstrations, and the descent into lawlessness. 

This was the ant-li-thesis of sa*ýyagraha- 

I-Rien the Delhi branch of the SaNia., in the midst of the second up- 

heavai provoked by Gandhi's arrest, read Gan&h! *B "Warning to Satya- 

grahis and Sympathisers" of April 11, they wrote to him through 

Shridhanand asking for clarif icatien. Were members, of the Satha 

really responsible for all actions taken by people who joined their 

demonstrations, including (i) those who were ncn-catyagrzhis who were 

provoked by police'violence into reto-liation and (ii) those who joined 

the demonstrations and actively opposed the leadership of the Sabha 

members? If any violence whatsoever stemming from'either of theee 

groups caused injury to other3, had Gandhi really rieantto' say that 

78 the satyagrahis themselves were responsible for that "sinful, injury"? 
Gandhi replied uncomprisingly on April 27, stating, "I ... hold that 

we are just as responsible for the action of non-eatyagrahis when they 

act with us as we are for our own". 
79 "I"he following days April l8t 

, 

Gandhi announced the "temporary suspension" of the programme of 

Individual civil dirObcdience against the Press Laws and of his own 

.4 
plans to challenge his restriction order. However, the Delhi branch 

of the Sabha had disbclnded the day before and buimed. lts membership 

list. Faced with. what Ferrell calls, "Ibe complete loss of control, 

the violence and the actions of the goven-ient a general feeling 
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had grown in the city that things had gone too far and, "They tegan to 

doubt the validity of mass agitation Ixicause such agitations invariably 

led to violence. 1180 Swami Shradhanand wrote tIo Gandhi withdrawing from 

the Satyp-graha Sabha on Mali 3- 
81 

-or, Its principal Further nort'. 1i In the Punjab, according to one commentat 

city, L, -d,. ore, was I'r4pe for 'revolution"' in 2.919t 

"All that was required in April 1919 to launch a popular movement 
against the British government was an issue iihich would provide a 
channel of expression for the diEcontents which. affected various 
classes mid communities in Lahore. By initiating a satyagraha, 
against the Rowlatt Act, Gandhi provided such an issue, and he 
thereby set afoot a movement whose intensity surprised the local 
ad: ministration no less than it surprised the local leaders of 
Lahore. " 83 

For four days, from April 11 to 14, control of the city passed olat of 

the hands of the British and into those of a People's Committee. 

Martial 2., --w wass declared c., n . 11, pril 14 and order res-11, -ored by troopet 

the city beInS placed under Ilie direction of a Military Administrator. 

Well over -thirty people were killed by police zand a=y'unitr. firing 

into crowds-. 
84 

It is Amritsar, however, 30 miles froa Lahore, which is most aEsociated 

with the Punjab atrocities by the British in April 1919 which fuelled the 

later nationalist movement. lbe arrest of Gandhi coij7led with the arrest 

and deportation of two local lea-ders, net off severe rioting in Amritsar 

which led to the murder of several Eurzopean3. In ret iation, troops 

were sent in to teach the citizz? ns of 1. mritearr a lesson. On April 12, 

a proclamation was issued 
-Dr-chlbiting, all gatherings in the city, but 

this was read in English and P. Uobably not videly understood. On the 

A following day a meeting of aAjout 10, OCO people assembled in 

the Jallianwla Bagh, a large open air meetin, -, placep was fired on by 
0 

troops without warning. Under the command of an Unglishmant General 

Dyer, ýO soldiers fired 1,6-M rourdz Into the crowd for 10 minutes: 
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at a range of 100 yards 4, 
(35 As a recent nationalist, history recordsi 

"When Dyer withdrew after all, his =munition was exhausted he 
left about 1,000 dead and several thousa-nd wou-. -ided. 11 86 

7he troops turned roand and marched off without giving any thought to 

the wounded: Dyer is said to have commented that it siasn? t his job 

to care for tbea. 

Martia. 1 law was declared in the Punjab on Apri]. 15 and continued , 

for nearly two months until June 11. During this period a regime of 

deliberate humiliation was imposed on ý. mritsar and oth or parts of the 

Punjab. The most notorious abuse of power was the "crawling orde-e's 

Indians who passed the spot where a European woman had been severcly 

beaten, were forced to crawl on their belliesi if they refused they 

were publicly whipped. Other aWses included pub"Lic floggings, 

numerous GumLary triala, dubious convictions an , . l. -punitive sentencin., - 

under martial law; Crusl punishments like the skipping order; t. -he 

commandeering of Indian-owned vehicles and other pv., I)erty and pro- 

viding them to Ruropeans for their usc; conpelling 1housands of 

students to walk 16 miles a day for roll-callz; the arrest and 

detention of 500 students and profec, ors-, forcIng school children a,, ved 

between 5 and 7 to attend par-ades and &ajute the fluC; end rigid press 

censorship. 
37 

The "Punjab events" of . 
1919 occu=ed. at the par! -i-lierl of the Gandhian 

movcment, where Gan(DU%3 perecnal influence had been least felt. l%ier, -,, 

was no branch of the Satyagraha ýabha in the ! ý-unjab and Gandhi had, never 

visited the province. While the pretext for the Governor of 'the Funjab 

suppressing local political leaders was the celebration in Amritsar, 

Lahore and elsewhere'of the national Rowlatt, hartal on April 6, it was 

later claimed by Gandhi that his satyagraha movement had nothing to do 

with the explosion of feeling which took place in the province. -A 
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similar view has been taken. by historians subsequently. 71-io causes of 

the "Punjab events" were grievances specific to the province. If thi 

Amritsar massacre had taken place in Bombay or Ahmedabad, vhere 

Gandhi's Ideas were much more widely known; moreover, if t1he VICtiMB 

of this calculated butche. -. 1 had been pledged satyagrahis, fully, 

committed to the-campaign of nonviolence uhich G=dhi was proioting, 

then the consequences for the development of the Gandhimi prog-ramme 

would have been far-reaching. As it was, political conditions in a 

vast sub-continent like India were diverze, British governors of the 

Indian provinces were allowed considerable autonomy and few were as 

Inflexibly disciplinarian as the Govern. or of il. e Punjab, Sir Michael 

O'Dwyer. Moreover, as a result of press censorship, it was soqe weeks 

before Indian nationalistu outside the Pqr. 04ab were able to grasp vhat 

had happened in Aaritsar on April 13 and that was still going on under 

martial law. 

As reports of that was happening in the Pun-', -. b began to seep outo these 

seemed to confirm in many iiationalist -minds the ar,,,, iment which Candhi 

had made to justify the, Row"Latt. Satyagraha; namely, that the reforn. 

programme which the Goverment was introducing to increase Indian 

representation at wanicipal, provincial and national levelt was 

meaningless while the Raj maintained such fundamentally contemptuous 

attitudes to e,, qressions of popular Indian op. 4nion and continued 

to exercise arbitrary power against the Indian people when they defied 
Sab6ck 

Its dictates. At the end of May - after the SatY3 
I 
Grahal in Bombay had 

staged a peaceful hartal in protest against the deportatim of its 

English vice-chaixman, B. G. Horniman, - C-andhi called a meeting of 

Sabha representatives from across India to discuss extending the 

grounds for civil disobedience to "The Punjab Matter". Their object- 

ive should be to press the government to stagejfirst, an impartial 

inquiry into Che Punjab disturbanceB and administration of martial 
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law and, second, to empower an independcnt tribunal to review and revise 
88 the sentences handed out under martial law. 1n the middle of June, 

he informed the Viceroy and the Secretary of State for India in Londong 

E. S. Montagu, that he would b3 resuning individual civil disobedience 

in July in order to secure (I) the withdraw-al of the Rowlatt Act, (ii) 

the appointment of an inquirl into the Punjab events and (Ili) the 

release of the editor of a Lahore-based nationallst raper, Babu 

F-alinath Roy, who had been jailed for two years' "rigorous imprisonm3nt" 

for his writings on the Rowlatt events. 
89 

In the drafting of the Rowlatt Satyagraha pledge, Gandhi had given the 

Sabha committee the authority to ext tend the range of laws against which 

civil disobedience would be offered, but had not allowed for increasing 

the number of iss, -, es which would . 
4justify civil disobedience. Gandhi 

readily admitted that fin bringing in the question of the Punjab, he was 

going beyond the original ob. "; --ctives of the Sabha, but lie was able to 

win the support off" the May 23 Sabha meeting. 'O Since his aim in 

launching the Rowlatt Satyagmha had been to I challenge the Raj for 

retaining arbitrary powers for itself in peacetime and for its contempt 

for Indian opinion, it was consistent for him -41.0 extend the campaign 

to questioning the use by the Raj of arbitrary power in the PunJab- 

Moreover, as Judith Broim points out, by taking *ap t*ae 1, Ltnjab question 

Gandhi was able to move on to familiar lyround: 

"On the Punjab Issue Gandl-l repeated the'tactics he had employed 
in Chamlluran , r. d Kaira. 3LMultaneouely with his criticisms on 
specific cases ho campaigned fo-- a (; overriment enquirl . 

01 

But even though the Punjab issue, as a "real" grievance, c3ame to asswne 
I 

more importance to Gandhi and to the nationil movement than the 

Rowlatt question, which was "abstract" (oince the powers given to the 

government by the Act were never used) , Gandhi did not easily drop the 

Rowlatt campaign. His plans for a renewal of individual civil disob- 

edlence were detailed elaborately in a new set Of "Instractims to 
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Saty? Zrahis", issued to secretaries of the SaUia on June 30. He had 

already secured for himself in the Dombay Presidency "the power to 

select the exact moment of start. ing civil disobedience and the 

satya., -, r-ahin who should take part in it and to decide upon the manner of 
92 

offel-Ang civil disobedience" His plans envisaged that he alon, -. would 

launch the ac'Zion by breaking his ---catriction order which confined him 

to the Presidency. Because entering the Punjab would have seemed too 

"theatrica-l' and mient have threatened renewed violence, he would break 

93 t the -OMder by entering %Mad-rao Province to the south. s with the 

Horniman hartal in May, there were to be no demonst-ret ions at a-1 uhen 

he was arrasted. No further acts of civil disobedience by other individ- 

uals were to be undertaken for at least a 'month, and then. only if "full 

V 
peace" had been obrefoed over that period. This progm-c. nme was to be 

confined to the Doalýay Presidency; however he did write -o the Madras 

brani: h of the SaIcha. sugges-ting Ithat they ehould adopt a simUar ntratergj. 

in Bombay, Gandhi selected ftve "independent self-sustained centres, 

each neekitg cooperation with the advice from the rest WIL none being 

Cron these centreo under the orders of any". Ile named the lcaders who -L 

were to operate a "constractive -prognimme" to disciplLne and prepare 

individuals for civil dicobedience. Vo more than two at a time were 

to offer civil disobedience frcm any one centre, nor should civil 
94 disobedience be commenced sinultaneously at F11 the centres. 

As Gandhi prepared himself &. nd his -., U-prorters in june 1919 for the 

renewal of the Rowlatt strugg-le, however, he was also seeking to re- 

establish his : relationship with British officialdom which had been 

A placed under enormous strain by the events of April. By his work in 

helping the authorities bring the situation In Bombay under control 

as well as in Ahmedabadq and by the restraint with which the hartal. 

against Horniman's deportation wan carrled out, Gan&hi, ' imagined that 
he was getting through to the Government the difference between 
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satyagraha and conventional political agitation. Also, typically, 

respecting the Raj's estimate that it was under pressure he waited 

until after June 3.1 when martial law was withdrawn in the Punjab 

before announcing the renewal of civil disobedience. Time after time 

in his speeches and irrltirLSs he distingtii&, ed 
-between 

civill dizobedience 

and criminal disobedience. Civil disobedienc-3 was a branch of satya- 

graha, and satyagraha was ithe ancient 3. a-W Of Indlia which the Indian 

people were rediscovering. On many occasions, Gandhi arjýýued that 

satyagralia provided the cnly possible restraining force ;. -hich sias 

preventing Indians from expleding in violence. He appears to have 

convinced himself that the explosion which followed the Rowlatt hartal 

was inevitable,. and that satyag-raha mid civil disobedience itself had a 

slight restraining influenca. Gandhi en. 3ag-ed in regular correspondenc'e 

in this vein 
I 
wi'th the Viceroy'-s Private Zjacr-etary and, with 

I 
the 

Secretary of State for India in London. 95 0-. -j July 12, he met 'With the 

gove=or of Bombay to discuss his prcposed camPalen Of 
. 
rivil disobed-7 

ience with him'. He had already gained the impression that thu Rowlatt 

Act was to be withdrawn cmd appears -',, o have received info=ation about 

a Punjab Laquirj and the Roy case too. At any rate, Gandhi made it 

clear to the govezmo. - that if Lhe Viceroy publicly asked him to call 

off the renewed campaign of cIA. Vill disobedience, he would do so. Ibis 

offer appears to have been un--ond-itional? 6 111s, intentions In givirg, 

the Viceroy this apparently eazy let-out -are not recorded but it seems 

likely that he wan hoping to cstabli. -, h Purther his integrity as a 

Eatyagrahi, ona who would not em"brrass the authoril. 11er, at a time of 

instability in thesubcontinent. Thus -when -!. he Viceroy did send 

Gandhi a letter giving him a grave. warninSll of the consequences to 

puYLic security if he went Plead, Gandhi on July 21 duly announced 

publicly that he was suspending civil disobedience again. He added in 

his statement that Kalinath Roy's centence had been reduced from 2 

years to 3 months and that he had received an assurance that a 

Committee of Inquiry into the Punjab events would be appointed. 97 
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The Rowlatt Act was never withdrawn, however, -md Gandhi was to look 

a little foolish for this climbdown. Nevertheless, his principal 

objectives at this time seem to have been both to restore his credit 

with the Raj after the trauma of April and, equally, to oblige the 

Viceroy to recognice the continuing, strength of Indian feeling against 

both the Rowlatt Act and the handling of the Punjab eventa. He was 

also attempting to instill a sounder grasp of the principles of satya- 

graha among his sup-porters. I-Ehis involved a difficult balancing act 

for Gandhi, particula-zly when the dangers Of 1031ng control of a 

renewed civil disobedience programme - his trump card - were so great. 

But a remarkable tribute to his shill an a tactician and to the con- 

fusion which his new political method of -satyagraha had sown in the 

minds of the British rullers, was that he, the spark ef a widespread 

- Ithe Raj in April, Was Still permitted to Go free rebellion agaI. Ist I 

when he threatened to launch the movement afain in July. Gazzidhi 

; ', *zh as a "special casb", not bound by iias undoubtedly seen by the 'E-. 

the rules -normally governing the treatment of political agitators 

Jail, deportation or hanging. At one level, this stas because 

as the Rowlatt hartal had demonstrated, he already commanded wide- 

spread popular enthusiaEa at all levels of indian society and it 

would be dangerous to move against him. But, at another level, he 

pitched his objectives so close to the middle ground of nationalist 

opinion and he argued so consistentlyg and derrionstisted by his 

actions, that his radical method of civil disobedience should be 

conducted in the highest principles of citizenship and ifith the 

utmost respect for authority - that it was hard to Isolate him and 

portray hin. as a wholly irresponsible extremist of rebel. 

The second suspension of civil disobedience in July, however, caused 

ructions- inside the Satyagraha Sabha. Judith Brown reports: 
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"After Gandhi's second suspension of civil disobedience satya- 
grahi critics became more vehement, and at a Bcmbay meeting of 
about 200 of them on 26 July he was morcilessly cross-examined 
on his decision. One anonymous correspondent ... called Gandhi 
'disappointing as a leader', and said, 'I fall at your feet to 
resume the vow. Or else leave your leadership. ' it 93 

Brown demonstrates that even before t1his new crisis for the Sabha 

hundreds of -esignations had been received froa diff erent parts of 

L., dia, and the Sabha was disintegrating. Yet Garbihi, as late as July 

UnG that they had written to a member of the Madras br-anch, -:. uw-cs4. 

establish the Sabha as a permanent ore-anisation with a broad progmruie 

of objectives: 

"I see that we will have to extend the scope of satyagra-ha actIVIty 
to all spheres of life and'to all other quesIA-lions. I an seriounly 
thinking of altering the conetitution oF the Sabha and make it a 
peruanent body. " 99 

a 

At the end of July, this was no lon,; e-- possible. 71he Satyag---&a Sabha 

had served a useful purpose in co-ordinating the April hartal and eus- 

taining a much reduced proGramme for several nonths afteriards- It 

had also enabled Gandhi to get his ideas across for the first-time on a 

n. a-tional scale; and helped him incidentally to acqui=e control in 

Bombay and Gujar-at of two newspapers. ' It had established for him, too, 

links with -most of the nationa-lot leaders In other parts of the 

country izho were late-- to become his -ý: 'ollcwers or his allies. But 

with the virtual dcmise of the Sabha itself in July 1919, Gandhi was 

left again in Judith Bro-. m's phrase, "isclated. at the centre of 

institutional politics". 

Ewen so, he did not abandon his campaign against the Rowlatt Act. 

Having suspended civildisobeedience for a second time and effectively 

lost the Satyograha Sabha, he tried to shift the burden of opposition 

to the Act on to the moderate politicians who had pressed him to call 
100 

off radical action. They'accused him of not having fully exploited 

constitutional methods of protest, so Gandhi supported a Home Rule 

League petition against the Art in Cotoberl0l and organised his own 
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petition through Navaily-an in November 1919.102 He refused to . zmý 

accept that the Act becoming a dead letter wan enough; but 

insisted that through the power of catyagraha it would be withdrawn 

before it3 thlree-year- period was ccmpleled. lie was r3luctant. to ask 

the Viceroy to remove the restriction order confining hir. to the 

Bombay Presidency, because he was pl=-ninZ to broak Idiis order if the 

time came to renew civil disobedience *103 'knen in Sep-ttember 1919 

he felt obliged to ask permission to go to the Punjab to investigate 

conditions there himself, and within three weeks his request was 

granted, he w-s quite erplicit that he was sacrificing hAs means 

of civil disobedience against the Raj: 

Isso long as the Rowlatt Act remains on the statute-boo'k the 
release order can be no joy for me. In the Inte=. -ent or. de-- 
I had a ready-made weapon for offering civil resistance. " 

I 
He went cn: 

"I hear people saving that satyagraha is as dead as Queen Annet 
and that Nr Montagu will never repeal th.!, Rowlatt , 'ict, althOu gh 
he is quite sure that the Act will never be en forced. Those who 
make the first statement do not 'k-now what satyagraha is and how it 
works. Those who make the second do not Imow the power of satya- 
graha. He who rans nay see that eatyagr. rha 13 slowly but eurzl, ý 
pervading the land. So far as Mr. 11ontaguls supposed declaration 
is concerned, the strongest man of South Africa had to yield to 
that matchless force ... General Smut3 ... said that, although 
the Transvaal Asiatic Act would not be enforced, ha would never 
fo=ally repeal it, but in 1914 he revealed his strength by 
repealing that .,, ct ... I have not the slightest doubt thst 
I. -Ir 11, ontagu and the Viceroy wIll yield to the same ancient forCa 
and repeal the Rowlatt Act long before th3 expiry of its tine 
limit. But whether they do or not the lives of the satyagrahis 
are dedicated to secur3mg raong other things the repeal of that 
, %ct.,, lo4 

a 

Again we see Gandhi's ultimately religious concept of satyaZrWhaf 11 

force, like God, acting on society in nystericits waye. In the world's 

terM3, October 15,1919, when the Viceroy lilfted the restriction order 

confining Gandhi to the Bombay Presidency at Gandhills requestj should 

probably be seen as the final conclusion of the Rowlatt Satyagraha* 

But even in 1920 he was con. templating renewing civil dicobedience 

against the ActIO5 and in AVril 1920 3bunched National Week, from 
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Kpril 6 to April 13, which 'was to commemorate thereafter the Rowlatt 

hartal and the Amritsar massacres and to signify the moment when a 

new phase of the nationalist struggle under Gmdhl's leadership wan 

launched. lo6 For the rest of his life, he fasted for 24 hours on 

April 13.107 From Gandhi's perspective, a eatyagrahi never gives up, 

particularly when he or she has t--. (sn a vow, zmd is never disheartened; 
"T' for 149, therefore, the Rowlatt Satyagraha never really ended but was 

mezZed L-ito other more immediate stniggles. 

On the other hand, as a mass movement the Rowlatt struggle lasted for 

108 L about two months in March and April 1919. It demonstrated that Cav. 0hi 

could co-ordinate an upsurge of fee-ling across the whole of India. But 

perham. s Just as important, it showed in the su. -pension of civ-il disc-bei- 

ience that Gandhi had the dete--minat, 1on to bring, the movement under ccll-- 

trol when it did not develop as he had intendedt and that particularly 

in the Boy; bay Fresid-ancy he had the ability to do this. Thus Gan11-1 

demonstratid a certain authority to the other political leaders in 

India and suggested his capacity to ass, =a leadership of 4the nation-Al 

struggle. Proiqn, noting the multitude of grievances AAch mov--d differ- 

ent groups acro3s India to support the Rosilatt hartal, cummentsq% 

. agz-, -. ha showed Gandhi as an all-India leader of "The Rowlatt caty 
immense potential. His persor-l-lity, his ideology, his novel 
approach to politics, and his technique of satyaZzaha enabled 
his campaign to becoao the focus for rmltiftxious local griev- 
eances and gave hha access to the poirer they generated. But if 
he vas to reallse his potential he had to lead and be the master 
mind of his campaigns, instead of -a figurehead for local 
struggles. 11 log 

Owen's conclusion, as ue saw earlier, is that Gandhi recognised through 

the Rowlatt Satyagraha the impossi-bility of crp-ordinating renewed 

countrywide agitation by personal face-to-face leadership, and bec=me 

committed to more elaborate orGanisation and preparation. 
110 In his 
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Autobiography, Gandhi writes that he himself concluded that he would 

have to train a team of committed co-workers closely Identified with 
ill himself and his philosophy. It also seems probable that with a 

secondary leadership of reliable co-workers committed to his philoso7hy 

he saw himself as better able to centralise a future struggle under 

his personal directica. 
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SUIMARY 

1. When called upon to launch a national campaign against the Rowlatt 

Bills, Gandhi-formed his own organisation, the Satyagrahm Sabha, 
because "all ho7e of the existing organisations adopting a novel weal)on 
like Satyagraha seemed to me to be in vain. " 

2. The principal means which Gandhi used to bind the menbers of the 

Ssbha together and to discipline thcm for the struggle, was the taking 

of a religious vow. Ile saw this as a direct opportunity fr those . A. 0 

taking the satyagraha pledge to commit themselves to a neir form of 

political life. 

3. Because he was determined to launch a disciplined canpaign of civil 
disobedience against the Rowlatt Bills, Ga-ndhi refused to contemplate 
"collective" civil disobedience; but restricted the action to "individual" 

civil disobedience by sigmmtories to the pledge. 

4. Against criticism that signatories could not bind their consciences 
to act at the decision of the Sabha corLmittee, Gandhi argued that the 

vow contained a ccnscience-clause which allowed them to opt out if they 

wished, without breaking thei--- word. This helped to e6tablish the 

practice, nevertheless, of Gandhi's followers effectively surrendering 
their judgement to hi: m, because of his "superior wiedom". 

5. Against criticism that it was legitimate to commit civil disebedience 

only against '.. he Act in question, the Rowlatt Gandhi argued that 

civil disobedience could be extended reasonably to "bad" laws such as 
the Press Acts, the Salt Laws or certain Land Revenue lawel but not 
to "good" laws which benefited society. 

6. When only a few hundred people had signed the satyagraha pledge 
Gandhi added a second category of action to tl, -, e Rowlatt Satyagraha. 
Ibis was the nationwide hartal, a genninely mass action involving 

a day of religious observance, closing do-iin of businesses, processions 

and meetings. Again, he conceived of this as a method of'spreading his 

religiously based concept of politics. Participants in the hartal were 

not permitted to engage in clivil disobedience unless they had signed 
the satyagraha pledge. 



7. E-Effectively, organisation of the hextal across the country was w 
handed at short notice to nembers o-I' . 

the Sabha Pnd other nationalist 
leaders who were not necessarily versed in organising mass nonviolent 

street demonstrations. 

8. There was no b=ch of the Satyagraha Salblia in the Punjab, no -I any 

signatories to the pledge. Observance of 4,1.11a Rowlatt har+. al in Lahore 

, and Amritsar contrilratad later to the worst cutbreak3 of violance. 

9. lihen his axr--st led to violent outbreaks in several parts of India, 

Candhi suspended the p=gramme of "Indiv, idual" civil disobedience. 

Satyagr-2ha volunteers surported the authorities in restoring, law and 

order. They were instructed by Gandhi to demcnstmte the distinction 
between civil disobedience and criminztLl disobedience. 

10. Gandhi's "success" in c, -Lll', -ng off the civil disobedience and 

calming crowds in Bombay and tký-medabad demonstrated his dete-M. nation 
to lead a satya, -raha campaign according, to his own methods and 

strategy, or not at'all. it a. 1so showed his residual ccntrol of 
the novement In the Bombay Prezidency. 

11. Gandhi did not imnediately abandon hi3 pro, graztme -of individual 

c-'vil disobe4ience; but refommilated It, proposing to begin Et'ra-In by 0D 
challenging the order confining him to BoTOjay. 04. her individuals 

were selected by him to carry on the campaign after his arrest. 
Gandhi also secured the agreement oil the Sabha to extend the Grounals 

of civil disobedience to a govern: n. ent innuiry in the Punjab. 14[hen 

such an inquiry was ann=nced, he called off civil disobedience again; 
causing the Satyagraha Sabha to collapse In dissension. 

12. Pressure to call another hartal in response to the Bombay Covern- 

ment's expulsion of Horniman was cautiously accepted by Gandhi. This 

-ed and the action was con- time no Vrocessions or meetin3s were conduct 
fined to Bombay C. 1ty. 1 4' U passed off peacefully. 

13- Operating on a national scalet Gandhi was unable to ma3ntain the 

face-to-face dialogue itith his opponents which he had achieved with the 

planters and British officials in Cham-paran; ar. d with the nillownors 
in Ahmedabad. Also, he did not have the benefit of reference to a 
higher level of government Vaich mient intervene on his, behalf , as he 

had had in Champaran. His main hope rested with Montagu, the Secretary 
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of State for L-idia in London, rather than with the Viceroy, aielmsford. 

Inrough Montagu, the Punja-b inquiry was instituted; but Gandhi was 
shocked that Montagu never withdrew the Rowlatt Act. 

14. Gividhi's approach to -Ithe opponent, therefore, was nainly expressed 
indirectly through the conduct of the satyagraha campaign itself. 
Hi3 emphasis on civil disobediena-- as a --asi=si"Ac naethcd of dicze. -t e 
for citizens denied any othar means of redress, did not persuade the 
Hunter Commissibn when they investigated the Rowlatt event3. But the 
Commissionars were I=pressed with Gandhti'a sincere effort to restore 
order after the rioting ha3 stalic-I his satya,, -,, --aha movement. 

15- Candhi had too much support among Indian --Dlitical "moderates" on .1 
the Rowlatt rnmdotlier Issues for the govem-nment to move strongly 
against him. 

A 
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SIX STEPP. U%"G STONES TO ALL-ETDIA LEADERTHIP : 
THE SWNDESHI SAMIA, ME MZUAT MOVE2, MT AND NONCCOPM%T "ON (1917-1919) 

3- The Swadeshi Sn. bha 

Unile the Satyagraha Sabha was still active, Candhi in June 1919 founded 

a secona organisation to carry forward the constructive side of his 

programme. The Slwadechi 'SaUna was lc=nclhed with Gandhi's character- 

istic ener, -, y and determination, but for reasons which we can only 

s-peculate about was not a success. 74here is no mention of the Swadeshi 

oa ad very . abha in GcandhVs Auto!, LoL. T., -nhy, nor in Tendulkar's bi r phy an 

little. has been -published about It. 

Swadeshi was not a new concept. At the time of the Partition of Deneal S 

in 1(905 a major movement for the boycott of British gcods and the pro- 

motion of Indian manufactures had beea launched by nationalists in 

Bengal and was supported else, 6hexra in India. According to a recent 

commentar. y, the Bengal campaign had t,.; o aspects: 

On the one hamd, British wares were burnt at public places and 
shops'selling them were picketed; on the other, a vigorous, 
drive was made for the p-roduction ar. d sale of Swadeshi goods. 
The confectioners vowed against using foreign sugar, washermen 
against washing foreign clothes, priests against performing 

pi materi-als. Wonen of the Deccan and 'nangal ]2u, iqr, with foreigp 
gave up for! ýIgn bangles and glass utensils. Students refused to 
use foreign paper. Lven doctors and pleaders refused to 
patronise doz-ders in British Lirmu-117ac-Iturres. " 1 

Fourteen years later Candhi ac'mowledged his debt to, ýhe earlier 

movement, but decided that It was totally im-practical to. substituto 

across the board Indian goods for Brit'r-h goods as the Bengal movement 

had tried. Feople who took a vow not to use British goods of any sort 

would find this vow impossible to keep and the movement would break 

down. Therefore, he proposed to be aelective in promoting swadeshi, 

or home manufacturing. As he said to a mee-Iting in Boubay in June 

1919: 

"When swadeshi was introduced in Bengal, the people there were 
not ready for It, nor the tiaders. The leaders then embarlied upon 
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the task of spreading swadeshi far and wide among the people, 
and gave it up, for, in the attempt to take -too big a step, they 
lost every-thing ... If we think of using everything swadeshi, all 
at once, the result will .; e that we chall cucceed in uzing, none. 
I an placing before the people a prcgra=e uhich they can assimilate 
and carry out. " 2 

He repeated the swie thought to a Swadeshi Salha meeting in Ahmedabad 

later in the sane month: 
"The fault, then, which :1 hame n3tIcc-d in tie earlier movenent, is 
this, that it was organised on too large a scale. it Is plain 
enough Uhat we cannot have everything s-m-adeshi all at once. " 3 

Gandh. ',.. typically, was raluctant to advocate "too biC a step". Too often 

; olltical and scc'. al movcments overreached themselves md collapsed, 

because they went beyond the capacity for sacrif ice of their sup-porters. 

He wanted a swadeshi c=paign which the people could "assimilate al-d 

carry out". Gandhi felt that the place to stcxt with was with cloth 

for a number of practical reascns. After fco, -'-, clothin,; was a primary 

necessity of life; 
4 

the 1, --rgest proportion of Indian income spent on 

foreign good3 waa used to buy imported clcthl zx. d historically, India 

had had a f1curlshing textille ind-astrj. -5 in addl4-tion, 
*Gmdh-5 wanted to 

tap the unutilised energy of wom"ýen and 1-. e felt that this could be done 

if they took up spiming in their own homes. 0 Moreover, spinnin, - and 10 

weaving in the villages would bring in e. -.. t---a L. -. ome for rural fan*, Alies 

durin-, the months when thera was no work on the land. 7 To launch such 

a progra. -ame on a A. 

., arge scale was an extraordinarily ambitious conception, 

which naturally demanded a concentration of effort. Vji'hen later, the 

projýosal was made to extend the Swadeshi campaign to suFart, Gandhi 

agreed in principle with encourai-, -Lng Indian =zufacture of suSar but 

declined to make this an objective of the campaign, which was still 

confined to cloth. 

A 

Gandhi's swadeshi campaign, however, wns distinguished fron the earlier 

Bengal movement in another significant way - and this rresumably heA 

a lot to do with the slow growth of the movement. He was stronely 
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opposed to the boycott of British goods. 
9 He thought that such a 

boycott was impractical; ralso, it was a negative concept and it, 

might encourage dependence an other foreign good3 i0iich would be 

ir.; orted as substitutea. Eighteen months later, in the Naticnal 

Corgress programme of 'Lloncooperation, he was forced to modify his 

oppo^zItion to boycott, 'but in 1919 through tha Swadeshi Oahha Candhi 

placed his emphasis on swadesh-4 alone. He felt thant Boycott would 

generate antagonistic feelings towards -Ohe Bri-; CACII and could only be 

considered effective if it drew ovenihelming sup-tjo. rt so a3 to 

materially affect or "punish" British cloth producers. it was 

-. '_-able to pr. -thou om ote swadeshi wi boycott, becwase thJs was a 

. po8-tlve prog-rax-me to develop indian skilla and resources vhich could 

be said to be effective even if only one individu. --. 1 adopted it. 

Boycott i7n Gandhi's view was a ehort-texm movement, colely gocared 

0 

to a 1ýolillical objectlve; whereas swcdeshi was a life-l-ling prin--iple 

for building a new so%-. ial order. 
10 

With this concýepticn, Gandhi tried to ccnsL---act a campaign. wh. -, ch 'vao 

geared realistically to the practicall capacities of the 1n. d3 -all peoPle 

and to their needs. He zought, at the same time decisively to modify 

the swadeshi idea. ]-,. a transformed it irito zalreligious rather than 

Tbl it 
Acal principle, or rather a reý oicus principle which would 

underlie and help to sh-nma- political activity. 
11 This pýrinciple 

of' swadeshi - which -ias expressed primarily -In the camraign to-pr3note 

hand-spinning, but later in many other f om. 3- was to become a 

guiding concept behind all his constructive work in india. - In a 

report on a speech Gandhi made in Poona in July 1919 the religious 

standpoint is stressed: 

"He had defined swadeshi as restricting oneself to the use and 
servica of one's inmediate curroundings to the exclusion of the 
more remote ... He felt that the first and elementary duty of 
man was to use and serve his neighbours and that if he wen'. 
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farther for his needs and services, it argued on his part more 
regard for self than for others, " 12 

In rural Gujarat in August, he was more splecif ic, as another report shows: 

I "To him the religious aspect was all sufficient. That elementary 
religion which was co=aon to mankind taught him to be kind and 
attentive to their neighbours. An Individual's service to his 
country and humanity consisted in serving his neighbours. If 
that was true, It was their religious duty to support their farmers, 
4- artisans, such as weavers, carpenter3, et. -. And so long as the 
Godhra farmers and weavers could supply the wants of the Godhra 
citizens, the latter haA no right to go outside Godhra and support 
even (say) lthe Bombay farmers and weavers. Ile could not starve 
his neighbour and claim to serve his distant cousin in the Nort-h 
Pole. "ibis was the basic principle of all religions nnd they 
would find that it was also of true and humane economics. " 13 

Thus Gandhi devised a specific cenpaign to promote his religious ideal 

of swadeshi. lie later called suadeshi "an e4wern, -l princirle whose 

eglect has brought untold grief 4. n0 -o mamkind. "'14' 

The basis of the swedeshi caripaig-i wis inevitably a religious vow. 

Caimihi launched the new movement on the day of the Roulatt, hartal, April 

6, inviting his lizteners on the beach at Bombay to take the vow three 

days later-during a religious festival. in two leaflets distributed 

on Iýpril 8, Gandhi gave the text, of the vows 

"With God as my witness, I solemnly declare that from today I 
shalVconfine myself, for ny personal requirements, to the use of 
cloth, manufactured in India from r1ndian cotton, silk and wool; 
and I shall altogether abstain from using foreign cloth, and I 
shall destroy all foreign cloth in my possession. " 

A 

He thought that while the "purifying movement" of satyagraha was going 

on, that is, the work of the Satyagraha Sabha in oreanising the April 

hartal mid civil disobedience, this was a supreme and "revolutionary" 

moment, during which "allied activities have an easy, I chance of success". 15 

Moreover, when the riotis following the hartal forced hin to. suspend civil 

disobedience, swadeshl propaganda became a useful substitute for action 

against the Rowlatt Act -"in order to keep the people fully engvged". 16 

Yet in principle -md in practice Gandhi was deterriined to keep the 

swadeshi campaign separate from the Rowlatt Oatyagraha. 17 
At the same 
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time as he was confronting or planning to confront the Raj with civil 

disobedience against the Rowlatt Act, he wrote to the Viceroy and to 

18 the Governor of Bombay requesting them to sign the swadeshi pledge. 

Siradeshi. he explained, was not a political movement - though It was 

"fraught with Political consequences" - and could be supported by people 

not in symTatly with his political wor%. In this ý. ray, Gandlil Bignified 

his bona fides as a =, ttyagrahi, one who was working for the good of 

Indian society at the same time as he challenged the Raj on a con- 

tentious*-political issue. Not surpri " sl_ngly, British officials did not 

adopt the swadeshi pledge as Gandhi requested, but he did receive 

guarded support from some of them in lromoting swadeshi; 
19 

sinilarly 

Indian and Anglo-Indian leaders who opposed him in his civil disobed, *Aence 

programme publicly supported his eiradeshi work. 
20 

However, despite his initial promation of the swadeshi vow through the 

two leaflets published at the time of the Eowl, -'#. t hart?.. l, Gandhi delayed 

launching the Swadesshi Sabha until mid-June. In the intervening pe-riod 

he appears to have been brought face-to-face with a great deal of 

resistance to his proposU. As he stated in a new leaflet on the 

swadeshi vow. published in May, the idea had "no; i been fully thrashed 

out", and a number of clarifications and practical a1terations made. 

First, he stressed the point that the s,, mdeshi vow was not related to 

the Rowlatt agitation, but would continue long after the repeal of that 

Act. Seco; id, he had to emphasise the importance of "Commercial honesty". 

In the previous swadeshi campaign during the time of the Bengal partition 

millowners and ehcýpkeepers had taken advantage of the campaign to charge 

Inflated prices for Indian goods of inferior quality, and this had not 

been forgotten. 21 Third, he had to ask people not to buy large quantities 

of swadeshi cloth, because Indian suppliers could not meet the demand. 

This understanding forced him later to emphasise In his campaign the . 
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production of swadesh! cloth, as much vs its consumption'. Finally, 

there were problems in obtaining 1ndian yarn frcm which towave the 

cloth. He was thus obliged to introduce two new vows, a "pure 

swadeshi vow" which was similar to that proposed in April, and a 

"mixed swadeshi vow" which committed the signatory to wearing Indian 

cloth irrespective of where the yarn came from. Both vows, however, 

could be restricted to a limited number of years, rather than committing 

the signatory for a life-time as in 'April; and neither mentioned the 

destruction of foreign cloth. Also, Gandhi had relaxed somewhat his 

idealistic requirement that the yarn and cloth be hand-spun and hand- 

woven in order to constitute pure swadeshi. 
2, D 

Mien the Swadeshi Sabha was finally launched with the publicat-Jon of 

a fcurth leaflet on the Suadeshi Vow on June 18, Gandhi admitted: 

"We advisedly deferred issuing this 'Aleat'let so Long, for the 
reason that we thought It necessary to make some provision for 
the supply of cloth to intending signatories before giving the 
vow wider publicity. " 23 

Shops selling "pure swadesh! " were opened in Bombay-and Ahmedabad 

and branches of the Swadeshi Sabha started'in both these cities. Over 

the next few months Gandhi opened a number'of other swadeshi stores in 

Gujarat, 24 On July 1', the Central Suadeshi Branch was founded-'in 

Bombay to co-ordinate branches of the Sabha, throug 
., rhout'the Bombay 

Pkesidency, whith Gandhi inevitably as President. The managing 

committee of the Sabha'was to consist of 30 membersf branches were to 

have a minimum of ten members. In addition to the "pure" E,, nd "mixed" 

vows, there was now a third vow, permitting those who were already in 

possession of foreign clothing to retain this, but conmiitting them in 

future to buying only cloth manufactured 
I In India. 25 Gandhi confessed 

later to be embarrassed by this compromise. 

I 
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Me swadeshi stores were committed to selling at a profit of no more 

than 5,5 to 721%, 
6 

Gandhi, on learning that only 25% of the demand-for 

cloth in India could be met from Indian mills, had shifted a great deal 

of his attention to the production of swadeshi cloth. He concluded that 

it was impossible to expand mill-production quickly enough to meet the 

demand and that therefore the only realistic approach coincided with 

his religious standpoint, that home-production-of yarn and cloth was 

the best way to produce the required amounts of swadesh! cloth in a 

short period. 
27 Members of the Sabarmati Ashram'in Ahmedabad had been 

weaving for some years; Gandhi now instructed them to concentrate on 

hand-spinning. - Gandhi quite se"If-consciously saw his ashram, setting an 
28' 

example to people interested in the campaign. E: xperLients in spinning 

and weaving at the ashran, were cdmplemented by-a contest launched 

-through Nnvajivan to Invent a more efficient spinning wheel. 
29 One of 

Gandhi's followers was despatched to research hand-loom weaving In, all 

. 
30 In Gujarat parts of India In his many speeches to womenIs meetings ý 

Gandhi urged the women to take up spinning and their husbands weaving. 

Frequently-he point out the example of Gangabehnt the woman he had met 

at the Broach conference in 1917, who had succeeded in establishing a 

network of over 100 spinners and weavers in a rural part of the 

princely state of Baroda, which adjoined Gujarat. He also persuaded 

high-class Indian ladies in Bombay to take up regular spinning lessons 

as an example to other indian women. 
31 Gi-adually a network was est- 

ablished where-the Sabha branohes supplied cotton to the, spinners and 

cloth to the swadeshi store3.32 
Much of this was of po_or quality, and 

Gandhi began to argue for the superior aesthetic pleasure of wearing 

homespun, however coarse, to being clothed in finerlmachine-iriade or 

foreign garments! By September he was able to claims 

"As a result of the present movement about 2,000 wheels are working 
and 200. weavers have begun to weave afresh. " 33 
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ribis of course was a significant beginning for the Fladi campaign 

which was to become an integral rart of the constructive programme 

launched in later years. But is was not the revolutionary impact 

which Gandhi had anticipated in April. Moreover, sales of swadeshi 

cloth and signatories to the three vows did not spread as he had hoped. 

In Jhly he admit-Led: 

"The vow of the third category is so simple that I even felt 
ashamed when including it, for there can be no vow which does 
not entail some suffering. I cannot understand why people have 
not taken such a simple vow in large numbers. There should be 
none in Bombay who has not taken one or other of the three vows. " 34 

Opening a new swadeshl store in Bombay in Septembert he complainedt 

"If the swadeshi movement were flourishing in India as we want 
it to flourish, we would have swaraj -Ciis very day. But, friends, 
it is not. " 

Gandhi --YAid that he had received letters telling him that if he wený'to 

open a swaAeshi store where they lived, then the people would take up 

swadesh! cloth; but this hadn't'. happened where he had done so. The 

explanation that it was the poor quality of the indian-Lmade cloth 

which was the problem did not mollify him - 'To cloth anywhere in the 

world can stand comparison with what I am wearing. Surely the ? hqgav? A 

Gita doesn't say that we should dress ourselven in delicate Japanese 

fabrics. ' ' But he seems to have acceptedat -this point that EL gradual 

adoption of the swadeshi campaign was the best he could hope for, and 

then only if "the young people" toolc it up. 
35 

One major restriction on Gandhi's promotion of the Swadeshl Sabha was 

Bombay Presidency. 3 When finmlly in November he was permitted to go 

that he was still confined at this time by government order to the 

to the lluýnjab he found there a much healthier tradition of hand- 

spinning and'w'eaving than in Gujarat. 37 He continued to speak on 

the subject of swadeshi, especially to women's groups, -and to open 

Swadeshi Stores in different parts of India, but perhaps because of, 
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the effort he was putting into the Punjab Inquiry and simultaneously 

into building up the KhIlfat movement, he seems not to have put a 

major organisational drive into promoting the Swadeshi Sabha outside 

the Bombay Presidency after his first initiative In June. His promotion 

of swadeshi was personal and piecemeal until eventually It becane 

absorbed into the concept and progrz=me of Noncooperation. Indulal. 

Yajnik devotes a chapter to the Swadeshi Sabha in ME; account of Gandhi's 

activities at this time. He shows hoir the Gujarat workers were directed 

to take up spinning following the collapse of the Rowlatt civil disobed- 

craft, ience campaign and how many of them abandoned this difficu? t 

and the Swadeshi Sabha, when they got swept up into the '5iilafat 

agitation and wor% for the Amritsar session of the Ccngress in December 

1919.38 Gandhi was clearly casting around for direction at this time 
0- 

but his underlying and long-term faith in the sweAeshl camVaign is 

clearly demonstrated by a remarluble article he published in Youn- 4-ý 

India just before the Amritsar Congress, under the heading "SýmzraJ in 

Swadeshl". Ihis was the Congress session where the political leaders 

had to decide whether to accept or reject the flontagu-Chelmsford RefOrM8. 

Gandhi commenteds 

"The much-talked of Refox-ns B11.11 will become the law of the land 
within a few days and in due, course the new legislature will talke 
the place of the old ... I have refra-'ned from expressing an 
opinion on the report of the Joint Co. maittee for I do not feel 
sufficiently interested in it. It is not pozsible to be enthused 
over a thing which when analysed means little for the people ... 
I would simply- urge that ve should tat: e the fullest advantage of 
it 

000*' 

"But the real reform that India needs is ewades: hi in its true sense., 
The immediate problem before us is not how to ran the government of 
the countryi but how to feed and clothe curselves ... The Reform 
Scheme, no matter how liberal it is, will not help to solve the 
problem in the immediate futura. But swadeshi can solv-- it now 

"I know (that swader-hi) means a revolution In our mental outlook. 
And it is because it is a revolution that I claim that the way to 
swaraj lies through swadeshi. A nation that can save sixty crores 
of rupees per year and distribute that large sum amongst its 
spinners and weavers in their own homes will have acquired powers 
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of organisation and industry that must enable It to do everything 
else necessary for its organic growth. 

"Ibe dreamy reformer whisperEs Nait until I get responsible 
government and I will protect India"s industry, without our 
women having to spin and our weavers having to weavt;. ' This 
has been actually said by thinking men ... 

(But) India cannot 
wait for a protective tariff and protection will not reduce the 
cost of clothing. Secondly, mere protectien will not benefit the 
starving millions. They can enly be helped by being enabled to 
supplement their earnings by having a spinning industry restored 
to them. So whether we have a protective tariff or not, we 
shall still bbve to revive the hand-spinning industry and 
stimulate hand-weaving. " 

Gahdhi went on to say that, if he had his way, he would make spinning 

or weaving compulsory for all Indians and he would start in the 

schools and colleges because they presented "ready-made organised units". 

Starting new factories would not deal. with the problem in tirae and would 

not succeed in distributing the extra wea1th to the peasantrl, but would 

concentrate money and laboi., = a. -%d thus make matters worsse. 
40 

The Amritsar Congress was the session where Gandhi made his mark as 

a member of. this body for the first ti S'wade n P Ime. In the "Swaraj in . S, V, 

article he presented himself to congressmen ras a mature political 

figure with a range of practical concerns which went far beyond the' 

narrow preoccupation with political representation-which had been the 

prime focus of Congress up to then. lie professed hirizelf not much 

interested in the political reforms because they missed the pointt 

which was the poverty of the peoTle which he-felt they should tackle 

by their own direct efforts. The Swadeshi Sabha was Gandhi's first 

effort to practice what he preached throueýh a constructive programm. e 

launched on a mass scale. lbough it remained formally in being for 

some years, the Sabha did not have the impact which Gandhi had hoped. 

What it did was to bring many of his political co-workers much closer 

to the philosophy and way of life which he -, ms promoting in his ashram. 

it also provided a pool of skilled worIkers and technical experience 
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for the later Madi movement. 16%at it did, too, was to announce to 

the Indian National Congress a frech way of building a popular move- 

ment for national independence. Many of Gandhilo political co-workers, 

now committed to the swaderl-ii prcgrar-me, were with him when he made his 

b'id to capture the organisation. of Congress less than a year later. 

And they constituted his loyal sup-porters when he tried to Introduce 

swadeshi as a main plank in the progrwxne of Congress in subsequent 

years. 

a 
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SUMARY 

1. Gandhi launched the swadesh! campaign on April 6, the same day as 
the Rowlatt hartal; th4s indicating the broad satyagraha movement he was a 
hoping to initiate. lloiwer, later he chose to differentiate the swadechi 

campaign from the political movement against the Rowlatt Act, and this 
' 1: change of approach may be the reason, why the Swad, nsh! Sa ha itself was 

not founded until June. 

2. The basis of the swadeshl cam7paign was again a religious voir which 

committed the sienatory to wearing only Indian cloth manufactured 'L n 
Pro 

Indian yarns, and to destroy all foreign cloth in his or her possession. 
Later, the vow was modified and variations introduced to meet a number 

of practical objections, 

3- 7he practical nature of Gandhi's org,, anising method is well- 
illustrated in this, the most idealistic of his campaigns: 

(I)' Swadesh! had established itsel: 'L' In Bengal more than ten 

years earlier as a campaign to find substitutes for all Britissh 

goods during a boycott campaign. Gandhi viewed this as hope- 

lessly impractical. Ho thereforo isolated cloth as the sole 
item to concentrate on in a new eiradeshl, canpaign which, he 

felt, could actually be implemented on a vast scale. This 

"limited" objective was reinforced by an "extreme" nethod, 
taking a sacred vow. 

(U) In the earlier Bengal carripaign, swadeshi stores had 

0 ge profits. exploited the shorta-e of indian cloth to ma!: e larg 

Gandhi proposed 5 to 71% as a maximum profit for stores; he 

alzo shifted attention from the consumption of swadeshi cloth 
to its produc-tion, which he thought could be net most effectively 
by cotta-e industries. 0 
(M) Gandhi seems to have believed that individuals spinning 

and weaving in their own homes could meet the demand for cl3th 

more quicIdy than could an exp, ". sion of factory production. A 

more valid argument, probablyt was h--*, s further point that the 

distribution of income gained from increazing production of 

cloth would be more equal if the emphasis was on cottage 
industries. 

(iv) qonsolidating his earlier work In the Ahmedabad ashran to 

develop skills in weaving, v. shx-,. n wor*, Iers and other supporters 

were now instructed to improve their techniques of spinning. 
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Also classes were st, %rted with educated women to try by example 
to take the craft of spinning to the villages. 

(v) Once permitted to enter the Punjab, Gandhi diecovered. there 

a flourishing tradition of spinning., and weaving and he proceeded 
over the next few months to ý, pen new swadeshi stores Im several 
parts of the country. 

4. The Swadeshi Sabha did not 'have the L-apact for which Gandhi had 
hoped and the more politically-orlented workers were pulled back 
into other activilUes as Gandhi tool up the r. hilafat and Punjab iscues. 

5. Gandhi persisted i'n a romantic view that the British in India 

might support his swadeshi campaign. He wrote' to the Governor of 
Bombay and to the Viceroy requesting their support,, without result. 
His public meetings to promote swnadeshi were occasionally patronised by 
British officials, though. 

6. The swadeshi campaign met with support from a number of Indian, 

politl-ý, -al and cultural figures, as for example some associated with the 
Servants of india Society, who would not, have sup-ported Gandhi's civil 
disobedience movement. The Ewadczhi cxmpaign was one of the factors 

i. hich enabled G. %n&d to maintain the high rersona. 1 regard of some 
prominent "moderate" ! aaders. 
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The. Xhilafat Movement 

Most accounts of Gandhi's activities in 1919, if they refer to the 

Swadeshi Sabha at all, treat it as a short-lived experiment which 

he took up in some desperation an-, '. dropped quickly when he got 

involved in the 1ýhilafat campaign. 
41 

It is tne that the Swadeshi Sabha 

did not have the sweeping effectiveness which Gandhi had expected. What 

he had presented as a pra&-iatic "one step at a time" approach to 

swadeshi, in practice made demands of his fellow Indians which most 

found it impossible to fulfil. Pledging oneself to wear only clothink; 

made in India, or devoting hours of one's time to learning the arts of 

spinning and weaving, were not commitments that could be made easily. 

Gandhi's "particularist" approach made enormous demands on those who 

followed his lead. Moreover, Gandhi did get caught up in more 

im:, nediate political causes. He does appear to have neglected the 

Swadeshi Sabha itself after his in-itial enthusiasn. 

Nevertheless, the principles of swadeshi. were to play an important 

part in the programme of Noncooperation Vnich he developed between 

1919 and 1922)first, as a strategy for the'iýbilafat movement in con- 

frontation with the Raj, and then in more extended form; for the national 

movement itself under the leadership of Congress. "Ilie concept ct a 

pogitive movement to develop self-reLlance amcng the people was a 

principle which he refined and extended . 1roughout the rest of his career. 

Always, this work provo'., ed he3itaticn and scepticlem =ong many of his 

supporters who followed him, on the one hand, as a national leader 

of outstanding insight and energy but who were reluctant, on the othert 

a to go "the whole hog" and adopt all the requirements of his social pro- 

gramme. Always there was a tension between his imistence that the 

constructive work was non-political "national work" or "public service", 

and his simultaneous assertion that only through the medium of this con- 
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structive programme could a genuinely unified nationalist movement 

be built. 

7he failure of the Swadeshi Sabha to take root in 1919; Gandhi's 

shift on to more short-term "political" issues like the ý-Iiilafat 

and Punjab questions; but his development and promotion of the 

swadeshi programme within the new campaigns - these illustrate the 

difficulty which he found in promoting his religiou-sly-based social 

programme. In the late summer of 1919, Gandhi might have persisted 

in the narrow task of assembling In the Sýradeshi bc. abha a co. mpany of 

true believers; but his drive to put his id., 7! as across to the Indian 

nation as a whole led him into alliance with nationalists of other 

perzuasions whom he thcn tried again to lead in his direction. 

'Ihe 11-hilafat campaign was cnee of 'the st=ngert. alliances which Gandhi 

forged. In London as a student in the 1890s and 1. n South tfrica 

. before retýrning to India, Gandhi had formed firm attachments with 

Indian Muslims. On the basis of the unity that had been achieved 

in the satyagraha struggles in South 11. friica, Gzindhi believed that a 

similar alliance between Muslim and Hindu was possible in India 

itself. Hindu-Muslim Unity was a precept of his in 1916 at the same 

time as the national, leaderships of the Congress 41-nd Muslim League 

were effecting a political alliance for the first time to press for 

constitutional changes from the Raj. 'Where the approach between the 

established national leaderships and Gandhi cn the question of 

unity was different, however, was that*Gandhi looked to a unity 

among the people based on reconciliation and mutual respect at a 

local and village level, whereas the approach of the established 

politicians was for two separately oreanised "monolithic" communities 

to come together through political bargaining and accommodation 

between their separate leaderships. 
43 The Congress and League 
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politicians moved in 1916 towards a negotiated compact through 

which they could Jbintly press their claims on the British. 

G andhi, typically, was more radical, though he did support the 

Congress League Pact of 1916. He sought a lasting solution 

organised from the bottom-up through a change in the religious 

and social customs of the ordinary Hindu and Muslim people. He 

thought that the way to achieve this was through em-phasising X-ather 

than playing down or neglecting the religious Identities of the 

people. He sought to mobilise the best elements in the religious 

traditions and amo-, -3 the respactive religious leaderships, 

emphasising tolerance, integrity and respect for diversity. 

On his return to India in 1915, Gandhi pursued his pupular Aratcgy 

for communal unity by seeking links with the Pan-Islamic movement 

rz-ong indian Muslims. Pan-icl, -mic leaders were questioning- the 

conservative, pro-Briti U in sh line adopted by the M sl* League which 

had been based on cooperation with the Britiz-h Raj in order to secure 

the position of the Muslin minority in India. The pan-Islamists 

felt that this had fail Ie-d to protect the int I 
er Ie- sts of India n 

Ruslims who were being left behind by the emergence of popular 

Indian nationalism. They were also critical of a secular drift in 

League policy, favouring the re-assertion of a iluslL-i unity across 

national frontiers focused on the religious leadership of the Sultan 

of Turkey, the 1%hallfah, with his co: rmand of the Holy Places'in the 

Middle East. When the First World War saw India, as part of the 

British Empire, automatically pulled into a war against the Ottoman 

Ehpire, which had aligned With Germany, thin posed a conflicit of 

loyalties for-the''Indian pan-Islamists. Islamic' countries In th -e 

Middle East were undergoing major upheavals as the rival Imperial 

powers undermined more than 400 years of stable Turkich rue, 

encouraging nationalist movements in the course of the, war to upset 
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the old order. Indian Muslims looked on powerless as European troops 

and European-sponsored nationalist movements overthrew the Turkish 

Empire, dislodged the Khalifah, and occupied the Holy Places. Then 

came the dividing up of the spoils of War In the Peace Treaties which 

followed the Allied victory. For the Pan-Islamists and their supporters 

in India, a fundamental tene. 0 4 of their religion was under threat. Muslim 

control of the Holy Places through the reliýgious institution oý the 

1ýhilafat was about to be abolished, despite wartime promises from the 

Briti-sh political leaders that 1,11uslim sensitivities in the Middle East 

would be respected. Ilie Ali brother3, Mohammad and Shaukat, were Delhi 

journalists who -publicly stated the dilemma. the War placed them in. 

For their pains, they were put under house arr, st - and Gandhi purzued 

their case and their friendship, along wit1h that of other pan-Islamic 

leaders like Abdul Bari. 

Other nationalist Hindu leaders wer3 more circumsp#, -ct in taking up,, the 

lu'Alafat cause, but Gandhi as a radical religious revivalist, critical 

of, the political calculations of the establiahed politicians, had no 

such qualms. His position was that Indian Hindus were obliged to 

support their Nusli: % brothers when fundamental tenets of their religiou3 

faith were under threat. Moreover, the Britich government had pledged 

itself on several occasions to protect the interest of the Indian 

Muslims in the Middle East and must be held to those pleda 
42"', 

., es. His 

support for the campaigm of the Ali brothers against their detention 

first gained him the confidence of ihe pan-Islamist leadership. Then 

the Rowlatt Satyagraha indicated that a popular alliance might be 

achieved between the pan-Islamist Muslims and nationalist supporters 

of Gandhi. After the collapse of the Rowlatt Satyagraha Gandhi con- 

tinued to support the, paný-Thlaiaist claims on- the X1ilafat. , As a 

result when the ýhilafat movement itself was put to the test towards- 

the end of 19199 Gandhills commitment to the cause was tested too. 
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7he issue was the Peace terms imposed on Turkey at the end of the war. 

Supporters of the --hilafat movement realised that they needed Hindu 

support if they were to mount a serious challenge to the British 

government. They also needed an effective method of struggle which 

fell short of violent rebellion against the Raj. Therefore they looked 

to Gandhi to cerient an alliazico and to advine thcm on their campaign. 

The basis of the alliance was the need of the Indian 1, an-Islamists for 

Hindu support against the Raj, but also the new method of struggle 

which Gandhi was develop-, n, 3. By the -. w. uaer of 1920, Gandhi felt that 

"the moment of moments" had arr-^ved. Hi3 called upon Hindus to do all In 

their power to support the Muslims, for such an opportunity of unitin. Q,, 

the two communities "would not arise in a hundred years", 
45 

Pre-oarations For Taking Up the ibilarat IrLs-sue 

In 1919, as the realit of an impending struggle beli. 1-he Raj and y -ween -1 

Muslim subjects became clearer, Gandhi concentrate4 on two things. 

First, was the need to assure himself and have the agreement of 

Muslin religious le?. ders that satyagr. 9ha, the nonviolent method of 

struggle, was consistent with Islamic teaching. Gandhi never sought. 

to deny that a violent struggle was consissent, with the Islamic 

religion; his problem was to achieve consent among Nusl-. 'Am divinesl 

first, that nonviolence was not specifically excluded-by the '., oran 

as a means of struggle for Muslims, and second that a programme of Q 

nonviolent action could be taken up by the 1-11uslim community of India, in 
46 

a life and death struggle, irith the authority of the i7oran behind theme 

W"th Discussions with the Ali brothers, 4A44h Abdul Bari. and other Muslimý 

religious leaders, eventually convinced Gandhi that he was on the right 

lines. Thus in a speech on the ýbilafat issue to a meeting of Muslims 

in Bombay in May 1919, only a month after the nowlatt hartal. (and 

before he had given up the idea of renewing civil disobedience on this 

issue) , Gandhi commented on the need of Musl. -Igis to be able to enforce 
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their demands on the Raj: 

"When people have become enraged against governments for a 
deliberate failure to carry out their wiehes, they have resorted 
to violence and I Imow that many consider that violence is the 
only remedy open to them when ordinary agitation has failed. This 
is an age-lon*emedy. I consider it to be barbarous and I have 
endeavoured to place before the people and the Government another 
remedy which does away with violence In any shape or form and is 
infinitely more successful than the latter. If eel. we are not just- 
ified in resorting to violence for asserting our rights. - it Is 
nobler by far to die than to kill. Had it not been for my talks 
with Barisahib (Abdul Bari) I would have he---* tated to tal! r to you 
on a subject which is deeply religious. But he assured Me that 
there was a warrant enough for satyagraha in the Holy VOran. He 
agreed with the inter '$I pretation of the 'Koran to the effect that 
whilst violence under certain well-defined circumstances is per- 
missible, self-restraint is dearer to God than violence, and that 
is the law of love. That is satyagraha - violence is a concession 
to human weaR-ness, satyagraha is an obligation. " 47 

In February 1920, Gandhi stated In Nava. ilvan, his side of the "agreement" 

he had reached with the Ali brothers and with the Muslim divine, Hasrat 

14ohani: 

" 'When you offer satyagr, -iha, invite me to join you; at other 
times, I am not with you. ' " 

He went on to describe the response he had received f -rom tthe three 

Ybilafat leaders: 

"The Brothers do not put unqualified faith in satyagraha. Hasrat 
Mohani Saheb, however, whispered to me in passings 'I cannot say 
whether saty, Zrahla can --Iways be practical buts for this 'purpose 
and in these times, I too beliove that there is no other weapon 
like it. i shall certainly therefore propagate it'.,, 43 

7he second fundamental requirement for which Gandhi pres5ed in 1919 as 

the likelihood for the 1, bilafat, movement of conflict with the Raj came 

nearer, was that the movement should def ine carefully what its object- 

ives were, and then commit itself to them seriously and devise a method 

for enforcing them. His correspondence and speeches In 'the summer of 

1919 are full of suggestions to the ýbilafatlsts that they should state 

their claims straightforwaxdly and plan a realistic canpaign which would 

bring significant pressure on the Raj. Addressing a meeting predominantly 

of Muslims in Bombay in September, Ganc1hi upbraided his audience in his 

familiar style when preparing a community f or nonviolent struggle: 

I confess I do not fear the ministerial neglect of duty so much 
as I fear yours - the leaders' on the platform and this vast 
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'audience. If you and I do not do our duty today, we shall riChtly 
deserve the curses of the millions of Mohammedans who are hoping 
that somehow things will come out right ... The British rulern ... 
take no time to find out whether ue are serious or at play. T- 
want therefore to ask you to ask yourselves whether you are 
serious about this very serious natter ... A sincere and true man 
is ready to sacrifice himself for a cause. Are ycu ready to 
sacrifice yourself for a c4i; se? Ara you ready to sacrifice your 
ease, comfort, commerce and even your life? Then you are satya- 
grahis and you will win. " 4-) 

0 

Earlier, in May. Gandlil had invited Bombay Z-hilafatists to experiment 

themselves with satyagraha by_ joining the hartal orgzanised so cautiOuslY 

to protest against Horniman's deportation. 50 By Cctoberg when a 

I-Iiilafat Conference in Lucknow ca-led for a"YhIl-afat Day" of 24 hours 

of fasting and prayer, Gandhi tocit up the rroposal and urged non-MunlLms 

to maýe it a "national fast and naticna. 1 prayer" accompanied by sus- 

pe-ision of business, that is, another ha-rt, -1.51 As with the Florniman 

hartual in May, Gandhim's proposed demonstration for the Khilafat Day was 

significantly restricted when compared with the Rcirlat'ý. hartal; arSaint 

there were to be"no processions, no meetings". Gandhi felt, sure enough 

of his authority with 'the i7hilafat leade-3 to write a-most peremptorily 

to tlbdul Bari advising him to issue "public instructions" to MuSlims 

which would ask them to observe his proposed limitations on the form 

of the action. ' In the event, -the First Xhilafat Day passed off 

peacefully on October 17, and the call for prayer, fasting and au--pen- 

sion of business was observed in many partz of India. 

Thus by October 1919, Gandhi had won recognition from the major Xhilafat 
10 

leaders. in Bombay and northern India as a trustworthy U-1y, and his 

general approach, advocating satyagraha and a deadly serious, campaign 

to challenge the British, was being heeded. loben in November, a two-day 

conference of Xhilafat leaders was held In Delhi to discuss the outlines 

of a strategy for the iliilafat movement, Gandhi was the only-non-Muslim 
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invited to attend the first day's proceedings, which were private. 

He was also honoured by the invitation to presIde as ch. -ArMan oýer the 

second day's session which was public. 
53 I 

The Firist All-India 'Yhilafat Conference, November 1919 

This all-India P'hilafa+. Confercnce in Delhi on November 23 and A24 vas 

of decisive imparrtance for the ; aiilafat movement and for Gandhi's 

future In politics. Despite considerable differences of vieirppint, 

Gandhi was able to impose his personality on the gathorL., g and to 

carry the decision on several. inpoetant, points. Invitations had been 

sent to Hindu leaders to attend the public session of the conference; 

their cooperation had been souGht, by Cap. proposal that the conference 

would discuss ways of preventirL3 cow-slauýýhter in the Muslim coa-,, Iun- 

ities which Gave such offence to Hindu religious feelings. Gandhi h-ýd 

agreed to chair the public conference Eession on November 24. He 

therefore announced frci: i -the chair that lie could not allow the question 

of cow-slaughter to be discussed; this was a separate issue which should 

be discussed separately on its oTAm merits. As Gzandhi himself adnits, 

despite the wishes of several of his frIends -that the I isame should be 

discussed, the conference acquiesced beforo his wishes and it was not. 

Similarly, from his position in the chair, Gandhi was able to prevent a 

second issue being discussed at the conferenee. LSeveral Hindu supporters 

of the Khilafat movement felt that mass Hindu support could not be 

gained for the campaign unless the issue of the atrocities in the Punjab 

was combined with the i-hilafat issue as the basis of the campaign 

against the Raj. Gandhi - who at the time of the conference was 

heavily involved in the conduct of the Congress inquiry into the Punjab 

events and who had also received some satisfaction from the government 

by the appointment of the Hunter Commission to investigate the same 
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events - was strongly opposed to any attempt to combine the two 

issues. He argued that the t1ilafat question was an international 

issue relating to the teins of the peace treaty which was to be signed 

by governments at the end of the war; whercai3 the 11unjab question was 

an internal matter. On the .. bilafat question no significant concess- 

ions had been won, whereas on the Punjab further protest action should 

await the results of the two inquiries. 55 Agaln, from the chair, 

Gandhi's veto was respected by "the conference, despite strong feelings 

that his decision was ýistake. Gaithi was fully convinced 
I 
of his rieht 

as chairman to take this action. *, s he ex. umented in Navajiyan at the 

time: 

"Many had looked forward to(these qu-, ztions) being discussed. My 
ideas on both had been already fo=ed. ILf I ? -Iloved the issue 
of cow-Drotection to be discussed, the cause would be harved- 
If. L threw open the Punjab issue for debate, both the lunjab and 
. -ýhilpfat causes would cuffer. I could not let thic happen. V'y 
position, therefore, was extremely delicate. I had to tR-e upon 
myself the responsibillty of causingr pain to people whom I knew. " 56 

Judith Browh quotes fron, a Bombay police report on thd confrontation 

between Gandhi and his c-ritics over -,, --, he question of lin't'Ungs, the 

.. bilafat and Punjab issues: 

"Gandhi maintained his veto. The opposition then said that'the 
principle of deciding by majority vote had been adnitted at the meeting 
on the 23 rd and should apply to this question as well. Gandhi 
replied by a categorical statezent of his intention to resign 
the whole canpaign if any attempt was made to call for votes 
or even 1. -r any -unendment to'"tdecis-ion was suGgested. This threat 
cowed his opponents into submission. " 57 

We see here, therefore, Gandhils way out of /a dilemma in which he had 

placed himself by assuming the r010 Of a satyagraha leader attempting 

to lead supporters and cOlleague-, who ire-re not convinced upholders 

of the satyagraha doctrine or who were simply less well-versed than 

he was in the practice of it. Where he had made up his mind and w, " 

convinced that any concession by him would damnee the method of satya- 

graha and hence the cause for which he was fighting by this method, he 
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would insist on having his o-wn way, or resign the campaign. Given 

his desire to lead non-believers in satyagraha in c=paigns conducted 

according to the rules of sztyagraha, he really had no other choice. 

Thun the principle of authority became increasingly explicit In Gandhi's 

campaigns. He, the foremost exponent and practitioner of satyagraha, 

must be given decisive authority 'n the direction of satyzgraha 

campaigns. 

What we also see here is yet another example of Gandhi's "particularist" 

method. Muslims and Hindus should work together both to defend the 

i-hil, a_fat and to end cow-slaughter; but each issue deserved support on 

its own merits, not as part of a bargain between the two communities. 

Support offered in expectation of a reward, he said, wa! 5 "mercenary" 
0 

and undermined the integrity of a campaign and its supporters. 
5d in 

-principle, as we have noted, Gzndhi disliked pacts secured on the basis 

of nutual advantage. In his view, they bred suspic. 1on and recrimination 

when-one siile felt the bargain had not been kept. If Hindu support 

was offered to Muslims unconditionally on the : -. hilafat question then 

Muslims were in practice more 11. kely, genuinely to exr-mine and change 

those practices which offended Hindus. Similar high-nindeness motivated 

Gandhi on the question of linlking the , bilafat and Punjab issues. 

'W"hile the-, bilafat question demanded an immediate and fierce campaign 

and the willingness to make the utmost sacrifices, it would be wrong 

to whip up feelings against the gover=. ent on the Punjab question when 

this was already the subject of two inquiries. Thus Gandhi was 

willing and indeed determined to sacrifice the apparent political 

.4 adv, -mtage of automatic Hindu support which could be Gained by combining 

the i-hilafat issue with the question of cow-slaughter or the Punjab. 

Such scrupulous insistence on V-ckaing each issue in its own right ý 

would protect the movemement from the criticism of being opportunist* 0 
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Under the theory of satya-graha, it should even startle and disarm the 

opponent (in'this case, the British Raj and, in a sense, Indian Muslims) 

who finds that the satyagrahis are not playing politics by the usual 

rules but are Governed and sustained by a strict code of ethical 

conduct which will not be compromised for the 'zai. -e of' immediate advant- 

age. 
59 

On a third issue at the Delhi Kbilafat conference, Gandhi also partly 

had his way. As the need for % serious 1-juslim struggle short of violence 

to challenge the Raj had become clear, several Anilafatists had begun 

to call for a 'boycott of British Coods. Gandhi, as we have seen from 

our discussion of the Swadesh! Sabha, had already civen this matter a 

great deal of thought and was strongly opposed to boycott. His position 

focused primarily on two elements: first, the Lmportance of sustaining 

a sacred vow once made, but the impossibility of sustaining a gener-alised 

boycott of British goods; second, the negative feelings aroused by a 

boycott canýai&m. His approach was to be positive by promoting Indian 

manufactures; to be selective by choosing a particular vital area for 

Indian peasant economic life, clothing; and to-avoid specific hostility 

against the British by pro-noting a genersl boycott of all forein 

clothing. At the private meeting uhich Gandhi attended on November 23t 

a resolution to boycott British 6, --ods was debated at the subjects 

committee, which met in the afternoon to draft the resolutions, and at 

the general meeting, in. the evening. On both occasions, Gandhi was 

invited to speak -, against the resolution and, on bo'. h occasionsp despite 

Gandhi's opposition, the resolution wan carried. On the following day, 

however, in the public session over which Gandi presidedp the resolution 

In favour of boycotting British goods was not put before the meeting# 

and Gandhi spoke from the chair asking the xhilafatists to reconsider 

the decision they had taken the Vrevious day: Judith Brom co=ents 
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that at this public session Gandhi's influence over the oldlafatists 

was"carried to the point of dictatorship". She also notes that by the 

positions which Gandhi took, especially on the question of boycott, he 

helped to secure the positibn w1thin the alý-Tndia Xhilafat alliance 

of some prominent Bombay Muslim, businesSMen who were in dange-, of being 

outflanked by more extreme voices from north India. 
60 

11 - evertheless, despite his willingne3s to use his personal authority 

and his position in the chair to get his own way, Gandhi was profoundly 
influenced by the militants at Delh4. Hasrat Mohani, Gandhi's most 

stringent critic on the question of the boycott, had pointed out that 

"mere boycott of foreign clothm could not have the type of immediate 

impact on the British which was needed. Gandhit in struggling for a 

mode of action consistent with his satyagraha principles which would 

bring significant pressure '-to bear on the British governtient and channel 

the energies of the militants, hA upon the concept of with-drawing, 

cooperation frc-. -i the government. Boycott, which punished the British 

Veople for the actions of their government in india, wan a mistaken 

tactic in his vleu; withdrawal of cooperation from the Britieh govern- 

,, pod up that gove M,. ent by ment in India by individual Indians who pro-n 
numerous actions in their dal-ly lives was a quite different proposition. 
In his speech at the private conference on November 23, Gandhi, first 

ý 
formulated the concept of noncooperation and he repeated this from, the 

chair at the public session the following Llay. 
61. 

One o. & the resolutions 

at the private session had set up P. subcommittee to ccnsider further 

the questions of boycott md noncooperation. Preparation of a woelcable. 

programme of noncooperation became a rrajor concern of Gandhi in the 

months that followed. Judith Brown notes that, within six months$ Gandili 

had parted company with several of the Bombiy . "bilafat moderates., She 

commento: 
"By May he was no longer prepared to act as a Ehield for the 
Bombay moderates against the stronger policies of the leaders 
from northern India. The reasons behind this shift of position. 
can only be conjectured. It seems most probably that, having made 
an emphatic stand against violence and boycott, Gandhi realised 
that 

* 
he must produce a viable counter-plan in order to retain 

Muslim support. " 62 

This is undoubtedly correct. In his Autobiogra. -phy Gandhi states explio- 
itly that he was forced by the arguments of - Hasrat Mohan! - and implicitly 

by the strength of opinion which Mohan! repre3entad - to devise a pro- 

gramme which went Ijeyond "mere boycott of foreign, cloth". 
63 
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Prior to the Delhi conference, in August, Gandhi had begun calling 

on the Viceroy and the Secretary of State for India to resign if they 

were unable to persuade the British cabinet to secure the wishes of the 

Indian 11ilafatists at the peace conference which followed the war. 

He wrote in Navajivan: 

"We believe that Mr Montagu md Lord Chelmoford owe it, as a 
duty, to see that the Muzlims get the justice to which they are 
entitled, or, as a mark of protest against the injustice, to give' 
up their posts as Secretary of State for India and the Crourn's 
Representative (in India). " 64 

He continued to hammer away at this theme, arguing that the government 

should "make common cause with the people, 1ý5 When the government 

announced that "peace celebrations" were to be held across India to 

mark the end of the war with a. public l. estival, Gandhi's response was 
firm': 

"I venture to think that His Excellency the Viceroy can, if he 
will, tell His Majesty's ministers that Indians cannot par-ticipate 
in the celebrations, so long as the ;, hilafat question remains 
unsettled. And 1 do hope th'at His Majesty's ministers will 
recognise the necessity of securing and publishing an honourable 
settlement of the question before advising us to take part in 
peace celebrations". 66 

Candhi, therefore had no difficulty in supporting a resolution brought 

before the Delhi conference in November that the Viceroy should he asked 
to postpone the peace celebrations "until such time as the question of 

the ýIilafat was satisfactorily settled"; and that failing that, "no Indian 

would be able to take part in the Peace Celebrations". 
67 

This proposal 
for a boycott of the peace celebrations on December 13,1919, was the 

main immediate result of the Delhi conference and a first act of non- 

cooperation. Gandhi lent his powerful support to it and, with Muslim 

feelings rising in many parts of India, anbther nationwide hartal. similar 
to the Iiilafat Day on October 17 was attempted. Police reports state 
that "a serious curtailment of the proCramme of celebrations" was the 

result. 68 

Thus at the end of December, 1919, when the annual session of the 

Indian Nation-al. Cbngress was held in Amritsart Gandhi was by then a 

major figure among the leaders of a growing agit%tion among Indian 

Muslims and as well he was the principal organiser of the partially 

successful Rowlatt protests earlier Li the year. A-1though he had 
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already begun pointedly to call for the resignation of the Viceroy and 
the Secretary of State on the I'lUlafat issue, Gandhi was at an early 

stage in preparing for a nationwide 1111afat agitation. SLUlarly, 

on the issue of the Punjab, Gandhi was personally involved in a 
detailed investigation into the events of 'ý April and May 1919, and 

unprepared to launch a major protest agitation. Ihis helps to explain 
both the status which he possessed at the Congress session cand the 

moderating influence which he exercised during its Vroceedings. tD 

During 1920, the ýIiilafat movement became a major political force In the 

country. Decisive events included the release of the Ali brothers 

and Maulana Abul 'X'alan Azad from jail as part of an amnesty Eteged by 

the Pritish to mark the end of the war. Each of them threw himself 

wholeheartedly into the 1-hilafat struggle P-longside Gandhi. There was 

also the publication of peace terms unfavourable to TurRey cand the 

:, hilafat in May and their consolidation in the Treaty of Sevres in 

June; and the launching in June of a campaiý by the 'hilafatists to 

6et the terms of the treaty revised. At the end of May, the Hunter 

Commission's report on the lunjaýo was published which totally failed to 
"demands and expectations - and from this satisfy 1hdian nationalists 

point on the basis for linking the --hilafat and 'APunjab. issues was patent. 

Finally, there was the holding of a Special Sescion of Congress at 

Calcutta in'September 1919 to consider the program=. c of Noncooperation 

being promoted by Gandhi and the Milafatists. 

Gandhi, as a champion of the ý,: hilafat cause and the principal organizer 

of the *1'hilafat can- paignt concentrated during the year on four basic 

problems. First, to devise an effective programme of noncooperation 

which was capable o-IL' bringing decisive pressure on the Raj. Second, 

to win the support of the Hindu population for the Muslim struggle. 
Third, to develop in the nation as a whole, and particularly in the 

Muslim population, the necessary discipline Ito zu_, 2tain a major non- 

violent struggle which had been lacking in April 1919. Fourth, to 
p resar-J a- 

: ýrda; ze*er and inprove his direct links with the Raj, the British 

government and British public opinion, so that they would take up 
the case for the ; hilafat and Get the terms of the peace treaty revised. 

It was in tackling this fourth problem that he was least successful: 

and this led him. substantially to reconceive and broaden the programme 

of noncooperation later in 1920. 

t, 
i. m 
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A 

Evolution of the Prograrme of Noncooperation - November 1912-AuP, 't'3t 1920 

As we sawGandhi was forced into his proposal for a progra=0 of 

noncooperation with the Raj by criticism at the November Delhi 

Xhilafat conference that the sanctions he had in mind would not be 

effective, Noncooperation was at first a'visionq a largely theoret- 

* withdrawing support from the government ical notion about the subjecIl 

and thus compelling its submission. Gandhi's key theoretical dictinct- 

ion was that whereas a boycott of British goodst the idea favoured by 

his critics-within the Xhilafat movementg would punich British workers 

who had nothing to do with the terms of the Peace I Treatyp withdrawal of 

- for the government would affect directly the British ralerst supporl, 

who were responsible for the peace I#Ierm3.69 

I 
The actual f orm which noncooperation was to tal, -. e - that is an assess- 

ment of the specific forms by which Indians cooperated in their own 

subjection under t1he Britich crown leading to the formulation of a 

programme by which they could withd--aW their support - took many months 

to prepare. Khilafat conferences between November 1919 and Mz*r 1920 

establisýed asuccession of subwoommittees of which GandILL was in 

each case a member to work out the programme of noncooperation. It 

4- 
was not until July 1920, eight months after the initial proposalt that 

the final subcommittee came up with the dot-ailed programme which Gandhi 

was to apply between August lge^. o and Febraarj 1922 as he 1cunched non- 

cooperation across the nation. 
70 

How the programme of noncooperation was I=ived at dpserves a full 

study in its own right. Mzulana Azadq a Muslim nationalist froM 

Benga. 19 describes his reaction as a member of one of these sub- 

committees in Januaxy 1920: 

"As soon as Gandhi described his proposal I remembered 
that this was the progra=e which Tolstoy had outlined 
many years ago. In 1901, an anarchist attacked the King 

of Italy. Tolstoy at the time addressed an open letter to 
tho anarchists tnai the method of violence was morally 
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wrong and politically of little use. If one man was killedt 
another would always take his place Tolstoy advised that 
the proper method to paralyse an oppressive goverment was to rc 
fuse taxesq resign from all services and boycott institutions 
supporting the Goverment. He believed that such a programme 
would compel any Government to come to terms ... I said without 
a moment's hesitation that I fully accepted the proGrar-me. If 

to, help Turk. ey, t. iere was no alternative people really wanted IV 
to the programme sketched by Gandhiji. 11 71 

Azadt than, quickly decided to support Gandhig but the others on the sub- 

-ommittee wanted more time to make up their minds. It took months to 

persuade the Central Khilafat Co=ittee itself to adopt the progra=e 

and even longer to win the approval of the principal nationalist 

leaders in Congress. 

Perhaps the most important point about Noncooperation is that it was 

72 
not a programxe of civil disobediený; eo While Tolstoy and Tho-eau 

might have conceived of a withdrv,, wal of cooperation being centred 

gn of tax refusalt Gandhi had already tried to launch a in a campaig 

campaign of civil disobedience in April 1919 aad hý-d failed. Gandhi 

, =aha that acceptedý the criticism of the Rowlatt Satyar - he had launched 

civil disobedience prematurely before the mass of people were ready 

to maintain nonviolent discipline. T1us he conceived Noncooperation 

as a programme building up in stages, the first acts involving direct 

or indirect withdrawal of services from the government but not a breach 

of the law. Gandhi's nervousness about- xovi. -L, -, to direct confrontation 

irith the police and a=iy by launchirC civil disobedience led him to 

place all sorts of restrictiono cn this t-jpe'of action. It is a mark 

of his ingenuity as a'strategist and organiserv that he was able to 

outline and initiate in 1920 'a pr ogramme of Noncooperation that was 

markedly different from the programn. e of civil disobedience which he 

had intended to foIbw during the nowlatt Satyagrahap only a year 

previously. Tax refusal, the civil dicobedicnce staCce of Noncooperation,, 
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was never reached between 19420 and 1922. Gandhi did not return to 

the aggressive civil disobedience which he had planned aEminst the 

Rowlatt Acts in 1919 until he launched a new nationwide struggle in 

1930 by deliberate breaches of the salt lawa. 

In ITovember 19199 Gandhi llirst fo=xlated noncooperation aa the right 

to --efuse to serve gove=ent by declining to accept titles or employ- 

mont from it.. 73 The idea of Noncooperation fitted exactly with the 

immediate plans of the Khilafat for boycotting the Raj's Peace Cele- 

braticns. But in December, just before the Amritsa-r session of- 

Congress, Gandhi was totally unprepared to consider a boycott of the 

new reform councils as a further extension of Noncooperation. In an 

article in UýLvalivan, he agreed that Council boycott would have been 

'the best remedy" for combatting the Rowlatt Act and tackling the Punjab 

isaue, but absolutely no preparations had been nade for laur-C. 'ang such 

campaign and none of the deputations to England to'press for alter- 

ations to-the Refoxm Bill had t1hreatened such a boycott; therefore 

he opposed the idea. "It must be admitted that the nation is not yet 

ready for such rejectiont" he ,, rrote; "it has not had the required 

political education''. 74 

However, it is clear that within the 1.2dlafat movement itselfp some 

Muslims were calling for withd-rawal from the Councils as part of non- 

cooperation, Early in March Ganffl-d said a-'; # a public meetin, on the 

Xhilafat'question in Bonbay: 

"If this question in not settled catisfactorily and if our 
Muslim brethren resign from the Councilsp I can tell you 
with confidence that my *. brethrent the Hindu represent- 
ativesp cannot but follow their example. " 75 

On March 7,19209 GandI-ii tried to put some closer definition on his 

ideas for 11oncooperation by publishing what was called a "manifesto". 
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In thisq in response to a growing militancy in the Rhilafat movementp esp- 

ecially in Bengal, he concentrated on "what we may not do". Itemising 

four separate points he emphazisedt first that there should be no 
or 

viaklence "in thoughtv speech-a deed"; secondo there should be no 

boycott of British goods; third, they should set their I'minirmim" 

demands andt haviag set them, "there should be no rest"; and fourth, there 

should be no combination of the bldlafat issue with other political issues. 

He went on to support the call for a Second Xhilafat, Day on ITarch 19, but 

his positive proposals for Noncooperation were still very vacue: 

"Those who are holding offices of honour or emolument ought 
to give them up. Those who belong to the, menial services under 
Government should do likewise Advice to soldiers to refuse 
to serve is premature. It is the last not the firat step 
We must proceed slowly --o as to ensu=e retention of self-control 
under the fiercest heat. " 76 

In privatet more detailed discussions were going one, The CentrUa 1[hilafat 

Committee meeting in Bonbay from March 11 to, 14 followed Gandhi's advice 

to concentrate on propaganda before attempting noncoope-ration; but it 

f which Gandhi also adopted a detailed plan drawn up by a subco=it-%, ee o. 

was the principal member. Judith Brown writes: 

"This plan sucgests several stages of non-coo-neration* staxting 
with the relinquishing of titles and honourst followed by the 
resignation of council members, the withdrawal of private 
servants and gove=ent employeesp including the police, the 
withdrawal of Muslims from the armyv and culminating in a 
refusal to pay taxes. " 77 

During I-Taxchg senous discussions began in private between Muslim and 

Hindu political leadersq to consider noncooperation as'a practical 

pr, ýposition for the nation. Doubts beg-m to be expressed by conservative 

1%. slim elements as well as by the established Hindu politicians. The 

most pungent criticisms were expressed by the Liberal, Srinivasa Sastrip 

and by Annie Besant, both of whom feared a repetition of Gandhi's loss 

of control in April 19199 and many other negative consequences, Gandhi's 

principal response was that of course there was a risk- of violence# but 
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if they succeeded in "defeating the scheme of noncooperation" the risk 

was much greatert and he challenged them toýouggest an alte=ativo 

method of satisfying Muslim grievances. 
73 Eventually, on Mazy 59 

he was drawn to spell out in public, the four stage plan for non- 

cooperation which had been agreed privately in March; 

'Terhaps the best way of answering the f cars and the critic- 
iu= as to non-co-operation is to elaborate more fully the 
scheme of non-co-operaticn. The critics seem to imagine 
that the organisers propose to give effect to the whole scheme 
at once. "The fact however is that the organisers have fixed 
definiteg progressive four staCes . 11 

Pirst, was giving up titles and resignation of honoraxy posts - that isp 

no action involving the sacrifice of people's livelihoods. Secondl if 

this failedt they would mcvo -',, o the second rtage which "involveop much 

previou3 arrazigement". Tris was to invite all 6-overnmcnt employees 

in the civil service to resi Cm - thov, ýýi "all the dasses of servant3 

will not'. be called out at oncell and no undue influence would be 

brought to bear on people to resi&m. This second stage was bound to 

be successful in forcing the government to capitulatev , if 

the response is at all on an adequate scale". 511hereforej the third 

staCe 9f withdraving the police and a= 0y was "a dislant goal"; End 

the fourth staZa, refusal to pay taxesq was ,. still morexemote". Gandl-d 

addod: 

111rhe orgnnisers recognico that suspension of general taxation 
is fraught with the greatest danger. It is likely to bring a 
sensitive class in conflict with the police. They are there- 
fore not likely to embark upon itv unless they can do so with 
the assurance that there will be no viPLence offered by the 
people. " 79 

It was this progra=e of noncooperation which ;,, -s , finally" adopted 

A by the Central Miilafat Committee at its meeting in Bombay on May 12p 

prompting the resignation of several of its more conservative members. 

It will be not -iced that j. n. his MaY 5 spelling out of the four stages 
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I. 

of noncooperationt Gandhi made no reference to boycott of the councils, 

In factq later in the month, Gandhi clearly envisaged supporters of the 

national movement standing for the new logislati=es'and he adviced 

readers of ITavajivan on whom they should vote for. 80 
ng May, 

howeverg the Peace Terms unfavourable to Turkey and the Indian Muslims- 

were published and so was the report of the Hunter Commission on the 

Punjab . These two hammer blows to Indian natio=2 opinion shocked and 

outraged all sections of the .. mtional movement. Early in Juneq Lala 

LajkDat Rai -a leading Hindu politician in the Punjabq who had 

attended a joint meetiA-, itith. D. Iuslim Xhilafatists in Maxch and had 

joined a sub-m-committee with Gandhi and others to work out the proaTamme 

of noncooperation 
81 

- announced that he would withdraw from the forth- %0 

coming elections Lo the provincial council in the Punjab 0 in protes-l"t 

against Bri-. 11 i=ediately took. up -ish behaviour in the province. Ganffirii 

the suggestion and incorporated it as a proposal for a national"boycott 

of the councils in the noncooperation. p--ogra=e. 
82 At this pointt toop 

Gandhi switched from insisting that the Khilafat and Punjab issues 

should beý treated as two separate campaignst and assumed that protest 

on the two questhns should be combined in a sinZle movement of Non- 

cooperation. He also per--uaded the Rhilafatisto to move directly from 

the propaganda and preparation stage of the agitation to direct cor- 

frontation with the Raj, 

On I-lay 18, on publication of the "Turkish te=s" Crandhi called them 

"a staggering blow to the indian Musml, --ansll. Ile ;: cnt on to call for 

their revision and stated his view that 11they are capable of being 

revised" if noncooperation was faithfully followed. He called also 

for a Joint conference of Hindus and Muslims to consider what to do 

next. 
83 On MaY 309 Gandhi attanded a meeting of the all-India Concress 

Connittee at Benares where he invited the Co=ittee to support the 

Khilafat demands and the Programrne of I'loncooperation. This they 

I 
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declined to do, but they did announce that a Special Session of tile 

Congress would be held in Calcutta in Septembbr to cojisider the question 

of Honcooperation. 84 The joint conference of Muslims and Hindus to 

consider how to respond to the Peace Terms was hold in Allahabad 

from June 1 to 3- Most of the Hindu leaders present were unwilling 

to endorse Noncooperation and opted to wai-It. - for the Congress Special 

Session. But the Khilafat Ccmmittee confirmed its support for the 

f our stage pro6=nmme of Noncooperatio'n and appointed a now subcommittee 

to implement it. This Committee came to be Imown semi-seriously as the 

I'Martial Law Committee" of the Rhilafat movement and Gandhi as its 

"dictator", Its members included the Ali brothersp A. K. Azad and 

Hasrat Mohani. 

On June 9, following the publication of the Hunter Reportq Gand-hi first 

argued publicly in Y2uRE India that the nation should take up 'Noncooperat- 
DA 

ionon/the Punjab issue. He recornisedp howeverv that the stages of Com- 

plaint and petition were not exactly the same with the two issuesp and 

proceeded to organise for direct confrcntation with the Raj on the 

Khilafat issue but stayed his hand a little on the Punjab question., On 

June 22v he wrote to the Viceroyp Lord Chelmsfordt invitina him to lead 

the Muslim agitation against the Peace Terms in order to avoid Non- 

cooperation. A f, ew days 1-ater he announced in Nwrajivan that IToncooper- 

ation would begin from August 1. And on July 4P in Navajiv 9 he spelt 

out on behalf of the Noncooperaticn Committeep their revised programme 

of Qction. 

The reality of movinG into open noncooperation with the Raj seems to 

have been one factor iffiich led the Committee to expand greatly the pro- 

gramme of activities to be followed in the first of the four stages. 

Without delay,, supporters were to decline to take up new Gove=ent 

loans and they were to withdraw from recruitment into the armed forces 

I I- 
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and the civil service, Alsop Indian troops should refuse to serve 

in the Middle'East. From August 19 the first stage of, Noncooperation 

was to be ca=ied out as follows: 

111. Titles and honorary positions will be renounced, 

2. Legislatures will be boycotted. 

Parents will withdraw their children from Government 
schools. 

Lawyers will give up practice and help people to settle 
their civil disputes among themselves. 

Invitations to Government function3l partiesv etc. will be 
politely refu. -, odv non-cooperation being given as the sole 
reason fo-- doing so, " 85 

This ins,.. ertion of a boycott of the Councilsp of schools and of the 

law-courts - what. came to be called the "Triple Boycott" - completely 

transformed the Noncooperation prog--a-mme from what had been outlined 

at the beginning of May. Now. the resignation of civil servants from 

Government employment, the second staget was not mentioned specifically. 

Neither were the third and fourth stages, resignatidn from the police and 

A=79 and refusal of taxation. Ga-. -ldhi)faced with the realitylof trying 

to organise and lead a nationwide confrontation with the British which 

would require -immense discipline and self-sac'-ifice7 had switched the 

programme of Noncooperation it its first stage to something, close to, 

his own ideal prescription for Indian socioty. In his testa--ent published 

in 1906 in South Africav Hind Swaraj or Indian Home Rulet Gandhi had 

shown that he had no, love for legislatures or for the, legal profession. 

At his ashram, he had been experimenting in devising a form of education 

suitable to Indian conditions rather than implanted by the Raj, In 

proposing a first stage of Noncooperation which followed Tolstoy's- 

adv±ce to "boycott institutions" ". supporting the gove=entllg Gandhi was 

favouring his own social and religious prescriptions for Indian Society 

in opposition to the expectations and interests of the majority of 

Indian political leaders who saw the, Rajls influence on Indian society 

as beneficial. In drawing in boycott of the legislaturest schools and 
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law courts to his programmev Gandhi was by implication broadening 

out the -very programme of swadeshi. which he had been adVocating 

since April 1919. Only instead of focusing on cloth as an area of 

life in which Indians should favour the local product in preference 

to that from further afield, he was now promoting swadeshi in politics, 

in education and in personall disputes. Indian political workers chould 

forsake the legislatures and go out to work with the ma: 3ses; tachmls 

should teach pride in Indian cluture and language rather than ape the 

British; disputes should be settled by the time-honoured Indian method 

of arbitration rather than an expensive legal syste=. 

I have seen no satisfactory explanation of: iny Gandhi chose to take such 

an extraordinary risk- . 4n broadening the programme of noncooperation in 

July 1920. Conservative Maslimo on the Central Khilafat Committee were 

resigning; prominent Hindu poli-II. -IIcians had shovrn themselves to be luke-waý 

about the programme and were awaiting a Special Congress where they were 

likely -6o oppose the scheme; Gandhi's earlier efforto to promote Ilis 

ideal programme through the Swadeshi.. Sabha had met with -little support. 

Presumably an explanation lies in a set of decisions which Gandhi must 

have tak-en at about the time. of the Benares meeting of the all-India 

Congress Co=itfee in May, just after the publication of the Peace 

Terms and -the Hunter Report. Since the established nationalist leaders 

were not goin, 3 to agree easily to Noncooperationt he would have to s, -o 

ahead and organise the cam, -,. )aign whether or not he had their support. 

In order to sustain a campaign of catyaep: aha - which was at base a 

reliCious movement reliant on self-sacrifice and voluntary suffering 

it was necessary for the educated classes who were most active in 

nationalist politics to take the lead in making sacrifices as an 

example to.. the. rest of the nation. Thus Gandhi pitched his programme 

so as to challenge, through boycott of the councilsq the schools and 
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the law court3p the self-interest and willingness to sacrifice of 

the very groups who were irrrolved in Congress politics. In this 

he was throwing down the same challenge to Congress as he had thrown 

down earlier to the Home Rule Leagues - more than bitter speeches and 

angry demonstrations were needed if they were seriously to oppose the 

Raj. He was also challenging the "limited politics" of the Liberals 

whose petitions and speeches within the councils had failed. But as a 

signal of his determination to direct a major satya, -, raha struggle 

whether or not he had the support of Congress, Noncooperation was 

scheduled to begin on August 1. over a month before the Special Cotgrees 

wa3 to meet at Calcut-11. a. In other words, if Gandhi was to take the 

lead and direct Noncooperation across India on his own initiative 

then . it had to be with a programe which satisfied his critbria for 

a sat-jagra-ha s tmggle. Hence the expanded prograr-Tre of I'loncooperation 

was brought in at the point when G=-dhi decided to "go for brokell and 

lead the strrugCzle in his own way. This may be part of an explanation. 

Following the ultimatum t-b the Viceroy, I Nlonco operation did begin on 

August 1.1920 with a third Faiilafat Day, r7he Yoncooperation Ccmmitt., e 

of the Central Xhilafat Committee made no mention of the Punjab issue 

in its instructions for the day of action circulated from Bombayt though 

Gandhi did raise the Punjab grievance in his second personal letter to 

the Viceroy. 86 Yoncooperation x= to begin,. ' with 24 hours O'. f fasting 

and prayer, accompanied by the suspension of 'business, and OY Public 

meetings - Gandhi was beginning to get more confident about organising 

large public demonstrations - but there were still to be no processions. 

At these meetings, resolutions were to be passed calling for a revision 

in the terms of the Peace Treaty. It was also expected that resignations 

by title-holderst honorary magistrates and council members would begin 

on August 1. In the eventf Noncooperation began quietly with an all-India 
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day of fasting and hartalp accompanied by a smattering of resignations 

by title-holders. fln thisp the Third Khilafat Dayq the Noncooperation 

Committee renewed its call for the boycott of the courts, the schools 

and the councils - the triple boycott - and Gandhi began hammering 

away at his theme that across the nation people prepare themselves 

for acts of great self-sacrifice. 

In working as the predominant member of a series of Xhilafat co=ittees 

to devise the programme of 11oncooperation between Rovember 1919 and 

August 19209 Gandhi's main preoccupation appears to have been to 

devise a strategy for a mass nonviolent movement which would bring 

effective pressure to bear on the 'Raj but would not involve the use of 

civil disobedience, at least in the early stages. The collapse of civil 

disobedience against the Rowlatt Act only a faw months earlier left him 

, 6"ith little option but to try new tactics. Working from a theo=tical. 

concept to a practical programme, Gandhi at first envisaged a programme 

involving the resignation of honorary positionsp the withdrawal of those 

directly'employed by. the government iiind the nonpayment of taxes. Wcklyp 

for practical reasons, it became clear that all parts of the pro&=amme 

could not be launched at once. Gandhi therefore conceived of what he 

b. -egan to call "progressive, ' nonviolent noncooperationt a movement 

building up in four stages. Yoncooperation was to-be progressive in at 

least three and perhaps four senses. Firstt it involved moving from 

acts of small sacrifice, to acts of greater sacrifice - that ist from 

resigning honou4 to resigning jobsq to refusing taxes. 
87 It was to 

move from what are sometimes called "symbolic" actionsp which damage 

the morale of the Covernmentv to more directýactionsp-which directly 

cripple its ability, to function. Secondt it was to begin with the most 

privileged of the educated classest those who had been honoured bY the 

Raj, moving- to the educated claSses generallyt then to everyone in 

government employmentp and finally to the masses. Only by privileged 
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classes making the greatest sacrifice did Gandhi imagine he could 

educate the ma3ses in nonviolence and sustain mass nonviolent diq- 

cipline. Third, as involvement broadened from the "classes" to the 

"masses" so there was greater risk of public dicordert particularly 

as the'later'stages would involve confrontation with the authoritieD. 
89 

Fourth, it was'thr6ugh this progrcssive build-up of the campaign that 

Gandhi imagined they could rai3e the necessary funds to sustain non- 

cooperators who had resigned their jobs and develop in every town and 

village the necess=j organisational structure to co-ordinate a ma"-s 

' 90 
movement. 

However, there was a problem with progressive noncooperation as at first 

envisaged: ' that the first stage, involving the resiL-nation of honorary 

positions', "did not involve 7. wide enough circle of peopleg azid that the 

second stagep'the-resignation of government jobsp involved asking a 

conservative bcdy of people to make too great a sacrifice at too early 

a stage. - Theref o--eq- GanýLU had to find a way of expandinG and extending 

the first stage - expanding so as to widen the numbers of the educated 

classes being asked to make sacrificesp extending So as to delay the, 

moment when the goverment employees were asked to join the prooramme. 
', 

Gandhi's solution was vastly to expand the first stage of the movement 

so that it included not only the resignation of honours received from 

the goverment but also the boycott of institutions which supported 

the government, By this =ea. -, is the demand for sacrifice in the first 

stage of the campaign was aimed dire--tly at the educated class who 

constituted the political elite of the nation and whose participation 

in noncooperation from an early stage was essential if the-movement 

was to succeed. Hence the idea of Council boycott - and more problem- 

atically, the schools boycott and the law-courts boycott. Through 

thist the triple boycottt Gandhi was able in the first stage of non- 

cooperation to damage the credibility of the Raj's reform programme 

and to isolate ., collaborators" vith the Raj; to draw school and 
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-ime work for the movement; -md to pressure college students into full-4. 

some of the most prestigious lawyers in the country who were also the 

political elite in Congress to give up their practices and turn to 

full-time political organising. This need to expand dramitically 

participation in the first stage in a second explanation for his 

sudden introduction of the triple boycott. 

But this is looking, at noncooperation with hindsirht. In July 1920t 

-taco to include when Gandhi first proposed the expamsion of the first W 

the triple boycott, his proposal was looked on with incredulity. 

Indalal Yajnik describes the reaction of political workers in Gujarat 

and across India in July and , Wgustv when Gandhi wao prepaxir4-;, to 

-ee alone and launch Noncooperation of behalf of the Malafat Committ 

when he proposed the boycott of schools and co-arts: 

"A hue and cry ... arose from every quarter of India against 
Dir Gan--dhils plan of this double bcycolut of, Schools and Courtsp 

and it then appeared nearly ir%po3sible that he would be able 
t, o carry the Congress cr the largo majority of t1*_3 rias. ses 
with I-Lim in the novel plan that he was seeking to foist on 
them". 

Political workers like Yaj-, u*k knew of Gandhi's views - "Ids thes-, s of 

philosophical anarchism as contained in his boo'.,,. on Indian Home 11ule" - 

but they had "time and again expressed te utmost opposition to them". 
th 

Lawyers seemed to be the Croup lc, --, st likely to -, c--, oond to Gandhi Is pro- 

g=a=e; schools boycott would be a disaster for thousands and 

hundreds of thousands of children leaviA-i school and not knowing what 

to do next. 

Nevertheless, in Yajnik'a account, some of the workers were "speedily" 

converted to Gandhi's viewpoint as he spelled out his "full Plan Of 

building up constructive national institutions in proportion as the 

Nation was weaned from the sinful Government institutions". 
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"Thus he asked us not to be merely satisfied by weanin'r; 
voters from the polling booths, but to mass them in the 
Congress fold with a view eventually to organise and develop 
the Congress machinery and its activities as the National 
Government of the land ... We were led to dream of setting 
up a chain of national arbitration courts under the aegis of 
the Congress ... Regarding the boycott of rj"chools ... 'The 
Congress would help the same teacher3 or draft new ones to 
organise National Schools ... We were thus persuaded that 
the Congress would be readily enabled by the vast amount of 
popular support behind it to build up hundreds of arbitration 

Courts and thousands of Schools. ... and that apart frcm a few 
days or weeks of inevitable confusion the measure of success 
achieved in both these boycotts would be automatically reflected 
in the creation of parallel non-official institutions. We thus 
saw that the whole prog--amme of Ilon-co-operationg ev: ýen in its 
first stages, was only not conceived in a cpirit of emotional 
n-egativism, but was --eall,,, - designed to inspire the political 
wýrkers of the country to build up a system of parallel National 
Go"rernment, 11 91 

Yaj. nik and others who had wo'rIced with G, -, -. -, idhi durino the Rowlatt agitation 

and before, but were Eceptical about the 121ilafat agitationt moved 

strongly in his support in the weeks before the Special Conj3-ress. The 

Gujarat workers called their oim Provincial Congress which endorsed 

Gan^dhils prcgra=e, ar. d across India other provincial congress catherinoz 

approved the idea of Yoncoo-perat ion in principlev thou'91-i with many 
92' 

resezvations about the details of the proC-,, =o in practice. 

Gandhi ma-de it absolutely clear that -he and the Central MUlaf at Committee 

would go ahead with noncooperation on the Ehilaffat issue whether or not 

. 
93 

-min the support they achieved the backing of the Ccngress But in wi. g 

of the Special Session at Calcutta and then having this confirmed by the 

annual session in 11a. -pur, Gandhi was forced to modify the programme of 

Noncooperation yet again. In part, t1d, 3, was in re-, ponsp to the continuing 

pressure for a boycott of British goods. In partv it was because Congress 

would support a movement as drastic as noncooperation only if the goal 

of the movement was swarajt independence itoelft rather than two specific 

grievances, however important, the Milafat and the Punjab, The broad 

strategy and detailed programme of noncooperation was nevertheless 

worked out almost entirely by Gandhi in collaboration with the Ehilafat 
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movement in the months prior to September. The Xhilafat issuep 

coupled with-the need for Hindu support if the Khilafat movement 

was to succeedv catapaulted GandIU almost fortuitously into his 

bid to lead Congress into noncooperation late in 1920. 

Winning the Support of Hindus for a Muslim StrV-9910 

A second issue which preoccupied Gandhi in preparing for IToncoopez- 

ation was the need to draw in Hindu support for the laiilafat campaign. 

We have seen that at the Second All-India Xhilafat'Conference in Delhi 

in Novumber 1919p Gan'-dhi took an unusual position on this question. 

Using his pivotal position a3 the Hindu leader most identified with 

the paxC-Islamic Muslims and the leader best able to or&-anise a mass 

nonviolent struggle against the Raj, he employed all his influence to 

stop discussion between Muslim, and Hindu politicians of a deal over 

cow-slaughter and the Punjab, Having1ruled out the most obv-Lous basis on 

which Hindu*support for the movement could be attractedg he had to develOD 

an, alternative means of making the restoration of the Khilafat a national 

demand. 

Gandhi's fundamental argument was in tems of the nation: 

"it is impossible that one of the four limbs of the nation 
be wounded and the rest of the nation remain unconcerned. We 
cannot be called one nation, we cannot be a single bodyt if, 
such a wound has no effect on us". 

This he wrote in Navajivan" in September-1919.94 In Octoberg in1he 

sama jcu=alp when he was seeking support for the First Ehilafat Dayt 

his argument was similar: 

"A mother suffers when her only son dies. She has no desire 
for eating. A nation is born when all feel the same sort of 
grief at the suffering of any one among them; such a nation 
deserves to be immortal". 95 

This was a moral a=gument on the grounds of patriotism; but when he 

began seriously to engage with nationalist Hindus and was striving to 

convince the political activists to join himp Gandhi was equally willing 
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to argue the same point in te=s of political expediency. On accepting 

the presidency of the All-India Home Rule League in I-lay 19209 he wrote 

in Navajivan: 

"So long as there is no unity between 11indus and Muslimst I 
think siraraj will remain a mere dreame I should likep therefore, 
to extend all 'belp to the Muslims in their fig'Iit on the 
Xhilafat issue and thus win them over for ever. " 96 

Gandhi's argument here was very similar to his reason for supporting 

recruitment to the . 311tish Army in 1918 - that helping Britain in its 

hour of need was bound to help India to freedom: Later in May (though 

I am selecting one sentence from a larger argument) he was even more 

crude: 

11 .. by helping the 1.11ohammedans of India at a crucial moment 
in their history, I want to buy their friendship. 11 97 

Gandhi was also to advocate other arguments which were purely expedient. 

In the course of his association with the Rhilafat-movement he became 

convinced that Indian Muslims would turn to violence'and attempt to 

make a llbýoodyll revolution" if no nonviolent alternative that promised 

to be effective could be developed. 98 In May 1920 he argued in Navajivan: 

"I am convinced thatt had there been no move for noncooperationt 
violence would long since have broken out* It is noncooperation 
which has prevented violence, The Muslims are boiling over 
but they have kept their patience in the belief that the_Hind, 'Is 
are with them. " 99 

To his critics like Annie Besant and Srinivasa Sastri itho argued that 

noncooperation was bound to lead to violence in the same way as had the 

Rowlatt Satyagraha, he replied: 

Irl urge those who talk or work against noncooperation to descend 
from their chairs and go down to the peoplev learn their feel- 
ings and writep if they have the heart against noncooperation. 
They will findt as I have found, that the only way to avoid 
violence is to enable them to give such expression to their 
feelings as to compel redress. I have found nothing save non- 
cooperation, " 100 

Again and again he challenged his critics to produce an alternative to 

II 

noncooperationg which would ena1ble Indian Muslims to win their demands 
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without violence, When the terms of the Peace Treaty hostile to 

Indian Ifuslims were announcedt talk began to circulata that Khilafat- 

ists Would support an invasion of India from Afghanistan. k1oreoverv 

within a fewweks thousands of Muslims began to leave the country in 

a mass exodus knom as hijratt quitting British India for life under 

an Islamic ruler in tSehanistan. Gandhi felt vindicated. In Junep 

he argued: 

"In my opiniong the best -day to prevent India from becoming 
the battle Ground between the forces of Islam and those of 
the English, is for Hindus to make noncooppration a complete 
and immediate successq and I have little doubt_that if the 

Mohammed= remain true to their declared intention and are 
able to exercise self-restraint and make sacrificeso the 
Hindus will Opicy the game' and join them in the campaign 
of noncooperation, " 101 

Here we see Gan-dhi spelling out the bLlancing p9sition Xrom which 

he'could direct the movement; on the one handq Nasli= would exercise 

restraint if Hindus joined them in noncooperation; on the other hando 

Hindus would join 1, hislims in noncooperaticn. if Muslims would show 

restrainý, In Julyv Gandhi aCa-n challenged his critics to suggest an 

alternative: 

"And may I draw the attontion of those who are opposing non- 
cooperation that unleso they find out a substitute they should 
either join the noncooperation movement or prepare to face a 
disorganised subterranean upheaval whose effect no one can 
foresee and whose spread it would be impossible to check or 
regulate", 102 

A 

By July, Gandhi had found his clinching argument on grounds of- 

expediencyl which though not explicitly spelt out was that he alone 

with the support of the other hTdlafat leaders and through the, movement 

of noncooperation, could control Indiats Muslims. As he wrote publicly 

to the Viceroy at the end of June when warning him that noncooperation 

would soon begin: 

IlIventure to claim that I have succeeded by patient reasoning 
in weaning the party of violence from its ways, I confess 
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"I confess that I did not -I did not attempt to - succeed in 
weaning them away from violence on moral groundsp but purely 
on utilýtarian grounds. The re'sult for the time being at any 
rate has been to stop violence, The school of hijrat has 
received a check if it has not stopped it3 activities 
entirely. I hold that no repression could have prevented a 
violent eruption, if the people had notipresented to them a 
form of direct action ... 11 103 

It was an exaggeration to Cay that he had not attempted to persuade 

Muslims against violence on moral ground-st but thore is no question 

that, the practical arguments were the ones he found effective. Gandhi 

fully recognised that Indian 1,12uslims were entitled by the authority*of 

the Koran to rise in violent rebellion against the Raj. On March 199 

the second Khilafat Day, he went so'far as to move a resolution which 

reserved to Muslims the right to resort to violence "in the event of 

the failure of the joint movement" of noncooperation. 
104 In his 

speech to a mass meeting in Bombayt he ccmmented on the resoluticn: 

11... it commits the joint movement to a 2olicy of non- 
violence in the course of the struGgle. But Mahcmmeda= 
have special Koranic obliGations in which Hindus May Or MAY 
not join. They, thereforet reserve to themselves the right, 
in the event of the failure of noncooneration cum ncnviolencet 
in order to enforce justicet to resort to all such methods 

- as may be enjoined in the Islamic scriptures. I venture heartily 
to associate myself with this resolution. " 105 

Gandhi put himself in a box where ire was promisinG to deliver to. the 

Xhilafatists both Hindu support and an effective nonviolent strategy. 

If he failed, they would be released from their commitment to follow 

the discipline of nonviolence. His task during 1920 was to try to 

make the broad nationalist movement party to this agreement1too. 

Probably the bulk of Gandhi's vast Journalistic outpouring and his J 

many speeches on the Rhil, -Lfat did not concern itself vrith making 

an expedient case for the movement, however. As a polemicist of 

great skill he wrote article after article in his two newspapers 

arguing with allcomers the merits of the 12dlafat grievance-as a 

genuine affront to India's Muslims. lM If he had not believed the 
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cause to be a just one, then the expedient arguments would not have 

counted with Gandhi. 107 Because of his belief in the movementg he 

set out to build a campaign which the nationalist movement could not 

afford to ignore. Part of this effort was in his journalistic output, 

his speechmaking toursg and the joint conferences with Hindu leaders. 

But through the Central Rhilafat Committee he was building an inde- 

pendent political movement across the country; when he joined the 

All-Inclia Home Rule League, he war. able to bring thisp the most active 

of the nationalist oreanisations affiliated to, CorwTe: 3st under his 

influence; and finallyq with the publication of the Hunter report in 

the summer of 1920 and widespread outrase against the Rajp he did extend 

the scope of noncooperation to include a, %rider range of issues than 

just the Muslim grievance. 

There appears to have been no explicit deal that nuslims would help 

li-'&. ndus on the Punjab question in return for Hirldu SUPPOýt for 

on the ladlafat. 108 Rather there was general outrage in both commun- 

ities against the behaviour of the Raj; and the Mlilafat movement 

by building a network of support and the momentum to start noncoop- 

eration against the Rajp was offering the only feasible method 

appaxently available for expressing this fury and exerting effective 

pressure against the government. Thus by building the plan of non- 

cooperation and then launching the movement', on August 1 before most 

nationalist Mndu leaders had made up their minds on what to do, 

Gandhi effectively compelled Ilindu support for the adlafat campaign. 

The decisive arg-=ent for nationalist Undus was not a deal over cow- 

A slaughter or Punjabq but that if they did not join the noncooperation 

movement they would be cast aside by the new forces which Gandhi's 

activities and the Rhilafat aGitation had brought into nationalist 

politics. Gandhi's decisive argument,. was that he had organised a 

movement which nationalist Hindus could not afford to ignore*109 
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Developing Nonviolent Discipline in the fluslims and-in-the Fation 

"Fear of violence as a side-effect of his satya&-raha campaignsllp writes 

Judith Browng "was very near the surface of Gandhi's mind after the debacle 

of the Rowlatt Satyagrahal and his caution attracted many Hindus who had 

similar f ears. 11 110 With few exceptionst the pan-Iolamist Mislim leaders 

of the Rhilafat campaign were never committed to nonviolence in principle. 

Neverthelaosp especially after a Khilafat deputationj led by Y. oha=nad Ali, 

had returned from a extended visit to Britain and Europe where they 

experienced complete failureq the IOUlafatleadership comitted itself 

to seeking independence for India as the only means Of securing self- 

determination for their communitj. 
111 Gandhi's scheme of noncooperation 

seemed'to be the most 'feasible way of bringing effective pressure to bear 

on the Raj with the support of nationalist Hindus. Hence the lailafatists 

were drawn into a tactical alliance Irith Gandhis which both sides openly 
ro 

aclmowled, gedt which included a tactical commitment-of nonviolence. 

In his "manifesto" on noncooperation issued to thle prdss on March 79 1920, 

Gandhi stated: 
"The power that an individual or a nation forswearing violence 
generates is a power that is irrestible. But my argmument today 
against viýdence is based upon pure experience, i. e. its utter I 
futility. Noncooperation is therefore the only remedy left 

open to us 
"I will cooperate wholeheartedly with the Muslim friends in the 
prosecution of their just demands so long as they act with 
sufficient restraint and so long as I feel sure that they do not 
wish to resort to or countenance violence. I should'cease to 

cooperate and advise every Hindu and for that matter everyone 
to cease to cooperate the moment there was violence actually 

done, advised or countenanced. " 112 

Moreoverg after the launching of Noncooperation on August lg in a series 

of speeches and commentaries during a tour of the Ruslim areas of Madras 

16 
which Gandhi conducted with Shaukat Alig Gandhi was extraordinarilY Prank 

about the nature of their alliance: 

IqIe (Shaukat Ali) believes that one can kill an enemy ands for 

. 
doing sop even deceipt can be employed. I believet on the 
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contraryp that in killing an enemy, one falls from one's true 
nature as a hiuarin beiria ... Despite thisq we have joined handst 
since he has understood that the people have no strength of 
arms; that they lack unity and qualities like firmness, 
coura, ge and capacity for self-sacrifice; and that till they 
acquire them they cannot wield the isword. He says that, 
whereas his car needs good roads, my cart can =ve, whatever 
their condition. Hence, for the present, he has accepted my 
way .e 

(Having) accepted it, he is trying to cultivate the 
qualifications necessary for -mcceso in it and pleads with the 
people to do likewise ... Hle tells the people frankly that, at 
t. 16,6e present time, my way is the best for them. If the Fluolims 
are peaceful, it is becau. -e of his firmness. " 113 

This passage published in, Xdvajivan, reveals pa=t of GandhIs stratear 

for holding the mislim co=unity in India to nonviolent discipline. Ile 

believed that if he could convert and hold the malsim Xhilafat leaders 

to a firm conviction that nonviolent action was the only possible method 

to adopt in the circumstances of 1920t then they would be able to control 

and discipline the 11, Taslim masses. , In April in a reply to Annie Besant 

and to an editorial in Tho Times of Indiat he claimod he had no fear 

of noncooperation, leading to violence "because every responsible 

Moh-amm'edan understands that noncooperation to be successful zust be 

totally-unattended with violonce.,, 
114 When criticism grow that the 

Yoncooperation Committee appointed at JUlahabad in June to direct the 

movement was unrepresentative of Muslim. opinion in the ccuntry, Gandhi 

candidly agreed that this was so because the committee did not contain 

"doubting elemental'. 

"It has been purposely restricted to those who are able to 
give their whole time and attention to the work of organised 

-he process of ensuring obedience to noncooperation and in 11 
instructionst other discipline 3nd nonviolence. It is there- 
fore a committee of workers ... It contains those only who 
have the largest faith in noncooperation and whop although 

- fo. -Ce the pace -to the -brcalzing, they swear by it, yet will not 
point but will endeavour to ca=j tho nation with its pro- 
grarnmet in so far an it is practicableg and who whilst doing 
so will not themselves be deterred from takinG the boldest 
steps and will suak out those who are prepared to do likewise. " 

115 

Here then we have the same formula which Gandhi had employed in, all 

his earli6r campaignsv from Champaran to Rowlattv gathering round him 
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to direct the struggle a group'of -the most committed 11whol e- timers" who 

accepted his leaderChip and for whom, he was willing to accept Zespons- 

ibility. In the committee, whose principal'members beside Gandhi were 

the Ali brother. -, A. K. Azadv Haarat M10hani and Saifuddin Kitchlew (who 

had been expelled, from the Punjab in April 1919 at the same time as 

Gandhi), he conveniently had , rLth I-Am those "extremist" Mluslimz moot 

likely to try to launch a campaign of violence. These rlcn he had 

convinced to join laim, in a nonviolent experiment. 
II 

In the run-up to noncooperationg the first . -neans of trying to prepare 

the I'llusli-m co-. ==ity and the whole population for an all-India satragraha, 

was the selection of special days of prayerj, fasting and hartaly the 

Khilafat Days. A correspondent critical of Gandhi corLmented in April 

that hartal was becoming a llpowrerful political we4-on for uniting t1he 

educated and the uneducated 11 and that it was te,, ching -direct Z: Ction,, 
116 

laiilafat Days were held in Cctober 1919 and March aý. d August 1920. In 

additiorr 'Lhere was a further h=-ta-l in opposition to the Peace Cele- 

brations in December and a week-long co=eror., tion of Rowlatt events 

tional Waekt which incl ded two days of in Aprilp the Satyat, =aha or Va U 

activity devoted to-the Khilafat. Thus in ten months Gandiii was involved 

in five all-India days of hartal and prayer on the issue of LlLilafatpe 

Gandhi thought that the success of the First Rhilafat Day was "proof" of 

the acceptance of sat-yagrahag however slightlyt however unconsciouolyl 

both by the rulars and the ruled. 
117 The second Xhilafat Dayt in Marchp 

he called "a great success and a complete triumph of satjagrahall because 

in Bombay no canvassing for people to close their biu3inesses had taken plt%ce 

on the day of the hartal; it had been completely voluntary. All that 

was necessamy for the people's hopes to bear fruit was to add "the spirit 

of self-sacrifice" to the discipline and self-restraint they had shoWn., 
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"The spirit of prayer was abroad and it dominated the people rather 

than the spirit of revenget angert excitement ... 11 In BombV; q the 

vast puhlic meeting had, been conducted without applause "or any other 

effusive demonstration". He, continued: 

"The organisers deserve the warmest praise for having intro, - 
duced the ancient peacetulnesot Taicto determination and order- 
liness in the place of modern fluster, excitement and disorder- 
liness. The one develops jusat the qualities that make-for 
satyagrahav the other inevitably lead3 to violence. " 

Gandhi felt after the Second Xhilafat Day that an llexempla. -ry pa-tienceg 

self-restraint and orderliness ... are evolving in our midst. ii 

By the time of the third, in Auguott which of course launched the 

movement of noncooperation, he was focusing more on the question of 

organisation: 

'! But the greatest thing in this campaign of noncooperation is 
to evolve order, disciplinet cooperation amonG the peopley. 
co-ox-dination among the workers. Effective ncncooreration 
depends upon complete organisation. Thousands of men who 
have filled meetinGn throughout the Punjab have convinced me 
that the people want to withdraw cooperation from the Govern- 
A"ent . but they must Imow how 

There was a danger that out of anger,, c-&,. tizen. -. would attack persons 

representing "the Covernment a supporters of the government who refused 

to join the movement. "Disorderliness comes from =Cerg orderliness out 

of intelligent resistance. '! Those who wished to make noncooperation a 

success in the shortest possible time Ivill consider it -Itheir first duty 

- 119 to see that in their neiehbourhood complete order 10 kept. " 

These simultaneous IdI 
emonstrations zxross India, the Khilafato Da-yo end 

I other haxtals, were ways of testing and demonc. t--? ating strength of supporto 

of mobilisir4-,, new grouPot of building and exercisina a network of Orr. -anis- 

ers, of educating supporters in the issues of the campaignp of training 

them in nonviolent discipline and of developino the beginnin, gs of a 

unified consciousness across India. 
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In response to the criticicms of Annie Besant and others who feared 

that noncooperation would break down in violenceq Gandhi began to spell 

out more of his strategy: 

1hese writers have assumed ... that the advocates of non- I'll 
cooperat ion do not Imow their job. The latter do not intend 
to climb to the last Gtep of the. staircase of noncooperation 
all in one jump. If they proceed stepjjý6 stepp there will 
be very little fear of their falling. " 

'Trogressivell noncooperation had been introducedg the divioibn of the 

campaign into four staCes, "because of doubts whether we would remain 

blameless". 121 Gan, -dhi frequently drew on the analogy betueon conduct 

of this campaign and that of x-i axmy. Refe=ing, to an order by the 

Delhi goverment in. 11ay 1920 restricting public r-eetinGsq Gandhi 

insisted that the order be obeyed witil the civil disobedience staj; e 

of noncooperation wa3 reached. 

"If, in this movementq even a single worker Collowr. his 01, M 
judgment, he will do it much harmo 

"There is no difference between those who join this fight and 
the troops in an a=zy. In an ar=jj the individual soldier 
cannot act on his own responsibilit-j but ibust await orders 
from his superiors, and 1.1-Us is also true of the laiilafat 
straggle. ... If we can acquire full control over the peoplev 
victory. will be ours this very dayt" 122. 

In July, he went so far as to-say pulblicly that if riots broke out 

au a result of noncooperation he would not hesitate "for the time 

being" to help t1he government control the disorder. 
123 When in August 

it was clear that supporters of the movement in Delhi and Sind had 

obeyed government restrictions on their activitiesp Gandhi was 

pleased. He co=ented in a newspaper interview: 

"I consider that people are better disciplined now than 
they were before. In thi3 I include even the masses whom 
I have had opportunities of seeing in large numbers in 
various parts of the country, " 

However, he made it clear that in the fir3t stage of noncooperationg 

even though he believed he had the support of the MIuslim massest 

he was not working for a "complete severance of cooperation" with the 

goverment, but simply to make the gove=iment realise ' tthe Idepth of 
4 
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popular feeling" on the Eliilafat and Punjab issueo. 124 In generalg 

Gandhi argued that the delay in launching noncooperation between 

May when the Peace Terms were anaounced and August, and the fact that 

in that two and a half months Indian Muslims did not erupt in violence, 

was itself a demonstration of the discipline that waa being evolved in 

that community. 
125 When some supporters of the YlUlafat movement in 

May renounced titles and honorary positions Gandhi was publicly 

c--itical: 

"I thin1% this is a hasty step. Before taking the momentous 
step of noncooperationg it is very necessary for people to 
make petitions for a reconsideration of the peace terms and 
give public expression to their feelinGs ... I hopey therefore, 

that people ... will not act individually and will t&e no 
steps without instruction3 from the central body. " 126 

A further aspect of Gandhi's effort to discipline the 1,, %uslim supporters 

of the Xhilafat car. pairm and to'draw in Hindu support wan hin insictence 

that Mislim should t. -Ice the lead in noncooperation on the 10,11ilafat - 

. 
127 '1 10 issue Gandhi was convinced that if the 1hisiim community was abl 

to discipline itself in a major nonviolent etrug-i-71eq then Hindus would 

follow it. into the campaign. ' His own presence as a Hindu on the central 

committee of Muslims directin- the struggle was something of an 

anomaly, which he resolved by calling himself an "adviser" onlyt 

because of his special qualifications in satyauraha. 
128 The principle 

that the ITU: 3liM3 should give the nation the lead in a satyagraha 

strug, -, le helped to make the co=mnity and its leaders conscious that 

lina they must set an emample to their fellow Indians. DY launl-l 

noncooperation on Au&, u-. t 1, a month before the Special Congress met 

in Calcuttav the Central Khilafat Committee fully acted on'thia 

principlel that Maslims must take the lead. Gandhi applied the 

same logic to the Punjab question., lie publicly proposed Council 

boycott across India, only after Lajput Raiv a leadinS Punjabi polit- 

iciang had called for a-boycott'of council elections in'the Punjab. ' 
129 
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Through his speeches and writings Gandhi also worked prodigiously 

to try to develop an understanding of nonviolence and the need for 

discipline among the Muslim population. In Julyq before launchinc; 

noncooperationg he undertook a major tour of lbaslim areas of Northern 

India in Punjab and Sindh. In his speeches he emphasised the martial 

qualities of the Muslims, often employed by the British A=iy. In 

Rawalpindi be called for an "unarmedo swordless a=j".: 

"The Punjabin know how to draw the sword, but I call their 
sword mercenary ... Your sword is varia-vailing against anyone 
who can employ his more skilfully than you.,., 

-l 
have found 

a way by which you can fight while keeping your swords 
sheathed. " 130 

In Kaxachig he said that the movement neaded"Isoldiers with spiritual 

power" - "I want you all to be soldiers with sruch force of will that 

youvill stand in your place and never --etire. t, 131 Before the Special 

Congress in August Gandhi conducted a second major speaking tour of 

Madras in South India. Here, speaking to an Indian itaslim co=unity 

with which he was more familiart he placed more emp!; as.,,. s on the 

reli, giqus basis of noncooperation and its value for changing the 

lives of individuals: 

"I call it a spiri 
, 
tual weaponi because it demands discipline 

and sacrifice from us ... 
(T)he promise beh-Ind every religion 

that I have studied ... is that there is no spotless sacrifice 
... wh. ",. ch has not carried with it its absolute adequate 
rewaxd ... It is a spiritual weapon because it brings out 
the best in the nation and it absolutely --atisfies individual 
honour if a single individual takes it (up) 

... It 132 
, 

It was in August in Young India, when he was usin, s 0, - all, his skills a 

Journalist tolwin supporters for noncooperationg that Gand-U'published 

his famous article, "The Doctrine of the Sword". All sorts of corresp- 

ondents were informing himp he saidq either that noncooperation would 

A inevitably lead to violence and he m. u3t not interfere with thiat Or 

that they admired his clever tactics of publicly planning a nonviolent 

struggle while secretly intending to promote violence at the appropriate 

moment. Since the success of noncooperation depended principally on 

the-absence of violencel he was anxious to state his views as clearly 
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as possible: 

"I do believe that where there is only a choice between 
cowardice and violence I would advise violence ... But I 
believe that nonviolence is infinitely superior to violence 

"Strength does not come from physical capacity. It comes 
from an indomitable will ... 

"I am not a visionary. I claim to be a practical idealist. 
The religion of nonviolence is ... meant for the co=on 
people as well. Yonviolence is the law of our species as 
violence is the law of the brute ... 

11(B)eing a practical mang I do not wait till India recognises 
the practicability of the spiritual life in the political 
world. India considers haraelf to be powerless and paralysed 
And she takes up noncooperation out of her weakness. It must 
still ... ýbring her delivery from the crushinG weight of 
British injustice if a sufficient number of people practise it. 

"Meanwhile I ixge those who distrust met not to disturb the 
even working of the struggle. that has jjist corr=enced, by 
inciting to violence in the belief that I want violence. I 
detest secrecy as a sin, Let them givo nonviolent noncooper- 
aticn a trial 1ý 33 

This famous article, published on Up 1920, just after the 

1-2dlafat Co-amittee had launched ncncooperation and before the Calcutta 

Special Sessiong has been quoted evez! since to show Gandhi's conditional 

support for violence. In-ieroas it was written with just the opposite 

intention, to spell out that India had "better work to do, a better 

mission to deliver to the whole world". 
134 

Within the articleg however, Gandhi did recognise that India was 

taking up noncooperation" "out of her weaknessll rather than a belief 

in his sat-yagraha philosophy. - And this brings u3 to a-final point 

about Maslim adoption of noncooperation in 1920. In March. 9 Gandhi 

gathered from Haarat 1,16hani, that "nobody believes in*noncooperation. 

But it hao been taken up merely to conciliate me". 
135 Gandhi hurriedly 

called the principal Rhilafat leaders to spend the Sat-jagr&-a I-leek in 

Aprilt commemorating the Rowlatt Satyagrahap with him in Bombay - but 

it is not clear how many attended and what was decided. Laterg in Aprils 

he wrote about Muslims active on the Khilafat issue: 
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"I do not say that they are free from hatred but I am sure 
thatt joining my love with their hatredt I can diminish the 
the intensity of that hatred. I also believe thaty if nq Methcd 
is followed by a large numberg their hatred can be counter- 
acted altogether. " 136 

When Shaul-at Ali made a wild speech in support of noncoope-rationt 

Gandhi repeated the same point, in May: 

III do admit that all the Muslims do not view noncooperation 
G4R-the same light as I do. But there is a clear understanding 
with them that there can be no violence side by side with 
noncooperation. Besidea, though Muslims may adopt nonviole=e 
in a spirit of retaliationg we can produce a happy result from 
it and save ourselves from an outbreak of violence* All good 
actions, by whatever feelings prompted, yield some fruit. " 137 

Latert in AuCast, Gmidhi wrote that "Shaukat Ali followed "the law of 

noviolence with hatred in his heart". but "even sollp Ali suppýrted 

noncooperation because there was "no other effective method of upholding 

the honour of his faith". 138 On this rather tenuous basis, Gandhi 

launched noncooperation in August 1920 with Indimn Mi-mlims as the 

vanguard. 

At this stageg noncooperation rested Ifirst on -the pledsed word of 

the principal Rhilafat leaders that they would maintain nonviolent 

discipline and, second, on the enormous efforts that this group had 

made to plan and build a phased struggle conducted according to 

Gandhi-'a rigorous conditions. It is remarkable that the alliance 

held throughout Noncooperation and that very little violence did 

ensue from Maslim. areas. It-is also interesting and important to 

recoGnise that Gandhi did propose nonviolence as a tactic to the 

Muslim community; he saw their adoption of nonviolence as likely to 

attract Hindus and therefore to. promote Hindu-Maslim unity and the 

- on that basis growth of the national movement. He also believed that 

the nation could compel concessions from the British on the Xhilafat 

issue; and that through the experience of nonviolent action, some 

Masli= would be drawn to adopt the satyag=aha philosophy. 
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A 

Presen, ing Good Relationn with the Raj-- 

A major consideration for Gandhi in developing the Khilafat stru,,, r; gle 

was his relationship with, the Raj. - In September 1919 when he first 

called for the resignation of the Viceroy, Lord Chelmsfordt because 

of his handling of. the Khilafat issueg and also for that of the 

Secretary of State for Indiat Edwin 14ontagug, Gandhils reputation with 

the British was already, severely dented. As the author of the Rowlatt 

Satyagraha, he was blamed for, the riots'which had followed the April 

hartal. The fact that he had helped in restoring order in Bombay and 

Ahmedabad# in the eyes of, the Rajq mitigated the offence; but the ban 

preventing him from leaving-the Bombay Presidency was, not lifted until 

October. -Once he was permitted to enter the Punjab Gandiii immediately 

threw himself-into the unofficial inquii-j which the Congress was under- 

tak: ing there as a rivaiýto the official Hunter Commiasion. -Thent in 

Novemberp at the-First Rhilafat Conference in Delhi he called for 

noncooperation againstýthe Raj. --Gandhi was thus"occupied with the 

two major g=ievances of Indian nationalists against their rulers 

and, calling openly for a new movement of nonviolent rebellion on one 

of them, the 12iilafat question. Yett at the Delb-i Conferenceqýhe 

refused-to permit the linking of the Xhilafat and Punjab issues and 

at the Amxitsar. Congress in December, he aligned himself consistently 

with the moderates who wanted to collaborate, with the Raj. He-was 

instrumental in securing Congress supporl. - for the Montaga-ChelmsfOrd 

reform proposals and achieved the passage of a resolution thankina 

Montagu. for his efforts. No clearer example could be found of 

Gandhi's "particularist" method, his determination to pursue issues 

separatelyv one at a time. For the Raj, thoughq his stance must 

haxa- been confusing. _%, - 2, 

In 1,1arch 19209 ý Gandhi revealed that his political priorities had 
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altered drasn tically. In his "manifesto" cn the Yd-dlafat questions he 

beg=: 

"The Rhilafat question has now become the question of 
questions. It has become an Imperial question of the 
first magnitude 

"I trust that the Hindus will realise that the Xhilafat 
question overshadows the Reforms and everlthing aloe. " 139 

Gan-dhi. had changed his priorities probably as a result of the choddy 

reception given in Fbacland to a deputation on the ' MUlafat undertaken 

by Indian Muslims,, including 1, oha=,, A Ali. 140 He now called on the 

Viceroy to place himself at the head of the Rhilafat aCitation and to 

fight on India's behalf, In an ambiguous passage which indicated that 

noncooperation was to be conducted in stagosp Gandh: i also seems to 

have sugges-1%. -ed that one of the last stagesp refusal by soldiers to 

obey their orderst should -not be attempted until "the Viceroyq the Secre-L 

axy*of State and the Premier" (that iho the British Prime Ministerp L'Loyd 

GeorGe) had resigned to lead the Rhilafat struagle. 
141 libether or not 

Gan: dhi did seriously-entertain such a fantasyt that in the later 

stages of noncooperation leading British politicians would resign in suppo 

of the Xhilafat campaignv he repeated his request to ChelmsfLord to "lead 

the agitation yourself 'It three months later in his lett e: r which axL-iounced 

noncooperation. 
142 

'. The Central YIdlafat Committee also called on the 

Viceroy in its separate warning letter to "make co, -, -mon cause with -h e 

people of India" and- to press his case "even to the point of resi&n- 

nation" if British ministers sliould.. Alail to secure revision of the 

0143 , stained peace terms Thus until Juna 1920 Gandhi seems to have. aL 

a view that British politicians might be persuaded to support non- 

cooperation. 

Later in Junet howeverp Gandhi hinted at a second grand strategy where 

the British were concerned, He agreed in an article in Young India 

that noncooperation might not compel revision of the peace terms. 
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If it did not, but noncooperation was effectivet then Britain would ' 

have to choose between either its control of India or its "usurpation" 

of Turkey. He continued: 

"I have enough faith in England to know that at that moment 
Mý-land will expel her prosent jaded mirdsters and put in 
others who will make a clean sweep of the terms in consult- 
ation with an awakened Indial draft terms that will be 
honourable to her, to 1-%--=1cey and. acceptable to India, " 144 

A 

This fallback position - where Britain' a "Jaded ministers'19 having 

failed to resppnd to India's demands, were to be kicked out by the 

British public - appears to have been the perspective with which 

Gandhi went into noncooperation in August. In a private letter in June, 

he admitted that he "thoroughly distrusted" Lloyd Craor, -, el was "prejudiced" 

against the "deceiptful" British diplomacy in the Xiddle East, and 

found the Viceroy's pronouncements on the Xhilafat full of "insolence 

A-45 cre and hyprocrisy" Publicly, in Julyq GandIA accused Lloyd Geor, 

in regard to Tt&. cey of choocirZ ':. the crooked course of secret treatiest 

duplicity and hypoc=itical subterfuEes,,. 
146. At the beginninS of 

Septemberg Gandhi ad--itted in YounC India that he had lost faith in 

Lord Chelmsford's "probit-j and capacity to hold the hiSh office of 

Viceroy of India.,, 147 

I" This break-down of his trust that India's Muslims could Cet "Justice" 

from the British leaders maerzed a serious crisis for Gandhi's non- 

cooperation strategy. If there was to be no likelihood that Britain 

would concede on the IOUlafat issue (nor the Punjab issue), then it 

became necessaxy-to challeng-e the legitimacy of British authority 

itself. At this point his determination to take one issue at a time 

(spelled out in his March manifesto)148 was drastically undermined. 

It became difficult for him to resist the argument - as Yajnik puts 

it in his comparison of Gandhi with Tilak - that the "trunk" of 

British i' erlalism must be tackled as well as its branches. Within MP 

a few monthsv swaraj itself was added as an objective of noncooperatiOll.. 
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But Gandhi still retained his instinct for moving one stop at a timet 

that is, not mobilicing the people to fight for something beyond their 

capacity. Having admitted to himself that Britain's representatives 

in London and Delhi were not going respond to the demand for a 

revision of the peace terms (or for justice on the Punjab) Gandhi went 

into noncooperation strongly proclaiming his loyalty to the British 

Empire and the British Constitution. His I'disaffection'19 he said, was 

from the Imperial and Indian governments. "I can no lonGer retain 

affection for a Government so evilly manned as it is nowadays. " The 

"present representatives" of the Empireq he addedt "have no real 

regard for the wishes of the people of India and thoy count Indian 

honour as of little consequence. " 149 

.4 

This new stratearg arguing loyalty to the British connection, but 

promising progressive noncooperation with the nnpirelslý. resent rep- 

resentatives". made particular demands on Gandhi as a strategist. 

His view, which he stated often enough over the next few yearst was that 

India must not sýiallow the "humiliaticn" of its opinion counting for so 

little "in the councils of the 1hpirel" 150 Britain must no longer 

insult India by calling he-& a partne-. and ignoring her feelings. 

Lloyd George would not have dared to treat Canadaq Australia or South 
151. 

itain) treat India as a real partner". Africa in this way: 1%et her (D= 

To get to this point there would have to be "a change of heart" on the 

part of the British officials, who must have it proved to them "that 

we are their equals". Gandhig of coursel was confident that in non- 

vk1ent noncooperation India had a weapon which would compel respect 

from the British: 

"Equality attained by means of physical force is.. of the lowest 
kind, it is the way of the beast; for the Hindu, especiallYt 
it is a policy ever to be shumed. For thousands of years 
pastq our training has been in a different direction altogether. 
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"It is my firm belief that the British can be won over by 
moral force. I have, indeedg written strongly and bitterly 
against the injustices perpetrated by British officers but 
I believ: et all the samet that no Puzopean nation is more 
amenable to the pressure of moral force than the British . --" 152 

At the beginniný-, of July Gandhi announced the much broadened programme of 

nonoooperationt-including- in the first stage the Triple Boycott of 

councils, courts and schools. Itwas by thin attack on'three of the 

key institutions by whichy through the collaboration of the educated 

classes, the British secured their prestige in Indiag that Gandhi 

marked the shift in his objectives for noncooperation. No longer was 

the campaign focused solely on the Xhilafat issue; nowt as well as 

addressing the Rhilafat questiont noncooperation was beina geared 

6xplicitly to challenge the natuxe of British rule in India. 

From , what we know of Gandhils thinkirig as an, organizer of previous 

nonviolent strugglesq there'w-as a problem with this new st-Aategyp that 

its approach to the "ýBritish was both indirect azid. general. Instead 

of appealing directly to the Imperial and Indian governments on a 

specific issue or issuesq *the strugggle now tended t0 be displaced 

into building a broad movement to develop the identity of the Indian 

nation. In so far as noncooperation proved to be successful in 

mobilising India, the British might then be forced to rethink on the 

Xhilafatq or the Punjabp or even constitutional reformo' But in the 
11%20 

summer of the Raj was far from being conciliatox7 and tried to 

call Gandhi's bluff. I-IkO didntt take 'ids proposed movement of non- 

4- cooperation seriously, Gandhi was thus put in the position of having 

to "prove" to the British their mistake; he was obliged to go ahead 

with organising the movement'on a national scale, something which it 
A 

appears he had not expected to have to do. The'task was enormous. 
on such a vast scale before - at least not a sustained struggle 

Gandhi had not conducted his nonviolent experiments/acros3 the whole 

of India. Inevitablyt his most pressing concerns became organisationalp 

intenial: to the movement. Relatioýa with the Raj became a subsidiary 
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issue, not to be tackled again until the movement had proved its 

strength. 

In some respectsp once he had lost confidence in the representatives 

of the Raj, Gandhi also lost control of this key aspect in nonviolent 

-he relationship with the opponent. From having a single trugele, -1. 

issue on which to press the movement's claims on the Rajg noncooperation 

was geared tP three: two specific, the Khilafat and Punjabq and one 

generalq swaraj, In practice, moreover, as noncooperation was taken 

up and stimulated activities in localities across the nationt so part- 

icular region3 and contingencies added their own grievances and 

issues to the campaign. 
153 Swaraj as a goall the establishing of 

11 
a quite different relationship with the British rulersp was on the 

face of it remote. This was the goal which the Home Rule Leagues 

had pressed in their agitation previouslY and which Gandhi had 

t 
refused to take up because he beli .j eved it 1, &t Indian political 

activiýts into empty post=ing and their supporters into continual 
154 'that he preferred frustrat, on Ile had made it clear time and again 

intermediate or single-issue objective3f the successful resolution 

of which brought forward the substance of swaraj. But now he had 

b-een rebuffed with the, "particularist" approach cn the Rowlatt,, 

Milafat and Punjab issuesq and was effectively forced to move over 

on to the ground which he had earlier rejected. While he did call 

mildly on August 1 for the -3aj to sponsor a conference of 11-coognised 

leaders" which could resolve the Rhilafat and Punjab Issuesq the major 

demand of noncooperation which emerged in subsequent mont-hs and waa 

toyed with up and down the, country, wao for I'Swaraj in One Year". 

'Such a result wa's inconceivable by any conventional 3rardstick - wid the 

failure to achieve it damaged-Gandhi in the long --Lm just as the 
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slogan, "Freedom Now",, rebounded over 40 years later on Maxtin Luther 

King's nonviolent movement in the USA. Gandhi himself had opposed 

a campaign proposed in December 1919 to boycott the new legislative 

councils on two gTouncls. Pirstt that the nation had not been prepared 

for it by a campaign of "political education" and second, that the 

A 

British had not been forewarned by a deputation to London. 155 Six 

months later he reversed his views presumably partlY on the grounds 

that both the Indian people and the British rulers were now better 

prep=-ed. But events were also running away with Gandhi and he was 

seeking to ride them. "Swaraj in One Year" was a rallying cry 

designed to channel the emotions of a mass movement and to shake 

the Raj. It was not the sort of objective 41ach would enable Gandhi 

easily to maintain cordial relations with the Viceroyl nor could it 

be expected -1. professed -o appeal to the British people. Y6t Gandhi 

to have i=ense faith in the power to work changes, of his nonviolent 

methods. Satyagrahav as a spiritual weapon introduced into the realm 

of politics, could,, ho believed., work a ., breakthrough Vnich would not be 

bound by the normal limits of politics, the art of the poasible. He 

thought that a movement which engaped in acts of truly disinterested 

self-sacrifice would generate i=ense spi=itual powerg and so Work a polii 

ical miracle. 
156 By arg=ents such as this, mystical in the sense that 

he believed that God would intervene in the political arena if the 

sacrifice for a true and. just cause was pure enough, Gandhi appears to 
V 

have reconciled himself to his failure to maintain friendly dialoOle 

with his opponents. 

A particular example of the way in which the need to develop a strong 

base for noncooperation forced Gandhi to relax-Lhis-strict rule of non- 

violent conflict, happened early in 1922-0. In Aprilp Gandhi was pressed 

to add his weight to the Rhilafat deputation in England which was 

receiving short shrift from British politicians. Ile sent a telegram to 
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the Viceroy's Private Secretary: 

as one desiring welfare of 1hpire I feel I owe it to 
ministers and British Public to acquaint them disastrous 
consequences if decision hostile to just Muslim sentiments 
and to tell them that such adverse decision must result in 
complete withdrawal of cooperation from government ... " 157 

He also telegrammed Mbntagu in London in similar vein: 

"Before taking any serious step I would like personally place 
before ministers my feelings in this important matter and 
understand ministers' viewpoint. " 

This was the classic Gandhian stanceq not only to forewarh the opponent$ 

but also to gain claritj and insight for the struggle ahead through 

"understanding the ministers' viewpoint". However,, because of the 

hostility which he expected to meet in England and,, we may guessat the 

early stage of his preparations for noncooperaltion in Indiat Gandhi 

placed a condition on hin visit. He asked Chelmsford to give his 

"approval" to his mission, and when this was not forthcomingg he made 

the same approach to Montagu: 

am unwilling proceed without enc=ýcZement from govern- 
-ment in difficult task. Could you please favour me minist- 
erial view. " 158 

Thus in April Gandhi was still attemptinG to get the support of the 

British ministers responnible for India for his Rhilafat campaign 

in order to give 'him a firmer basis for argument in London. It may be 

that his failure to get this approval was a particulax cause of his 

bitterness against Chelmsford and Monta, -gu. j"'" By Ithe end of April 

Gandhi had decided not to go to England. As he wrote to Ahdul Baxi: 

"Organisation must start immediately", and a few days later in another 

private letter he put it more clearly: "Without perfect organisation her,, 
i, 

160 our going would be worse than useless, " In other wordst Gandhi 

realised that he would be listened to in London early in 1920 only 

if he'had the support of the British government representatives 

concerned with India, Without that, there was no argumen't he could 

make of which notice would be taken. He therefore had to turn to 

organising the country in order to demonstrate over the heads of the 
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Raj's representativest India's abhorrence of the peace terms., 

As a-resultv he had to sacrifice his desire - which was strictly a requit 

ment of the satyagraha, method - to "personally place before ministers" 

his feelings on the Khilafat and, in retu=, be enabled to "understan-_d 

ministers' viewpoint". 

Gandhi did formally prepare the Raj in advance for noncooperation on the 

Ydiilafat issue with hin public letter to the Viceroy five weeks before 

the start of the campaign. On August lp in his second formal letter 

to Chelmsford to mark the birth of noncooperationp he also included 

the Punjab issue as a grievance* 
161 However,, at the Special Session of 

the Congress in September when zwa--ai was added expl--Atly. as a third 

objective of the programmep critics argued that insufficient warning 

had been given to the. lZaj for Congress itself to launch noncooperation. 

A Congress deputation to England was proposed. Ideallyt Gandhi almost 

certainly wou3a have wished to take the, revised demands to Britain 

before laundhing into councilboycottq the most specific and pointed 

affroýt to the Raj. But electiom to the new courcils were due to 

take place within a mat. 'war of weeks in Ix', Iovember and the YdAlafat 

movement had already commenced noncoope--ation. He could not afford 

to lose the momentum of the struggle by accepting a postponement. 

From the point of view of principlet ha had personally, in his, oiai 

eyes, more than adequately w=--d the British that noncooperation 

was coming; from the point of view of tacticop it made no cense to 

162 hold up the struggle, ý Thus in both April and September 1920 

I 

Gandhi concluded that the pressing needs of organising noncooperation 

in. India precluded a visit to London to confront. his opponents in 

person. 

The response during this period of the British officials in India 

to Gandhi's noncooperation proposals was essentially to do nothings 
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Montagu and Chelmsford were in a difficult position because the 

Foreign Office had indeed concluded secret agreements with Britain's 

war partners in 1915 to divide up the Ottoman Ibpire once the victory 

was achieved; and the India Office was in z1o, position to ensure that 

its war. ninSs were taken heed of by the British governmentf let alone 

the peace conference. If the two men had followed GancMils advicev 

of course, they would have resigned. In Jmua--yg a deputation of 

Rhilafat leaderog including Gandhig met'. with Chelmsford; they were 

received with courtesy but gained no satisfaction. In June th-e Raj 

began to consider prosecuting Gandhiý but came to the conclusion that 

it would be hard to gain a corrriction until the later stages of non- 

cooperation were reached, They were -also anxious not to provoke the 

sort of upheaval which had followed Gandhilstemporary detention in 

April 1919. Mareovert by tactful handling of him they hoped to 

retain the support of the Indian moderates who were critical of 

Gandhi and who were intendinG to stand for the new councils and 

make the refo=ed constitution work. In July flontaZu said in the 

House of Commons that Gandhi could not expect to be treated as 

leniently as he had been af tox the Rowlat t Satyaorah-ag and this 

provolked Gandhi in YounE: India-to stronger criticism of the British. 

But in Oc-'%Oobert Chelmsford was still inclined to believe that non- 

cooperation was not "a practical policy" and thought that it would 

not be taken up. Provincial governments were authorised to arrest 

subordinate leaders of the. campaign, but the policy of the Raj towards 

the main leade=-was to wait and see. 
163 

Overallo thent Gandhi went into noncooperation with deep mistruGt of 

the British on. his side; while on the part of the Raj there was a 

stiffening resolve to hold him at arm's lengtht watch him carefully 

and not mako any mistakes. In Octobar,, Gandhi published his letter 

"To Every Eriglishman in India": 
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"You can repent of the wrongs done to Indians. You can 
compel Mr Lloyd George to redeem his promises *** You can 
compel the Viceroy to reti-re in favour of a better one ... 
You can compel the Government to rwrrmon a conference of the 
recognised leaders of the people ... 
IrBut this you cannot do unless you consider every Indicaun to be 
in reality your equal and brother. " 

This was now a long-to= struggle he was er4va6md in - to challenge the 

basic attitude of the British towards the Indiansq to change the 

nature of the relationship between Britain and India* 

rjC hd In this deepening and broadening of his challe m to the Rajp we vC 

a third anddecisive explanation for Gandhi's sudden introduction of 

the triple boycott of councils, courts and schools into the non- 

copperation proC. -a=e in July 1920. Fie had boen promotinG the plan 

of noncooperation in face of widespread opposition from leading 

nationalist llindu figuxes - therefore first-, once the decision to Eo 

ahead with noncooperatien was madeq he was free from political attach- 

thi ments to the Hindu politicians and could choose 1: 0 pursue sOmO4' MS 

close to his ideal satyagraha progra-mmee SecOndt the first stace of 

noncooperation needed broadening and lengthening. As outlined in Eay 

it did not demand the involvement of a wide enough spectrum of the 

educated classest and with this limited participation it would lead 

into the second stage too quickly. But it wast ',, hirdv the int--a-nsiG- 

ence of the Raj which appears to have prompted Gandhi to extend his 

prog--amme and contemplate swa-raj as an axplicit r-, oal for the movements 

To avoid the posturing and negativeness which Gand-hi associated with 

the earlier popular cam-paien. s. for s, ýIaraj initiated by the 11cme Rule 

Leagues, he needed to devise an alternative method of campaigning. 

Gan%hi Is alte=ative proeram-ne for achieviiig 'swaraj was to givo 

practical tasks to the nationts politically active bgroupsunder- 

takings which demanded great sacrifices of them and would thus draw 
I 

in the masoes in support. The boycott of courts, schools and 

councils was to bring the educated who took it up into much closer 
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contact with the common people and to obliGe them to clarify and 

widen the objectives of Indian nationalism. The triple boycott 

broadened the concept of swadeshi from the matter of cloth and the 

promotion of Indian goods to questions of whether the trwfocus of 

politics should be in the legislatures or in working among the 

people. Swadeshi in-education meant the development of national 

Schools; in the case of legal disputes, it meant the attempt to 

reduce the prestige of the 
.?, ri4k*ish legal system and to rebuild the 

Indian system of arbitration. The triple boycotto as the basis of an 

alternative movement for swaraj, was developed later into a permanent 

programme undertaken by Ganghils supporters in India, the constructive 

progTainme, 

Thus the inability of the Raj to respond to his "particularist" demands 
tt%a Vrwvtt ALry 

v on/the E21ilafat and Pxmjab obliecd Cand-hi to take on the General 

demand of swaxaj - and swaxaj for Gandhi required the construction 

of a national movement which embraced some of the* deepest problems 

cuna in India wes was seen to represent honest attcmPts to tackle them. 

Constructive programmev an indirect response to the Rajt the building 

up of the internal strp--ýjt. &A - of the Indian nationg grew directly out 

of the triple boycott announced by Gandhi in July 1920. It developed 

throuGh all the years that followed as a major p3xt of Gandhi's 

effort to take on the issue of swaraj and build a movement which 

would oblige the Raj to change its ways. 
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SMOIARY 

l. There is a direct continuity bet-deen Gandhi's promotion of the 

Swadeshi concept throu8ii the Swadoshi Sabha and his later formulation 

of the prograime of Noncooperaticn - in opposition to economic boy- 

cott - as the sanction to be used bythe Ehilafat movement against 
the Raj . 

2. In attempting to off er leaderoMp to what was effectively a 

rebellion of Indian 1hislims against the Raj, Gandhi sacrificed the 

opportunity to build up "a com. pany of true believers" through develop- 
ing th3 Swaderhi Sabha or reviving the Satjagraha Sabha. Joinizig, the 

Rhilafat movement, he entered into a tactical and strategic alliance 
with Muslim political leaders who were not believer3 in nonviolence 
and"who could not be guaranteed to hold their followers to nonviolence* 
Gandhi's reasoning, included some of the following elements: 

W the Xhilafat cause was just; 
(ii) Indian Hindus -aust support ' their Muslim brothers in 

their hour of need; 
(iii) the opportunity to sec=a Hindu-M. uslim unity throuGh 

support for the Muslims would not, recur for generations; 

-(iv) through his personal direction o'L 
ihe Ydiilafat campaignt 

it might be possible to restrain the movement fro"m violence 
4. (This was perhaps his most remax7aable achievemen. 

(v) 'I-Uslims followingg the discipline of nonviolence for 

tactical reasons might come to embrace nonviolence at a 
deeper level; and 
(vi) a tactical alliance bet-, ieen the Xhilafat movement and 
the Indiazzi National Congress at this moment would greatly 

strengthen Indixan, nationalism. 

3- In offering leadership to the Xhilafat movement on condition that 

it maintained nonviolent discipline under his direction, Gandhi had to: 

(i) ensure that tho Koran did not expressly forbid the 
CUAA adoption by Mislims of nonviolent action on a life 4w death 

issue; 
(ii) exercise arbitrary authority in rejecting proposals 
for a deal between the two communities over cow-slaughter 

and the punjab question; 

- (iii) assemble and organise a reliable company of Illuslim 

"lieutenants" who would accept the discipline of nonviolence 

and ensure that this code was followed by Milafat supporters; 
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(iv) devise a programme of nonviolent actiont consistent 

with his satyaGraha prin'ciplec, which would be seen as an 

effective challerLme to the Raj - in face of strident calls 
from Muslim voices for their idea of a nonviolent progra=ep 

which was for economic boycott of British goods; 
(v) demonstrate that under his leadership the movement 
could secure major support from the Hindu population; and 
(vi) publicy accept that if the nonviolent movement failed, 

Ihislims had the xight to resort to their "traditional" sanction 

of violent rebellion. 

4. Gandhi did succeed in securinG the allegiance to his leadership of 
a key group of Khilafat orý-, anisers who took responsibility with him 
jointly for touring Phslim parts of India and pro=otinC the Miilafat 

cause from a comon platform. I 

5. The first actions promoted by Gandhd on belhalf of the Rhilafat 

movement were three hartals at five month intervalst plus a boycott 

of the Raj's Peace Celebrations. These hartals were aGain mass 

religious observance3t preparing -supporters in personal discipline 

for nonviolent action. 

6. Voncooperationt as conceived by Gandhi was no progr=e of civil' 
disobddience. Because of his fears of "collective" civil disobedience 

getting out - of handl he formulated the concept Of 11progressivell non- 

cooperation in stagesý with '., he mo,, -ient for mass civil disobedience 

long-postponed. Noncooperation was pro, -ý=, essive in at least fOur 

senzes: 
(i) it involved moving 46. om acts of small sacrifices - 'r 

resiening honours - to acts of Creater sacrifice - resigning 
jobs - and so on; 
(ii) it was to begin with the most privileged individuals - 
those who had been honouzed by the . 2. aj - and move through 

the educated "classes" and then to the "masses"; 
(ii-4) it would begin with actions least likely to risk break- 

down into violence and develop with actions. involving greater 

risk; and 
(iv) through the progressive build-up of the campaignq it was 

assumed that money would be gathered and org-anisation developed 
4. 

to support "noncooperators" who had resigned their jobs and 

were working full-time on the campaign. 
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7. Gandhi had the greatest difficulty in securing the support of Hindu 

politicians for his noncooperation programme. The freedom from con- 

straint which this gave him may, paradoxicallyt be part of an explan- 

ation for his decision to incorporate in the progranme something 

close to his own "ideal" prescription for Indian societ-j - the Triple 

Boycott. It also contributed to his deciZion to launch the Noncooper- 

ation movement one month before the Indian National Congress hold a 

special session to discuss it. 

8. The coincidence of the r-eace Te=s at the end of the Wart which 

dashed Rhilafati3ts' hopes, toeether with the Commission's 

Report,, which offended all Indian nationalictst being publiched 

simultaneou. 31y, was a Cift for Gandhi. This gave him the opportunity 
to link the Khilafat and Punjab issues and attract "'Hindu support for 

,,, ed that national anger against Noncooperation, He also correctly jud, - 
the British would lend support to the radical assault on the 

structu-. es of Bzitish India contained in the Triple Eloycott. 

9. Org-anising a perilolls cazTaign on a vas-lu, scalet and losirZ coll- 

fidence in British 'Iýoliticnl leaderst Gandhi sacrificed his wish to 

go to Dagland to forewarn the opponent of hio intention., 
I 

Forced to 

adopt I'swaraj" -a gonex-a! rather thazi a particular objective as a 

goal for the campaign - he bent his offorts to t:: ̀ yinG to build up 
the subst=ce of -waraj througin the Triple Boycott- He beGan- to 

hope, toog that his message would bypass British political leaders 

and get through directly to British public opinion. 

It was by taking up the Milafat inme and advocating noncooperation 
that G=dhi moved firmly outside his base in Gujarat and the BombaY 

Presidency. The Central 12iilafat Co=ittee was able to mobilise 

support among Ihslims in north and south India and elsewhere, and the 

idea of noncooperation appealed to social classes in different parts 

of India who ., rere beinG drawn into nationalist politics for the first 

time. 'The established politici =-39 uiiose interest3 were directly 

affected by the proposal for 'Ithe triple boycott and who hesitated 

to cupport both the Khilafat cimpaien as an issue and noncooperation 

as a method, were taken by surprise by the swiftness with which non- 

cooperation won popular support in the. late su=. er of 1920p and they 

failed to orCanise adequately again3t Gandhi's movement. It was 
the Khilafat movement which catapaulted Gandhi to the centre of 
Indian politics and greatly aided his efforts late in 1920 to capture 
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the Indian National Con, -pess and organise noncooperation as a 
campaign sponsored by "the principal nationalist organisation in 

India. 

But in the Rhilafat movement we see Gandhi as an organiser for the 
first time obliged to enter into real rolitical compromises. His 
local struggles, in Champarant Ahmedabad and Rheda, he had directed 

with complete personal authority. The Gujarat Sabhat when he joined it 

was immediately transformed to carry Gandhi's own social and political 
programme. The Rovilatt satyagraha, althou6i it was taken up by different 

groups in different parts of India, was initiated in Bombay by a self- 
selecting group who formed the SatyaCrolia Sabha with Gandhi as its 

undisputed leader. Howevert the break-up of the Satya6-raha Sabha 
in the summer of 1919 and the simultaneous failure of, the Swadeshi 
Sabhat caused Gandhi to look beyond org=-usations over which he had 

absolute authority. His link-up with the Centra- Khilafat Co=Littee 

was a true political coalitiont a marriage of conveniencet albeit 
unconventional because of the terms which Gandhi imposed. While 
Gandhi was accepted by the Milafat leaders. as the "dictator" of the 

movement with arbitrary power to develop and direct the programme of 

noncooperation, Gandhi in his place had to acceptý that the Muslim 
leaders were not sat-jagrahis according, to his conception. They had 

adopted nonviolence, and embraced him as leader for tactical'reasons 

only. Thus Gandhi in moving so decisively to promote nonviolence at 

a national level by taking up the Rhilafat campaign and providing the 

movement with a feasible progra=e for nonviolent action was also 
very vulnerable. The movement which took him to the leadership 

of the Indian National Congress was committed to nonviolence only 
as a tactic. His need to take ady-antage, of the opportunity 
afforded himt to try to establish from his position as a national 
leader a national organisation which truly embraced his principles and 
would faithfully follow the disciplines, of satyagraha from conviction3 
is very clear. 
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SIX STEPPINrr-STONES TO ALL-INDIA LEADIMSHIP (1920-1922): 
CAPTURE OF THE HONE RULE LE AGUE AND 'LID21 C01"lGlIESS, 

5. All-Indi Ia Home rule League (or Swarajya Sabha) 

In April 1920 Gandhi achieved control of a national organisation 

throug, h which he could hope directly to promote his personal political 

and social views. The All-India Home Rule Lea&ue, founded by Annie 

Besant in 1916, of which Gandhi had been consistently critical, was split 00 
in the summer of 1919 on tile question of civilldisobedience and on whether 

or not to support the reform programme. Annie Besant as President was 

-flanked by radicals dissatisfied . with her leadership. ' Nine rapidly out 

months later Gandhi was invited to accept the Presidencyp and in Aprilt 

afteroconsulting i-rith a number of influential friendsp he did so. 

Immediatelyp he transformed the programme of the organisation. 

According to Brownt there is no clear evidence of how Gandhi c=-o to 

be offered the Presidency of the Leaguep thougii she suggests that 

Notilal Nehru actually invited him. 2 Gandhi himself said in a private 

letter to Srinivasa Sastri that the "demand" had come from people with 

whom lie had worked before, presumably referring to the group of Bombay 

Home Rulers with whom he had launched the Satyagra-ha Sa-bha. 
-In 

Us 

letter to Sastriq which was circulated privately to o*. er friendsp 

Gandhi stated 'the conditions he had placed on joining the League: 

"I have told them that at my time of life and with views 
firmly formed on several matters I could only join an organ- 
isation to affect its policy and not to be affected, 

_by 
it". 

He went on to list five conditions# the first of which was a pointed 

rebuke to what he. saw as the political opportunism practised prev- 

iously by the nationalist movement: 

Ill. (The) highest honesty must be introduced in the political 
life of the country if we are to make our maxk as a nation. 
This presupposes at the present =oMent a very firm and definite 
acceptance of the creed of Truth at any cost"* 

Only a few weeks earlier Gandhi had engagged in a pi. ýblic exchange with 

Tilak# leader of the other Home Rule Leaguet on the question of truth- 
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fulness in politics. Tolitics",, Tilalc had said witherinClygIlia a 
0 

g=e of worldly people and not of cadhus (holy men). 

GandUls second condition of acceptance was swadechi - 11swadeshi 

must be our immediate goal". Thirdq he wanted the adoption of Hindu- 

stani "in the imedlato future" as a national lanfv,, uage, Fourthl was 

the principle of redistributing the provinceo of India on a linauistic 

basis. Fifth, he demanded support for Hindu-Muslim unity, as an 

Ikuialterable article of faith", which would include in the official 

progr=e of the League Ivigorous" promotion of the Khilafat cause, 

Here were all the articles of Gandhib social programme as developed 

at that stagev but he -also made it clear that he would not press the 

League into more, contentious areas of his programe: "I will not 

think of asking for official recognition of my creed of civil Clisob- 

edience,,. 
4 Gandhi insisted that his social programme in practice was 

non-politicalq and should be aocepted by all as "non-%party" activitY; 

whereas he recognised that civil disobedience was a method inviting 

strong political disagreement. 

At this timet Gan&d's status as. a . -national political figure was 

.0 

rising rapidly. Iqlot only was lie identified with the Ddlafat movement, 

in particular with the second all-India Rhilafat hartal in M=ch and, 

with the effort to draw Hindu loaders into support for noncooperationg 

also in April 1920 he promoted the ' Mt-lonal week to coinmemorate the 

Rowlatt events, At the Amritsar Congress in December he had played a 

pivotal role in achieving guarded support for the goverment reform 

programme. At the end of Ilarch he had just published the Corq,, Tess 

report into the Punjab eventsp a report of which he was acknowledgmd 

to be the principal author. Alsop he was-being pressed at this tilpe 

to join, the. Rhilafat deputation in Englandt while simultaneously there 

was talk of his going to England to pre3en-': the Congress report 
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5 
on the Punjab. With this rising reputation, Gandhi was preslyraably 

an attractive prospect as a leader of the League whatever conditions 

he laid down. The invitation, at any ratet was not withdrawn and 

at the end of April, he announced thart he had joined the Leagme 

and accepted office as its President. 

"It is a distinct departure from the even tenor of my life", said 

Gandhi in a public letter to the members of the League, "for me to 

belong to an organisation which is purely and frankly political".. * 

This remaxk is worthy of note hecause it shows that Gandhi was aware 

that he was taking risks as he moved towaxdo the centre of Indian 

political life. The Miilafat movement was in many respects a 

religious movement; the Oatyagraha Sabha and the Swadeshi Sabha had 

been based on religious vows; the Gujarat Sabha was a. civic organis- 

ation whose object was to promote the social and economic wellbeing 

of the people of Gujarat. By accepting the leader-, hip of the Lea, ýMo 

Gandhi was identifying himself with an organi-sation of which he had 

been strongly critical. He justified his action with three arguments. 

Firstp that he had already moved into the politica. 1 arena by his 

activities at the Amritsar Congresst where he *"found it impossible to. 

to remain silent" as on previous occasions. Secondp that he would not 

lose his independence to act freely accurding to his own conscienceg 

his 11splenaid inolation", for the League had accepted him as President 

: to in full knowledge of his views. 11oreovert he would be wrong not 

"utilize" the organization for advancing the causes associated with 

him, for he would "gain a platform for propagating my ideas". Gandhi'O 

third point was that the object of the Leaauet swaraig could-be-achieved 

most speedily by those causes which he espoused - swadeshi, Ilindu- 

Muslim unity and the spread of Hindi: "If I succeed in engaging the 

League in those activitiesq I shall feel confident of our being able 

to achieve swaraj at an early date. 116 
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In a reiteration of the views he had expressed in hir, "Swaraj in 

Swadeshi,, 7 
article the previous December, Gandhi made it clear that 

he thought. that the political reforms being introduced by the British 

were of secondary importance to the proGramme of social reforms which 

he was inviting the League to take up. The direct challenge which Gandhi 

issued to the nation's educated in July when he announced the triple 

boycott of the councilsq the courts and the schools, he made less 

dramatically but equally clearly in April when he took over the All- 

India Home Rule League. He announced then a programme for the Leagueg 

not of pressure to got the rules for the forthcoming elections changed 

or of propaganda to get a Gandhian faction elected to the councils. 

Typicallyq he wanted to get the nationalist activists out of the 

legislatures and into the villages.. "We are to work with the millions 

and influence them" he said. 
a Once in control of the League, Gandhi 

set out i=ediately to convart its members to his views. In his new 

position as presidentg he was now attemptimgm to explore publicly the 

question of how swaraj could be achieved by his methods - and move 

himself into the centre of nationalist agitational politics. In 

particularp his advocacy of linguistic provinces recognised 6=owing 

movements for autonomy within the old Presidencies0' Even sop his ma"n 

preoccupation was still with the lihilafat movement and the developiric 

momcooperation - and it was perhaps inevitable that the Home Rule 

League became not a politicbed reinvention of the Swadeshi Sabha as he 

seems to have intended# but an important vehicle for Gandhi's drive to 

win the naticý- to noncooperation. 

Richard Gordong in his study of council boycott and noncooperationg 

states that: 

"Gandhi planned to capture Congress by a three-pronged attack: 
throuCh the All-India Home Rule LeaGuej the Khilafat Committees 
and such support as he could muster in the Congress Committees 
themselves. " 
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Moreover, at the Special Session of the Con-ares3 in Calcuttav when it 

was still unclear v-hether the subjects committee would support non- 

cooperationg Gandhi is reported to have called a meeting of the League 

to discuss what to do in case he lost. 10 Once the Special Session had 

a, Ereed to support noncooperationg Gandhi still did not have full 

support from the All-I. -ndia Congress Committee which directed the 

affairs of ConGreso betwen the axnnual sessiona. Ile was thua obliGed 

to send out a circular letter to branches of the Home Rule League 

drawing to their attention the Con. -Tess resolution in support of 

noncooperation and requesting them "fo= the next two months" to concent- 

rate their attention principally on the boycott of the reformed councils* 

The letter contained the wording of a "form" which voters were to be 

asked to sign, stating that they did not desire to be represented in 

thecouncils. " Between the Special Session in September and the annual 

session at Ij agpur in December, Gandhi remained depen" dert fo= the 
%. 1 . 

organisation of noncooperation on the Contral Khil. ýfat Co=ittee and 

12 the Home Rule League. 

During Octob-ert hcwoverg the League was hit by a number of prominent 

resignationsp including that of Jinnaht at that time a leading 

nationalist Muslim who had 'b-. en president of the branch of the. 

League iii Boir. bV for some yearo. The contentious issue was that, Gandhi 

had had the constitution of the League changed, including its name, 

which wao to be Swarajya Gabha. In th*is move Gandhi was quite clearly 

usinC the League as a lever to influence the Congress session at 

at 1, Tagpur# just as he had used the Gujarat Political Conference in 

August to nudge the Special Congress into support for Honcooperation. 

The aim of the new Sabha was to be independence with or wi-. '. hout the 

British connection and the means of achieving this aim were to be 

"peaceful" and "legitimate. ' These wer3 precisely the charges in the 
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Congress constitution which Gandhi advocated successfully later at 

Yagpur. Jinnah argued that Gandhi had acted unconstitutionally in 

that the meeting in Bombay Vnich took the decision waa attended by 

only 61 members out of an all-India membership of 6,000. Gandhiq who 

had already been blocked once by similar charges after an earlier 

meeting in September, 13 
replied that the meetirL3 was legal# and he 

added: 

it go. the country is moving so fast now that our leaders 
cannot keep pace with it. In such circumstancesq no matter 
how much we are pained we just go ahead. India will not have 

-a cen1h=y. We cannot afford to miss such an opportunity fo. 
it. We may only hope that when the leaders realize the value 
of the strong popular currentq they will not hesitate to 
join it". 14 

G,, m. dhils view was that Congress must qliestion the British connection 

,, A Tu-'willinr, itnelf to launch civil cli-, obeclience if it was to remain 

of nationa-ist feeling in the country* In 

Teat. ITeverthelessp in endeavouring to keep 

-pcz%, i%7 vvj6v4& 
--., 

dhi mms usin4g, the Swaraj. Sablia for a quite 

different set of objectives than he had outlined when he accepted the 

Presidency of the League only a fdw months earlier. In particular he 

had stated in April that he had no intention of drawing the Le4ome 
-M&r- 

into civil disobedience, whercas in October he now admitted/the nelf 

creed of the Sabha would "cover" civil disobedience. 
15 Gandhils 

"utilization" of the Leaguo for his ovm purposes dild not stop therct 

howeverg for once his second victory at Ilagpur confi=-ed that he could 

work through the organisation of the Coneress itselfq he appears to 

have dropped the Swarajya Sabha altogether, Brailsford quotes a pro- 

minent nationalist Hindu on the cSfair: 

"Some resentment was felt becauce Gandhi, before he was 
sure that he could win Congressp had entrenched himself 
within the JjoMe Tt uet which he renamed the Swaraj ule Lea, & 
Sablia. This rival ora=icaticnp when he no longer needed 
it, died a peaceful death. " 16. 

Gandhila captuxe of the All-India 'Rome Rule League was thu3 a temporary 

phenomenon lasting only ei, -ht months until he achieved control of the 
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Congress. Again we see hit; belief that with superior political insig[it 

and experience he was entitled to force the pade and set the programme 

for the League as long as its members had confidence in him, Againt as 

with the Satyagraha Sabhat we see strong political disagmements. with 

colleagues operating from different political principles causing 

splits in the orgariisation when Gan&'-. i chose to follow his own lead. 

Although through the Home Rule League Gandhi had ar---, Ved at the leader- 

ship of the national Congressq he had done so by using it for a farýmore 

"political" purpose than he had promised when taking over as president. 

Instead of creatinG a ''non-political'' organisation which would substitute 

for and extend the work of tho Svradeshi Sabhaq he appears to have done 

uhat he said he would not do, recruit from the 1.7ome -Rule League a 

"party" org-anization whicn helped his rise 
- 17 in the Congress. Thi s 

mea-. qtt thoudif that Gandhi, at the height of his power in Inclial with 

the Indian National Congress under his direction, still did not - 

control an all-India organisation which was co=utted. to his principles 

of satyagraha, Gancýii in taking on the leadership of the Indian 

National Congress took on the leadership of a coalition of political 
A. interestsp which like the Rhilafat movement, had its o= expedient 

reasons for accepting his lead. But his own. base of support for the 

full 'sat-jaGTaha programme he was advocatinC was thin. rMus he 

embraced the leadership of Congress in much the same way as he had 

accepted the leadership of the League and the Ehilafat movement, 

hoping by directing thei, memb-ership into a nonviolent proGram;; ie to 

do some good and to recruit from out of the experience some new 

converts to his position. But within the Cong=ess coalition Candhi 

was operatiri, 2,; on a far vaster scale on a larger issue and on a larger 

range of issues and with more formidable political figures as coll- 

eagues than ever before. Thus aGain he was very vulnerable to losinG 

control. 
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MZLLTIY 

1. The Home Rule laagues had been established a few years earlier by 

Annie Besant and Tilak because Congress as a body was unwilling to move 
into agitational politics - but they remained affiliatod to Congress. 

2. Gandhi accepted the leadership of Beoant's All-India Home Rue 

League on condition that he was permitted to shape the cr(, mnisation 

according to his own views on how to achieve Home Rule - that ist 

throuGh promotion of awadeshil 1.1indu-1.1uslim unityq Hindustani and 
linguistic provinces. However, he undertook apecifically not to lead 

the League into civil disobedience. 

3- Nevertheless, in his c=paiGn to win Congress -support for the 

Xhilafat programme of Noncooperationg Gandh. i used the League as a 
lever, The aims of the League were chan, -ed in its constitution to 

permit a demand for independence without the British connectiont if 

necessary, and by means of civil disobedience, if neces. -M. -Ly. 

4- Critics of this change were v4Lgorously and publicly rebutted by 

Gandhi who was sensitive to charges of procedural irregularity. Eut 

he added that his critics were out of tune. with the country's mood. 

5. When Gandhi achieved control of the Congress organisation, the Home 

Rale League was allowed to die. Since Congress under Gan-dhils leader- 

ship was to become itself an agitational bod-y for Home Rulep there was 

some clear justification for this; but it left some resentment against 
Gandhi. 

As a result of the way IIT lome 113ule League developed and then 

ceased to exist under his leadership, Gan-dhi was still without an 

organised body of supporters conzaitted to his satyaGraha principlesý, 

40 
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(.. The Capture of Congress 

In the concluding sections of her bookv -Gandhils Rise to Power: Indian 

Politic,. 3.1915-22,, Judith Brown shows how even after his cppture of the 

leader-ship of Congress in 19, 
--'0, 

Gandhi remained an isolated and potent- 

ially vulnerable politica- figure. She writes: 

"Apart from a small group of loyal henchmen like Rajendra 
Prasad, Vallabhbhai Patel and the less known Jawarhlal I-Tehrug 
GandI17_i's power rested on t1irec main bases - newly mobilised 
Cro, aps and areas which had not pre7iouoly parti--ipated in the 
politics of nationalism; an unstable alliance with sections 
of the Ma3lim communityt which helped to push new areas into 
politics and provided him with allies in the ranks of the 
politicians; and the unwilling consent of some sections of the 
existing political elite, particularly in the Presidenciest 
who calculated that he was their best bet because of his 
other sources of power. " 18 

It is doubtful whether Gandhi uct out with a conscious strateEj, of 

mobilising, newly political social g--oups and regional areas in the 

'belief that he could then outoflank and undermine the narrow political 

elite which dcminated naticnalist Politics. 
19 Rather he believed as 

a moral and religious assuikotion of hic. work in India# that the 

educated elite should identify tziercelves with the I'masses" and that 

the I'masses" should be mobilised to change their conditicns of life* 

Both the Raj, on one side, and the existinG nat., onalist leaders On "the 

other, stood in the way of this vision. 'Zic British rulers, because 

of their racim, their concervatis-m and -Lheir willingness to rk-Antain 

the status Tao by means of repreosion; the nationa list elite because 

of their fear of the masses, their identification with the 
-British 

-ion on 11politicall as a narrow "mission" in India, and their concentrat 

area of debate and decision in the legýislatures. So Gandhi entered 

the political world in his own way - in Bihar# in Gujarat and on the 

Rowl"attg Swadeshi and laiilafat issues - challenginG both the Raj -. md 

the nationalists. 

By late 19199 howeverp Gandhi had failed to establish his mm independ- 

ent basu of followers who would accept his lead on sorie of the major 
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issues facing, the nation. 220. But as a result of his leadership on the 

Punjab and Ehilafat issuest and his followinG in Gujarott he found 

himself called upon increasingly to act as an important figure in 

the established political world. He seems therefore to have taken 

a decision at around the tirae of the Amritsar Congress in December 

1919 to try to draw on t-hose political assets he could muster and to 

exercise direct influonce inside the establialned. institutions of Indian 

f 
nationalism. In particular, hic commit.: ment to the Ehilafat movement 

It obliged him to gather all possible Hindu support for the I slim c=rpaiGn. 

Hence in 1920, we see him joini. -nG the Home TZule League and taking over 

its leadershipq and attending many private conforences with n, -,. tional- 

ist leaders on the Xhilafat question and later the Punjab issuep 

an approach for support in I-lay to the All-India Con ss incbuding 

Committee. Finally, on failing to achieve the support which he . -Acededo 

he decided to tvj to win Congress to his position. Preimmiably after 

-ing of the I'JCCj Gandhi did decide very directly the Denares meet Oo 

draw on all possible bases of support and capture the Indian NationU 

Congress if he could. 

Brown's analysis points to what she calls the "roots of GandIýUls power" 

in the rather fortuitous conjunction of three different eleinentz -, the 

mobilisation of new Geographica. 1 areas and social groups; -the, 

activation of one particulax community with a-politicc a network across 

India# the pan-Islamist Nuslims; and the capitulation of the establiched 

politicians. In tracinG Gandhi's attempt between 1915 and 1920 to 

exercise leadership and develop a following throuGii a number of 

oreanisationsg what wo have been doing is to examine his judEpents 

and techniques as an organiser. By the summer of 1920 Gandhi felt 

able to try 4V -o capture the or6anisaltion of ConGresS, to transform its 

and to do useful work- through it. The purpose of the remainder of this 
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chapter is to discuss how Congress was captured, how the orcanisation 

was chanaed as a result of Gandhi's initiative, and what Gandhi then 

attempted to do wita it . 

The- Punjab Sa: ýZarrrqha 

ar-ti-i I It: Congross, prior to 1921t was not aneetive body. The P=esidentp 

appointed annually, had the assictance of three oecrotaries and would call, 

quarterly meetings of the All-India Congress CO=Littee to discuss imp- 

ortant issues. Between the anrraal sessions of the Congress in Decemberp 

the Provincial Congress Committees were virtually moribundt coming 

to&-ether just before the annual session to elect delegates and to 

debate policy. Having failed to get the ag-reement of the annual session 

in 1915 to develop a more permanent and active organisationt the 

"Extremist" leaders, Tilak and Besantt formed their Homme Rmle Leagues 

to carry on active propaganda and organising between Congress sessions. 

The Leagues were affiliated to the Congress, Despite Ilmnize Besant's 

election to the Presidency of *the Congress'in 1910t Congress remained 

- th c a part-time organisation, basically an annual get--I,, ogether fo, 

- 21 
nation's political elite, throurh all the events of 1919 and 1920* 

In 1919, Gandhiq along with other politicianst began his campaign to 

get an official goverrment inquiry into what had happened in the 

Punjab between Naxch and June, when civil order broke downg the A=it3= 

masoacre took place, and maxtiUn law was imposed. Confined as he was 

to the Bombay Presidency by the banning ordert he u. -Jed the columns of 

his newly-acquired journal YcMa India, to maintain a steady question- 

ing of every now offence to due PrOCOG3 of 1wd and to Indian dignitY 

which became knovin in the Punjab, By the end of Nayt 1919, he 

proposed to the Satragraha Sabha that- they should take up the Punjab 

question*in addition to their c=paign aGainst the Rowlatt-Act. ' In 

Juneq he announced that he would resume. civil disolmedience unless the 

Rowlatt Act was withdrawng an inquiry was held into the Punjab events9 
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and a Punjab journali: 3t was freed from jail. After dircusoion with 

the Bombay gcve=iorg however, he retreated from this proposal for civil 

disobedience, when he received an assurance that a cgovernment inquiri 

would be undertaken and that Kalinath Royp the Lahore -Journalistf 

. I. was to have his sentence substantially reduced. 

"he J111-India Congress Committee announced in June 1919 that it was 

intending to conduct its own inquiry into the Punjab events with the 

object of bringing, evidence before the government-appointed Hunter 

Comm. ission. Two' of the leading figures in Congress, 11adan Mohan 

11alaviYa and Motilal Nlehru weent personally to the Punjab to begin 

their preliminary investigations, together with Swami Shraddanand 

who had been the leader of the'Satjagraha Sab:, ha in Delhi. Most of 

the prominent Punjabi politicians were in jail. In October, howoverg 

as soon as his ban was liftedy Gandhi went himself to the Finijab and 

was immediately coopted on to the committee. Within a short periodp 

despite the involvement pf a third major Cong--ess figurep C. R. Das, 

Gandhi seems to have taken charGe of its woex. When the Punjab 

government refused to, release cn parole for the period of the Eunter 

Commission's ex=-anation in Amritsar- those political leaders, in the 

city who had been Jailed undcr martial law, the Congress Committee 

t the 11unter Commission's investiagation. announced that it would boycot, 

An office was opened in Lahore and Gandhi o--&mnised the work of an 

independent Congress Anquiry conducted in parallel with the I 

Commission's workt thouGh by difforent proced=eco 
22 J>ublic meetinGs 

were conducted at seventeen centres in the maxtial law areas at which 

people were invited to submit statements; lv700 were'receivedt of Vnich 

about 650 were included in appendices to the final report. 
23 

DurinG this work Gandhi was taken away to the First Milafat Conference 

in Delhi and it was at this conference that he refused to permit the 
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lirilalnG'of the Rhilafat and the Punjab isoues. rieforrirl, -, to the Raj's 

peace cblobrations proposed for December 1919, he said: 

"Peroonallyg I feel thatv whatever the sufferinGs of the 
Punjab, we cannot on a local issueg diW-cociate ourselves from 
a celebration which concerns the %diole Dinpire. Ile have other 
means by vil-dch to publicize the vronGa of the Punjab. Vor 
can we dissociate ourselves from the celebrations on the 
Eround that justice has not been done in the matter of the 
Punjabt because we still hope for justice. It is for this 

that the Lunter Commission i., %Otinr purpose sit - and our 
Commissioners are workdng. We may abstain from the Peace 
Celebrations only if vie have arq cau3e for dissatisfaction 
or doubt a=isinG directly from the peace term. s. The lalilufat 
is the only issue of this kind. 11 24 

Hero then we see Gandhi., having talken charge of the Punjab invest- 

i&-ationt insisting that the issue be pursued according to his method 

of satyagraha. The government had conceded an inquiry into the Punjab 

events and until that investigation was completed and the results of 

it L-noi-m, it would be i-rrona to whip up agitation on the issue, At 

this tire, Gan-dhi did have strcng hopes for "justice" on the Punjab 

question. No doubt in his min raind there were parallels with the 

success of the Champaran inauirj in 1917 and the p, -xtial victori 

in Mieda in 1918. It seems probable that when lie returned to Lollore 

to continue his investiCation, and a few-ýP. eks later to nearby Aj=itsar 

to attend the Con, -, -ess Ses! 3ion, it was with the view that the PýMjab 

izzue was being tackled according to tho rules of a satyaGraha 

st=cGle. It was thus in a conciliatory spirit that he went to 

Amritsax, ready to. mako a gesture towaxds the Raj on an issua- which 

he did not consider to he vitally important, the queotion of the 

now reformed conztitution. 
25 Wliezi he is aw that the "actremist" 

leadorsp Tilaic and Dasq were proposinC to reject the llontagru- 

Cholm. -fford reforms, but still to take their places in the new 

refo=ed councils, he decidod to challenge them openly in the 

p 71 

Congress session. Uhis, momentv as Gandhi co=ent3 in Us Auto- 

biog-rap 9 marked his "real entrance into the Congress politics". 
26 
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The job of writinG the main nect-Ion of the Congreso report on the 

Punjab events also fell to Gandhi. Thin document, which occupies 

178 paGes in the Collected Worlica, took him viocka to prepare# 

involving the sifting and collatint; of evidence from so many 

witnesses. Bach at the Sabanmti ashram near Ahmedabadt and later 

in Lahoteg lie worked with an intensity which stagr-ored his friends 

and colleaoies. Yajnik records: 

'Te worked then at the rato of nearly twenty to twenty-two 
hours a day, practically leaving him only two to four hours 
for food and sleep ... And the very siGht of his extraordinary 
absorption and his sustained industry served only to feed 
the fires of our faith in"/'ýniraculouo powers oil 27 

When the report was finally finished at the end of Avebrucxyv Gandhi 

met with Us colleagues on the Congress Committeet who included Dasp to 

decide on its recommendations. Their choice on the principal issue 

was 'Iptween calling for the prosecution of the leadinG British civil 

and milit=j figures in the -_'unjab events, Lieutenant-Governor Sir 

Michael 011myer, General Dycr, and a few others, or their dismissal. 

In Yo, qrjg India in 19219 Gan-dhi wrote publicly about the discussion bet- 

ween the members of the comruttee on this point: 

"The recommendation was hotly dabat., ýýd amoný; them and thcy 
came to the unanimous conclusion that India could only --ain 
by refraining from prosocution. Mr Das in a not-able speech 
at Patna recently referred to the compact then made between 
the Commissioners that, whilst and if they reduced their 
recommendation to a minimxm, they raust colemnly resolveýto 
enforce them at the risIc of their lives, " 23 

Thus not only may we as=, -ie that Gandhi persuaded his colleaguesto 

follow the rules of satyargralýa and pitch the Ccr. g-ress demands at the 

minimum, rather than the maximum. He also appears to have secured' 

4t "at the a solemn compact bet-weenifour of them that, they would fLgh 

risk of their lives" to ensure that this demand was met., 
29 A second 

important recommendation of the Report was that the Viceroyq Lord 

Chelmsfordq-be recalled. 
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The Congress Report wa3 published on 1.1ax-ch '225,19209 and created 

an inevitable sen3e of out=aCe in India. CandlAp however# did 

little to channel or orchestrate these feelinas except to promote 

a fund to purchase as a perzianent national memorialf 4-he piece of 

enclosed landq the Jallianwala, BaCliq where the iu=itsar Massacre 

had taken place. In his letters published at the end of April and 

beginning of May accepting the Presidency of the Idl-India Home 

Rule LeaC; ue and outlininC lar; proe--arureq Gandhi mentioned the 

Ehilafat issue but not the Punjab. In co. mon with other nationalist 

leadersq, he was waiting for the publication of the 11unter Commission's 

Report. Vileaxnfailet Ganjlii noted 'the proj, -reso which the Jallianwala 

B-a5i memorial fund was making: 

"If we wish to meacuxe the increase in popular awakening 
d,, =inG the last yearl we can do so from the contributions 
beingr received from all quarterz for the Jalliamwala Bagh 
memorial. " 

ness wL h wlich Gujarati villager- of all Daphasisina the Willing -V J. 

classes were Givina to the fundt he added charac to-ristic-"11": 

"iProm this fact another inference may also be drawng, that 
it is eacier to carry on national work in villages than in 
cities; it would, therefore, be nataral to make a start 
with villaGe swaraj and thence to proceed to swaraj for the 
whole counti-y. it 30 

The Hunter Co=i--. -jion =eportg toCether with responses to it from 

tho Gove=ont of In(lia xid Ithe Secretary of State in Londong Was not 

published until I-lay 28. Only ti-io weeks proviouslY the terms of the 

reace Treaty affecting Tufxcy, tho Treaty of Sevres, had been 

publi. -, hedl also with a commentary by the Viceroy. The publication 

of both documents within a few days was an unfortunata coincidence 

for the naj, for both caused bitter anger and dismay among all 

sect ions of nationalist opinion. At a meotiný; of the All-India 

Congress Co=ittee held in Denares on MaY 30 to discuss the Con6=. e-. GS 

report -and also the call for noncocperation on the Xhilafat issuet 
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the assembled nationalist leaders went beyond the recommendation 

of their sub-committee and demanded the prosecution of O'Dwyer and 

Dyer. It is unlikely that Gandhi argued at the meeting for non- 

cooperation to be taken up by Congress on the Punjab issuoq but the 

AICC was unwillin, ý; in any event to endorse noncooperation on the 

Xhilafat question and decided instead to hold the Calcutta 

Special Con, -, xess to discuss the matter. 
31 

On June-q, -in his first public comment on the Hunter Reportj Gandhi 

described it as "an attempt to condone official lawlessness" and he 

ended with a vague call for noncooperetion on the issue: 

"Appeal to the Parlix-aent by all means if necessary, but if 
the Parliament fails us ani if we axe worthy to call ourselves 
a nationt we mast refuse to, uphold the Government by with- 
drawing co-operation from it-" 32 

on June 23, having despatched his letter to -the Viceroy the previous 

day armouncing that Noncooperation would be, -in on the MUlafat issue 

on August 19 Gandhi published = appeal in Youna Ir. di, 'L* for the 

Punjabi political leaders to stir theLselves and take the lead on the 

Punjab issue: 

"I am sure that if they will only begin a determined 
agitation th--y will have the whole of India by their side. " 33 

In a public speech in Bo-, rLbav on June 269 Gandhi reluctaxily moved a 

. resolution calling for the prosecution of O'Dwyer and Dyerv but added: 

"If I could have my wayp I would bring in a resolution 
advising noncooperation and sattyagraha aCainst this, for 
that is the only way to succeed in our aim, " 34 

Finally, in a press atatement publiz-hed on June 30p he linked the 

Mdlafat and Punjab issues for the first tim. c. Lala Lajpat Rait the 

leading Hindu nationa-list. politician in the Pubjab, called for a 

boycott of the reformed councils in the province. Gandhi took up 

the auggestioný deemed it to constitute suppqrt for the whole 

noncooperation programme, and suE; gested that council boycott be 
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applied across the urholo of India: 

"The issue is clear, Both'the Milafat terms and the 
Punjab affairs show that Indian opinion counts for little 

in the councils of the llbpi-e. It is a humiliating, position. 
Ile shall make nothing, of tho reforms if we quietly swallow 

the humiliation. In ny humble opinion, therefore, the first 
condition of real pro, 7recs is the removal of these two 
difficulties in our path. And unless come better course 
of actions is devised nolens volens noncooperation must 
hold the field., ' 35 

Had Gandhi by linking the laiilafat and Pun-lab issues "reversed" the j 

stand he had taken so forcefully at the first Khilafat conferonce'in 

Delhi seven months eaxlier? 
36 A stronG case can be made that he 

had notv for Gandhi's handling of the Punjab issue constitutes ill 

many ways a claosic satyaF, =aha struGG10- First lie called for an 

official inquiry-9 announcing civil disobedience if it was not ' 

Eranted; then when an official inquiry was staxted but'its methods 

proved unsatisfactory, he was party to launching a parallel unofficial 

investigation; during both inquiries lie managed-to prevent a major 

agitation being started and oucceeded in Getting the unofficial 

report published before the official oneg so as to retain the 

initiative; finally, when the official report failed to match-the 

findings and the demands of the unofficial one, bui was endoreed 

by the governmentf Gandhi was ready to launch noncooperation; he 

waited however for a call for direct action from the Punjab itself 

before doing ao. It was logicalo thereforeq 'in terms of a! 'particular" 

satyagraha campaign on the Punjab issuet to call'for noncooperation 

in June 1920, and not before. The fact that Gandhi's "particularist" 

-'sue at the raethod led him to call for noncooperation on the Punjab i-. A 

same time as he was calling for, =ncooperation on another issue 

was a coincidence'. Admittedlyq, both issues by this time illustrated 

for Gandhi a deeper issue'. "that Indian opinion counts for little 

in the councils of tho'Empire". But both issues demanded the 

adoption of the noncooperation prog-mamme in Gandhila view by the 
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Indian ITational Congress. Moreover tho method of ncncooperation 

itself/ in particular, boycott of elections to the now legislative 

councils - effectively lihIced tho two issues, 37 for it would have 

.,, iade no sense to ran separate simultaneous camp, -Ugns of council r 

boycott supported by much the same people! 

What we can say is that the "coincidence" of two separate struc-Gles 

demanding a cam- paign of noncooperation at the came time showed a 

problem with Gandhi's 1, particuloxist" method. In responsel it could 

be argued that only throuCh working throu&h each issue separately 

by the painstakina "particularist" method of satyagrahal was it 

possible for the common people of India to see the lird-. between the 

two issues, and in the process discover the will to act on Ithe under- 

lying deeper ic. -ýaej the contempt of the Raj for the wishes of Its 

people. rMere is truth in thisp but Gandhi's discovery in 1920 that 

British imperialism was not as arrienable. to his "particularist" camPai&n-- 

as he had thou6htq left him in a difficult position. Having failed to 

persuade the All-India Congress Committee to endorse the c=paign 

of Y. 'oncooperation at Benares -in Mayl ho was -FOrCecl 
to 90 Ou"U. and tr,, ' 

to capture the leaders, -dp of the Congress at its Special Session 

in September and its arnual session in : December. This new campai8n 

not 
A. to win Congress was/a llp=ticular" struggle to t, -,. -ain the verdict on a 

particular issue of principle, but a "general,, one, buildinG a 

Political -alliance to Gain power in the Con&-ress orGoýnisation and 

control it, With the development of a broad political alliancel 

the permanent political organ-isation of the Congres--, i-ýhich followed 

his successt Gandhi lost his Grip on the "particular" issues of 

the Milafat and the Punjabq and noncooperation was taken up on 

X, the "general" issue of -. wara-j. J4, is interesting to speculate on 

what would have happened had Gandhi been able to launch non- 

cooperation on a Bingle issue like the Punjab. As it wast faced 
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with a campaign focusing on three distinct issues - the Mil,. fatp 

the 'Punjab and swaraj - plus the urxesolved and largely. supersoded 

issue of the Rowlatt Act, plus a number of other issues which 

emerged during the stragelej the representatives of the Raj had 

every incentive to sit backq do nothinC; and hope that the nova 

mont would collapse or- fall aroxt. 

L 
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SUI-114ARY 

1. Vaat we shall call the P=Jab Satyagraha - Gwidhi Is control 

and shaping of the nationalist investigaticn. into British repress- 
ion in the Punjab in 1919 - is directly similar in ita structure 
to the Champaran and Kheda satyagrahas. 

2. Gandhi campaiLmed for a Covermeent inquiry into the Punjab 

events. When this was grantGdt he refuCed, to permit the Punjab 

issue to be linked to the Milafato issue as Grounds for noncooper- 
ation. However# when the Punjab Sovernment declined to allow jailed 

Punjab leaders to attend the Hunter inquiry seenion freelyq Gandhi 

insisted that Cong--eas purs-ae its own independent investigation. 

3. Gandhi personally took charge of the inquiry which was conduoted, 

as in Champaran and Rheda, by going out to visit the people in the 

affect. ed arcas and taking depositions cn. the spot* The report was 

$jai publiched befo--9 the Hunter Co=nission's report so as to ret n 
the initiative. 

4. G='-&i was able to bcnd the Congracs inquiz". r team,, which 
inclr-ded the prominent Bengali leader# C. R. Dasp to his views on 
how to present the Congress dr-mam-do. This was that they ohould 

not seek ven-geance by having the perpetrators of the Punjab 

atrocities prosecuted, but justice by -having them dismissede 

5, When the Hunter report was broadly endorsed by the government of V 
India and by Ylontagu in Londonj this maant that the minimum demand 

of the Congress Committee, u4nich was for the dismissal of the British 

officials responsible for the Punjab outragast had not been accepted* 
Gandhi then called for Yoncooperation on "the Punjab issue and linked 

this with the Milafat ccnpaign. 
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Draftin, - a liew Concmess-Conz. 
-titution 

If the conjunction of the 12iilafat and Punjab campaigns and US 

need to captuxe the Congress organisation posed a problem for 

Gandhi's method of organisationg he was startlingly well prepared 

in at least one respect. At the Am--itsar Congress in 19199 he 

was entrusted with the responsibility of drcfting a now constitution 

for the Congress. 11is brief was: 

To examine the Congress constitution and consider 
nececsary changes in it. 

2. To examine and consider the financial transactionsof 
the different depart-. ents of the Cong-ress. 

3. To make sug, 6-estions for the next year's session of the 
Cons--ess. 11 

The report was to be submitted before June 309 19220- 38 Gandhi makes 

it clear in his katobiorrapIry that he was ths principal figure on a 
31 

subcomittee off five %opointed to do the job: 

111,, ýr other aptitude which the Congrass could utilize wa3 as 
a dxaft==-. Me Congress lGaders had found that I had a 
facility for condensed expression ... I undertook the 
responsibi. lity of framing a constitution on-one condition. 
I saw that there were two leaders, vi--. the Lok=-anya and 

. 
the Deohabandhu (Tilak and Das)y who had the E. Teatest, ý hold 
on the public. I requested that theyq as the representatives 
Of the peoplet should be acsociated with me on the Committee 
for framing the constitution. But since it was obvious that 
they would not have the time personally to participate I 
suggested that two persons enjoying- their confidence should 
be appointed along with me ... I-1-his suggestion was accepted ... 40 

Yajnik in particular emphasises the importance of this stop for Cend-hi 18 

political career. At the end of 1919, he writesq Gandhi had placed 

himself, "at '"he he-ad of the revolutiunary =ass struggle" by three distinct 

moves. Poirstv he had "secured the adhesion of the most virile and 

#litant elements" in Indian nationalism by his prosecution of the 

Roulatt Satyagraha. Seccnd, by takin,, - up the h[hilafat causeq he had 

"caught the real lover which would eientually secure him, the' following 

of the vast rLillions of comparatively backward Mohamodan'masses". 

Third, "he made a humble approach to orGanisational leadership" by being 
appointed 
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to this committee to redraft the Congrecs constit'ution. 
41 There 

can be no question that by the end of 1919 Gandhi had beg= to think 

seriously about how to organise through. the principal organisation 

of Indian nationalismt the IncUan National Congress. 

The problem with the structt=e of the Congress, in Gandhi's wordap was 

as follows: 

"The question had been coming up year after year. The 
Congress at that time had p=, --c4. tically no mach-4--ory 
i'anctioning 

.,, 
during the inter7al between session and session,, 

or for dealing vrLth fresh contingencies that might arise in 
the ccrixse of the year ... The Cong=ess was too unwieldy a 
body for the discussion of public affairs. There was no 
liziit cot to the n-amber of delegates that each province 
could retu=. Some i=p=ovement upon the existing chaotic 
condition was thua felt by everybody, to be an imperative 
necessity. " 42 

With his bbsorption in the Rhiltfat ca=paignp him responaihilitiao 

for preparing the Punjab report, and numerous other commitmentsp it 

is not mirprising that Gandhi foicid it hard to conduct the affairs 

of the constitution ccmmittee properly. In fac-ty the subcommittee 

never metq thou6h Gandhi claimed that four out of the five members 

had some hand in its preparation. Gandhi Ia fi--st d-raft- was coire- 

pleted in June, revised and then circulated at the Special Session 

in September. Hia final draft wa-,, submitted to the All-India 

4 Congress Committee later in the month, publiched Ln the pressp 

and brought before the annual Congress scosion at Naý-, mur,, 
43 

A novel feature in the preparation of the draft constitution was., 

that becauze, the members of the subcommittee could not agree on 

several issueaq Gandhi adopted the UrMsUal. procedure of submitting 

his own minoritY proposals to the AICCp indicating the points on 

v&dch the majority disWeed Nth him, He justified his acticn 

in Yourpg Ind-i al: 

"It must be stated .. that it does not pretend to be the 
unazif mous opinion of the meraber: 3. Rather than present 
a dimsenting minutey a workabla scheme has been brought 
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out leaving Each member free to press Ida own views * ca 
the rxea: ul matters in which they are not quite unanimous. It 

44 

The prinaipal isme on which the co=itteels members were divided 

was the question of the number of delegaten pe=itted to attend 

the annual sessions. GandM originally favoured limiting the 

number to 1,000, Waile other members wanted no limit to be set. 
45 

In his minority proposala to the AICC Gandhi appear3 to have 

increased thin fievre to 1jOM; but at ýhe iTagp= Congress it 

was expandad*to 6, COO, or 1 to every-50tOOO of the adult popul- 

ation, Gandhi personally was unhappy With this fig', =Ov thinking 

it too largeq but the other members still appaxently objected to 

any limit. 46 The issue concerned the nature cf the annual Cong2mosp 

whether it was a business sec3ion, or a great national demonstration. 

Gandhi argued that the two aspact3 could be- combined if the area 

to be occupied by the delegates was clearly demarcatod and other 

areas made available for '#ViSitOr3" and "guests". He was anxious 

to secure an annual bu: iiness ces3ion which could not be swamped 

by the importation of unrestricted numbers. Writing of himself 

to tha AICCp hs said: 

'Ur Gandhi ... considers that the restriction is essential 
in order to give the Cor4-, -ceas a truly ropresentativo 
character and to make it a proper deliberative *ýcdy, He 
thinks too that the Congress demands urill become irrosist- 
ible when it scientifically represents the whole people 

of India with an effectOivo and proportionate voice in its 
deliberatio: ns and when every resolution has been considered 
with precision. to 

The majority of the comaitte-al on the other h=dt whille recogaioing tj: 

"urr. fieldy natL=e" of the existing ar-rartmý, mentsq felt that th3ir 

benefits outweighed the costs. 
47 

A second issue which provoked dissension was Gandhi's proposal to 

change the Congre3s creedg that i3q the statement of aims of the 

org=isationo This did not so much divide the aubcommittee; but 
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they knew it would create a major stir among nationalist politicians. 

When Gandhip in line with theoc' propooals for Corw, -zessp had the 

creed of the All-India Home Rule League chan, -, edg this provoked the 

acrimonious resignation of Jinnali and other prominent fioures. 

At the Congress session in Nagpur, this clause containing the pro- 

posed alteration in the creedq was separated from the rest of the draft 
04tr 

constitution, and a whole day's debate was given/to it. 

The 1 .1 two questions at iosue are familiar from many accounts. Firstp 

there was the proposal to delete any referenco. to the British , 
connection; secondv the suggestion that the means of achieving 

owaraj should be stated as "legitimate and peacefulllp. rather than 

"constitutional" as hitherto. Gandhi's argument was that Congress 

should seek independence for India within the British lhpi=e if 

possible, but it was demear-ingr to make a fetish_of the British 

connection. Moreover, since it m-i&+it be claimed that a, movement 

demanding complete independence, was unconstitutionalp itv-ra-s 
by 

necessary to change the description of the means/which 3warai, kqOuld 

be sought. In answer to fierce newspaper, criticism of the proposed 

chanCes - when the draf t conditution ý was publisslacd before - the, Nagpux 

Congress, Gandhi xeplieduncompiýsingly in Young, India: 0 "'1 

... the extraordinary situation that faces t. - he coluxltrY 
is-that populax opinion is far in advance of several 
newspapers which have hitherto commanded influence and have 
undoubtedly moulded public'opinion. The fact is that the 
formation of opinion today is by no means confined to the 
educated classes, but the masses have taken it upon them- 
selves not only to formulate opinion but to enforce-it. - It would be a mistake'to belittle or ignore this opiniong 
or to ascribe it to a temporarj upheaval. It would be 

' 
equally 

a mistake to bsupp6ýb that this awakening amonaot the masses 
is due either to the activity of the 1ai brothers or myself. 
For the time being we have the ear of the masses because 
wo voice their sentiments. The masses axe by no means-so 
foolish or unintelligent as we cometimes imagine. They 

, 
often perceive things with their intuitiong which we 
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ourselves fail to coo with ou= intellect. But whilst 
the massea know what they want, they often do not Icnow 
how to express their wants and, less often, how to get 
what they want. Herein comes the use of loadershipp and 
disastrous recults can easily follow a bad, hastyq or what 
is worsep nelfish lead. ', 48 

Insofar as national opinion could be brought to bear inside tho 

Indian National Congrosat GancL%i appears to have been absolutely 

convinced lato in 1920 that the Indian nation was ready to define 

a role for itself, if necessaryp outside the British co=ectione 

Moreoverp he impliedp the de-lbarmination of the more conser7ativo 
"tion"I 

elemonts in Indianjopinion to resist this change reflected their 

own ''selfish'' interest in pre3er7ing the British link, whereas 

the I'maoses" had no such interest, and to thwart or ignore'them 

could ha7e ItUcastrous results" 

-At l7agpurt Gandhi Is foxmrala was accepted. It was the midpoint 

between loyalist dem=-da to rotain the British-connection and 

rep'ýIblia"J"demando to cover it completely. 

Other important changes in tho constitution included the 

expa=ion of the All-India Congreas Committee from 180 to 350 

members; the creation of a new executive of fiftoent the Working 

Committee, to conduct day-to-day business of the Congress; and an 

increase in týe number of provincial"C'ongress comaittees from 12 

to 21 by a rodravrine of the boundzries. What Gandhig as the 

principal author'of these changes, had in mind was a represent- 

ative organisation much like the British Parliament; with the AICC 

as the House of Commons and the Working Committee as the Cabinet 

Through redraving the boundaries of tho Congress provinces- on a 

linguistic basist Congress business could be conducted in the 

vern, acular langungesq making possible mass participation in its 
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affairs for the fir: )t time. 49 

Brown notes the decisive change in the organisation of ConCresa 

which theae innovations were to bring: 

. 
"By enlarging the AICC ... and relegating it to a second- 
ary place beneath a =-Al group of men who could act as 
the Congress speexhead, the Congress turned itself into 
an active or&-cu-Li. -ationg instead of a shambling federation 
of local 6=oups who met annually for discussion. The 
creation of the working committee repeated what Gandhi 
had done in tho-Gujarat Political Conference and the 

Xhilafat movement: it bore the atamp of his leadership which 
placed a preniiin on single-minded action and a central 

control which verSed on dictato=ship. " 50 

Gopal. Krishnag in an outstanding paper,, "The Development of the 

Indian National Congress as a mass Organisationt 191&-1923"t 

empha. gises, howevor, the distinction between the rigorous dieciP- 

line %. fnich was demanded of office-holders and the exceptionally 

Vide fteedom, of opinion and acticn i-inich. was pe=Litted to Cong--ess 

members. "The Indian National Congress"p -ad he writes, "represent 

a broad national front ýnd not a tightly organized part-yoll . 
13Y 

cieating a Working Co=ittee which was boundp like the British 

Cabinet, by a firmly applied doctrine of "collective responsib- 

ility'll G"-dhi 

"attempted to meet the need for a compact and dir-ciP- 
lined executive to direct a loosely-knit mass movament 
which necessarily had to remain a broad coalition of 
divercent elements. " 51 

In June 1921,, just before the first JUCC electOed undor *. e new 

. ng ro=ittee, Gandhi constitution met to appoint the first ljorlLi 

described how the executive body should operate: 

it*** its members =at be those who command the greatest 
=aspect of: the All-India Cor4gress Committee and the 
nation. It dare not take axq hasty decisionsg and it 
must be a homoGanuous bodys It cannot have two policies 
or two or three parties within itself. Its decisions 
have largely to be unanimous. When a member ennnot pull 
on with the resty he can resignt, but lie may not obstruct 
or affect the deliberations of the Committee by an open 
discuezion of its deliberations in the Press, " 52 
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G=. dhip then# in the redrafting of the constitution$ was out 

to build "parliamen-t-O=y swaraj". Challenged by critical including 

the Governor of Bengalp who were reading his early testament 

Hind Swaraj and assumed that he was tL-jin,,, - through noncooperation 

to "foist" hin personal crusale again3tv "modern civilioation" on 

the nationg Gandhi made his famous rejoinder: 

"But I would warn the reader against thinking that I=I 
today aiming at the swaraj descited therein. I know that 
India is not ripe for it. It may seem an impertinence to saa, j 
so, But such is my co. -riietion. I am individually working 
for the self-rule pictured therein. But today qj corporate 
activity is undoubtedly devoted to the attainment of 
parliamentary awaraj in accordance with the wishes of the 
people of Ind-4 a". 53 

Gandhi beliwred that the con3titution which he had devised for the 

Indian I'llational Congress was itself ona of the-iýmcdiate instru- 

mento by which this swaraj could be achieved* As he wroto in Yolmr, 

India in Ilarch 1921: 

"The last Congress has given a constitution whose working 
4 to ed is in itself calculated to lead to swaraj. It is interA 

to secure in every p-art of India representative co=mittees 
wofxing in conjunction with, and under willing and volunt- 
ary Erubmission. too a central organisation - the All-India 
Congress Committee ... If ... it is honestly workedl and 
corr=nds confidence and respecto it can oust the present 
Goverment without the slifýfttest difficulty. " 54 

His vision of how this could be done he explained in another 

article iii the same terms which had so excited Yajnik in the zummer 

of 1919: 

"It is necessary for us to understand the meaning of the 
Congress constitution. This constitution has I; een so 
d-rawn up that we may be a: ble -11. o win ewar-aj at an early 
date. ifq in accordance with that constituticrip we can 
form a Congress Co=ittee in every to,, mg and succeed in 
having the nace of every Tran and woram of twenty one years 
(and over) on our recisterp it will, mean Cong--es3 authority 
reapected in výerything aimu-1taneously with the, Govern! - 
meýntla. The latter is maintained by force. Whenp in one 
and the. sarae placep another authority comes to be 
voluntarily respected by the people, the authorit-y of the 
Govornment, if it is not accepted by the peoplev will not 

jast even a moment. That is to sayp if we can. see the 
Concress constitution functioning on a country-wide scalep 
we mcay take it tliat swaraj will1have been established that 
very day. " 55 
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But while Gandhi saw the implementation of the new : ConCress constii- 

ution asp in itsolf, "a peaceful and bloodless revolution" which with 
56 

determined organisation could be accomplished in one yearp it was 

not the social and spiritual revolution which was the deeper reason 

for his intervention in the political world. "In so far as I can seellp 

he wrote in December 1920, llsvarajwill be a parliament chosen by the 

people with the fullest power over the finance, the police, the militaryq 

the navyp the courts and the educational institutions. " The only part 

of the programme of Hind Swaraj "which is now being carried out in its 

entirety is that of nonviolence. " Swarajt as purisucid by the Congress, 

"means the swaraj that the people of India want". 
57 

Did Gandhi really have this vision in his mind at the Amritsar Congress 

in 1919 when he accepted hiu "humble" commission to draft a ne'd constit- 

ution for the oru-anisation? The likelihood is that this extraordinary 

organiser did. Certainly, in the late mu=er of 1920 when the final 

draft was being prepared, we can as3ume that Gandhi irLsisted on presentoinS 

his minority proposals to the AICCj becauze he knew that they represented 

what he called then "a workable scheme". 

Brown points -to a second aspect of the constitution d-raf ted by GandIii in 

1920 and implemented in subsequent years. Me reorganisaticn of the 

gaistic basis and the allocation of delegates Congress provinces on a ling 

to these new provinces shifted the bal, -mce of power within the orGan- 

isation. Whereaz the IIb. -. ckw=. dII. areas previously had been swamped in 

Congress by the Presidencies, Bombayt BenGal and Madrasp from which 

the majority of the western-educated leaders canev the new constitution 

opened Congress up to new sources of power. "For the first time, " says 

Browng "power in Congress through voting rights came within the reach 

of men who3e. outlook and interests differed from those of the men who 

composed and controlled Congress in itSLfirSt forty years. " She-adds 

a 
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that many of these "new Cong--essman" who were brought into the organ- 

isation in the latter half of 1922 camc precisely from those groups 

wtiich Gandhi Ia activities - and those of the Home Rule Leagues -, had 

helped to mobilise for the first time. 58 As a result of this changep 

Congress was able to reprecent and d-irect the upsurge of political 

activity which took place especially in the rural areas of India. 

The composition of the AICC, for ex: amploq changed by 1922 to an 

organisation dominated by =embers from rural districts where previoualy 

most members had come from the cities and provincial tolmo. 59 

Gandhi's drafting of the Congress constitution thong his "real entrance 

into the C. ongress politics"t was in most res-pecto an achiev:: ement of 

con7entional politicsq not a task that raflected his deeper social a-nd 

spiritual aims. He fashioned for the Congress an organisational structure 

which enabled it to adapt to the ri3inc tide of Indian nationalism at 

the point when mass political organisation became possible and necessaxye 

In this, he did the job of the other nationalist phitici=s for them. 

For Caný. hit the dilemma he faced by his failure in 1919 to build a true 

satyagraha movement to further his aims in Indiag he solved by adopting 

a "stages theoz-711 of political development. The fi=st step was the 

achievement of parliamentary swaraj. Of first priority was the con- 

struction of a movement which would challenge the -Lemerity of the 

,, 
justice on the Khilafat and Punjab issues, His British in refusing 

deeper social and spiritual goals were to rem3in "personal" and 

subsidiary. 

The Das-Gandhi Pact: Whose Victory Was It? 

With hindoight, Gandhi's achievement in constructing the new Congress 

constitution reflected not so much his aptitude as a draftsman as his 

j=ofound. awareness of how the new political forces emerging in India 

could be harnessed. Butq in the late summer of 19209 his ability to 
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have the constitution implemented in full depended largely on NAiether 

Congress at its Special Session and P., -=al Session took up noncooperation, 'ý 

His triumph at Calcutta and ITagpur enabled hi3 "work-able scheme" to be 

attempted. 

When the Gujarat Political Conferenceg actinS as a Provincial Congreso 

Committeep voted in favour of noncooperation in August 19220 wid then 

proceeded to implement the proarnmme without waitinC for the verdict of 

the Special Sessiong Gandhi came under a lot of public and private 

press=o to "play the C=ell and wait for the national body's decision. 

He replied with characteristic audacity: 

flIn my humble opinion it is no Congressm. -an's dutY to consult 
t, -. e Congress before takin,, -, acticn in a matter in which he has 
no doubts. To do otherwise -,, V mean 3tagnati=. 
nThe Congress is after all Ilie mouthpiece of the nation, And 
when one has a policy or a progr=a which one would like to 

40 opiniont see adoDtodv but on w1lich one wants to cultivate public 
one natýxa-lly asks the Con, ý; ress to discuss it and form an. 
opinion. But when one has an =nchnkable failth in'a particular 
policy or action, it would be folly to -wait for the Congress 
pronouncement, On the - cont=axy one r-ust ac t and demon3t=ate 
its efficacy co as to co=_ id accept; mco, by the nation. 

c=3 requirea me to carry out its policy %r loyalty to 'I'Llie Conr 
when it is not contrary -to Lrj conscience. If I am in a minority 
I may not pursue zy poAlicy in the name of Congress. Yhe 
decision of the Congress on any given question t1ioreforo does not 
mean that it prevents a Ccnýýe3sman from any action to the con- 
tra: ry,, but if he actsp he does so at his own rirj-- and vith the 
knowledge that tle Congress is not with him. " 61 

According to aiahnal the fact that Gandhi continued -to maintain th 11"" 

doctrine after he had captuxcd Congress, me=t that the degree of 

ii 

latitude pe--mitted to dissenters in the now mass orgrarnisation, was ''exception 

ally wide", 
62 

With noncooperation having started and the Gujarat political workers and 

the Xhilafat movement as the vangu=d, Gandhi mado his bid to win Cor4gress 

support at-the Special Session at Calcutta. 
63 

All the leading National- 

ist: figures opposed Gandhi - partly because most of them had spent months 
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in 1920 building up electoral oreanications with which to contest the 

new elections to the provincial councils and they itere unwilling to 

support council boycott, Debate centred round whether nonoooperation 

could be carried on within the now councils by a determined policy of 

obstruction, rather- than wholesale boycott of the elections. But 

Gau&. i won a -m. -=ow verdict in the subjects committee - the preliminary 

meeting, of electled repro aentc. -Uvon from provincial deleC. ations which 

met to decide what resolutiona should be brought before the Congress - 

and a substantial victory in the open session. 

Co=entators ag--ee that Gandhi's orponents had underestimated hi= 

The principal reason why he won Ithe verdict in the subjects committee 

is that his efforts at mobilizing support prior to the Special Congress 

throuCh the networks of the Ehilafat movement, the All-India Home Rule 

League and the Provincial Congress Committees had euc--eeded. Not only 

had supporte=3 from the newly-politicised areas =o Cujaxat, Bihp-xp Punjabý 

and the. United Provineas been draim to the Cong=cssv but alEo significant 

numbers of Muslims were attending for -the first time. In addition# non- 

cooperat. on was beginning to undormina the Presidency politicians on 

to Gandhi's mi1itant their home ground as now social Growps responded 

prog==Me. Congress opponents of Gan&'-. i had been thrown into disarray 

by the death in August 1920 of the o-atstanling "Ext--cmist" leader from 

Bombay Presidencyq Tilak: and Annie Besant from Mid= in the south 

had lost her influence. 1,16reover, recognising on the one hard that 

Gandhi had capturcd a now mood in the peoplep a key figure like 

113tilal Nehra appear: 3 also to have calculated that the chances of his 

local Congress org-misation winning a majority in, the elections in the 

United Provinces were slim. In the course of -'., lie Special Congressq 

11ehru and others defected to Gandhi's side, and this was the specific 

, 
turning-point whicla Suve Gandhi -victory. 
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The concessions which GandU had to make to achieve this extraordinary 

triu#h were few. At Nehru's suggestiong PrOD03als for schools and 

courts boycott were watered downg so that Congressmen were committed 

only to a "gradual" adoption of them. This meant effectively that 

Gandhi's opponents could delay talding a personal decision on these for 

three months until the amual Congress session met to debate them at 

I. Tagpur. To Gandhits publicly-stated embarrassment a secend compromise 

was that the proposal for economic boycott was reintroduced into the 

programme, despite his often-stated opposition to it. Between Gandhi's 

reluctant acceptance of a boycott of foreign cloth and his opponents, 

determination to press for a boycott of British poods, a compromise was 

reached in favour of a boycott of foreign goods. Both sides were also 

able to agree to Gandhi's SUCge3tion to add the propagation of swadeshi 

to the prograrme. 
64 

A final significant change was that 11swaraj" was added as an aim of 

noncooperation. The preamble to the Noncooperation Resolution carried 

at Calcutta now read: 

"This Congress is of the opinion that there can be no contentment 
in India without redress of the two aforementioned wrongs 
(Khilafat and Punjab) and that the only effectual mean: 3 to 
vindicate national honour and to prevent a repetition of 
similar wronýp in future is the establishment of rwarajya. 11 65 

During the debate before the Subjects Committee, Gandhi still stuck to 

his preference for specific grievances. His argument was reported as 

follows: 

"He accepted'the amendment regarding full self-government in 
his proposal not on the ground that the khilafat question was 
subservient to the question of swaraj. To him the khilafat 
and the Punjab were greater than awaraj ., * 
11 ... he was clear that he wanted to go to every elector and 
ask him to boycott elections for the insult offered to the 
country by the Punjab and khilafat questions. He would 
not use his appeal to them on the question of swaraj, To him 
swaraj was only a means to an end and he for his part was 
prepared to exchange swaraj for any other system of Government 
if, in his opinion, it was for the good of the country. " 66 

But in his speech movingihe resolution before the open session of the 
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Special Congress on the following dayt Gandhi had begun to expand the 

concept of swaraj so that it was more in line with his own thinkingt 

now being advanced through the Home Rule League, on the necessity of 

developing national self-reliance and self-confidence. Placing greater 

emphasis therefore on the demr-ind for swaraj, he said: 

"If there is a sufficient response 4%, ; o, my scheme (that isp 
the full noncooperation programme of council, schools and 
law-cou=t boycott)l I'make bold to reiterate my statement 
that you can gain -, warajya in the coux-se of a year. " 

Gandhi's use of the word "you" is suroly significant - "you can, gain 

swarajyall, He went on: 

"Not the passing of the resolution will bring owarajyaq but 
the enforcement of the resolution from day-b day in a pro- 
gressive mannerg due regard being had to the conditions in 
the country, " 67 

Neverthelessp when pressed by moderate critice of his PrOg-"=D to 

justif7 the addition of the demand for swaraj to the noncooperation 

campaignt he went back to his oa=lier p3sitiont that awar, -;,. j was a 

subsidi=y deml-nd, made necessax-y by the other two. It was on thig 

basis that he rejected the strongly-advanced argument thatl before 

noncooperation iras, launched on the issue of swaraj, British public 

opinion and the British goverment itself had to be prepared by 

propagandag warnings and attempts at negotiation. 
68 

Despite these 

chahges. in its essentials the noncooperation resolution described 

the same progra=e which Gandhi had outlined at the beginning of July. 

Pollowing this extxaordinary achievement at the CU-cutta Special 

Congres3q howevert Gandhi was by no means in control of Congress 

supporters across the subcontinent, The Presidency politicians had 

to make up their minds quicklY on whetherlm accept the Congress 

decision on council boycottv and reluctantly most of them did. 

But they were unwilling to accept even the "gradual" boycott of 

schools and courts as a practical political programmet and this 

remained largely a project of Gandhi's i=ediate Gujarat and 
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Xhilafat colleagues prior to the p=ojectod "showdown" at NaEpur. 

Council boycott ceased to be a seriously divisive issue once the 

elections to the reformed councils were completed in November 1920. 

The nationalists then felt free to address the remainder of Gandhi's 

noncooperation pro6rracme, The main opposition to Gandhi's -pro- 

gramme in the weeks prior to the Nagpur Congress in December was in 

the Bencal Presidency, where C. P. Das and B. C. Pal tried to fa. -hion 

an alternative approach to noncooperaticn and to rouse other nation- 

alist leaders defeated at Calcutta in their support. Their two main 

objective3 weret fi=stt that the echools and courts boycott was being 

- adequate preparation and, secondq picking up on the launched without 

axgument =ainta. -r-ed consistently by Hacrat 146hani since Wovember 19199 

that in. GandMts p--OCr, -mme econcmic boycott was gz-oasly understreored. 

In response to the --chools and courts boycott, thereforet they did not 

oppose it, but outlin2d more detailed proposals for establishing 

national achoo'llsl arbi-Itration courts and nean3 of support for non- 

cooperating otudent3q teache=s and latqer3. In additiong they wanted the 

aims of noncooperation revised, so that "swaraj"Itacked on at Calcutta 

I by G=-dhi to his principal concern with the Mlilafat as an afterthou&.,,, 

and Punjab iSSU03, would become t1he principal demand. Alsol they called 

for a vigoýo= new Cong=ess organisation to be developed as part of 

noncooperationt geared especially to social Croups brought newly onto 

the provincial electoral rollsp and a major fund-raising drive to 

Oupport this effort. 

Gandhi Is dominance at NaSpux is demonstrated by the Congress agenda 

itself. Following the electio. ns to the Subjocts Comittee on -..,, he first 

dayt and the President's opening speech$ the second and thJ3ýd days were 

devoted in the subjecto committee and then in open session to discussion 

5 -A6 
of the now Congress creed proposed by the constitution/committee. 
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Sinilarly,, the fourth and fif th dayn were used to discuss the 

programme of noncooperation; and the last day wao occupied with the 
sub 

main body of the constitution. co=itteels proposals for totally 

X00ronnising tha ConSress atructure, In other wordst all the sign- 

ificant Congress businaes was cenerated by him. After fierce debate 

in the subjects committee, Gandhi's compromise for=la for a change 

in the creed was seconded in open Cong=ees by the Benamli leaderp Pall 

and accepted without alteration. A great deal of horse-tradlngý in the 

subjects co=ittoe on the noncooperation resolution brought a victoz7 

for Gandhi on this momentous issue too. C. R. Das -himself rose in the 

open session to propose aujpport for the noncooperation progra4me andq 

with Gandhi zecotLding, the resolution was carried -without difficulty. 

On the last day, again, t1ha re3olut. ',. -. n to change the constitution 

went through "calmly" with, according to Gandhiq the single alteration 

(which he deplored) of increasing the rramber of delegates to the annual 

session from 1,500 to 6,000. 

None of the ch=ges in the ncncooperation resolution moved by Las 

con: 3tituted a fundamental concession by GancLhiq except pexhap3 the 

revised aim of the movement, as stated in the pre=ble, Mis now read: 

"Whereas in the opinion of the Congress the existing Goverr=ent 
of India has forfeit3d the confidenoe of the count7.7: and 

1%liereas the people of Ir. dim are noi: detemined to establish A. 
sidaraj: and 
111, hereas all methods adopted by the people of India -prior UO 
the last Special Session of the Indian ITational Con&=ess 
have failed to secure due recognition of their rights and the 
red. -es3 of their many and grievous wronssq more especially 
with rafer-ence to the Milafat and the Punjab; * *a "ý 69 

A 

It meant that the "general" aim of swarajt as we. have argued previously., 

now took decisive precedence over the two ',. particular" grievances* 

Milafat and the Punjabp which wero merely illustrative of the need to 

achieve swaraj. Gandhi had t. 1he support of the Muslim Rhilafat leaders 

in accepting this charge; but it marked a substantial shift in his 
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position from Calcuttat and posed problemst as we have'suggested, for 

his strategy as an organiser. At Nar-purg howeverg Gandhi appears 

not to have been in th3 least embarracoed by this change. It seems 

absolutely clear that Gandhi considered that the revision of the 

i Congress creed achieved in the first 'J=ee days of the Illagpur session 

freed him to link noncooperation decisiv'ely and solidly to the demand 
70 for swaraj. In other wordev taking over the Congress organication 

in order to launch such a momentous and critical Btruggle for the 

future of India as noncooperation made it inevitable and necessary 

that he should gea-- the campaign to the achievement of the Congress's 

principal goall iAAch was ewaraj. Moreovexr, the fact that the creed 

had been revised meant that it was now possible to do this; whereas 

at Calcutta, and suboequently, noncooperationg and in paxticula= 

its later t3tagesv bad been deemed by severUa leadinG Congressmen to 

be contrary to the orGanisation's creed. 
71 

Tbere -. -. Cre other changes$ too. The section in the revised noncooperat-Jon 

resolution congratulating Congress supporters on their boycott of the 

polls in November and calling for tha resignation of those who had 

defied the boycott and been elected to tho councilat carefully omitted 

to mention whether the next round of elections in 1923 should be boyý- 

cotted. 
72 Also Candhils'statement in the resolution that ownraj should 

be IlezAabl'iched within one year" wao heavily underlined. This was taken 

to me= by many that the Triple Boycott wao to be enforced for orlY 

one ye=-. In particular, it gave Das a let-out for contesting the 

1923 clectionsg ýdiich in the event he took. Againt Das's proposal 

to i=ludo the development of the CongTcs3 org"anisation as part of 

the noncooperation prbgr=e iras a particularly important innovation in liz 

with Gandhi's own proposal's to reform the Congress through the revised 

constitution. Moreoverg Das's proposal to establish a band of national 

workerss the Indian National Servicep and to finance them and other 
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activities by a special fund$, the Tilak. Swaxaj IAmdq had been fora- 

shadowed by Gandhi's own proposals to the AICC in Septemberg which 

had been accepted in October, 73 So there was no reason for disagree- 

ment here. 

Another change in the Nagpur resolution on Poncooperation was the 

proposal by Das to strengthen alternative arrangements for people 

taking part in the schools and Courts boycott. Yet this was balanced 

by a clear commit-ment by the nationalist politicians to "make 

greater efforts" to carry out these boycotts, The word "gradual" 

had been withdrawn. This was therefore a major victory for Gandhi 

and was made all the greater by endorsement in the 11agpur resolution 

of all four stages of the noncooperation programmep including tom 

refusal-,, whereas at Calcutta only the first stage had been explicitly 

supported. 
74 The inclusion of economic boycott in the proSra=e was 

a decisive defeat for GandIhi which did emb=ass him; but that defeat 

occurred at Calcutta and not at Nagpur, At Vlagpu: r he appears to have 

been wholly reconciled to promoting a boycott of foreign goodsp by 

75 not i&ich he meant foroign cloth In pr ncipleg what he could,. 

accept was a boycott of British goods - and he p-Aevailed on that. 

. 
76 '"he" Bengali politician3l This, thenp was, the Das-. G. -xLdhi Pact I 

in acquiescing before Gandhi# may have seen that they could turn 

noncooperationt and the fervour it was arousing in RcngU and else- 

wheret in their own interest3 by going out to build through it a 

mass-agitational andv, ultimatelyt electoral machine. They also 

appear genuinely to have accepted their defeat and to have sought 

from their own perspective which was not that of satyagrahat to make 

the noncooperation progzamme workable for them by, driving as'hard a 

bargain as they could. 
77 Gandhi seemsýto have understood what their 

objectives were by his statements later t1ut he was working for 

"parliamentai-y swaraj" and by his argument that the enrolment of 
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millions of members in the Con, =e3s would constitute a parallel 

government uhich could ectablish awaraj itself. He may have thought, 

thoughq that the Congress itself would constitute the swaraj parl- 

iament; rather than becoming, as it didt an organination through 

which the nationalist politicians cculd contest eleations -'to the 

councils of the Raj. Gandhi also is 1: no-mito have agreed as paxt of 

the baru-aininC in Nagpur ', ', hat the tengali leaders should have 

autono=, r in the direction of noncooperation in the Presidency. 78 

The price that the . -,, Bengali and other nationalist leaders had to pay 

for their ag--eemant wilth Gandhi was a large oneg however. They had 

-h his unconventional, views on the conduct to accept Gandhi himzelf, wit 

of politics and his insistence on discipline at the topp as the dominant 

leader in national pol-Itics and the "general" in idio3e hands the conduct 

of the : national at-raggle of noncooperation would largely rest. 

Agsinst the better judgment of most of them they were committed to 

callinIg the students and teachers out of government schoolop collegvs and 

universities and to finding somehow the resources and the staff to 

found new national educational instit-ation3, Xý of the leading 

Congressment like Nehru and Dasp were extremely wealthy lawyers who# havii 

accepted Gandhi's programme of noncooperationt were obliged to resign 

-s of celf-sacrifice by votera2i nationalist their practices. These act 

figures caused a great impression and were seen as a particular t7riumph 

for Gandhi. 79 Finally, ari-I most important of all, ij! ýth Gandhi at the 

helmv they were obliCed to join him in the boldest satyagraha. experiment 

he had yet attempted# a deadly-serious adventure in taking politics t6 

the masses and challenging the power of the Raj. Iloone could know what 

the results of this unprecedented gamble would be, While it was not 

the satyagraha of Hind Swar-aj, the nationalists were committed by the 

noncooperation resolution at Nagpur to the development of a wholly 

nonviolent movement "in word and deed", Gandhig having taken the 

f( 
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Xhilafat movement into noncooperation had now forged a second major 

tactical alliance with which he could attempt to conduct hin first 

sustalned experiment in nonviolent civilian resistance on an all- 

India scale. 

It in only in the long -rung then, that the Das-Gandhi Pact can be seen 

as a victory for Das a. -d a 
defeat for Gandhi. In the long rung by 

aligning themselves with CancUiiq the nationalist politicians were able 

to avoid splitting the Congress orrmnisation and then to participate 

in its transfoxmation into a major national instrument for governing 

the country. In the long rung Gandhi loot control to more convent- 

ional political le,,:; Aors 4ho were able to utilice the Congress for 

purposes widch were mo=e limited t-han he had in mind. 
, 

80 But in 

the short run# and indeed throughout his ca=ecrg Gandhi was to have 

an extraordina-c-I influence ovezz the politicians who joined hin in 

noncooperation. 
_and 

in later projectst and whote : zelf-sacrifice as 

they followed him in simplifyinG their lives, and into ckýril resist- 

81 
anco to the Raj, was often exemplary and hercic. 

A 
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SM, 34ARY 

1. In addition to his leadership of the Miilafat movement, his comm=d 

of the All-India Home lhde Leagueg his popUlar support in Gujaratl 

his direction of the Congress investigation into the Ptýnjab and his 

advocacy of a political methodq noncooperation, to challenge the high- 

handednes3 of the Raj - one other factor which helped GandIii to gain 

control of Con, = .,, ess and then transfo=. the organisation should be 

noted. r1bis is his membership of a subcommittee appointed by the 
Amritsar Congress in 1919 to draft a now constitution for the Congress. 

2. With superior energy aud judguent, Gandhi was the major nationalist 
leader who assumed the bur4an of this work. He fashioned an organisat- 
ional structure for Con, =, ess wl-dch he hoped would be capable oil' capturing 
and representing mass support and which could become an instrument 
for the achievement of owaraj. 

3, The st=u--ture which Gandhi created - as with all organisations-in 
which he was involved - assamod an active, ti6iitly-disciplined leader- 

ship at the top and a much looser orr, -anioatio4 below. Other-Congrecs 
leaders at a later date were able to fashion out of it an electoral 
machine for contesting elections to the leg-islativo councils of the 
Raj; Gandhi appears to have assumed that the Concross organisation 
would itself become the governmental structura of the'country - the 
instrumýnt to achieve swaraj and then to implement it, 

4. At the Calcutta Special Congressq Gandhi achieved a partial victory 
with support fo. - the boycott of the legislative'councils - but resc-rv- 
ations on most other aspects of his Noncooperatio. -n Programme. 

5. At - 146purt Gandhi achieved a more substantial victory. Major 
opponent3 like Das publicly endorsed the Noncooperation P: ro6, Ta=e undOr 
Gandhi's leadership. His proposals for a complete reorganisation of R 

the CongTess structure and for a chang-a in the Congress creed - which 

would permit nonviolent rebollion against the British crown - were accepted, 
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GANDHI CONGIM'S2 AND NONCOOPERATION 
12 I-j 

The immediate results of Gandhils capture and reorganisation of Congress 

and the impact of his taking the organisation into noncooperation were 

phenomenal. Lly 19229 the organi3ation had expanded to cover most of 

British India; 213 out of the 220 administrative districts in British India 

Commi-4tees. A drive early in 1921 to recruit several had District ConE-ress . 

million members was only paztially cue--essfulg but at the end of the yeaX 

paid membership of Congress wan al. "aost two million. Fund-raising campaigns 

produced the most remarkable results. In three months in 1921t ten million 

rupees were collected for the Tilak Swaxaj Pund,, compared with an annual 

income for the AICC in previouo years of less than 50tOOO rupees. In 

the process, Ccng--ess was t=arzformed into a modern maE3 or, -, Misation. 

VillaCas with five or more Congress members formed a Committee to caX. -Y 

out the national pros, --anne, Above t1,1e villaget in a conventional hier- 

, xchicall structure. were of 'on two oeer levels of representative units 

the firkal or cir-cle, aird the taluka, or tehsil. Abýve these were the 

-lot Committees which sent representatives to the Provincial Congress Dist= 

Committees. 1 This mass polit-I czl or sation was progressively brouSilt 
.L S= 

into bceing- as the Congress carried out noncooperation. 

One of the notable featu. -e3 of noncooperation in practice ie thab 

Gandhi, having taken month. 3 in 1920 to construct the four-stage plan of actic 

and to win acceptance for it, mar3 or loss threw away t1he blueprint during 

1921 and proceeded to improvise. 2 Prom his position of auth'ority in 

Congressq there was no one in the early months to challenge him. ITrogress- 

ive nonviolent noncooperation" did take place in principle as GancUli had 

intend edq that isq a rýovement developing progressively in stages to a 

climax of activity which was reached late in 1921* But the first stagep 

the period of mobilisation and preparation which was to involve minimal 

F' 

risk of confrontation witli the Rajq was extended ingeniously by Gandhi 
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for many monthst taking in several new campaiLns. The second stagep 

%idch had envisaged the withdra'WAl of civilians from government employ- 

ment, was launched 3imultancously with the third stage, the campaign for 

Indians to resign frc= the militz. L7 and the police. But these two stages 

were not prosecuted with the detorminatian one might have expected from 

Candhi - probably because the initiativo to begin them did not come frc, -i 

him. Pinally, the fourth stage, the moment for the I'masses" to undertake 

refusal of t0axest was substantially altered to become a two-tier plan for 

-a lot more besides. civil disobedience. 'ilia included tax refusalt but 

"HE PIRST STAIGE : IDBILISATION ANID CONSTRUCTIVE PROGRAMIT, AUGUST 1920 

OCTOLM 1921. 

It is probably more acc7axateg thereforev to present noncooperation as it 

3ýr. jr, -t, there was a lcne-dr,., -*wrn out phase of happened in three stages. 

preparation - propagandising -L%roaJmou'&# tho countryp mobilising different 

social grcups and regions, building an effective o. -gapisationy d.. -, ciplin- 

ing Congress workers-and supporters and educating tvie-m in, nonviolencet 

4. 
, esting to see if the movement wus ready to move on to the next Sta3e. 

Implicit in this proceso was tho notion that if the movemen4f; was unable ýr 

to develop within itself the requisito discipline to tackle the next 

stuge successfallyl then Gandhi as the I', Gene=alII in command had the 

authority and the duty to withdraiirp or to try now tactics. In practicep 

-ion to any great deg-ree. though, he dild not possess this f-re-edom of act 

Given the nature of the political coalition he was directingt his 

collea,,, u, es in the leadership were not co=itted as he was to nonviolence 

as a principle and were liable to chafe =der restrictions* While the 

pressures of a mass movement of newly-mobilised-civilians drawn from 

all parts of the subcontinent and moving in different-directions accord- 

ing to local conditionst did not give Gandhi the easiest of tasks: 

Gandhi's remponsep thereforep was to prolong, the first stage of preparation 

for as long as he couldt inventing new campaigns to sustain the level of 
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activism and to develop as far as poosible, uhat lie called the llat=ospherall 

necessary before he would move on. 

a) The Tri. 3219 Boycott. AuMlot 19 19,20. 

The fi=st campaign was the'Triple Bloycot4v. Sta--tint-: > in Aliatist 19210 with 

pressure on prominent Indian3 to ou: -render titles and medal2, its initial 

d--ive was toi,. rarda winning the ve=dic to at thel -ccial Congress 'at Calcutta. 

At Calcutta, C=6-zesa -ýXeed to sup- th few port Couacil boycott and wit 

exceptions Congress woehern withdrew ftom the elections and organised a 

voters' boycott. Prior to JTagpurt however, it was left to Gandhi and h-is 

i=ediate supporters, basically tha- 12iilafatisto and the Gujaxatiap to 

prooecutO 4. -he schools boycott and the law-courta boycott. Thai= approachos 

to pa=ents, to 3tudents and to Cove_-nin:, - bodies =et with some successt 

especially in Gujarat, but when they -,. iod to close doum the main 1, hslimp I" 

Hindu and Sin universities at - AliG=h, Bana-res and laml= they were 

rebuffcd, Undaunted, they proce*eded to establiz; h alternative "national" 

institutions themselves, some of which slill survive,. 13,, fore Na,, vpur one 

of the leading, Congreso politiciansl M-otilal Yehrul resiened his wealthy 

legal practice. By-the time of the annual Congress in Decembert most of 

the leading politicians had beoin to adopt I. I. -le mode of dress favoured by 

Gandhip that is, the weariz-4S, of owadeshi (or idiadi) cloth. 

At*. *; I, Tagpurq Das and most of the leadinS nationalist POliticiam were 

"converted" to noncooperation, and iffien the Dmr, 31i leader returned to 

Calcutta lie resigned Un leCaj PraCtiCe - 23 did meveral othex- prow-tnent 

Corigressr. en - an, . d took up e. a schools boycott. A major student strike 

was the resuIt and the establishment of a number ofýmalnly short-lived 

A national schools. Gandhiv who had all along argued that schools boycott 

shbuld be promoted in advance of establishing alternative institutionol came 

back from 1, TaGpur to Gujarat with a now campai&m. While a country was at 

war, he arguedt its young people left, Itheir schools infthout thought for 

their studica and returneds having mad3 their aacrifice! q when the war 
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10 

was over. In the national schoolu, instead of developing a new 

academic trainingp they should prepare for the national struggle by- 

taking up spinning, and if they felt confident enough they should then 

go out to the villages to promote the swadeshi c=paign. 
4 At the end 

of Marchq Gandhi s4d he thought that most of the educated "classes" 

who were likely to respond to the Triple Boyoott had done so; and 

by then he had already started a aecond campaien to take the "public 

workers" he had recruited to the"Imas. -ses,,. 
5 

b) The Bezwada. Programme, A-nril_l, 
_1921 

The second campaign in the first stage of noncooperationg known as the 

"Bezwada ProCrn-meý'j was launched at a meeting of the AICC in Bezwadav 

Madras, from March 31 to A-oril 1,1921. Under tho new Congress'Constit- 

ution, the eýýpanded All-India Congrass Committee - thn 'Taxliament" 

of the new movement - was to be elected by June 30,1921; at its first 

meeting it wa3 to appoint the now Working Committee. Other targeta had 

b=ýe 
set, for examplef I Febr-, axy to elect new Diatrict Congress Committees 

and Varch to form new Rrovincial Co=uitteesp but Gand-Iii decided that June 
6. 

30 should be'linked to three additional organisational'drives. Under 

the Bezwada Programme$ "-progressive nonviolent noncooperation" waa taken 

from the "classes" to the "masses" with the selection of three new 

targets for Congress workers: the collection of ten million rupees for 

the Tilak Swaraj r J. -und; the enrolment of ten million members; ani the 

introduction of two million spinning wheels "in worIcing order" into 

villages qnd homes - all by June 30. Gandhi was repoAted as saying at 

the meeting: 

"The awakeninG of the masces was phenomenal'and iadle the masses 
were fully alive to the urgent need o. 11' realization of swaraj the 
leaders were laeging behind. It was therefore necessary to cive 
form and shape to the aspirations of the masses. Their a3pi. -- 
ations for swaraj were based upon the very definite perception 
that without swaraj their condition could not improve 

, and the 
direct means Of improving their condition was to enable them to 
clothe and feed themselved. It was for this purpose that lie felt 
the chaxk-ha (spinning-w1heel)'movement was full of the utmost 
potentialities in the winning -" 7 of swaraj 
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The background to the Bezwada Progra--wre wan the revised 'Coongress Constit- 

ution and the new creed ad6pted at Vagpur. Gandhi was trying to adQpt 

noncooperation so as to prepare the Congress movement for nonviolent 

struggle and he was also attempting to shape his. methods to a "general" 

issue like Swaraj, His principal slog-an "Swaraj in One Year" had become 

the rallying cry for the whole movement and excited enormous expectations. 

Gandhi had introduced the slogan specifically to distinguish noncooperation 

from previous campaiGns by the politicians - especiallyl, one would imaginet 

the Rome Rule Leagues - for swaraj. Prom his perspective, this was not 

an empty slogan to be mouthed from public platforms but not acted on. 

It was a commitment to build aan organisation within a certain time period 

xhiich would char4ge the lives of Indiana and co=pel the achievement of 

swaraj., 
8 Swaxaj, Gandhi argued repe-stedlyq could be realised through the 

fulfilment of a3most any "particularil aspect of the noncooperation pro- 

grame. In the concrete achievement of new levels of organication and 

discipline - throuGh getting spinning-, wheelo into every home, for ex. =plej 

or developing the CcnZress organisatiOn. in every villagm - lay the 

essence of swaraj. 
9 (We go back to December 1919 and Gandhi's arGument 10 

that swadeshi was more important than the reforms, because the swadeshi 

programep if properly carried out, would demonstrate "powers of 

organisation and indU3t--Y" which would then enable the nation to undertcLe 

everythin; 3 else necessaxy - "fo-- its organic growth". )lo if tl. ý, Ijs could 

be done, then it would compel respect and recop, =tion from the LIJ of 

a now Indian capacity and dignityt and it miEht not even be necesoagy to U to 

engage in the risk andý. sacrifice of civil dicobedience. And if the 

targets were not achievedt no harm would have been done and the effort 

would have prepared and disciplined the people for further struggle. 
10 

The Bezwada progra=e was a partial success. liuge sums were raised for 

the Tilak Swaraj Fwdg paxt-Acularly in Bombay City and Gujarat, a feature I 

being the involvement of educated women for the first timeq donating 
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jewelleryg and of some sections of the merchan-b classes. Lut there were 

also the contributions from vast numbers of the poorer class and caste 

groupsq particularly in rural areas, Such collections established the 

role of "honest" Congress public workers - they had to be tz-asted 

bringing the Congress p--og--a=e down to the villages and creating reliable 

networks. The vast Tilak Swaraj Pund, says Yxishnal "made it possible 

to expand Congress activity on a scale hitherto inconceivable", Each of 

the new Congress provinces had its particular target of money to be 

raised - and a similar allocationvas r-ade for the memberzhip drive and 

dist=ibution of spinning wheele. The money was spent as it was raisedq 

Gandhi objecting to the establishment of a permanent fund. Provincial 

Congresses were thus enabled to finance the spinning-wheol c=paignp to 

promote swadeshi cloth and national eduCationg to tackle problems of 

untouchabilityg de-prossed classes, famine and flood relief, and to 

support picketing, the volunteer organisations =d general propaganda. 

The second two targets were not reachedg but a majot expan^_sion oý 

Congress- membership was achieved and the spi=. ing wheel progr=-me led 

some of the "public workers" or Itnational workers"to take on the role 

of"whole-timers", another plixase of Gandl-d's designed to distinguish the 

demands ho was makinC on the nation's educated f. -= their previous part- 

time political commitment. Some of them established themselves in ashra=3 

from where they could go out to work in the villages. 
12 

The Congress goal of 'Towaraj in One Year'19 tcc-, -ether with the new tarCet 

of June 30 to complete the Bezwada Programmep excited tremendous enthus- 

iasm. At first Gandhi's prophesy was expected to be fulfilled by August 

11 1921; later, it wac shifted to December 31, twelve months after 

Nagpur. Zxpectations, 3f 11swaraj 11 were expressed in different parts of 

India according to local conditions. A temperance movement began in 

the Central Provinces and spread to several otlrýr provinces. Boycotting 
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liquor stores badl,,, - hit &, ove---=ent exciBe revenue from sales - and won 

Gandhi's approval because of its character as a campaign of moral 

improvement! Sikhs in the Iluijab beCan a movement for the reform of 

their shrines; in Champarany in Biharq peasants ccmpaigned to establish 

their right ,e cattle on waste lands; in the United Provincesp -s to Lmzz 

a peasant movement began a czzpaign of tax zund : cent renisal aGainst gavern-.. ý 

rmnt and landlords; and in Assam, wofircers on the Britich-ownel tea plant- 

ations went, on strike, encouraginG a 11*7=pathyll strike from Bengpli 

to tcdcce up several of -these ship end rail workers. Gandhi was -Aeluctan-t 

campair, nsv largely because of his foax of viol,,, nce*13 He emphasised - 

a3 in the Rowlatt sat-jaG-raha and-throuelout 1920 - that noncooperators 

should obey the law and all police irztnictions until civil disobedience 

was authorised. 
34 Incidents of'riotins. and even killing-sp including at 

Malegaon : ýn Bombey Pre: 3idency the murder of police officers who had 

arrested some noncooperators, mar! md the difficulty of holding non- 

cooperation ac--os3. the whole continent to the no=tiolent discipline 

=d of kee- ping the different local and regional cmtracs of the move=ent 

15 1 in phase with each othar. In *A. 1jayp 1-joine tons-lion moved tli- new Vice- 

roy, Lord Reading, to hold neveral te taU. -: 3 With Gcm-dhi but these 

-'rectly, except an -poloczr by th3 U-i brother: 3 for led to nothing d... 

some of the more violent speeches they had been making-. 

By June '; Ot the target date for the complotion'of thzBezwada Pro,, grammet 

w %0 xt Cong=ess workers t-, enerally waro ezmectirig Gandhi to mo-re on to the no- 

stage of noncoope=ationt to direct The mobilised Congre3s movement into 

open nonviolent confrontation with the Raj., In the recond week of 

July, the Central Milafat Committee neetin,.,, in Karachi passed a 

resolution in3trUCting 1-bislims to move direc-Ittly to the third stage 

of the orieinal noncooperation progrcnmeg to resi&-i from membership 

of the Indian A=q. Gandhi, however, did not take up this call., In 
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Julyq at the first meeting of the AICC to be called under the new 

constitutiong a symbolic moment when the next phase in the struggle 

was to be announcedg he appa=ently asked the Ali brothers not to press 

the Khilafatistslcall for resitnations from the Army. 16 No resolution 

to this effect was presentedl and GanIhi instead launched a third 

campaign as part of the first stage of noncooperation. 

c) Complete Boycott of Poreign Cloth, July 302 1921 

The third empaign which Gandhi announced at the expanded AIC%C gathering 

in Bombay on July 23 to 30 was for the complete boycott of foreign cloth. 

The next day in Bombay, he personally act alight a massive bonfire of 

foreign clothinE including -,. any luxurious -1temsj and this actlon viao 

later imitated in hundreds of locationu acroso India. At this AICC 

meetingy which brou&ht together for the first time balanced repreoent- 

ation of delegates from the newly-formed 21 Con6Tens linTaistic provinces* 

he proposed a new targ-et date of September 30 for the, achievement of the 

Coreign cloth, though this was lator extended to complete boycott of A 

October 31- Imother campaign announced at the Doeoay mmeetinG was for 

a hartal across India when the Prince of Wales arrived frcm Enggland in 

Yovember on an official, visi'vq with a boycott of hio tcy'-=. ac3: Os3 all 

other parts of the country. 

Gandhi stated clearly what he was doing in an article published at the 

time: 
"Civil disobedience is on the lips of every one of the members 
of the All-India Congress Committee. 1'. Iot ever havinj really 
tried it, everyone appeared to be enamoured of it, frcm a 
mistaken belief (that) in it was a sovereig-n remedy for our 
present-day ills. I feel sure that- ito can be made such if 
we can produco the necessary atmosphere for it .. -Mass civil 
disobedience ... can only be tried in a calm atmosphere. 

"Ile have too long been mentally dicobedicnt to the laws of 
the state and have too often surreptiticlaslY evaded-themp 
to be fit all of a sudden for civil disobedience. Disobedience 
to be civil has to be open and nonviolent. 
"Complete civil disobedience is a state of peaceful rebellion - 
a reiusal to obey every . -ingle, state-made law. It is certainly 
more dangerous than an axmed rebellion. For it can never be 
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put dcwn if the civil resisters are prepared to face extreme 
hardships. It is based upon an implicit belief in the absolute 
efficacy of innocent auffering ... A full &, =asp of the conditions 
of successful civil resistance is necessary at least on the 
part of the reprecentatives of the people before we can launch 
on an enterprise of such magnitude. The quickest remedies are 
always fraught with the greatest danger and require the utmost 
skill in handling them. It is my firm con7iction that if we 
bring a sua., cessful boycott of foreign clothq we shall have 
produced an atmosphare that would enable us to inaugurate civil 
disobedience on a scale that no Government can resist. I would, 
therefore, urge patience and determined concentration on swadeshi 
upon those who axe Impatient to embazk on mass civil dicobed- 
ienco. " 17. 

These bonfires of foreign cloth helped to capture the mood of resistance 

which was spreading among the Congress workers and also to channel the 

urge tow=-dr. violence. AG Gandhi w-ote in reply to critici=: 

11ý 
India is racial today. It is with the utmost effort that 

I find it possible to koop under check the evil. pascions of 
the people. The Ceneral body of the people axe filled with 
ill-willt because they are weale. - and hopelessly ignorant of 
the way to shed their weakness. I am transferrinC the ill 
will from men to thinG3. n 18 

"'he bonfires also neatly symbolised, as the collections fo-- 

the Tilak Svt=aj Fund had doney the willin6neos of the wealthy classes 

to =- Ike sacrifices of va2uamble 1.;. IonZinC:, -a in the interesto of swarai 

and of couxje endeav: ured to unite all classes in the promotion of 

swadeshi and the. cult of tho cpinning wheel. Moreover, by focusing on 

constructive woVIC - not national echcolsl one "particular" aspect of the .1 

or arbitration co-artsl or Hindu-Muslim unit; y, or tho membership drivel 

but swadeshi - Gandhi hoped both to test bis theory that in the achieve- 

ment of one aspect of the progra=e lay the esmsence of swarai and to 

it 19 
consolidate the links between ConGres3 worke= and the I'ma. -Mcs - 

.0 

However, the dilemm of tryina to restrain a mass movement actively 

mobilised in many parts of the subcontinent md to bond the leaders 

of the Congres3 noncooperation coalition to his willp soon caujilt up 

with Gandhi. In Augustp a rebellion of 1111uslim peaý, a-nts along the 

Malabar coast in*Madras led to tho m=dor of -D=opeans and many Hindu 
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landlords and money-lenders, and the forcible conversion of some 

Hindus to Islam. There was no doubt that the rising had been stirred by 

noncooperation agitationp and in September Gandhi and Moliammal Ali had 

arrived in*11adra3 Presidency on their way to the area when Ali was 

arrested by the Raj for the July Xhilafat statement inciting I. -Luslims 

to resign from the Army. Gandhi was prov'ented from proceedina to the 

area where what is knoin as the ". ". 'nplall Revolt" was going ong and a week 

later in a reaction to the a=eot of his friend which was as startling 

to his contemporaries as it seems to us nowq he proceeded to step up 

the swadeshi campaign by announcing that he would discard all his 

clothes except for a loin-cloth: He aloo proceeded to shave his head. 

He was worried apparently about the shortaGo of swadeshi cloth ýMd 

wanted to demonstrate that all that a man needed to wear was a small 
20 loincloth made of kliadi. His head was chaved as a sien of =u, =inj-. 

Ihe ar-rest of the . 11i brothers and other Mailafat leadero signalled, 

howeverg the end of this long-p. -olonged first stagge of noncooperation. 

Hastening to speed up the swadeshi campaign Gandhi suggested that for 

the month of October all other activity be snspended: 

"If only we can go through UD course of organising manufacture 
(of swadeshi cloth) and collectihg foreign cloth during the 
=onth of Octoberq abstaining from meetings and excitementop wo 
shall produce an atmosphere calm and peaceful enough to embark 
upon civil disobedience if it is then found necessary. " 21 

But he was also irrrolved in organising and publishing a mani-lesto signed 

by most of the leadinl- Coneress politicians at the begirzdng of October 

which repeatod the words of the Khilafat resolution and rendered all 

the signatories liable to prosecution. 

The end of the first stage of noncooperation was thus reached at the 

begiming., of October 1921 without the activity Of the Triple Boycottv 

the "Bezwada Rrograme or- the foreign cloth boycott having achieved 
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swaraj. Gandhi's argument that if those "constructive" activities were 

pursued with enough dedicationp then swaraj could be gained without 

the necessity for direct confrontation with the Raj, had been found 

wanting - though not necessarily proved invalid. There is as yet 

little in published historical rooearch which shows what impact the 

constructive programme at this early stagol was having on the Congres3 

movement itself, lot alone the people of India; nor is there published 

material to show how the officials of the Raj were responding tothis 

aspect of the programme undertaken by the Congrez3 and Gandhi. 

Presumably most British officials werepublicly and privately scathing 

about Gandhi's activities, seeing his social prog=onme as "trickery"; 

though there was also considerable respect for him. Certainlyl the 

Indian moderates, uho were crucial to the Raj's plans at this timeq 

respected Gandhi's constructive programmeq if not-his linhing it with 

civil disobedience and with a directly political cazrpaien for swaraj. 

Aloop the "Raj was af=aid to -ax-Test Gandhip not 3iqýly because he-was 

seen as, a Mahatmaq a holy mant but also because of the regard in which 

he was held because of his constructive work. 

THE SECOM STAGE : INDIVIDUAL CIVIL DISOBMIENCE 

a) Solidarity with the Xhilafat leaders facin, - T--ial, October 4,1921 

The second stage o. 146 " noncooperation was formally launched on October 41 

1921, when 50 Congress leaders actinj "in our individual capacit-j" 

issued a manUesto stating that it was cont-ary to national dignity 

for Indians to serve the Government, Vnether as civilianst police or 

soldiers. The Congress Working Committee endorsed the resolution the 

following day. 22 Throughthe initiative of the Ehilafat leaderst there- 

foreq Congress had taken up the socond and third stages of Gandhi's 

original outline plan -for noncooperation, But it did so not so much 

pressure as a signal to the country to take up the campaign and brin, -, 
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to bear on Indic-A employees of the Kaj across the land to resiEn. 

Rather tha Working Committee adopted this new stam., as a civil 

liberties issue, arguing that Indiana had a right to demand the 

resignation of their compatriots who were servinG such an intolerable 

governmentq and that Nualims had a religious duty to do so. The 

, Committee added that it had not called for such resignations Working 

before because the ConCress was not yet ready to support those who had 

no other means of livelihood. 23 

In the event, the manifesto was repeatedp in the words of Tendulkar, 

"by hundreds of persons from countless platforms, but no action was 

taken by the Government. 11 24 Some resignations from govc=ment empl. gy- 

ment did take place and some police and probably soldiers resigned 

also 
25 

- but the relatively small response may be related to the fact 

that the Congress did not launch an organised and protracted cmpaign 

on the issue. 

I-rhat Gandhi* did begin on October 4 was "individual civil disobedience"? 

the second stage of noncooperation an it evolved in practice. Individual 

civil disobedience, according to Gandhig-could be launched before the 

country was organised and disciplined; mass civil disobediencep on the 

other hand, could only be tried "in a calm atmosphere". 
26 Mass civil 

disobedience, he said later: 

"is like an earthquake, a sort of cencral upheavel on the 
political plane. Where the reign of mass civil disobedience 
beginst there the subsisting Government ceases to function. 
There, every policeman, every soldierg every Goverment 
official =ust either leave the place# or enlist in the cervice 
of swaraj, The police stationsv the court officesp etc. all 
shall cease to be the Goverment property and shall be taken 
charge of by the people ... But althou, -h the opposition to 
the Goverment must be so determined in characterl the essence 
of civil disobedience is that it must be undertaken in a 
spirit of perfect composure. " 27 

At the October Working Committeep then, Gandhi secured the passaao of 

a reaolution atating 'that mass civil disobedience could not be attemPted 
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in any Province or District until it had'achieved complete boycott 

of foreign cloth and i3elf-sufficiency in the production of cloth by 

hand-spirming and hand-weavinC. One of the problems for Gandhi at this 

time, as Yajnik point. 3 out, was that not only had none of his colleagues 

engaged in mass civil disobedience as he described itq but neither had 

"The feature of this Delhi sess. 1on was the restiveness I 
displayed by a large proportion of the delegates against 
Gandhit3 shyness of declaring mass civil disobedience 
immediately ... It seems correct to say that the Committee 
gave a gr=bling assent to the scheme, marinly out of personal 
re-, "axd for Gandhi and a feeling that he should be allowed to 
have his own way in his own movement till the end of the year 
i, rithin which he had promizzaad, "Swaraj". It seemod cleax that 
after that time Gandhi would havo aorved his turn and if he 
failed to produce Swaraj as promised he would have to moke way 
for other leaders and other methods. " 30 

Taking an him text the fact that "the Nation had demonstrated its 
, 

he! On the other handq since he was vastly more experienced in the 

practice and theory of civil disobedience than theyt they were 

effectively obliged to accept his leadership, lais definitions, and his 

o-onditionag at least until the I'swaraj 

b) Chall n, r the Ban on Cong=esn 

yea2was out. 
28 

Xhilafat Volunteer Grou 

Once the RTdlafat leadersy including the Ali brothers, were sentenced 

at the beginnir4g, of Yovember to two years riGorous im-prisonmentp pressure 

,, ressive action. Indi-I' built up further for ConMmss to reply with more agg 

vidual civil clisobedience GancU-ii was to precent as"defensive" action, 

asserting one's rights peacefully in face, of an oppressive 6-Overnment; 

mass civil disobedience was "aggressivell. 29 Bamfordt Deputy Director 

of the haj Ia Intelligence Bureau and,. autnor of the official gove=cnt 

history of noncooperation published in India in 1925t writes about the 

next meetinm of the AICC in Delhi on Novomber 4 to 5: 

capacity to observe complete nonviolence over the arrest of the Ali 

brothers"t Gandhi's lbchc-man to which the AICC gave its llgnmblin, -,, assent" 0 

was to authorise P-rovincial Congress Committees to launch both individual 
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and mass civil disobedience. He placed strict conditions on this 

go-aheadq however. Individuals undertaking civil disobedience must 

know hand-spinning and have played their parts in the'swadeshi 

programme, believe in Hindu-Muslim unity and nonviolence andy if 

. f. 
31 

a Hindug have demonstratea their ODPOsition to untouchabilit, 

For mass civil disobedience, GandIA also imposed stringent conditionst 

expressed earlier in an article in, Youn, -, India: 

"If one district can be fcund w1here (i) ninety per cent of' 
the population have completely boycotted foreiC; n clothp and 
are manufacturing all the cloth required by them by hand- 
spinning and hand-weaving; (ii) if the whole of the population 
of that district, whether Hindu or Maosalman, Parsee or Sikh, 
Cl-xiatian or Jewish, is living in perfect amity; (iii) if the 
whole of its Hindu population is purGed of the sin of untouch- 
ability; (iv) and if at least one in every ton of its 
inhabitants is capable of sufferinG inTrisonment or even of 

. _mounting 
the Gallows; and (v) if while that district is 

civilly, peacefully and honourably resisting the Gove=ent, 
the rest of India remains nonviolent and united. end prosecutes 
the p=ogrnmme of swadeshi, I hold it to be porfectly possible 
to establish Swaraj during this Year-" 32 

Gandhi, proposed that he be, pe=itted to begin mass civil disobedience in 

the Baxdoli taluka in the district of Surat in Gujpxat on November 23-, 

He concluded his speech to the AICC as follows: 

I'Aen the swaraj flag floats victoriously at Baxdolit then t-he 
people of the talWw- next to Baxdolip following in the steps of 
Bardoliq should seek to plant the flag of swaraj in their 
midst. Thus district by district, in reGular successionp 
throughout the length and breadth of Ind-iaj sllý: )uld the swaraj 
flag be hoisted. Ifp howeve=v while the movement is On, there 
is the slitjitest outbreak of violenco in arry part of the 
countryp then it would not be safe or advisable to prosecute 
the campaign any further., ' 33 

It was an extraordinary scheme, arA perhaps a desporrate one. Having tj 

failed to develop the requisite level of progress in the earlier con- 

structive projectop including the promotion of hand-spinning and 

swadeship Gandhi proposed to deal with the risks of undertakirz mass 

civil disobedience by confining it in the first instance to an area of 

just over eighty 
I 

thousand people. Thus the actionýaa to be a symbol, 

an act of sacrifice under the disciplim. of satyagr.. -aiaby participants 

Vilom Gandhi could perzonally train and direct. 
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However, before mass civil disobedience at Baxdoli was due to beging 

the Prince of Wales arrived at Bombay on Yovember 17- Haxtal was 

proclaimed across India and was remarkably successful. But, in 

Bombay, while Gandhi was conducting the burning of a pyre of foreign 

clothq riots broke out as crourds of hie supporters attacked "cooper- 

ators" who had gone out to welcome the Prince. The riotin; -, continued for 

four days. Gandhi was devastated. After two days he had decided what 

to do. He declzxed that he would fast until the "noncooperators have 

=ade peace with -the cooperators", By November 22t peace was restored 

and he was able to break his fast, - but he announced that he would 
34 maintain a 24 hours fast evex-y Monday "till Swaraj is attained". 

On November 23, the Working Co=nittee meeting in Bomba, 7 agTeed to postpon( 

the Bardoli ca=ait-, m. 

Howeverg at this pointt a second cxr. paign of individual civil disobedienct .. 'I 
was taken up elcewhere in Indiag especially in Bengal. On 'November 199 

provoked by the hartal, the Gove=ent of Bengal declared the volunteer 

organisations of the Congress and the Khilafat Committees to be illegal 

and banned political meetings, The governments of the Punjab and the 

United Provincesq Bihar and Lssam followed suit, Over the next few 

days and weeks, 309000 civil disobediento were arrested as they defied 

the government b=- and engaged in picketingp selling khadi cloth and 

newspaperat or holdinG meetings. Virtually all the-prominent leade-ra 

in these provinces were arrested and jailedg includin,,,, -, Lajpat Rait 

Das, Motilal Nehrup Azad and Jawaxhalal Nehru. 35 Indian moderato 

politicians, the "cooperators" on whom the Raj was relyir4ýto ensure 

Is the credibility of its reform programmey-reacted strongly and pressed 

the new Viceroyp Reading, to retreat. He agreed - apparently anxious 

to secure a harta-free visit for the 11-rince o4lales to Calcutta - 

and seems to have been willingg despite criticism from Provincial 
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Governors and from the Cabinet in London, to grant a RoundTable 

Conference at which full provincial self-government might have been 

attainable. Da: j and Azad who were visited by Madan Mohan Malaviyaq 

the Viceroy's envoy# in jail in Calcuttap pressed Gandhi to agree 

.0 Reading's conditions which were simply for Gandhi to call off non- 

cooperation, and in particular the proposed hartal in Calcutta. 

Reading was apparently willing to have the ban on Congress volunteer 

OrG-anisations lifted and the prisoner3 jailed under those bans freed; 

however, he was unwilling to release the Miilafat leaders jailed 

previously for their challenge to the Indian Army. Gandhi therefore 

refused to call off noncooperation before a Round Table Conferencet and 

the negotiations failed, 36 

Dasp in jail# %as furious and is said from this point to have 

rofitýýble ally,,. 
37 "abandoned the Mahatma as a p. But Gandhi wrote with 

some insijýit in Young india that he thou6iit "a Conference at which the 

Government is represented will be usefcl only when the latter has tried 

the non-co-operators to its catisfaction and measured their strength in 

quantity and quality. 0 THis was not a lust fcr battles but an unde--- 

standing that the Raj was not prepaxed to yield very much, Commentine 

further in January, Gandhi wrote: 

I'Swaraj scýeme is undoubtedly a. matter on which there will be 
an many minds as there axe men and women ... "TIle adoption of the 
Congress -Franchise is my ovm suggrestiong but what I have laid 
down as the guiding principle is really unassailable. The 
scheme of Swaraj is that schome which popular representatives 
frame. " 39 

A 

It seemsq then, that at the end of-1921t the"parliamentary swar. -j" 

which Gandhi favoured was for the Congress orGanisation itself to be 

recognised as a parliamentary institution ikdch could govern the 

subcontinent. This is a far cx-y from Das's aPParent willingness to 

settle for increased power for Indian politiciarm in the provinces 

and marks a decisive gap between the two@ 
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The Third Stagpee : I-lass Civil Disobedience at 13ardoli,, FebruEy 1922 

The scene was now set for the third and final stage of Noncooperation. 

Gandhi argued that because the Congress had demonstrated impressively 

its ability during the arrests of huge numbers of Volunteers to maintain 

nonviolent disciplLnev the "atmosphere" was now right to move on to mass 

civil disobedience at Bardoli. He was in an increasingly difficult 

position, for calls to abandon nonviolent discipline and opt for violent 

methods of struggle had emerged openly at the annual session of the Congress 

held in December 1921 in Ahmedabad. While in Januaryp serious riots broke 

out in Madras. 'Moreover, the pitch of activity stirred by the defiance 

of provincial bans on Volunteer organisatiolls was stimulating, more local 

struggles in different parts of the subcontinent andfin some of these 

areas, the Raj was in danger of losing control. There was thus tremendous 

pressure to keep up the agitation - but not exactly the "calm atmosphere" 

%. -hich Gandhi said he needed for his next step. 1 40 

On the other hand, Indian moderate. -. politicians were keeping up the pressure 

the Viceroy to negotiate. Thus in January Gandhi postponed launching 

the new stagc of the struggle for a further period, in order, to attend 

a conference with the moderates in Bombay. He appears here to have taken 

an uncomprising positiong arguing not only for concessionslon the Rhilafat 

and Punjab issues but also for "full responsible goverment on a Dominion 

basis". When this led to nothing# he roturned to Bardoli and on Febru=J 1 

issued his ultimatum to the Viceroy stating that mars civil disobedience 

would begin on February 8. '14*1 

An interesting feature of 'this ultimatum is that Gandhi pitched its 

demands to the moderates - to the civil liberties issues raised by the 

ban on Volunteers which had drawn the moderates to his side. He offered 

to suspend mass civil disobedience if the government would free all 

prisoners'and permit the Congress to engage peacefully in the agitation 
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for which the Ali brothers had been jailed in November and for wýich 

the ban on Volunteer organications had been imposed in the same month. 

In other wordog he was trying to insist in Congress having the right 

to continue the activities of speech-making and picketing which had led 

to two campaigns of "defensive" individual Civil disobedience, What he 

was also doing was trying to hold the nonco, ý, peration campaign still 

longer to-the extensive programme of tactics short of civil dicobedience 

which ho had been pursuing for nearly eighteen months. Within the letter 

of ultimatumq Gandhi admitted that he did not have the control over the 

forces of violence in the country which he would havo likedt but he felt 

. 
42 that the gove=ent's actions made iýmsllirnperative duty" to go ahead 

The Viceroy summaxily rejected Gandhi's ultimatum. Mass civil disobedience 

was all set to prc. -. eed when news came thro-hý to Gandhi of 22 policemen 

having been burnt to death as a result of a riot by noncooperators in '-., he 

United Provinces. Imediatelyl he called off his c; ý=paign of mass civil 

disobedience'-- and had this decision endorsed by the Congress Working 

Committee a few days later. Although indivieual civil disobedience was 

permitted to continuev the momentum, of the movement was lost and ito '- 

morale shattered. Early in 14archl Gandhi was arrestedv tried and jailed. 

For loya-1 Gandhians - the "no-changers" - Noncooperation continued a: 3 

before, but for many of the leading nationalists Gandhi's policy had 

failed and a new direction was to be attempted. 

Thauri Chaura", the name of the village where the policemen were 

murdered was a symbol operating in the reverse direction to GaIld-11i's 

hoped-for symbol at Bardoli. Given the nature of the method and strategy 

which he was following in the third stage of Iloncooperation at Bardoli, it 

was inevitable that he called off the action. Mass civil disobedience# as 

he had described itv required absolute attention and quiet in the rest of 

India while the small Bardoli taluka went through its symbolic rebellion. 
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As the inhabitants of Bardoli suffered from the repressive forces of the 

Raj, so public opinion in India was to be aroused and the conscience of 

the RajI3 officials and the British people touched. Ultimatelyl Bardoli, 

if carried through, was to result in a new --espect for theldignity, 
I- 

courage and orGanisational ability of the Indian people. 

It was probably an impossible scheme. Gandhi never attempted itagain. 

But in the Salt Satyagraha. in 1930, he organised a small group 0J. f 79 

hand-picked and per0onally-trained people to march across Gujarat and 

- for his next campaiCn of Civil Disob- electrify the nation into support 

edience. Whileg in 1928, the same taluka of Baxdoli did undertake a 

successful tax refusal canipai&p - c'n a much more limited issue than 

swaraj - which helped to focus nationwida attention'for the 19; D stn', Mleo 

"Chlauri, Chaura", howeverv was seen by Gandhi's colleagues in Jail at the 

time and his critics over nince as the occasion foz an enormou3 bltuider 

by him. S. C. Bose commented in 1935: 

"I an reminded of what the Dashbandhu (C. R. Das) used fre'quently 
to say about the virtues and failings of Mahatma Gandhi's 
leadership, According to him# the Yzhat-aa opens a campaign in 
a brilliant 

' 
fashion; he woercs it up with unerring skill; he 

his moves from success to success till he reaches the zenith ol 
campaign - but ý-. fter that he loses his nerve and begins to falter., 

Gandhi certainly was hesitant about launching mass civ-41 disobedience late 

in 1921 and early in 1922. But the charges made by Base and others that 

"Chauri Chaux-all revealed in Gandhi a fundamental lack of couragep an 

incapacity t0o lead the national straggle and a fatal flaw in his method 

of nonviolence, seem to be unfai-.. 

In the first placep as Bose's quotation from Das recognisest Noncooperation 

under Gandhi's leadership had brougýit Congress and, tho Raj in. December 

1919 to a point where a significant conce. -cion from the Raj is widely 

agreed to have been possible. Thereforeq to put it crudely, nonviolence 

did work. Moreoverg Gandhi's capacity to lead was demonstrated in February 

1922 - if not in the way he and his fellow nationalists had hoped - 
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by his determination and ability to call off the campaign of maso civil 

disobedience when what he considered to be the right method and strategy 

could no longer be followed. 

The more fundamental point, howeverp is that Gandhi in 1920 and 1921 was 

probably overconfident in his ability to oreanise the Indian subcontinent 

according to his principles of satyagraha. The nation did not come close 

to achieving his conception of swaraj during the prolonged first stage of 

Noncooperation as he had said it could. Also, it was not prepared for 

the third stage of mass civil disobedience as he had hoped. In these 

respectsv Gandhits nerve did falter as reality struck home; and non- 

violence did fail. But these weaknesses -, iould not have matteredg, it 

seems, if Gandhi had been willing to compromise with the Raj in December 

1919. Gandhi, howeverg was not prepared to settle for a 11swaxaJ11 which 

meant increased representation for Indian nationalist politicians in 

the provincial legislaturess as Das apparently was. As he had said 

consistentlyq the reforms did not interest Gandhi very much, because he 

was aftbr a 11swaraj" uhich would mean real changes and improvements in 

the lives of the Indian "masses". This meantf in parliamentary termst 

for himq the achievement of full self-government at the centre "under 

the Congress Pranchisell and Dominion status. 

By pursuing such an uncom-promioing vision of "swaxaj" in 1921, Gandhi 

appears to have overestimated the bargaining-power available to him. 

Also, from surveys by Low in particularg of the British willingness to 

' Gandhi exaggerated too concede independence to Indiag it seems clear thalk, 

the possibilities of a c.. ange in British opinion to meet his objectivesýý In 

In other words, G%ndhi in 1921 was unrealistic in his hopes for swaraj, 

Civil disobedience was called off when he realised that the strategy 

he had been pursuing could not be custained. It would have taken an 

even more extraordinary campaign of nonviolent prescure in 19219 than 
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the one Gandhi did organisel to have pushed the British remotely 

close to his concept of swaraj. For this, India had to wait another 

25 years, and even then it was not really the "parliamentary owarajil 

which Gandhi had in mind in 1921. 
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1. Woncooperation was a paxtial success. 

2. It did secure through the Triple Boycott, the active participation 
of a section of the nation's educated in a single-minded campaign to 
break with the Raj and build Indian institutions. It did through 
the Bezwada Programme raise vast sums of money and establish the Congress 

orGanisation as a viable political machine in many parts of the countryo 
Also, it did, through the boycott of foreign cloth, draw Congress 

volunteers into villaCes across the whole country and give a tromendoue 
boost to the swadeshi programme. 

3. But the pressure to move on to mass civil disobedience put Gandhi 

under intense pressure; and when the Xhilafat leaders finally broke ranks aý 

called for the resignation of Maslims in government servicet both civilian 

and military, Gandhi had to devise a campaign as risky as the bonfires 

of foreign cloth - in order to transfer the growing ill-will "fro= men to 

things". The Jailing, of the Ali brothers forced him to cancticn individ- 

ual civil disobedience, with the repetition from public platforms of týz 

offending words of the Ali brotherst resolution. 

4- However, rising expectations and tension led to serious riotingg 

obliging Gandhi to postpone his ingen., ous plan for mass civil "14 --obedience 
in one small area of Gujarat, the Bardoli taluka. 'Noncooperation was 
then rescued by Gove=ent bans placed on Congress volunteer organisations 
in several parts of India to prevent picketing of clothina and liquor 

stores. Thousands were arrested in a new campai6m of "defensive" individ- 

uals civil disobedience, which is said to have been entirely peaceful and 

especially effective in Bangal. 

5. Inspired by this success, Gandhi revived plans for mass civil 

disobedience at Bardoli. But this action was postponed aGain as a result, 

of pressure from moderate nationalist politiciana Vho hai information that 

the new Viceroyq Readingg was willing to negotiate a settlement. Gandhi 

did not find Reading's offer acceptablep and the negotiations collapsed - 

leading to =ch bitterness a=ong Gandhi's fellow Congress leaders. 

6. Gandhi then issued his ultimatum to the Viceroy, that the Bardoli 

civil disobedience was about to begin. But within days the mass civil 
disobedience was called of instantly when he heard that major rioting in 

Chauri Chaura, had resulted in the deaths of 22 policemen. This shattered 
the morale of the Noncooperation movement and shortly afte3rdardap when 

Gandhi was jailed. 9 the movement faded. 
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7. It seems possible that 1,11oncooperation could have achieved 

n . 0- egotiations with Reading late in 1921 which might have led to 

increased nationalist participation in the Raj's provincial legislative 

councils. -nut this would have meant leaving the Ali brothers in jail - 

and it was not at all what Gandhi meant by "parliamentary swaraj". 

8. Paced with the symb., )Jic warning of Chat=i Chaural which implied 

a, spreading movement of violent outbreaks as against the epreading 

movement of nonviolence he had hoped to initiate at Bardoli, Gandhi 

had-little option but to suspend mass civil disobedience. Not to 

have done so would have Gone against the whole strateEZr which lie had 
So to painstakingly constructed sinca first formulating the concept of 

noncooperation. 

9. Like the Rowlatt Satyagrahay Noncooperation collapsedl but never' 

formally ended. Hany "noncoo; era-twors". continued the strugogle unceas- 

ingly until 1945. Within the Congress mov-erent th. pre were cerious 

disputes about the "noncooperation" st--atcMr to be followed - in 

particular whether "noncooperators" could enter the legislative 

councils of the Raj and continu, 3 to obctruct from within. Mic 

movement of Noncooperation, which Gandhi launched in 1920, was revived 

in a new form in 19309 and a&-ain in 1941-- 

a 
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GANDEVS METHOD AS A POLITICAL ORGANISER 

In most of the years reviewed in thi-s study, Gandhi was not yet the 

established national leader who could command automatic attention and 

veneration. This makes his activities particularly interesting because, 

for this short period, he was more nearly in the position of other nonviolent 

political activists who do not command the allegiance of masses of people 

and a political machine. but who are at the margins of political life 

looking for a way in. 

As a newcomer to Indian politics with a distinctive political philosophy 

Gandhi found his place in the nationalist movement at a time of economic 

and political turmoil. The consequent uncertainty made it possible for 

a novel political doctrine like satyagraha to be taken to the centre of 

Indian political life. But this impact for Gandhi's "experiments" with 

nonviolence was not achieved without much effort and skill. Practical 

choices faced him as an organiser about what issues to taKe up, which 

groups to involve, what methods to pursue and to what lengths he should 

go in order to achieve the results he was seeKing. These questions for 

the organiser of nonviolent action have been the subject of this studY. 

Many Indian nationalists we re to be captivated by Gandhi's ideas and 

proposalsi many more adopted some aspects of the satyagraha programme 

while-it was the policy of the national movement or while it was 

fashionable to do so. As a result Gandhi became a pre-eminent national 

figure with unprecedented authority. From this position, Gandhi continued 

with his satyagraha "experiments" apparently no more afraid to take personal 

risks than before. His unusual position at the centre of political life, 

however, gave him the opportunity to experiment increasingly with methods 

of nonviolent action which only someone in his place could have attempted. 

The remarKable fasts to influence his fellow countrymen on questions 

of Hindu-Muslim unity and the abolition of untouchability can be 
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repeated in most situations only by national political leaders (if 

similar prominence. Quite probably a symbolic march, like the Salt March 

which Gandhi led in 1930, would require a personality of his renown at its 

head to command the attention and precipitate the mass imitative action 

wnich that demonstration did. Thus the years in India before Gandhi had 

achieved his position as "Father of the I'llation" are, particularly worthy 

of attention for students of nonviolent action who want to Know how a 

nonviolent movement which had a major impact was planned and organised 

by someone on the edge of the political mainstruam. 

The case-material presented in this thesis can be grouped broadly into 

three periods. The first period, up to 1918 and including the Charnparan, 

Ahmedabad and Khada satyagrahas, was the period whnn he was searching -for 

ways to introduce his ideas and methods into Indian politics. The actions 

he attempted were principally local in their scope and focused on particular 

issues or grievances. His successes brought him and his movement to 

314, JCrl prominence in Gujarat. Thu second period sees Gandhi in tran . to 

national leadership and is pivotal to this study. Gandhi atteimpted in 

1919 from his base of support in Gujarat and Bombay City to initiate a 

national campaign on the particular issue of the Rowlatt Bills. As a 

mass action this lasted for less than a month and as an ongoing campaign 

it survived only six months before petering out. Shaken by the rioting 

and repression which Rowlatt catalysed, Gandhi rethought his approach 

and began casting around for other ways to launch nonviolent action on 

a mass scale. In the summer of 1920 the third period begins with Gandhi's 

decision to initiate a second national satyagratia campaign, combining 

two particular grievances, the Khilafat and Punjab issues, and quicKly 

taKing on the general issue of swaraj. A Key contention of this thesis 

is that Gandhi's principal response to the Rowlatt debaclu was to devise 

addit4opaalf Arle a mobilising civilians an a mass scale which fell far short of, 
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civil disobedience and other methods of civil resistance. This was 

to initiate a co-ordinated programme of constructive worK, the Triple 

Boycott and then the Bazwada Programme, which can be seen to have 

evolved later into the-constructive programme. 

:I 
In addition to this fundamental queStion of the balance between civil 

resistance and constructive work in Gandhi's method, a number of other I 

related themes have been explored. These include how his methods as an 

organiser changed as he moved from local to national campaigns - and back 

again. Also, how he adapted his method of organising on particular issues 

to the problem of launching a mass movement on the general issue of swaraj. 

Again, how he adapted his approa I ch when he came to lead coalitions of 

Political activists most of whom were not convinced upholders of his 

satyagraha ideology. 

Two other features of Gandhi's method have been noted. In the aarly 

-al importance to his campaigning campaigns in Ahmedabad we saw the fundament 

of the religious vow - this was one of the principal techniques he employed 

for introducing the religious spirit into Politics- The other is the 

distinction he made in 1921 between aggressive and defensive c4avil disobedier 

Gandhi clearly favoured defensive action in the la months of slowly built- 

up mobilisation which constituted the bulk of Noncooperaticn. 

For followers of Gandhi in India, most of these points are familiar. In 

particular, the contention that Gandhi's method employed a careful balance 

between negative and positive - between campaigns of civil resistance 

and constructive programe - with the priority given to constructive 

work is wholly unexceptionable. Several of the other poi. nts. are also 

widely reported in works by Dhawan, Diwakar, Bose, and so on. 

However, in the West, the principal authorities o-n nonviolent action have 
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neglected practically all these aspects - with the partial exception of 

the vow. In particular, the fundamental point that nonviolent dction as a 
focused 

method and technique/just as much on constructive worK as campaigns of 

civil resistance is virtually ignored. Yet Gandhi's successes as an 

organiser cannot be understood unless it is recognised that at the base 

of every campaign of civil resistance - especially at the national level - 

was a programme of constructive work. 

Faced with the problems we have indicated, Gandhi turned to d programme 

of constructive work almost as a panacea. 
2 Constructive work was designed 

to discipline the people prior to civil disobedience. It was to provide 

tasks which could be taken up the poorest peasants and give them a place 

in the national rmvement. It was designed to provide a link between the 

national political elite and the peasantry and to taKe active nationalists 

out of legislatures to the "real" politics of India, tackling poverty 

and injustice in the villages. It was used too not only as a preparation 

for civil disobedience but also as a delaying tactic: until the targets 

were reached and the "capacity" of the nation demonstrated, civil 

disobedience could not be launched. 

Again, prorrotion of constructive worK helped Gandhi to deal with the 
I 

problem of scale, moving from a lo'cal level where he could preserve 

, was face-to-face contact to a national level where he could not. If it 

impossible IZo rely on inexperienced Gatyagraha leaders to laLnch civil 

resistance campaigns across the subcontinent, what he could do with much 

less risK was to invite them to introduce the nation to campaigns of 

constructive work. Constructive worK too helped Gandhi to deal with the 

problem of campaigning an a general issue rather than a particular issue. 

Before Quit India in 1942, he insisted on launching "do-or-die" struggles 

on iimited, particular issues capable of achievement. Swaraj, full 

political self-government, was a general goal not likely to be achieved 

in 1920. However, re-interpreted in Gandhi's concept as the development 
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of a nation organised, united, self-reliant and capable of solving its 

own eco nomic and social problems, swaraj could be approached as a general 

issue by a programme of constructive worK. Again, moving solidly into the 

political arena when he entered political organisations like the Congress 

and the Home Rule League, he Knew he would be unable to find unity at the 

highest levels behind his distinctive satyagraha ideology. Accommodation 

-ressed therefore by mass constructive with the nationalist elite was butt 

campaigns which (after the Triple Boycott) were in significant respects 

politically uncontentious or innocuous and designed to develop unity in 

the mass movement at the base. They served in effect to undercut opposition 

to Gandhi at the top. 

Satyagraha as a rx3thod has been the subject of a number of scholarly 

studies published in the west. The best Known of these - Richard Gregg's 

, V'olencQ, The Power of Nonviolenco, Krishnalal Shriaharani's War Without - 

and Joan Sondurant's Conquust of Violence: The Gandhian Philosonhy of 

3_ 
"heme expressed by the subtit'le of Ccnflict have developed a common 1. 

Bondurant's worK. This is that in satyagraha Gandhi dcmonstratad a method 

and a philosophy of engaging in conflict which can be developed as an 

effective substitute far political violence. Shridharani and Gregg go 

further and urge that nonviolent conflict can replace war as a method of 

settling disputes between nations, a theme which has been taKen uo 
I 

subsequently by Gene Sharp and a number of other scholars. 

When scholars are making such claims for their interpretations of Gandhi's 

th met 
method it is extremely important that they presenV 

ý1016a 
way which make3 

it possible for political activists influenced by them to understand 

how he used and developed the technique in practice. Bondurant comes very 

close to the explanation of Gandhu's method developed in this thesis when 

she defines satyagraha as "a technique for social and political change"; 

or again "an instrument of struggle for positive objectives and for 

fundamental. change". Clearly this is more than a conflict technique 
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in her eyes. 
4 She states too in one section: 

"The constructive program was an essential component of the 
Gandhian revolutionary struggle for Indian independence. It was 
the constructive program which gave content to the satyagraha 
frameworK and applied Gandhian principles to the Indian 
circumstance. " 5 

Nevertheless. the balance of her especially valuable study of satyagraha 

is overwhelmingly on the conflict side. "I have tried only", she writes, 

"to attacK a problem inadequately explored in political theory by abstractin, 

from the Gandhian experiment a theoretical key to the problem of social and 

political conflict. " 6 The place of constructive programme within her 

analysis is understated and ambiguous. She tends to see it as an ideal 

goal or a prescription for moral conduct, rather than as a methoa 
I 

of mobilising people for social change. Primarily it is presentad as a 

subsidiary discipline and necessary demonstration of social rectitude to 

be taken up for the duration of a direct action campaign, rather than as 

"onomous part of the satyagraha method, to be followed and organised an aul. 

for its own saKe. 

Gregg, as we have seen, was personally a satyagrahi in the full Gandhian 

sense - one who believed that the essence of the technique is to -pply 

a number of disciplines in one's own life and to build out from there 

a political movement. In The Power of Nonviolence he devotes the final 

portion of the book to the type of "training" needed to engage in nonviolent 

resistance. He also repeats hio prescription for taKing up manual worK and 

7 
social service projects. There -Js though a complete divorce between thu 

idealised proposals in this concluding argument and the powerfully presented 

case-studies of nonviolent resistance with which the book begins. His 

abstract presentation, unrelated to the historical examples, fails to 

show how constructive programme was' an integral part of the method of 

s -yagraha developed by Gandhi. Also, constructive worK is seen as a a -41. 

personal discipline for individuals and small groups rather than a 

programme of campaigns to be waged on social issues as part of a larger 
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political stpuggle. 

Shridharani tooK part personally in the Salt March in 1930 and his bocK, 

War Without Violence, first published in 1939, remains an in3piring 

8 
and persuasive argument. for learning from Gandhi's carr,, paigning motho S. 

His worK includes a chapter an "arganisation" 'which describes in outline 

the Clongress machinery for conducting satyagraha campaigns. But the 

dynamic process of Gandhi actually organising satyagraha, that is, maKing 

deci5ions as an organisar, is still miGsing from his account. Gunu Sharp 

has rightly claimed Shridharani as a pioneer of the "technique approach" to 

-echnique for nonviolent struggle - by which Sharp means nonviolence as a 

engaging in conflict divorced from any necessary connection with Gandhi's 

philosophy of life. 

Sharp himself is today ovei-Ahelmingly the most irnpcrtant theoretician 

4fe's worK to of nonviolent action in the west and he has made it a 1. 

establish the technique on a body of case-material and theoretical argument 

which separates it from Gandhi's particular philosophy and beliefs. He 

is not however in any way hostile to Gandhi but remains profoundly 

respectful of him. He has recgntly published a collection of essays in 

wnich he demonstrates successfully that Gandhi himself was willing to 

maKe a distinction between nonviolence as a philosophy and nonviolencu 

as a policy or expedient, and that Uandhi organised his satyagraha campaigns 

fully understanding that most of those who t; upported him did so jr4 a 

temporary and often unwilling discipline for the period of the struggle 

only. 
10 In Gandhi As a Political Strategist Sharp publishes an excellent 

short summary of Gandhi's satyagraha method and a brief, accurate 

representation of the importance of constructive programme in Gandhian 

t eory 

What Sharp has signally failed to do, however. in his enormous compendium ! #, 
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of theory a9d case-material, The Politics of Nonviolent Action, published 

in 1973, is deGcribe adequately how Gandhi's rmthod of action worKed in 

practice. 
12 The reason is that Sharp does not looK at Gandhi as in 

organiser, a politician maKing stratogic choices and tactical decisions 

about how to shape the campaigns he is directing. Where he considers strata! 

and tactics it is in the context of a pro-existing nonviolent struggle. 

How Gandhi found himself as leader of mass campaigns of noncooperation 

or civil disobedience is outside Sharp's brief which is simply to analyse 

how nonviolent struggles were conducted once they started. In particular, 

the place and role of constructive programme in Gandhý's method is almost I 

entirely missing. 

Each of these major theoreticians of nonviolent action has undertftooil 

Gandhi's method fully and has chosen to tailor their presentation of 

it to what they thinK is most significant in his achievement. They have 

also followed Gandhi's broad principle of 'Iswadeshi" (cultivating that 

which is local) by attempting to translate satyagraha into ternis which 

arn assimilable for readers whose baKcground is 4-n the political and 

social culture of the west. Bondurant explains the basis on which she 

selected from his method as follows: 

"It is essential rigorously to differentiate satyagraha as 
technique of action from those specific considerations of right- 
living with which Gandhi also concerned himself. " 13 

Sharp draws attention to the personal battles he has had to endure with 

"dogmatic" Gandhians and pacifists over many yoars as tie has maintained hi3 

revisionist attitude to the Gandhian method. 
14 

The studies of these scholars are in my opinion as important historically 

as their authors claim because they do demonstrate that there is another 

way of figh. ting and of exercising power not based in violence, a perspective 

which is not readily recognised in political theory and practice. However, 

I 
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by presenting Gandhi's method for a western audience with such a single- 

minded emphasis on conflict, they have narrowud the focus of their 

analysis in such a way that unfortunately it Is difficult to understand 

how Gandhi's campaigns were built up and sustained. Methods of engaging 

in conflict have been separated from methods of mobilising the social 

and political movement equipped to engage in conflict. This is not an 

argument for taKing over Gandhi's beliefs wholesale before engaging in 

nonviolent struggle. But E3oqdurant is mistaken when she says that it is 

necessary rigorously to differentiate satyagraha as a technique of action 

from Gandhi's hobby-horses regarding "right-living". It helps us to 

understand Gandhi's technique if we see it as a method of social struggle 

informed by strongly held positive values, virtually all of which may have 

relevance for us. What I am saying is that the attempt to separate the 

technique of action from the background of beliefs which prompted it 

has diminished our understanding of the technique. To sum uP, Gandhian 

sa"&. yagraha should be seen as a method of arganising a movement -For La 

positive social change. Second, an integral part of this technique - as 

important to its successful development as the use of civil resistance - 

is constructive programme. 

Unfortunaýely, in a study which draws its case material almost entirely 

from only eight years of Gaddhi's career in India Cfrom 1915 to 1922) it 

is not passible to draw final conclusions about Gandhi's methods 

throughout his career. More particularly, it is not possible to attempt 

detailed analysis of the place of constructive WorK in his method on the 

evidence of this early period. Nonetheless, the case outlined above 

can be generally supported from the evidence contained in this thesis. 

Moreover, if we add to this the assessments of theoreticians of Gandhi's 

methods who have explored the whole canon of his career, we may infer that 

a strong case has been made out. 
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Local and National Organising 

In local struggles Gandhi was able to play a highly visible part in the 

action, directing many matters personally and taKing much of the burden 

of civil resistance onto his own shoulders. When he moved onto a 

national scale and tried, to repeat this pattern, the level of organisation 

proved to be inadequate and discipline broke down. 

As a result, Gandhi adapted his methcda in several respects. First, 

instead of relying on individuals who broadly accepted his satyagraha 

principles and would loyally follow his lead, he joined national 

organisations (the Khilafat movement and the Indian National Congress-) 

not committed to satyagraha as a creed. Second, having joined the Congress 

he was instrumental in devising for it a membarship structure which 

enabled it to be representative of nationalist activists throughout 

India. Congress was a machinery for bringing most of the elements of Indian 

nationalism into one organisaticn (Gandhi liKened it to a "Parliament" 

rather than a "Party"), and followers of Gandhi were one faction only 

within it. Gandhi's principal innovation was the disinterosted ono of 

extending the Congress organisation into the villages rather than extending 

his own following. Third, because of the problem of mass all-India civil 

resistance campaigns getting out of hand if the leaders moved too 

quicKly to aggressive confrontation, he devised a programme for diverting 

the energies of the nation's political elite out into constructive 

worK and out into rural areas. There they could consolidate the 

membership of the vastly expanded Congress organisation and prepare it 

for disciplined nonviolent struggle. Fourth. having moved to construct 

a national mass organisation within which his own following was a faction 

only, Gandhi experimented with ways of developing forms of action over 

which he could have personal control'which would then constitute the 

lLding edge of the movement. His followers in one district of rural 

Gujarat were selected to launch aggre5sive civil disobedience. As a 
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personal action to promote the use of swadeshi cloth among the poorest 

peasantry, he vowed publicly to reduce his own clothing needs to a loin- 

cloth only. 

In this way, by working with people with different political viewpoints, 

by developing disciplinod organisation, by pitching the strugglu as far 

as possible at the level of constructive work rather than confrontation 

and by devising now symbolic ways of exerting personal leadership, Gandhi 

adapted from local to national struggles. 

Gandhi himself has drawn attention to the differences between his 

organising methods at a local and a national level in -his par-phlet on 

Constructive Prograrme which provided the frameworK of discussion in 

Chapter 4. There he states categorically "no elaborate constructive 

programme was or could be necessary" in local struggles, but insists 

that to organise civil disobecience at a national level without securing 

"the co-operation of the nil! Aicns by way of constructive effort is mers 

bravado and worse than useless". 
15 The same passage has been quoted 

approvingly by Bose in his excellent Studies in Gandhism and restated 

by Sharp as Gandhi's viewpoInt. 
16 But neither writer has attempted to 

analyse this perspective further. Dhawan also notas Gandhi's conclusion 

which was maintained over many years . 
17 

WorKing as Part of a Coalition 

Having failed to develop an all-India organisationr. of his own supporters. 

Gandhi was drawn into political coalitions with other nationalist leaders 

and factions. 

Expediency was the only basis on which he could win consent at the highest 

levels of nationalist politics for his judgments, campaigns and methods. 
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His fellow politicians bacKed Gandhi when his proposals seemed. to be 

the most feasible to follow at that particular moment. None of this 

prevented him, -however, an the public platform and in his newspapers, from 

arguing his full political position based in satyagraha principles. As 

Ia result, within a coalition of divergent views, Gandhi was still able 

to recruit popular support for his -Fundamental belief3. 

On many issues, Gandhi's judgment of what it was possible to achieve 

and right to aim for was closer to'the nationalist "Moderatus" than to the 

"Extremists". What distinguished him from the "Moderates" was, first, 
I 

his belief that real politics lay outside the legislatures in the villages 

of India and, second, once he had set himself a limited aim, hi5 doterminati. 

to pit his body and soul to the struggle to achieve it. His link3 with 

the "Moderates", on the one hand, and his commitment to populism and 

radical action, on the other, gave him a special leverage in nationalist 

politics. He could outmanoeuvre the "Extremists" because he appeared 

just as committed to radical action as they and more committed to practical 

objectives. 

The fact that Gandhi became leader of all-India political coalitions 

pursuing limited objectives an the basis of expediency does not mean 

that he compromised his satyagraha principles. He insisted, for 3xamplo, 

an nonviolent discipline in the Khilafat and Congress movements while he 

led them. He insisted too on the particular campaigning issues of 

the Khilafat and Punjab being kept separate until all avenues of compromise 

with the Raj had been gone down fully an both questions. He fervently 

opposed the boycott of British goods, rather than foreign goods. 

Furthermore, strategies for achieving the limited aims of the coalition 

were always designed to advance the cause of satyagratia. The Triple 

Boycott, for example, had the startling effect of persuading thousands 
j 
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of members of the nationalist elite to maKe contact with village India. 

While "Swaraj in One Year" -a dubious slogan - convincad sorrva 
18 

nationalists that they need maKe sacrifices for one year on y, t was 

neatly turned by Gandhi into a mass programme of con3tructiva worK which 

would build the movement's organisational, strength and tackle the "real" 

problems of India as he saw them. 

LacKing a national organisation committed to satyagraha, Gandhi recognised 

that within the nationalist coalition were different levels of commitment 

to his ideas. At the base Congress was a very fluid organisation with 

considerable freedom and uncertain discipline. But at the top Garldhi 

created a tight WorKing Committee of a few individuals. While he retained 

authority from the Congress to act as leader, he insisted that tne 

worK_41, g coir-mittee follow a poliCY of collective responsibility like the 

British --abinat - thus speaKing with one voice. In this way unity was 

achieved at the top behind his policy. At a local and regional level, 

a nationwide organisation of volunteers was created within the Congress 

structure. These volunteers were obliged as a condition of membership 

to taKe a vow committing. them to nonviolent di2cipline. 
19 Some of them 

received training in Gandhian ashrams and established new a3hrams from 

which to carry out constructive and other work. The programme of 

constructive worK was promoted by Gandhi as an uncontentious movement of 

national self-improvement which should be supported by all factions in 

gh this he aimEd for unity at the base of the movement. Congress. Throup 

Thus considerations of expediency prompted other nationalist politicians 

to support Gandhi's leadership of Congress -a position which was helped 

by his novel balance of commitment to "moderate" views with determination 

to fight by radical methods. This, together with a combination of tight 

discipline at the top, support for his policies at the basa. and the 

development of a. networK of volunteer groups broadly accepýing hic', 
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direction alongside ashrams of committed worKers, enabled Gandhi to 

enter political coalitions without sacrificing his satyagraha principles. 

The principal discussion of Gandhi's acceptance of expediency as a basis 

-ical Strategis't. for political coalition is in Gone Sharp, Gandhi As A Polit 

though he concentrates solely on the issue of nonviolent disc! pline in 

20 2 
conflict. Where Sharp is particularly illuminating, too, is In 

contrasting Gandhi's view of political power with the conventional one. 

What further differentiated Gandhi from the Moderate was his outstanding 

insight that power lies outside the centres of government in the activity I 

or inactivity of the people. 
21 

Building Campaigns Around Particular Issues 

We have laid considerable stress on Gandhi's consistent strategy of 

working for general goals by way of campaigns with particular, limited -11 

cbJectives. 

During his early struggles bacK in India, as a less than typical Loyalist 

who nonetheless was intending no immediate or general assault an the legitir 

of British rule, Gandhi concentrated an trying to eradicate particular 

"blots" on the Raj's record. Even then, however, his positive aims of 

strengthening the Indian nation by developing self-reliance, social 

responsibility and moral awareness were. gene-ral in scope. We ran 

recognise, therefore, two well-Known features of the Gandhian method. 

First, the selection of a series of particular measures, "one step at a 

time". to advance a general goal. Second, the concentration an means as 

containing within them the essence of whatever end will emerge - hence 

satyagraha being a doctrine of means as mucn as ends. Through pursuing 

a means as general and all-embracing in its scope as satyagraha, 

unforeseen general benefits will result, even though the nominal aim is 

limited to a specific issue. j# 
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Of course, a much more pragmatic case can be made for concentrating, as 

Gandhi did, on the single issue. It assumes, among other things, that 

rationality and fairness can be brought to bear in politics, that both 

sides in a dispute can learn to understand and even respect the other's 

position if no side issues are brought in, and that by limiting demands 

to the minimum short of sacrificing principles, practical gains can be 

achieved. Using this method, Gandhi was able to control the pace and 

development of struggle precisely because it was limited in scope and 

objective, and also to restrain retaliatory opportunities open to his 

22 
apponen . 

When Gandhi did move to the general Issue of Swaraj in 1920 we have seen 

that this was with great reluctance even though by that time It had I)ecome 

logical to combine campaigns an two "particular" issues -which nad reached 

the same stage of breaKdcwn with the Raj. Gandhi's ingenious solution 

to this was to interpret Swaraj in terms of a number of particular 

objectives for constructive worK - such as a Congress crganisation capable 

of assuming the running of the country or a nation capable of throwing 

off dependency on imports and supplying all its cwn clothing needs Dy 
number 

the efforts of the largest/of its citizens. 

Thus his "particularist" method survived Gandhi's translation to 

national leadership committed to the goal of independence for India. 

It facilitated control of the action and restraint on the act4vit-ics 

of both sides. Within campaigns cn the issues selected, general advances 

could be achieved "one step at a t4 . me", while the nonviolent means served 

to bring forward a philosophy of "right-living". 

These three related questions, of Keeping issues separate, baing satisfied 

with limited gains as long as the principle is won, and emphasising means 
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as much as ends, have been widely discussed in the literaturo an Gandhi. 

Truth-Force and the Importance of the Religious_Vow 

There is a fourth question, however, which must be introduced as well 

if we are to understand the impact of a method which employed nonviolent 

means for limited objectives on particular issues. This is the 

determination to gain a victory once a struggle has been launched 

without even contemplating the possibility of defeat. Gandhi 

continually insisted on the Infallibility of his satyagraha method. 

In order, to understand this. in secular terms, it is tempting to notice 

how strong is the emphasis on Will in Gandhi's method. Starving m-111 

workers vow not to return to work until they have won a victory; 

farmers vow to forfeit their ancestral lands if necessary. When the 

workers in Ahmedabad weakened, Gandhi himself took a vow that he would 

share tt. eir conditions by starving himself until their sacriFice was 

recognised. 

Such an explanation goes cnly half -way to -explaining Gandhi's method, 

however. Gandhi's absolute determination not to give in on a campaign 

once launched was allied to a belief that the strength to maintain the 

fight comes from God. Taking a religious vow to struggle until some 

amelioration or advantage was won was not, as cynics argue, simply an 

opportunist move to bind ignorant people to a course of action which 

otherwise they'would think better of and slide out of. In the vow, and 

in the successful outcome of struggles where people had vowed that they 

would not give in, Gandhi saw the means of enabling people to bring 

their most profound sense of spiritual rectitude into politics. In 

victory, not only would their self-confidence soar, but also their 

belief in the power of the spirit, or as Gandhi came to express it 

more'and more, truth. 
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Here then we come to the core of satyagraha - which has ofton been 

translated as "truth-force" or "soul-force". Gandhi tried hard in 

practice not to overemphasise the power of the human noul to force 

change in the political world. But (i) on a specific, carefully-defined 

issue, (ii) where the objectives of the campaigners had beon limited 

to the least they could reasonably demand, (iii) if the struggle 

was conducted scrupulously in a nonviolent spirit without recourne to 

tricKery or manipulation and (iv) with a willingness to suffer to the 

limit without compromise, then Cv) the human soul cnuld exercise power 

and force changes in the world of politics. 

This'was Gandhi's "truth-force" or "soul-force", conceivP. d and organised 

as a novel experiment in political action. It was a fragile technique 

because it was so poorly understood and so little tried as a conscious 

method. Gandhi remained fascinated by this experiment throughout his 

life, convinced that if it was applied with enough sKill it coula never 

-o realiae that fail. However, as we have argued in this study, he camp. 16 

he had been overconfident in promoting it as a method on the conflict 

side in campaigns of civil resistance. Increasingly he placed stre's's 

on campaigns of satyagraha which were constructive in nature, designed 

to change social conditions directly, rather than competing in the 

fraught arena of conventional politics. 

Numerous writers have defined truth-force before. In particular, 

Iyer has stressed the importance of the vow in satyagraba. 
23 

But 

perhaps no-one has amphasised in quite this way how fundamental was 

the 'combination of a limited issue and absolute determination to its 

s6ccets. These first conscious experiments by Gandhi were expressly 

limited in their scope in order to match their chances of success to 

the moral strength of the satyagrahis. If this is accepted, then the 
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problems of organising satyagraha on a national scale, particularly in 

its more contentious form of civil disobedience, become obvioU3. Whore 

the spirit of the people cannot, be concentrated on a particular 

issue and their struggle conducted in something ppproxim. ate to the 

rules developed by Gandhi, then the "truth-force" method cannot work. 

I 

The Slow Build-Up and Oefensive Action 

This points to a final feature of Gandhi's method which has been explored 

I 

I 

in this study, namely the change of approach he adopted to initiatinq 2 

satyagraha on a national scale. Wýereas with tile Rowlatt Satyagraha the I 

campaign was launched with plans for widespread individual civil disobedience, 

during Noncooperation the launch of aggressive civil disotedience was 

delayed and delayed and then finally abandoned altogether. 

My belief is that the restriction order placed on Gandhi during the Rowlaltt -. 11 

Satyagraha caused him [probably consciously) to try to repeat the defiance 

which had worKed so well for him two years earlier in Champaran. The 

disastrous results of this symtolic resistance, however, caused him to 

rethinK his approach. The slow development and build-up of the Noncooperatior, 

movement should be seen as more mature example of Gandhi's method of 

organising at a national level. This was the approach he adopted in the 

first sustained all-India campaign which established his leadership of the 

nationalist movement. What it involved was a progressive series of steps 

for, first. mobilising the nationalist elite and Cirecting them to the 

villages where real issues for the future of India lay; second, con3olidating 

the links achieved between full-time idealistic workers and villagers in a 

. programme to develop organisatian and expand constructive worK; third, 

moving onto defensive civil disobedience when the Raj tried to restrict the 

activities of Congress volunteersi and fourth preparing to launch aggressive C2 

. civil disobedience in a limited area when the nation was ready. 
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Thus the essence of the revised methcýd was along-drawn-aut period of 

mobilisation and preparation. building up enthusia3m, unity and constructive 

achievement until the right "atmosphere" for civil disobedience had been 

achieved. It was no longer assumed - as Gandhi had in 1919 - that 

satyagraha would taKe the people by storm. Defensive disobedience, the 

defiance of government restrictions an their "legitimatu" activity, was 

permitted on an individual rather than mass basis by'G6ndhi. 
24 Aggressive 

civil disobedience. the delibarate breaKing of a law chosen by Gandhi at the 

rightmoment to escalate the confrontation, was held bacK as a last resort 

for when the movement wa3 thoroughly prepared to support and sustain nonvioler 

discipline. 

Case examples selected by Sondurant in her authoritative study of tho 

satyagraha method give the impression that Gandhi favoured exemplary civil 

disobedience as his method of mobilisinZ a mass nonviolen't movement, This 

was the technique employed in th3 anly tW3 national struggles she describes, 

the Rowlatt Satyagraha and the Salt Satyagraha in 1930.25 Gone Sharp in 
0 

his valuable study of the l9jO-1932 movement in Gandhi Wields The Weanon of . 

Moral Power also implies by his selection and treatment that Gandhi favoured 

aggressive civil disobedience. 26 In Sharp's The Politics of Nonviolent 

Action almost all his references to all-India actions arZanised by Glandhi di 

are to this period,, which Sharp had studied in depth. 
27 This means that 

two of the most influential authorities on nonviolent acticn in the West, 

do not taKe account explicitly of the principal national rtruggle tiy whic'n 

Gandhi established his position in IIndia. 

Rowlatt and the Salt Satyagraha are the bestAnown examples of Gandhi's 

method in the West. Their reputation has. however, in my view, helped 

give nonviolent activists in the West a misleading impression of how 

Gandhi's satyagraha campaigns were ccnstructed. C2 
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The crucial point, i3 that Rowlatt was a failure and 

Satyagraha followed ten. years of preparation led by 

principally the major initial mobilisation achieved 

1920-1922. It is beyond the scope of this study to 

further - but the argument that th3 Gandhian method 

emphasis on dramatic civil disobedience than is usu 

supported in this thesis. 

that the Salt 

GandIA, including 

by Noncooperation from 

develop this contention 

places much less 

ally supposed, is well 

Satyagraha in Action 

In only four pages of her book Conquest of Violence, Joan Bondurant has 

summarised what she calls "The Essentials of Satyagrana in Action". Oarived 

from earlier Gandhian scholars, this summary first published nearly thirty 

years ago is still gerierally accepted as the best practical description of 

Gandhi's method. 
28 

Bondurant herself maKes no great claims for this section of her worK. Sho 

writes: 

"If one were to lay out a handbooK for the conduct of a mass satyagraha 
Ith satyagraha in India, the campaign based upon the experience w.. 

three first chapters might well deal witi (1) fundamental rules 
j C2 

'pline, and (3) the steps ; overning tne campaign, (2) the code of disc. 
through which the campaign is to be pursued. Among the points which 
should enter into such a guide are those outlined below. " 29 

It is perhaps surprising that such a modest and. as the author herself 

suggests, incomplete presentation of Gandhi's method has not been re-evaluated. 

and tested subsequently. 

It is not intended to examine here the nine points of tier proposed "chapter 

2". the code of discipline, which Bondurant has taKen from a document which 

Gandhi prepared for those taKing part in civil disobedience in 1930. Even 

so, a code of discipline prepared specifically for Congress volunteers from 

differing political bacKgrounds who were taKing part in a campaign of 

nonviolent direct action is bound to be different from that suggested for 

"life-satya-rahis" living in the ashrams and going out to engage in 
C2 
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constructive worK. Also. the discipline for this type of ag-russive Q 

civil disobedience will not be the same as for conducting a hartal or a 

procession or a public meeting. Thus Bandurant's summary of the discipline 

for satyagraha is incomplete and deserves further investigation and 

amplification. 

The other two "chapters" of Bondurant's imaginary handbook do fall inore 

squarely within the frameworK of this thesiz and damand closer examination. 

Possibly a real handbooK would adopt a slightly different structure. Thus 

Sharp's The Politics of Nonviolent Action -Is divided into three broad 

sections - the first an political premisses, the second_cn met. hods, and 

the third on dynamics. We will follow Sondurant's frameworK, however, and 

see how well it encompasses the general conclusions of our study. 

Bondurant's first "handbook chapter" on "fundamental rules" contains nin-3 

points. Adapted and elaborated from N. K. Bose in his Studies-in Slandhism, 

these rules can be grouped under three broad headings. 
30 First, those 

concerned with preparation for and sustaining a struggle: 

(1) Self-&-ellance at all timas. 

(2) Initiative In the hands of the satyagrahis. 

(3) Propagation of the objectives, strategy and tactics of tho campaign. 

(4) Reduction of demands to a minimum consistent with truth. 

Second. there is the conduct of the struggle: 

(5) Progressive advancement of*the movement. ci 

(6) Examination of weaKnesses within the satyagraha group. C2 

C7) Persistent 3earch for avenues of cooperation -with the adver3ary 

on hanourable terms. 

Third, the basis far a settlement: 

(8) Refusal to surrender essentials in negotiation. 

Insistence upon full agreement on fundamentals before accepting 

a settlement. 
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If we examine each of these in turn, we will see that indeed a number of 

important "rules" as demonstrated in this thesis are eitha)r underemphasised 

or omitted. First, there is the question of the basic ovientation of those 

taking part in satyagraha. For Gandhi the first question often was 

"Are you prepared to die? " or "Are you prepared to go to jail? " Thero 

was also the insistence that those taKing part in the campaign ahould giva 

up their privileges and identify with the peasant. -y by some form uf practical 

action. Thus our first additional rule might be:. R eorientation of saty3Zrahis 

to face hardship and to identify with the poor. Second, Bondurant is 

certainly right to emphasise self-reliance - that is, for example, striKers ýI 

'her than launching a supporting themselves from their own resources, rat. 

striKe fund. But in a list of Gandhian rules there should suraly be a 

greater emphasis on constructive work - that is, a daily discipline which is 

not only a symbolic act of identification with the poor and with the 

national struggle itself but also an occasicn for meditation ano quiet. 

This rule can be stated as: A dailydiscipline of constructive worK. Third, 

the demands of the campaign should indeed be rcduced to a m. inimum consistent 4- 

with truth, but the issue itsel-F should be specific and practical rather 

than general and remote. Also, the campaign should remain focused an the 

specific issue and not combine with oth6r campai. -ns for the saKe of political 

advantage. This can be stated: The issue should be zQecific and practical 

and should not be combined with other issues for the zaKe of gainIng wider 

campaigning support. Fin3lly, once the issue is defined and the demand3 58t, 

satyagrahis. should pledge themselves never to give in, whatever the penalty, 0 

until the principle expressed in the demand is met. This fundamental 

datem. inisation to act without fear of the consequ2-nces to oneself is 

absolutely basic to "truth-force" and must be underlined. This rule may 

read: 
-Circulate 

a solemn__pledge which will commit the satyagrahis to 

maintain the struggle whatever the consequences far themselves. 

ý0 

The second set of rules relate to the conduct of a campaign. We may add. 
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first, to the rule about progressive advancement of the movement, a corollary 

that where the movement has not reached the requisite level of awareness 

and discipline for the next stage, then ways of extending the campaign u 

at its present level mu3t be found. Thu3: Delav advancement to next stage 

if movement isnot prepared. A further corollary is that where it proveG 

impossible to hold the movement to the requisite level of dic-ciplina and 

concentration for applying the satyagraha technique, but on the other 

hand the movement appears to be slipping out of control. then there 

should be a willingness to suspend the next stage of the campaign or 

even to call off the campaign. Thus: Willingness to suspend the c, -3mp-qiVn 

if no further advancement can Ice made. Again. as a further rule, all 

actions of the satyagrahi are symbolic in the sense that they repran, 3nt 

ultimately the reputation and fortune of the the movement and effect 

whole movement - so they must be polite arid civil, by which Gjanchi -1pant 

that they should represent the highest idea13 of citizenship. Thus: 

All action by satyagrahis is symbolic and must reoresent the highe-st 

ideals of the movement. 

When we come to the basis for a settlement, one aopuct of cooperition 

with the opponent should be further emphasised: that is the willingn, 3ss 

to surrender the campaign to third-party arbitration where this will enable 

the opponent to recogni3e, the principle in the satyagrahis' case with 

t'h eL itmtion. "east loss of face. Thus: Willingness to seek third-party arb 

The third proposed "chapter" in Bondurant"s handbooK is derived from 

Shridharani's War Without Violence and lists nine "Steps in A 

31 Satyagraha Campaign". , It is a descriptive classification of the stages 

in a satyagraha struggle to which the rules we have just discuzsed apply. 

Bondurant says that these steps are for a movement "against an established 

political order" but they could be adapted to "other conflict situations". 
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They are: 

(1) Negotiation. and arbitration. Q 

C2) Preparation of the group for direct action. 

(3) Agitation. 

(4) Issuing of an ultimatum. 

(5) Economic boycott and forms. of strike. 

(6) Noncooperation. 

Civil disobedience. 
I 

(8) Usurping of the functions of government. 

C9) Parallel government. 

Perhaps the most important point in addressing this schema is to observe 

that is is unliKely to fit any satyagratia campaign in its ent. -Irety. To 
0 

taKe two examples, the Champaran satyagraha began with stage (7), civil 

disobedience, when Gandhi refused to be externed from tha area. Onca 

the agitational Gandhi was permitted-to stay and conduct an investigation, . 

stage (3) was entered; followed by stage (1). negotiation and arbitration; 

then in some'respects stage (8), usurping of the functions of governiment, 

aI nd stage (1) again, negotiation and arbitration. A settlement was roached 

and no further action was necessary. 

Noncooperation (1920-1922) was different, however. The first four sta3cs 

were gone through over a period of months in 1920 up to the ulti-maturn 

in July. Then stages (6) and CS), noncooperation and economic. boycott, 

were begun and were sustained for many months as the main body of the 

campaign. Stage (7), civil disobedience, tooK place only defensively in 

defiance of restrictions on picKeting, the selling of literature and 

rights of assembly - and the campaign was suspended without taking bp 

aggressive civil disobedience. 

In some respects, Shridharani's schema can best be applied to the three 

all-India campaigns of 1920-1922,1930-33 and 1940-42 considered as 

three stages in one struggle. How useful it is in its entirety for 
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analysing more limited campaigns on a smaller scale is debatable. For 

example, Champaran, Kheda and Ahmedabad all ended in arbitration, that is, 

stage ( 1) 1 

Omitted from the Shridliarani-Bondurant list is the underlying bedrock 

of preparation for civil rosistance in a prograrnmie of constructive -work. 

There is also insufficient emphasis on conscientious and comprehensive 

investigAian to prepare a cast-iron case, building links between different 

sections of the movement and mcbilising support. Missing too is thE3 

vitally important step of the pledge. Also m-43sing is the important 

distinction we have found between defensive and aggressive civil 

disobedience as distinct stag2s in the development of a satyagraha 

movement. And to repeat again, in a campaign which falls ohort of a 

revolutionary objective, the most likely outcome of a satyagraho will be 

arbitration, r3ther than paralltel government. 13 

There are further qualifying issues which could bu explored as further 

"chapters" of a satyagraha handbooK. One is the question of scale. 

First, whether the action is local, regional or national in scope. 

Second, if national, whether it is conducted simultaneouzly acrons the 

nation or concentrated symbolically in a particular region or one 

locality. Third, whether it 13 a mass action (either dispersed or 

concentrated); or a small group action; or action taKen Uy individuals; 

or by a leader or leaders personally. 

Another key dimension concerns the que3tion of the political orientatiun 

or sophistication of the participants. Are they full-time satyagrahis 

who may be living in Gandhian ashrams or are they political nationalists 

who have accepted nonviolent discipline for the duration of the struggle 

only? On similar lines, is the campaign based around a coalition of 
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" pure" satyagrahis and "tactical" satyagrahis; or is it mado up 

exclusively of one group or the other? Again, have different tactico 

been selected for different sections of the movement? For example, are 

particular actions being asked of loading members of the nationalist elite, 

or of the eduCated classes generally? Are particular expectations placed 

an self-employed shop-keepers, or industrial owners. or mill-workers? 

Some caste-groups, some provincial or language groups, some classes owning 

landarsome who are landless, some religicus group: 3 - are different tactics 

andprogrammes designed to mobilise the3e different elements? All these. 

gradations give a sense of a movement which has to be planned and organised 

in the real world - and which does not therefore have anything IiKn a 

uniform programme or strategy, but muat be flexible and adaptable to 

circumstances. The point is tnat Gandhi was not afraid to maKe distinctions 

accord-ing to capacity or position when developing strategy and tactic3 for 

campaigns. 

Other issues for the org3niser of satyagraha which might form part of 

"chapters" in 3 handbooK includs questions of timing: that is, how iz an 

organiser of Gandhi's stature able to "know" when is the- right mcmient, to 

propose an all-India hartal or to launch a Triple Boycott? Such questions 

of judgment and intuition are notoriously difficult to pin down - but 

Gandhi developed a method of "testing" by cbserving the conduct of public 

demonstrations, especially hartala. or the taKe-up of his campaignG of 

constructive worK. or the number of signatures to a pledge, or contributors 

to a fund. 

Yet again, how are the issues to be taken up selected? Gandhi, as we have 

seen, concentrated on limited issues rather than taking up the main issue. 

'he satyagrahis. gearing "truth-force" to the practical capacity of t 

Fundamental seem to have been questions of local initiative, organisation 

and self-reliance. Thus he fought hard for the boycott of foreign cloth 
9: 2 
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only, rather than all goods. Clothing was selected as the item for 

boycott and home production. rather than sugar or other goods. Mobilising 

the peasantry to national self-consciousness and developing effective 

organisation wa3 a major consideration. Production of clothing wa3 

chosen as the Key to mobilising on a national scale, rathor than housing 

or improvement of food prodUction or land-reaistribuý. ion or labour 
j 

organising. 

There is then much subtlety and flexibility in Gandhi's use of the satyagraha 

method. My purpose in comparing some of the issues raised by this study 

with the outline of satyagraha provided by Sondurant has been to demonstrate 

a principal argument of the thesis. That is. that by -itudying Gandhi 

as an organiser (dynamically, -In his context) we can gain fre5h insight3 

into his method and a deeper undarstanding of it. Also, we have 5een 

how the move from local to national organising faced Gandhi v4i*-h a numbsr 

of proolems which forcud him to adapt and clarify his methocz. A third 

argument has been that the principal authorities on nonviolent action in 

the west have largely Ignored the importance of constructive worK in 

Gandhi's method. It is to this that vie shall finally turn. 

The Place of Con3tructive Programme in Satyagr3ha 

Satyagraha has been neatly described by Shridharani as "Gandhi's mothod of 

fighting the British". 32 
This is the way in which the term is normally 

used, to describe a nonviolent fight, so that to talK of "cj Satyagr3ha" is 

to refer to a battle with a beginning and an end fought by nonviolent means; 

or more rarely a campaign encompassing a number of such battles. The 

term has spread into general usage in India where many campaigns which do 

not involve the use of violence have come to be called "satyagrahas". 

Bondurant. however, following Gandhi, has distinguished strictly between 

"satyagrahas" which follow the scrupulous rules for the conduct of these 

struggles laid down by th(3 Mahatma and "duragrahas" or "passive resistance" 

t 

where the actiyists do not resort to violence but the campaign is not -MM 
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33 
shaped by Gandhi's philosophy and guidelines. Against this, the 

general tendency of western scholars, most notably Sharp, has been to 

ease the study of nonviolent action out of the limits and some of the 

philosophical blases established by Gandhi. Nonviolent action, as defined 

by Sharp, promotes change as a result of persuasion, accortOoddtion or 

C, -'on. atyagrana, on tno other hand, -when conducted ancurding to Gandhi' coarc. 

rules, relies principally on persuasion, is reluctant to settle for 

to avoid coercion. 
34 

accommodation. and seeks always 1. 

What is common to both approaches - those looKing at satyagraha in its 

Otpure" form, and those taKing a w1dar view of nonviolent act-ion - is that 

in focusing on the question of conflict they have neglected a large 3rea 

of the technique of nonviolent action as developed by Gandtii. I'Satyagraha". 

in its seccnd widel y accepted usage, refers to the broad philoscpny of 

t truth-force developed by Gandhi, a philosophy which was adopted by "'. ife- 

satyagrahis" who went to live in ashrams, engaged in personal religiou3 

and other disciplines, and accepted a public role as social and community 

worKers. 
35 

Bondurant says we should "r4gorOuslY" distingul3h satyagraha 

, ht as a technique of action from "those specific considerat., lons of rig 

living with which Gandhi also ýconcerned himself". 
36 It is my contention 

that not only does, this distinction diminish E3ondurant's presentation of 

the. sat tyagraha method and make it hard to understand how it worked. Also, 

it seems to me, the theorists of nonviolent action who treat satya;; r3ha 

as an approach unsuited to western conditions have distorted our under- 

standing of the techniqua by prosenting Gandhil. s experiments selectivG17. 

It is not necessary to hold to Gandhi's full philosophy of -jatyagraha 1. o 

recognise that programmes of constructive worK are essential to the mathod 

of'nonviolent action developed by Gandhi. Gandhi's campaigns of civil 

resistance, certainly at a national scale, would have been impossible 

without complementary campaigns of constructive worK. The two were completelý 

interlinked in his method of satyagraha, which should be seen as a 
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method of maKing social and political change beyond its significance as 

a conflict technique. Thus cne important conclusion of this study, from 

a careful examination of Gandhi's method, is that the technique approach 

to nonviolent action should be broadened to include consideration of 

methods and campaigns which had little directly to do with conflict. More 

narrowly, another conclusijon is that Gandhi's method and practice of 

satyagraha should be recognised in a wide range of camoaigns which he 

launched in India, including the swadeshi campaign in 1019, itz re-nmergence 

in the campaign of Noncooperation just over a year later, and tho develop- 

ment of these early initiatives into the mature constructive programme. 

By studying Gandhi as an organiser we have been able to step oacK -ýrom one 

common approacti which is to looK at him as a nonviolent general or warrilor. 

The other conventional vie,.. j is to see him as a philosopher of rignt-living 

training followers in ashram disciplines and projecting +or the wid-er 

society a vision of a dacentralised politics based in a rural and craft- 

based economy. In between tnese views, Gandni stands in tl. -, is study as 

a consummate political activist and organiser who had an original Q 

perspective an how to build and direct a movement for nonviolent social 

and political change. 

Gandhi's method of organising satyagraha can be presented in the following 

table: 
37 
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Some Examples of Gandhi's Method of Organising Satya7raha 

MASS ACTION REPRESENTATIVE PERSONAL ACTION 
(DISPERSED OR OR INDIVIDUAL BY THE LEADER 
CONCENTRATED) ACTION 

Constructiva 

Programme 

Spinning, weaving, 
wearing swadeshi 
cloth 

Key lc, ýders take 
up spinning or 
wearing khadi; 
ashrams founded 
to spread 
campaigns 

National schools PrasidenGy of 
Gujarat National 
Univarsity 

Drive tc build up 
Congress membership, Q 
raise funds 

Gujarat leads 
national schools 
campaign 

Establishment of 
local and 
provincial Congress C2 
organisation 

Gandhi maka3 
spceches, writes 
articlesi suts 
targets; opens 
swadeshi stores; 
vows to wear only 
loin cloth 

Spoeches zatting 
targets and target e3 dates. coining 
slogans etc. C'j 

Civil StriKe of mill- Daily meetihgs and Fast untA. I -4 

hands in Ahmedabad bulletins arbitration is 
Resistance accc-,, ted 

Rowlatt hartal individual civil 
and processions disobedience selling Gandhi resists 

banned order restricting 
literalture him to 3ombay 

Boycott of slections, Politicians '4-1th- 
draw from elections, 
lawyers from courts. 
resignation of 
honours, teachers 
resign etc 

Processions; 
boycott of royal 
visit 

Defiance of ban on 
Congress volunteer 
organisation; 
selection of 

to launch Bardoli 4. 
mass tax refusal 

Ultimatum launches 
campaign; Gand-hi 
returns medal; 
lights bonfires etc 

TalKs with 
moderate 
politicians and 
Viceroy 
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What-the table illustrates is the balance between constructive worK and 

civil resistance in Gandhi's satyagraha mathod, each complementing the 

other. The presence of three integral parts of the programme of 

Noncooperation - promotion of swadeshi cloth, naticnal schoO13 and tha 

Congress membership drive - on the "constructive" side indicates the 

important place of constructive work in a major all-India satyagraha 

campaign. 

What the table also demonstrates is that Gandhi used broadly the same 

strategy and tactics in organising the two sides of satyagraha. He W83 0 

able to make an enormous personal contribution as leader by virtue of 

unconventional as well as conventional initiatives and he sought mass 

parl.. icipation in both con3tructive and *obstructive" or civil resistances 

campaigns. But especially important to his method was the range of 

exemplary activities taKen up by 391octed individuals, groups, districts 

or even regions. This differentiation between the lesser expectations 

placad on a mass movement and the much greater requirements made an a 

smaller "representative" or select grouping is fundamental to his method. 

In his The Politics of Nonviolent Action. Sharp describes , with great 

perception a key element in nonviolent strategy and tactics which he calls 

"the'indirect approach to the opponents' power". 

*In nonviolent action there is no attSMPt to combat Cthe government's 
troops, police, prisons and the like) by using the same type of 
instruments. as would be the case if both sides were using violence. 
Instead, in strategic terms, the nonviolent groups counters this 
expression of the opponent's power indirectly, in various ways ... 

Nonviolent struggle carries indirect strategy ... to the point 
where the military opponent is confronted not only with differing 
strategie3 but with a contrasting technique of struggle and non- 
military 'weapons system'. Nonviolent action involves opposing 
ttýe opponent's power, including his police and military capacity' 38 
not with the weapons*chosen by him, but by quite different means. " 

Yet Sharp makes no mention of one of the most obvious and brilliant examples 

of this in the strategy which Gandhi pursued in India, the programmes of 
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constructive work. These were an integral part of Gandhi's "indirect" 

m, othod. I 

In many respects it would be interesting to compare Gandhi's organ13ing 

methods with those Of SoCiali3t or Marxist organisers or revolution by 

guerrilla warfare. There is the same concern to choose the ground 

carefully and to avoid major set-piece confrontations which the movemant 

will lose. There is too the same insistence on integrating the political 

with the "conflict" sidas Of the struggle, 3eeing in the political 

mobilisation of the peasantry a crucial weapon and a basis for managing 

and reordering society once the immediate confliclt: is over. 

It we could learn to study Gandhi as a practical strategist immersed in 

the irrnediate political issues of his society, then we might 3ee ways of 

f illing some of the glaring gaps in the development of nonviolent 

action in the west. - Gandhi didn't set out to aboli3h war or to find a 

substitute for it. Such projects would be altogether too grandiose for 

him. His object was to offer a practical method and a vision to the people 

of his country so that they could improve their society and the tenor 

of their political activity. He saw no limits in theory to the application 

of this method and philosophy - but where it began and ended in practice 

was in the capacity of ordinary people to believe in themselves and to 

practice self-reliance. This gave him his main task as an organiser. And 

his achievement suggests-that if we want nonviolent action to fill the 

great role as substitute for violence which has been claimea for it, then 

the most important starting point is to develop a perspective and a 

programma which link it to the most pressing, immediata concerns of ordinary 

people. '-The social programme of nonviolence precedes, complements and 

continues on from its use as a conflict technique. 
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